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Abstract
Despite record-setting performance demonstrated by superconducting Transi-
tion Edge Sensors (TESs) and growing utilization of the technology, a theoretical
model of the physics governing TES devices superconducting phase transition
has proven elusive. Earlier attempts to describe TESs assumed them to be
uniform superconductors. Sadleir et al. 2010 shows that TESs are weak links
and that the superconducting order parameter strength has significant spatial
variation. Measurements are presented of the temperature T and magnetic field
B dependence of the critical current Ic measured over 7 orders of magnitude
on square Mo/Au bilayers ranging in length from 8 to 290 microns. We find
our measurements have a natural explanation in terms of a spatially varying
order parameter that is enhanced in proximity to the higher transition temper-
ature superconducting leads (the longitudinal proximity effect) and suppressed
in proximity to the added normal metal structures (the lateral inverse proximity
effect). These in-plane proximity effects and scaling relations are observed over
unprecedentedly long lengths (in excess of 1000 times the mean free path) and
explained in terms of a Ginzburg-Landau model. Our low temperature Ic(B)
measurements are found to agree with a general derivation of a superconduct-
ing strip with an edge or geometric barrier to vortex entry and we also derive
two conditions that lead to Ic rectification. At high temperatures the Ic(B)
exhibits distinct Josephson effect behavior over long length scales and follow-
ing functional dependences not previously reported. We also investigate how
film stress changes the transition, explain some transition features in terms of
a nonequilibrium superconductivity effect, and show that our measurements of
the resistive transition are not consistent with a percolating resistor network
model.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
A superconductor cooled through it transition temperature Tc while carrying a
finite DC bias current undergoes an abrupt decrease in electrical resistance R
from its normal state value RN to zero. Superconducting Transition Edge Sen-
sors (TESs), utilizing superconductors abrupt change in resistance, are highly
sensitive resistive thermometers used for precise thermal energy measurements.
TESs are successfully used across much of the electromagnetic spectrum, mea-
suring the energy of single-photon absorption events from infrared to gamma-ray
energies and photon fluxes out to the microwave range. Aside from spectroscopy
of EM radiation, TESs are also being used in other areas such as dark matter
searches and even mass spectrometry measurements of biomolecules. [2] TES
microcalorimeters have been developed with measured energy resolutions in the
X-ray band of ∆E = 1.8 ± 0.2 eV FWHM at 6 keV; [3] the largest reported
E/∆E of any non-dispersive X-ray spectrometer. TES microcalorimeters also
hold the record for the largest E/∆E of any non-dispersive spectrometer, with
a reported ∆E = 22 eV FWHM for 97 keV gamma-rays.[4] TESs have already
been used successfully as microwave bolometers for ground-based astronomical
observations[8] and in January of 2011 the first TES will be launched into space
on the Micro-X sounding rocket mission to take a high resolution spectrum of
the Puppis-A supernova remnant.[9] TESs are an attractive technology to sat-
isfy the requirements of multiple proposed large-scale NASA missions including:
the International X-ray Observatory (IXO), Gen-X, the cosmic microwave back-
ground radiation Physics of the Cosmos Programs Inflation Probe, the Single
Aperture Far Infrared Observatory (SAFIR), and the Space Infrared Interfero-
metric Telescope (SPIRIT).[10]
Despite TESs proven experimental achievements, current deployments, and
promise for several large-scale NASA missions the dominant physics governing
TESs biased in the superconducting phase transition is not well understood.
An understanding of the physics governing TESs in the phase transition along
with the resolution-limiting intrinsic excess noise source(s) is necessary for this
exciting technology to reach its full potential.
The purpose of this research study is to better understand the physics gov-
erning the resistive transition in a superconductor and TESs specifically. Our
problem is a difficult one. The phase space of superconductor is bounded by
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a surface that is a function of temperature T , current I, and magnetic field B
and exists in a space for values of these quantities below a critical temperature
Tc, below a critical current Ic, and below a critical magnetic field Bc. When
“in the superconducting transition” the TES resides somewhere on this defined
critical surface (Tc, Ic, Bc). Small changes in any one of these parameters will
move our system in a fourth dimension, resistance R and it is these abrupt
changes in resistance with temperature that allows us inevitably to determine
the energy of the absorbed particle with such high precision. These variables are
coupled to one another electrically and thermally and, as we will show, signifi-
cant quantities are changing spatially over the TES. The current in the TES can
distribute itself in different ways which impacts the self field on other regions
of the TES and changes with temperature and field. Their can be nonuniform
power dissipation and potentially feedback effects through the other parameters.
Our problem is further complicated as a superconductor has multiple char-
acteristic lengths: the penetration depth (determining depth magnetic fields
can penetrated into a superconductor at the surface) and the coherence length
(qualitatively the size of an electron pair or length over which the quantum
wave function can change). At the superconducting phase transition both these
length scales are divergent.
We have shown in the first paragraph examples demonstrating that TESs
can work very well, and continues to attractive interest in a growing number of
fields. The goal of this research is to improve our basic understanding and it is
our hope that with it will come steps towards answering these sorts of questions
put in simplest terms: when TESs don’t work why don’t they work? when they
do work how do they work? what can we do to make them work even better?
and how much better can they become?
1.1 Goals
The objective of this chapter is to introduce the motivation driving the research
contained in this dissertation and orient the reader for the chapters to follow.
The motivation for this research, as stated above, is a need to improve supercon-
ducting transition edge sensor physics understanding and with that point the
way for improved TES performance. Though the specific funding and devices
studied focused on high energy resolution imaging spectroscopy in the X-ray
band specifically, our conclusions and findings have much broader impact on
TES operation more generally. Our improvements in theoretical understanding
will help guide TES development efforts across the elecro-magnetic spectrum
from microwave flux bolometer sensors to high energy resolution gamma-ray
photon spectroscopy. TESs are not limited to detecting EM radiation. As
TESs are fundamentally thermal energy sensors they can been used to detect a
broad range of particles including non-ionizing or weakly ionizing sources. For
instance they are being used to look for WIMPs the proposed weakly interacting
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massive particles that may account for the missing dark matter in the universe,
they have also been used to distinguish between singly and doubly charged DNA
fragments in time of flight mass spectrometers. The weakly ionizing property of
thermal detection has also been exploited in investigations of beta decay spectra
to put limits on the neutrino rest mass. [11, 12]
1.1.1 Superconductivity Contributions
Though motivated by the need for a theoretical description of the physics gov-
erning the superconducting resistive transition; this work presents findings of
utility to the larger field of superconductivity more generally. Some of the new
superconductivity contributions include:
1. an improved understanding of the critical current of a superconducting
strip. In the theoretical description we also recognize two sources that lead
to large critical current rectification effects that we confirm experimentally.
2. we provide new measurements and theoretical descriptions for long range
in plane proximity effects in S/N heterostructures over lengths of greater
than 1000 times the mean free path (this is large compared to earlier works
observing the effect over lengths of only twice the mean free path or less).
3. provide studies of critical current evolution from a strongly coupled super-
conductor with an edge or geometric barrier to vortex entry to a weakly
coupled system exhibiting Josephson effects.
4. we report the first measurements of critical current versus applied field
dependence showing oscillations with an exponentially decaying envelope.
5. we present analysis and scalings that suggests Josephson weak-link regions
over unprecedented large lengths and have an oscillation period δB differ-
ent than expected for edge junction geometries and different than reported
in planar SNS structures of much smaller dimensions.
6. we present a new application of Josephson interferometry that is used to
probe the spatial variation in the order parameter within S/N heterostruc-
tures.
7. we demonstrate that the cause for the observed molybdenum thin film
Tc versus film stress dependence is a mystery that can not be explained
within a strained isotropic solid treatment.
1.1.2 TES Contributions
Some contributions that are mainly of interest to the TESs community specifi-
cally include:
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1. identifying TESs as weak-links with long range coherence and long range
spatially varying order parameter.
2. explanation of the enhanced conductivity for temperatures above Tc as
due to a superconducting lead effect enhancing superconductivity into the
TES. This sloped region of the R(T ) is used for certain TES characteri-
zation techniques.
3. estimates of the stress and thermal stress in TES structures at low tem-
peratures and its impact on the stress in the superconducting film and the
size of the Tc change of the bilayer.
4. show calculations and measurements of how the transition temperature Tc
and transition width ∆Tc scale with lead separation distance and normal
metal structure separation distance.
5. identify TES devices with added normal metal structures are also weak-
links.
6. the weak-link finding also implies magnetic field sensitivity that is studied.
7. measurements made on devices with added normal metal structures that
are consistent with a nonequilibrium superconductivity calculation.
8. evidence for lead self-fielding effects and its impact on lead geometry for
TES arrays to improve uniformity and common voltage bias multiplexing.
9. some introduction and analytical results for a percolating random resis-
tor network that are found to be inconsistent with measurements of the
resistive transition in bilayer TESs.
10. identify excess current effects in TESs. This is a departure from the re-
sistively shunted junction model of the current voltage (IV) relationship.
As a consequence the standard IV measurement procedure used by many
groups needs to be changed to correctly determine the TES current. Fail-
ure to do so will lead to errors in the derived TES resistance, power,
temperature, and thermal conductance to heat bath.
1.2 Microcalorimeter
The thermal measurement of energy from a single particle or photon event was
not realized until relatively recently in the work by Moseley, Mather, and Mc-
Cammon [2] published in 1984. A “microcalorimeter” (also called “quantum
calorimeter” or “quantum microcalorimeter” to emphasize that single photon
counting capability) in its most basic form consists an absorber connected to
thermometer which in turn is weakly thermally connected to a heat bath held
at some constant temperature Tb. If no power is applied to the detector (for
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instance if no bias power is required to operate the thermometer and negli-
gible stray power from the environment) then the absorber and thermometer
temperature will equal the bath temperature T = Tb. When a detection event
occurs an incident photon is absorbed converting all its energy to thermal en-
ergy that diffuses quickly throughout the absorber-thermometer system. During
this event the thermometer measures a heat pulse corresponding to a fast rise in
temperature and a slow exponential decay to its operating temperature as the
energy diffuses through the weak thermal link. For a given unit of photon energy
deposited the size of the measured temperature rise (signal) will be larger the
smaller the heat capacity C. If we assume there is no electro-thermal feedback
mechanisms changing the decay time of the heat pulse, the measured tempera-
ture will decay in time exponentially with at time constant τ = C/G where G is
the thermal conductance to the heat bath. For optimal energy resolution G is
chosen such that the internal thermalization times of the absorber-thermometer
system are fast relative to the time scale over which the heat leaks out of the
calorimeter into the heat bath. If G is too large or if their are athermal pro-
cesses this means that energy leaks out of the system before the equilibrated
temperature is read which leads to a degradation in energy resolution. If the
decay time is too slow this means a longer detector dead time before it is ready
to detect another particle. Slow decay times means an increase in the rate of
double pulses meaning a second photon is absorbed before the detector has re-
turned to its equilibrium temperature. Double pulse events can not be used
without degradation in energy resolution.
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Figure 1.1: (a) Schematic of components making up a basic microcalorimeter as
described in the text. (b) A fleshed out model with corresponding components
in (a) showing what the device looks like from a side view. We have depicted
the absorber as a Bi/Cu multilayer but have found advantages to having a
single metal layer and will often use Au/Bi or simply Au as the absorber. (c)
drawing of the R(T ) transition of a superconductor with normal resistance RN
and transition temperature Tc. (d) An example of an x-ray absorption event
showing the measured heat pulse.
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If a constant power P is being dissipated in the thermometer then the ther-
mometer temperature T will be raised above the bath temperature Tb, until
a steady state power balance is met whereby the power dissipated in the ab-
sorber+thermometer system equals the power flowing out the weak thermal link
Plink to the heat bath.
The conservation of energy equation can be written as
C
dT (t)
dt
= P − Plink(T (t), Tb) (1.1)
where t is time. We can then express the instantaneous deposition of a photon
of energy Eγ at a time tγ by using a delta function and our power balance
expression becomes
C
dT (t)
dt
= P − Plink(T (t), Tb) + Eγδ(t− tγ). (1.2)
In general the Plink expression depends upon the physical mechanism governing
the heat conduction through the weak link. If we assume it takes a linear form
Plink(T (t), Tb) = G(T (t) − Tb), and define time tγ = 0 then the solution to
equation 1.2 for t ≥ 0 is
T (t) =
Eγ
C
e−t/τ0 +
(
P
G
+ Tb
)
(1.3)
with a characteristic time constant τ0 ≡ C/G and quiescent thermometer tem-
perature P/G+ Tb. The T (t) solution takes the form of an instantaneous tem-
perature increase ∆Tγ = Eγ/C at time t = tγ followed by a gradual exponential
decay with time constant τ0 ≡ C/G to the quiescent temperature P/G+Tb. By
measuring T (t) the energy and timing of the of incident photons are determined.
By sampling a large population of photons a histogram or energy spectrum is
collected and can be used for further spectroscopic analysis of the light source
under study. If the light from the source is collected by a series of mirrors and
focused onto an array of many microcalorimeters then imaging spectroscopy can
be performed on an extended source.
The more general form of the power flowing out the thermal link Plink(T (t), Tb)
takes a form
Plink(T (t), Tb) = K(T (t)n − Tnb ) (1.4)
The power n or thermal exponent is dimensionless and assumes a value be-
tween 2 and 5 depending upon the physical mechanism dominating the thermal
transport between the thermometer and heat bath. For instance n ≈ 3 is char-
acteristic of the amorphous silicon nitride membrane dominating the transport,
the case n ≈ 4 indicates Kapitza boundary dominated conductance, and n ≈ 5
to 6 for electron-phonon coupling dominated conductance. The constant K is
a material and geometry dependent constant that also contains the effects of
whether the scattering is specular or diffusive.
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Using the above equation, the thermal conductance G through the link is
written
G ≡ dP
dT
= nK Tn−1. (1.5)
If our thermometer is a thermistor with a Joule power dissipation P = V 2/R
then after linearizing our power balance differential equation, our T (t) solution
is once again an instantaneous temperature increase of ∆Tγ = Eγ/C but now
our exponential decay constant is different.
This new altered decay constant τeff is written
τeff =
τ0
1 +
P αRT
T G
(1.6)
where
αRT ≡ T
R(T )
dR(T )
dT
=
d(lnR(T ))
d(lnT )
. (1.7)
The decay constant is altered by electro-thermal feedback (ETF). The effect of
the ETF from the power dissipated in the thermistor is a much faster heat pulse
decay time. For TES thermometers the time constant can be reduced consider-
ably relative to the natural τ0 = C/G constant for the case of no electrothermal
feedback and an order of magnitude faster than dope silicon thermometers. The
dimensionless parameter L = PαRT /TG is often referred to as the “loop gain”
L = PαRT /TG = αRT
n
[
1−
(
Tb
T
)n]
. (1.8)
The αRT definition is chosen to make clear that it assumes the resistance is only
a function of temperature.
In the limit Tb → T then τeff → τ0 and their is no electro-thermal feedback.
Alternatively in the extreme electro-thermal feedback case L  1 (for instance
Tb  T with αRT /n 1) we have
τeff ≈ n τ0
αRT
. (1.9)
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Figure 1.2: Typical TES bias circuit. The DC resistance value of the TES
baised in the transition is chosen by changing the TES bias voltage Vbias, the
input current is divided between the TES R and the shunt resistor Rsh. The
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Figure 1.2 shows a typical TES bias circuit. The TES is connected in parallel
to a shunt resistor Rsh ≈ 0.2 mOhm, the input resistor Rin is several kOhm,
and the TES resistance R ranges between 0 and RN depending upon the bias
voltage Vbias and RN is typically of order 10 mOhm. A SQUID feedback circuit
is used to determine the current flowing in the TES I.
1.2.1 Absorbers used in Microcalorimeters
An absorber material is chosen that has a large cross section with the particles
you wish to detect. In the case for x-ray detection this means we want heavy
elements with large atomic number (large Z). Next, the absorber selection must
reach a balance between two often competing materials properties; namely a
small heat capacity and fast thermalization time. Small heat capacity is obvi-
ous because we want a small deposition of energy to cause a large temperature
change. But the absorbers heat capacity must not be too small such that the
maximum photon energy you wish to measure is so large that absorb energy re-
sults in saturated pulses. Poor conductors have few carriers, thus fewer degrees
of freedom by the equipartition theorem, and the heat capacity is then domi-
nated by phonon conduction (as opposed to electron conduction). The problem
is the fewer the charge carriers the slower the thermalization time. The fast ther-
malization time requirement on an absorber means a large thermal conductance
is desired and also the absence of long life-time nonequilibrium states. When
the photon is absorbed it is initially converted to a single energetic electron
that quickly interacts with neighbors creating a hot electron ball. Depending
upon the way the heat is transfered between the absorber and thermometer via
phonon conduction, charge conduction, or some combination, this heat needs to
transition between electron and phonon systems in the thermalization process
which means that electron-phonon coupling times can be important. For su-
perconducting absorbers their can also be long lived excited quasiparticle states
that decay on a scale of order quasiparticle lifetime. Semiconductor thermis-
tors can have long lived particle hole recombination times which can slow the
thermalization process.
With the above absorber considerations most of our absorbers for x-ray
detection consist of combinations of large Z materials Au and Bi. Bismuth
is a semimetal with few carriers and a very small heat capacity but can have
longer thermalization times. Au thermalizes very quickly, as it is a metal, but
because of its large heat capacity is most suitable for applications with small
pixel sizes. We often fabricate absorbers that are a Bi/Au bilayer to provide a
balance between faster lateral thermalization and small heat capacity.
We also note that another important consideration for absorber selection
is that the absorber interfaces nicely with the thermometer to be used. For
instance low thermal resistance across the absorber-thermometer interface, the
materials chemically stable in contact with one another, and no interdiffusion
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of species. This can put limit on the maximum temperature the device can
reach during the fabrication process. Of course the fabrication processes for the
absorber must also be compatible with that of the thermometer.
1.2.2 Thermometers used in Microcalorimeters
A microcalorimeter can use different types of thermometer technologies. A
TES is one choice of thermometer falling in the class of thermistors (a tem-
perature dependent resistor). A thermistor connected to a known electrical
circuit measures a change in voltage or change in current that corresponds to a
change in temperature. Another thermometer technology that has been used in
microcalorimeters are doped semiconductor thermistors. These doped semicon-
ductor thermometers have a resistance decrease with an increase in temperature;
this change is opposite that of a TES thermometer. For the same heat capac-
ity C TESs out perform doped silicon because the the TES can have a much
narrower transition. The parameter that is important is usually called α and
is defined as the logarithmic derivative of the resistance with respect to tem-
perature. In TESs α can be an order of magnitude larger which means for the
same heat capacity better energy resolution and faster heat pulse decay times
allowing for reduced detector dead time.
Another thermometer technology under development for microcalorimeter
applications are called metallic magnetic calorimeters. Metallic magnetic calorime-
ters (MMCs)[53] use a different thermometer technology. In this case the ther-
mometer consists of a metal with a dilute concentration of magnetic atoms,
so dilute as to be noninteracting as in a paramagnet. This paramagnetic-like
system at a given temperature has a certain fraction of the magnetic moments
aligned with the applied field minimizing its free energy. When an photon is
absorbed the resulting increase in temperature reduces the number of moments
aligned with the field and this change in magnetization is measured using a
SQUID magnetometer. Another important difference between this technology
and TESs is their is no bias power used to operate the thermometer. This has
advantages but also increases demands on the temperature stability of the cryo-
genic system as their is no feedback mechanism aiding to temperature regulate
the detector.
1.3 TES Microcalorimeter
TES Microcalorimeters are able to blend high resolution spectroscopy with
imaging capability. At this point kilo-pixel imaging schemes are currently un-
der development. For most applications the most sought after characteristic,
and dominant driver, is improvements in energy resolution for the purposes of
spectroscopy. A TES microcalorimeter can be used for measuring and resolving
atomic spectral lines in order to make determinations such as the atomic species
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present and relative abundances, ionization states, and also shifts in these spec-
tral lines caused by chemistry in some applications or in others line shifts caused
by cosmic expansion or the Doppler effect.
Microcalorimeters are categorized as a nondispersive meaning they can achieve
high resolving power without employing gratings (or prisms in the visible spec-
trum) to spread the spectrum of energies spatially before detection. This nondis-
persive nature contributes to the virtues of its ability to achieve high quantum
efficiency and also imaging capability.
High quantum efficiency means that a very large fraction of all photons in-
cident are detected (can be in excess of 95%); this is obviously an important
feature for viewing faint sources. In addition, the nondispersive nature makes
it much easier to implement in an array for imaging spectroscopy, which when
combined with optics system enables complex spectroscopy studies of spatially
extended sources (e.g. galaxies or matter being sucked into supermassive black
holes). The current baseline design for the proposed space-based International
X-ray Observatory (IXO) is a kilopixel array operating at 50 mK with an energy
resolution of ∆EFWHM = 2.5 eV over 0.3 to 7 keV and an outer array of 2,304
pixels with better than ∆EFWHM = 10 eV. Some of the astrophysics objec-
tives for IXO include tests of strong gravity, studies of galaxy cluster evolution,
and revealing conditions in the immediate vicinity of supermassive black holes
such as black hole driven winds. Galaxy cluster evolution will be studied using
the high energy resolving imager to directly measure red shifts and study tur-
bulence within the intracluster medium. This type of high resolution imaging
spectroscopy is needed to put to test theories of galaxy formation and evolu-
tion by making local determinations of the hot gases velocity, column density,
metallicity, and ionization state.
1.4 TES types
A TES requires a temperature dependent resistive transition allowing the TES
to assume many different forms and compositions. Some considerations for TES
design include requirements for the normal state resistance RN , thermalization
times, Tc in the desired range, the resistive transition width, and reducing unde-
sirable intrinsic noise sources. Of course for imaging arrays of TESs we also care
seek a robust design producing good uniformity, repeatability, and stability of
the TES fabrication, compatibility with the absorber and substrate materials,
minimal thermal and electro-magnetic cross talk between neighboring pixels,
and minimal perturbation from the environment.
The superconducting transition edge sensor (TES) can be a uniform su-
perconductor that has a transition temperature within the desired range of
operating temperatures. Examples that have been used are W and Ir films.
The ability to use operating temperatures at values where no suitable uni-
form superconductor exists is desirable. Two strategies have been used to con-
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trol the transition temperature of a TES by controlling the concentration of a
magnetic dopant in a superconductor and by controlling the thin film thick-
nesses of proximity coupled superconductor / normal-metal (S/N) bilayers. A
magnetically doped superconductor TES has been fabricated using Mn doped
Al.[12] The more common proximity coupled S/N bilayers in use are Al/Au,
Ti/Au, Mo/Cu, and Mo/Au. The TESs studied in this thesis consist of Mo/Au
bilayers.
The work described in this thesis also proposes a new concept for TES body
and also a new method to tune the transition temperature. The long range
in plane proximity effect and inverse proximity effect described in this work
shows that it is possible to tune the transition by changing the higher Tc super-
conducting lead separation length L and/or the added normal metal structure
spacing distance s. It also shows that it is possible to have the variable resistor
region (the TES body) be a material that in isolation is a normal metal at all
temperatures like Cu, Ag, or Au. In the case of an all normal metal TES body
like Au the superconductivity is induced longitudinally into the Au film from
the higher Tc superconducting leads (like Mo/Nb with Tc ranging from 1 to 9
K). Tc is then tuned by changing the distance between the Mo/Nb leads L.
1.5 TES physics understanding
In the X-ray[3] and gamma-ray[4] energy resolution records mentioned earlier,
the TESs are made of normal-metal/superconductor (N/S) proximity-coupled
bilayers. The TESs in both these examples also have additional normal-metal
interdigitized fingers (see Figure 1.3(a)) which are found empirically to reduce
unexplained noise source(s). In addition to reducing the unexplained excess
electrical noise these normal-metal structures are consistently found to have
the undesired effect of reducing the detector’s sensitivity (reduces an effective
α).[2, 5] Important unanswered questions include: What is the physics governing
the resistive transition including: Tc, the transition width ∆Tc, and the R(I, T )
surface, where I is the current and T the temperature? What is the TES
current distribution? How do added normal metal structures change the TES
and reduce the noise? What is the nature of the intrinsic excess noise source(s)?
Is it possible to reduce the unexplained noise source(s) without reducing the
detector sensitivity?
Various models have been proposed to explain the noise, Tc, and ∆Tc in
TES bilayers. Attempts to model the TES resistive transition include using
KT theory,[12] fluctuation superconductivity,[13] percolation theory,[14, 15] and
thermal fluctuation models.[16] KT theory applied to typical S/N bilayers pre-
dicts a transition width ∆Tc of order 40 nK and fluctuation superconductivity
gives a ∆Tc . µK. Both estimates are orders of magnitude smaller than the
typical measured ∆Tc ∼ 0.5 mK. A different physical explanation is needed to
explain the measured transition behavior.
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Sadleir et. al. [1] has recently shown both experimentally and theoreti-
cally that TESs exhibit weak-link behavior, where, unlike previous models, the
average strength of the order parameter varies over the TES.
Sadleir et. al. [1] showed that the higher Tc superconducting leads enhance
superconducting order longitudinally into the N/S bilayer over remarkably long
lengths in excess of one thousand times the mean free path (the Longitudinal
Proximity Effect or LoPE). See Figure 1.3(b). Sadleir also showed that regions
with added N structures (N/N/S layer regions) have the opposite effect and
are found to suppress superconducting order laterally into the N/S bilayer as
depicted in Figure 1.3(b). I call this the Lateral inverse Proximity Effect or
LaiPE.
The TES designs giving the best energy resolution,[3, 4] having both leads
and added N structures, have a spatially varying order parameter due to these
two competing effects superconducting enhancement in proximity to the leads
and suppression in proximity to the added N structures. In both cases the spa-
tially varying order parameter means that the transition temperature for the
TES is an effective transition temperature because it is highly current depen-
dent. Sadleir et. al. 2010 found the critical current Ic (the current at which
superconductivity first breaks down) depends exponentially upon the square
root of the temperature T and upon the lengths L and s of the weak-link
TES. In this theoretical framework the first onset of resistance occurs when
the TES current reaches the local critical current density jc for the minimum
(maximum) order parameter along series (parallel) connected regions. In addi-
tion to the lateral inverse proximity effect, I have also shown that the added
Au structures introduce charge imbalance or nonequilibrium superconductivity.
The temperature dependence of the anomalously large resistance tail at lower
temperatures for a TES device with the added Au structure spanning the full
width of the device was explained in terms of a derived temperature dependence
on the nonequilibrium quasiparticle diffusion length.
The Sadleir et. al. 2010 theory of the longitudinal proximity effect and
the lateral inverse proximity has demonstrated excellent agreement with exper-
iment. It was found to explain the critical current measured over 7 orders of
magnitude versus temperature of square TESs ranging in size from 8 to 290 µm
and over a factor of 3 change in the effective transition temperature. The theory
also explains the shifts in Tc observed from added Au structures for s values
tested ranging from 2.3 to 100 µm.
My paper also showed that the temperature dependence of the critical cur-
rent explains the measured resistive transition widths. Transition temperature
of the TES is found to scale linearly with the transition width and both scale
approximately as 1/L2. I also found that the effect of adding Au structures is
to shift the transition temperature to lower temperatures by a size that scales
approximately as 1/s2. My observed scaling laws are also explained by our
GL theory models for the longitudinal proximity effect and the lateral inverse
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proximity effect.
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Figure 1.3: (a) Schematic of TES sensors. Square Mo/Au bilayer with attached
Mo/Nb leads. The current flows from lead to lead and the lead-separation
distance is defined as L. Au “banks” are added to prevent Mo shorts along
the edge, Au “fingers” are added to reduce the unexplained electrical noise,
and Au “stems” are added to provide attachment points for x-ray absorbers.
The minimum added Au structure separation distance is defined as s. (b)
In-plane variation of the magnitude of the order parameter |ψ|2 plotted for
T < Tci (solid red curves) and for T & Tci (dotted red curves) underneath the
respective structures in isolation on the left (Mo/Au bilayer, Au, and Mo/Nb)
and coupled heterostructures on the right (LoPE and LaiPE). For a bilayer
the average superconducting pair density |ψ|2 and average Tc is uniform across
the wafer. When higher Tc Mo/Nb leads are attached the order parameter
strength is increased above the average near the leads and decays with distance
away from the leads to a minimum L/2 away (LoPE). When Au structures are
added, for T < Tci the order parameter strength is depressed near the structures
and increases to a maximum s/2 away (LaiPE).
1.6 R(I, T ) and Noise Sources impact on
∆EFWHM
The purpose of this section is to show that developing a theoretical model that
explains the measured R(I, T ) surface can guide the design of TESs with optimal
energy resolution. In addition to the R(I,T) surface we would like also predict
under what conditions additional intrinsic noise sources exist. This means con-
trolling the transition temperature Tc and transition width. Controlling the
shape of the transition could also help extend the linear range of the detector
response.
The most significant known noise components are Johnson noise (or Nyquist)
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noise coming from a resistor, SQUID noise, and phonon noise between between
the the TES and the heat bath through the thermal link. The SQUID noise is
usually negligible compared to the other two components.
From statistical mechanics the root mean square magnitude of thermal fluc-
tuations at a temperature T is given by
∆Erms =
√
kBT 2C (1.10)
independent of E and G. From the above phonon noise relation one can see
the motivation for operating at low temperatures (small T ) and having small
device heat capacities (small C). Of course C is a function of the size of the
absorber and TES and the materials used and is also a function of T . The paper
by 1984 paper Moseley, Mather, and McCammon [2] showed that including the
responsivity of the detector changes the above expression for the phonon noise
contribution only by a dimensionless multiplicative factor (depending on the
design and type of thermometer).
The linear Johnson voltage noise spectral density is a white noise source
following
∆Vrms =
√
4kBTR. (1.11)
The noise source from the shunt resistor is negligible in comparison because
Rsh  R.
The TES response is governed by two coupled nonlinear differential equa-
tions, one describing the TES thermal circuit, and the other describing the TES
electrical circuit. Ignoring noise terms the thermal circuit differential equation
is
C
dT
dt
= −Pbath + PJ + P (1.12)
and without noise terms the electrical circuit is
L
dI
dt
= V − IRsh − IR(T, I). (1.13)
For small signals the TES R(I, T ) is expanded about R0, T0, I0 to first order
as
R(I, T ) ≈ R0 + ∂R
∂T
∣∣∣∣
I0
(T − T0) + ∂R
∂I
∣∣∣∣
T0
(I − I0). (1.14)
Substituting in the defined device parameters for α
α ≡ T
R
∂R
∂T
∣∣∣∣
I0
=
∂ lnR
∂ lnT
∣∣∣∣
I0
, (1.15)
and β
β ≡ I
R
∂R
∂I
∣∣∣∣
T0
=
∂ lnR
∂ ln I
∣∣∣∣
T0
, (1.16)
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equation 1.14 becomes
R(I, T ) ≈ R0 + αR0
T0
(T − T0) + βR0
I0
(I − I0). (1.17)
For small signals around R0 we have small δT ≡ T−T0 and small δI ≡ I−I0.
Solving for the energy resolution using a linearization form of the differential
equations has been shown by several authors and contained in the excellent
TES review by Irwin and Hilton.[2] It has been shown that the expression for
the energy resolution can then be written in the limit of strong electrothermal
feedback (L  1) as
∆EFWHM ≈ 2
√
2 ln 2
√√√√√√4kBT 2Cα
√√√√√nF (1 + 2β + θ)(1 +M2)
1−
(
Tb
T
)n (1.18)
where F is a thermal parameter of order one. The 2β term is the first nonlinear
term in the Johnson noise expansion calculated by Irwin. The variable θ contains
all higher order nonlinear Johnson noise terms that remains to be calculated.
Any intrinsic noise sources not contain the the Johnson or phonon noise terms
is contained in the M2 term. If we only consider the linear Johnson noise
contribution and ignore all higher order terms then the 2β and θ terms are
zero. If we assume that there are no other intrinsic noise sources then M2 = 0.
Furthermore by taking F = 1/2 and Tb  T we have equation 1.18 simplify to
∆EFWHM ≈ 2
√
2 ln 2
√
4kBT 2
C
α
√
n/2 (1.19)
or
∆EFWHM ≈ 2.35
√
4kBT 2
C
α
√
n/2 (1.20)
Minimization of 1.18 drives making T small by operating at low tempera-
tures, small heat capacity C, and larger α. Equation 1.18 with only the first
nonlinear Johnson term means θ = 0 and with no other intrinsic noise sources
gives
∆EFWHM ≈ 2
√
2 ln 2
√√√√√√4kbT 2Cα
√√√√√nF (1 + 2β)
1−
(
Tb
T
)n . (1.21)
Minimization of ∆EFWHM of equation 1.21 shows that we want C small, α
large, β small and for a given values of the following parameters an operating
temperature T that minimizes this relation. The variable T is the TES tem-
perature which is approximately the transition temperature Tc of the TES. The
cryogenic system sets the limit on Tb and we would not like to have T so low
that we don’t use some of the advantages electro-thermal feedback provides.
Putting in round numbers of a Tb = 50 mK, C = 1.4 pJ/K, α = 100, β=1,
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F = 0.5, n = 3, at T = 100 mK the change in energy resolution per change in T ,
∂∆E/∂T ≈ 0.02 eV/mK. With the same numbers but β = 10, α = 50, n = 4,
then ∂∆E/∂T ≈ 0.05 eV/mK. This number would be larger if C is increased.
By considerations of minimization of ∆EFWHM of the above equations we
see many of the guiding principles for TES operation. We would like a small C,
a small Tb/T , a small T , a small β, and a larger α. Of course the optimization
would change if θ or M2 are found to be greater than zero and in general may
follow some unknown functional dependence of these variables (e.g. supposing
θ(α) or M2(α)).
Suppose that θ = ν (α−α0)H(α−α0), M2 = 0, and α = χβ, (where H is the
Heaviside step function defined as H(α−α0) = 0 for α < α0 and H(α−α0) = 1
for α ≥ α0).
Then the ∆EFWHM expression becomes
∆EFWHM ≈ 2
√
2 ln 2
√√√√√√√√4kbT 2Cα
√√√√√√√
nF
[
1 +
2α
χ
+ ν (α− α0)H(α− α0)
]
1−
(
Tb
T
)n .
(1.22)
Suppose we want to focus on the α and β optimization we then factor our a
constant of order one, f ≡ √nF/[1− (Tb/T )n], and then rewrite the equation
as
∆EFWHM ≈ 2
√
2 ln 2
√√√√4kbT 2C
α
f
√[
1
α2
+
2
χα
+ ν (α− α0)H(α− α0)
]
(1.23)
Which in the larger or small α limits can be reduced to scale as
∆EFWHM ∝

(
1 + 2β
α2
)1/4
for α < α0
(
1 + 2β
α2
+
ν
α
)1/4
for α α0
(1.24)
For 2β  1 these two limits above become ∝ [2/(χα)]1/4 and ∝ [1/α]1/4 [2/χ +
ν]1/4 respectively.
1.6.1 Other Considerations
In addition to minimizing ∆EFWHM for spectroscopy we also care about min-
imizing the amount of electrical and thermal cross talk between neighboring
pixels in an array, detector response time, range of device linearity, saturation,
quantum efficiency, number of electronics channels, power dissipation causing
temperature nonuniformity over the array. It is important to have device uni-
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formity over the array for common voltage bias multiplexing schemes.
At the start of this research the TESs R(I, T ) surface is simply black box.
The described progress in TES performance was made by making different TESs,
measuring the resulting properties and performance, followed by making more
TESs noting the observed phenomenological correlations along the way. Illu-
minating the physics governing the TES R(I, T ) or even theoretical treatments
that put limits on the the resistive transition would be helpful. Without a
theory of the resistive transition we don’t know what determines the R(I, T )
surface, intrinsic sources of noise (M2), intrinsic time constants, and sensitiv-
ities to other physical parameters such as magnetic field. Identifying design
parameters that can tune the R(I, T ) transition would also be valuable.
1.7 Proximity Effect
De Gennes’s 1964 work [26] is credited with the first systematic theoretical
investigation of the proximity effect. De Gennes showed that when a supercon-
ductor S is brought into contact with a normal metal N the superconducting
order parameter does not immediately drop to zero at the interface. Instead
the superconducting order parameter in the S region penetrates into the normal
metal decaying exponentially with distance from the interface over a charac-
teristic length given by the normal metal coherence length ξN . This induced
superconducting order into a region of normal metal in proximity to supercon-
ductor is called the proximity effect. This mean a superconducting substrate
with a normal metal deposited on top with a thickness that is thin compared
to ξN will have superconducting order diffuse into the N layer and a nonzero
superconducting gap in the density of states is induced in the N layer. For in-
stance this induced superconducting gap of a S/N bilayer is measurable on the
N surface using a scanning tunneling microscope (STM).
A reciprocal effect occurs in the superconductor in proximity to the S/N
interface. Superconducting order in the S region is suppressed near the interface
and increases to its unperturbed value over a characteristic length referred to
as the extrapolation length b or the coherence length in the superconductor.
This suppression of superconducting order in proximity to the normal metal is
referred to as the inverse proximity effect. This is the definition of the inverse
proximity effect that is standard in the literature and used throughout this
work. This definition is not to be confused with a recent unconventional usage
of the “inverse proximity effect” to mean when a superconductor’s Tc actually
increases when connected to a normal metal or a magnetic material.
In the dirty limit (`mfp  ξN ) the electrical transport is diffusive and normal
metal coherence length is
ξN =
√
~DN
2pikBT
(1.25)
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and in the clean limit (`mfp  ξN ) the electronic transport is ballistic and
ξN =
√
~vF
2pikBT
(1.26)
The coherence length of a superconductor in the dirty limit is
ξS(0) =
√
pi~DS
8kBTc
. (1.27)
with Tc the transition temperature and DS = `mfpvF /3 the electronic diffusivity
in the S layer, with `mfp the mean free path and vF the Fermi velocity in S.
The pioneering experiments on S/N bilayers by Hauser 1966[27] and SNS
sandwiches by Clarke (1969 )[28] confirmed the theoretical work by De Gennes.[26]
The spatially varying order parameter was found by a self-consistent expression
for the spatially varying order parameter obtained by Gor’kov derived from mi-
croscopic BCS theory.[32] Critical currents are then determined by Ginzburg-
Landau theory (GL theory).[31] GL theory is strictly valid only for temperatures
near Tc and is only approximately correct away from Tc. Nevertheless, GL the-
ory is routinely applied at temperatures far away from Tc and often accurately
describing measurements. The virtue of GL theory is it is composed of terms
that are experimentally measurable quantities. Whereas microscopic theory re-
sults tend to provide predictions that very often contain quantities that are not
well known or are difficult to measure (e.g. electron-phonon coupling parame-
ter in BCS theory, or interface transmissivity in Usadel equations[46]). Usadel’s
equations have been applied to SNS and structures in various limits but has
not been solved for the limit in which our TES devices reside.[37, 9, 39, 40]
The microscopic mechanism by which Cooper pairs leakage from S into N layers
occurs is Andreev reflection processes at the S/N interface (Andreev 1964).
To deal with short weak link lengths that are accurate over the entire tem-
perature range (i.e. down to very low temperatures (T/Tc . 0.2)) a more
general theoretic approach based upon microscopic theory is required. The gen-
eral equations governing stationary superconductivity by Gorkov 1958[33] 1960
[34] was expressed in a significantly simpler form by Eilenberger 1968.[35] This
simplification of the Gor’kov theory into the Eilenberger theory was further sim-
plified by Usadel in 1970 [46] by considering superconductors in the dirty limit
and capitalizing on the resulting spherical symmetry. The virtue of the result-
ing Usadel equations is that they do not require using the single lowest order
Matsubara frequency approximation whereby higher order terms of the Fourier
expansion of the Fermi-Dirac function are then not assumed to be zero. In
addition, unlike GL theory, Usadel’s equations are valid over the entire temper-
ature range.[46] The cost of an Usadel’s approach is few analytic solutions exist
outside of a few limiting cases and therefore applications of Usadel’s equations
typically require resulting to numerical methods. In addition, using Usadel’s
equations often involve transmission coefficients or interface conductivities that
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are not generally measurable and as such are then used as adjustable fitting
parameters with the model.
1.8 Proximity Coupled S/N Bilayers
For TES applications an S/N bilayer has a couple (pun intended) of advantages
over a uniform superconductor that happens to have a Tc in the desired range.
One is the design flexibility of being able to alter the Tc where design constrains
may make controlling C or even the difficulty or inability to control transition
width device parameters like α and β. The Tc of an S/N bilayer is tuned by
adjusting the S and N thin film layer thickness as we will explain in this section.
Another advantage is that S/N bilayers in general have over a uniform su-
perconductor with a requisite Tc value is lower values of resistance. An ideal
TES sensor needs the deposited thermal energy to diffuse rapidly throughout
the sensor. High electrical conductivity relates to high thermal conductivity in
metals via the Weidemann-Franz law. BCS superconductors with low transition
temperatures like W and Ir have much higher resistivities than many normal
metals that can be used in the bilayer such as Au, Cu, Pt, or Ag.
The transition temperature for an S/N bilayer has been calculated by several
authors [4, 18]. We present a derivation using Usadel’s equation as the final form
is illustrative of the importance of the interface conductance between the S and
N layer as pointed out by Martinis and co-workers.[18] We outline the derivation
followed by Martinis and Gueron.[18, 41, 42]
We have already mentioned that Usadel’s theory assumes diffusive electronic
transport in the system. The superconducting state is described by a function
Θ(~r,E) which is a function of position ~r and energy E. Usadel’s equations in
one dimension are then
~DS
2
∂2Θ
∂x2
+iE sin Θ−
[
~
τsf
+
~DS
2
(
∂ϕ
∂x
+
2e
~
Ax
)2]
cos Θ sin Θ+∆(x) cos Θ = 0
(1.28)
and
∆(x) = nSVeff
∫ ~ωD
0
dE tanh
(
E
2kBT
)
Im [sin Θ] . (1.29)
In the Usadel equations above DS = σS/(nSe2) is the electronic diffusiv-
ity, nS is the density of states, σS is the normal state conductivity, Veff is a
BCS-like interaction potential, τsf is the spin-flip time ϕ is the quantum super-
conducting phase of the Cooper paired electrons, Ax is the vector potential, ∆
is the superconducting order parameter, ~ωD is the Debye energy, and T is the
temperature.
The complex variable Θ(x,E) ranges in magnitude from Θ = 0 when in the
normal state to a maximum magnitude of Θ = pi/2.
Their are seven terms in equation 1.28. The terms in brackets describe pair
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breaking by spin-flip scattering, current, and magnetic field. The iE term is an
excitation energy term. And the ∆(x) cos Θ term is a superconducting pairing
term.
The transition temperature of a superconductor can be calculated by recog-
nizing that superconductivity is very weak in the vicinity of Tc therefore Θ is
very weak (almost normal) hence we take Θ 1. Next we assume pair breaking
can be neglected and then linearize the differential equation to obtain
~DS
2
∂2Θ
∂x2
+ iEΘ + ∆ = 0 (1.30)
Equation 1.30 can be solved analytically if we assume that the S/N bilayer
is thin enough such that Θ is approximately constant over the bilayer and the
small changes that exist in Θ can be well approximated by a polynomial ex-
pansion. We then apply boundary conditions that the conductivity outside the
bilayer is zero. We then take the imaginary part of ΘS and put it into the
integral equation 1.29. Relating terms in the integral with the BCS transition
temperature of the bare superconductor Tc,S and a transition temperature for
the composite bilayer Tc. The Landauer conductance formula is applied convert-
ing the interface conductance boundary condition to a transmission coefficient
t that is then an adjustable phenomenological parameter of order one for clean
S/N interfaces. The result of the integral is approximated by
Tc = Tc,S
[
dS
d0
1
1.13 (1 + 1/)
1
t
]ε
(1.31)
with the definitions
1
d0
=
pi
2
kB Tc,S λ
2
F nS (1.32)
and
ε =
dN nN
dS nS
. (1.33)
In the relationship above λF is the Fermi wavelength, the subscript S is for
superconducting film and N for normal metal film making up the bilayer such
that: dN is the normal metal film thickness, dS is the superconducting film
thickness, nN is the normal metal film’s density of states, and nS is the super-
conducting film density of states. Martinis and coworkers found that equation
1.31 agreed with their Mo/Cu TES bilayers using the characteristic bulk values
for Mo and Cu and with a transmission factor of t = 0.21.
Our Mo/Au bilayers (over a sample set of 47) give an average transmission
coefficient t = 0.081 ± 0.013 with a high of 0.13 and a low of 0.056. This is found
by knowing the film thicknesses for each deposition and using standard textbook
values for the density of states at the Fermi energy for Mo nMo = 1.81× 10+47
(J m3)−1 and for Au nMo = 5.867×10+46 (J m3)−1 and a Au Fermi wavelength
of λ = 5.21 ×10−10 m. This variation in transmission coefficient assumes all
variability is contained within this coefficient making it an overestimate. For
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instance we assume no error in our thickness monitor calibration made with an
atomic force microscope (AFM). We also assume no variability in the intrinsic
Mo film thickness of 0.82 K.
With typical Mo and Au thin film thicknesses 45 nm and 190 nm respec-
tively we can make linear approximations to the sensitivity of the bilayer Tc to
changes in various parameters.
δTc/δdMo = 7.4 mK/nm
δTc/δdAu = −0.86 mK/nm
δTc/δTc,Mo = 0.36 mK/mK
δTc/δt = −2.12 K
or δTc/δt = −1.7 mK/(1% increase).
I have made AFM measurements of the surface roughness of the layers find-
ing a Mo rms roughness of about 5 nm and a Au roughness of about 3 nm. This
roughness would correspond to bilayer variation of δTc of 37 mK and δTc of
2.6 mK. We are much more sensitive to changes in the Mo film thickness than
changes in the Au film thickness. If the intrinsic Mo thin film Tc,Mo were to
change by 20 mK then the bilayer would have a δTc change 7.2 mK, or with just
a 1% change in the Mo transition temperature would result in a bilayer δTc =
2.9 mK. Using the standard deviation of order 0.013 results in a bilayer δTc =
28 mK.
For a 1% change in:
dMo → δTc = 3.3 mK,
dAu → δTc = 1.6 mK,
Tc,Mo → δTc = 2.9 mK,
t→ δTc = 1.7 mK.
1.9 Chapters Overview
In chapter 2 we introduce percolation theory and a simple resistor network ap-
proach to the resistance transition and compare with measurements . Though
our conclusion finds a percolation model of the resistive transition model is in-
consistent with our measurements we include this work as it is an instructive
exercise in how to consider a TES as spatially separated elements and the con-
nectivity of these elements in determining the overall integrated conductivity
of the system. Some of the results may also be of value to those groups that
are continuing to develop a percolation model of the TES resistive transition.
The reader can safely skip this chapter without finding difficulty in reading the
subsequent chapters.
In chapter 3 we investigate how film stress can change the transition temper-
ature in superconductors and focus our attention on Mo films specifically. We
find that the stress dependence of Tc in our Mo thin films is not consistent with
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a strained isotropic solid and a theoretical explanation remains to be developed.
This chapter is also not a prerequisite for the following chapters.
The next four chapters are more closely tied to one another but are writ-
ten in such a way that the reader can get something out of reading any one
independently.
In chapter 4 we show that TESs are weak links. Ic(T ) measurements are
made on square Mo/Au bilayers ranging in size from 8 to 290 µm. The mea-
surements of Ic(T ) made over 7 orders of magnitude are explained in terms of
a Ginzburg Landau model. We find the higher Tc leads are enhancing super-
conductivity in the bilayer over remarkably long distances of over 1000 times
the mean free path. We also use this model to explain the observed scaling
relationship between lead separation distance L, transition temperature Tc, and
transition width ∆Tc.
In chapter 5 we show that TESs with added normal metal structures also
exhibit weak link superconductivity behavior. A GL model is presented explain-
ing the spatially varying order parameter and scaling relationship between Tc,
the lead separation distance L and the added normal metal separation distance
s. We also present evidence for nonequilibrium superconductivity around these
added normal metal structures.
In chapter 6 we present some theoretical background on the critical current
and its dependence with applied magnetic field. We develop the theoretical
model for a for a superconducting strip leading to rectification. We also de-
termine a procedure to estimate flux focusing effects that will be used in some
analyses in the following chapter.
Chapter 7 contains measurements of critical current Ic as a function of ap-
plied magnetic field B, as a function of lead separation L, and temperature
T . In the later part of the chapter we also include Ic(B, s) measurements on
devices with added Au structures where s is the added normal metal structure
separation distance.
In this chapter 8 we further develop the derived superconducting strip rec-
tification effect calculated in chapter 6 and the measurements found to be con-
sistent with aspects of the model in presented in chapter 7. We explore ways
to increase the rectification, change the size and sign of the rectification with
applied magnetic field, and intrinsic time scales for such a device.
We have moved to the appendix a discussion of excess current and how to
correctly determine the current in the TES. We push this section to the end
because the procedure builds upon findings made in several earlier chapters.
In chapter 9 we conclude by summarizing the results, discuss future direc-
tions, and show some preliminary results of the directions we would like to apply,
test, and improve upon our existing theoretical model.
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Proximity Effect and
Inverse Proximity Effect
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Figure 1.4: Illustration of the superconducting gap ∆ enhanced in a normal
metal by the proximity effect and suppressed in the superconductor by the
inverse proximity effect.
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Figure 1.5: Illustration of bilayer proximity effect for a Mo/Au bilayer of thick-
nesses typical for our devices and also a Mo/Au/Au trilayer Tc estimated using
thicknesses of the Au banks or Au finger structures.
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Wide “T-stem”
Absorber Pixel
Wide “J-stem”
Absorber Pixel
Wide “H-stem”
Absorber Pixel
Figure 1.6: Examples of different absorber stem types (blue). Green are Au
banks along the edges and fingers. Dark yellow are the superconducting Mo/Nb
leads.
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Figure 1.7: Top view of different Au absorber TESs with 6 different stem types
showing both “narrow” (bottom row) and “wide” (top row) versions.
Portion of an array with Bi absorbers
Figure 1.8: Top view SEM of Bi absorbers with different stem types.
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Mo/Nb leads
Higher Tc Mo/Nb leads traveling
under overhanging absorbers
Figure 1.9: Angle SEM view of sets of Mo/Nb leads traveling under the over-
hanging mushroom absorbers to attach to different pixels in the array.
Side view of  “mushroom” overhanging Bi absorbers
Figure 1.10: SEM picture of an fractured chip showing a side view of the over-
hanging Bi absorber.
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Mo/Nb superconducting leads to each TES
8x8 pixel
TES array
Figure 1.11: Microscope image of a chip containing an 8x8 array of pixels with
overhanging mushroom absorbers.
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Chapter 2
Percolation Theory
2.1 Percolation Transition Models of TESs
Percolation theory has garnered attention in the TES community in recent years
as a candidate mathematical description consistent with some measured features
of the resistive transition of TES sensors.[14][15] Percolation theory was first
considered for TESs following simulations be Lindeman et. al. [14] made two
observations. First, that a percolation model was able to produce a voltage rela-
tionship with excess noise consistent with some measurements of TESs. Where
“excess noise” was any measured noise larger than the first order Johnson noise
terms, phonon noise, SQUID noise, and amplifier noise. The second interesting
finding was by adding normal metal fingers on the TES (modeled as local nor-
mal metal regions that do not undergo fluctuations in resistance) the noise level
decreased. This reduction in excess noise with added normal metal fingers had
already been observed by several groups experimentally but an explanation was
lacking.
The percolation model used has actually been studied for some time in per-
colation theory. In the mathematics/physics community such a model used by
Lindeman et.al. would be classified as a type of random superconducting resistor
network. Many areas of percolation theory have been developed for sometime,
including some analytic results that can be applied to a specific problem at
hand of a random superconducting resistor network. The point of this chapter
is to investigate other predictions that can be derived from percolation theory
and determine if these predictions agree with measurements. The goal is to
determine if a percolation model is a valid descriptor of the resistive transition
of TESs.
2.2 Introduction to Percolation Theory
Percolation models are used to represent disordered systems. The term perco-
lation was introduced in 1957 by Broadbent and Hammersley to describe their
new class of mathematical problem concerning the flow of liquid through a ran-
dom maze, so named “percolation theory”.[3] Most generally percolation theory
examines the spatial distribution and connectivity of objects in a background of
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other objects. For our purposes we consider a space consisting of a hypercubic
lattice of dimension d. Each bond of the lattice is occupied at random with
probability p and is not occupied with probability q = (1− p).
The key element of percolation theory is the existence of a critical value of
the occupation probability p called the percolation threshold, pc. When p < pc
the occupied bonds only forms clusters of finite size. For p > pc there is a
cluster of infinite size that spans across the entire system together with a distri-
bution of finite clusters. At pc a geometric second order phase transition occurs
characterized by critical exponents and power laws describing quantities such
as correlation length, probability of a site belonging to the infinite cluster and,
as we will learn, most importantly for our purposes conductivity. According
to the hypothesis of universality these exponents are fundamental, depending
only upon dimensionality and the kind of interaction and are found to pertain
to a myriad of experimental systems.[4] Percolation theory’s simple mathemat-
ical model has been successfully applied to a wide range of physical systems,
such as: the distribution of oil fields, forest fires, lightening, conduction of thin
metal films, semiconductors and 2D electron gases with impurity distributions,
diffusion processes, to star formation and galactic structure.[5]
We assume our specific percolation system is a random resistor network
where each bond in the lattice is a resistor. Assuming the resistor bonds can
have a value of either r1 or r2 the binary distribution function is written as,
f(r) = pδ(r − r1) + (1− p)δ(r − r2) (2.1)
where δ is the Dirac delta function with the property for any function g(x),∫ +∞
−∞
g(x)δ(x− a)dx = g(a). (2.2)
We see that our distribution function f(r) satisfies the normalization condition,
∫ +∞
−∞
f(r)dr =
∫ +∞
0
pδ(r − r1) + (1− p)δ(r − r2)dr = p+ (1− p) = 1 (2.3)
Our random resistor network will consist of superconducting and normal state
components with resistances r1 = 0 and r2 = r0 respectively, figure 3.3 and
figure 3.1.
For p = 1 all bonds are superconducting (or circuit element shorts) and the
total resistance of the network is 0. For p = 0 all bonds are in the normal metal
resistance state and the total system resistance is its maximum value, ≡ RN .
In general the total system resistance is expressed as
R(p) = ρ(p)L2−d (2.4)
for a system of size Ld (where d is the spatial dimension), ρ is the resistivity
34
Figure 2.1: 2D square lattice bond resistor network extending to infinity.
Schematic of the background of identical normal metal resistor bonds, each
with a resistance r0.
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Figure 2.2: 2D square lattice random superconductor bond resistor network
extending to infinity. Our model consists of background of normal metal resis-
tor bonds and random superconducting bonds (electrical shorts) present with
probability, p.
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Figure 2.3: Wheatstone bridge resistor network. No two resistors are connected
in series or parallel.
and by definition independent of size and shape. If the resistor elements are of
length, a, then,
R(p = 0) =
(
L
a
)2−d
r0 (2.5)
and
ρ(p = 0) ≡ ρ0 = RLd−2 = r0
a2−d
. (2.6)
As we increase the concentration of superconducting bonds a concentration
p = pc is reached, at which point a superconducting cluster spans the system,
and the system resistance, R, goes to zero. Therefore superconducting concen-
trations between p = 0 and p = pc have a total network resistance between
R = RN and R = 0 and is said to be in the superconducting transition.
In elementary circuit theory one learns how to reduce resistor networks into
series and parallel components and into a single equivalent resistor for the net-
work. In the d = 1 case all bonds are connect to one another in series and
the equivalent resistor value is equal to the sum of the individual resistances.
The same series/parallel simplification is not possible for the d = 2 square lat-
tice case because the resistors are not connected in series or parallel. A simple
example is the familiar Wheatstone bridge configuration, figure 3.2.
In the Wheatstone Bridge resistor configuration it is not possible to reduce
the circuit to an equivalent resistance by using series and parallel resistor reduc-
tion equations/operations. No two resistors are connected to each other in series
or parallel. To solve for the equivalent circuit resistance between the bus-bar
terminal nodes the current and voltage for the entire system needs to be solved.
To solve you must first apply a voltage at the bus-bar terminals, setup a system
of linear equations using Kirchoff’s laws and solve. The equivalent resistance is
then found by dividing the battery test voltage by the battery current
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Figure 2.4: Effective medium theory resistor network. The random network
of superconducting and normal metal elements is written as a filled uniform
resistor array of elements re. We solve for re using EMT.
2.3 Effective Medium Theory (EMT)
Approximation
Despite not being able to reduce our network with series and parallel reduction
in this section we solve our infinite random resistor network by a homogeniza-
tion procedure akin to the Curie-Weiss effective field theory of magnetism. We
are going to represent the system resistance of our random network of super-
conducting and normal metal bonds as equivalent to the lattice filled uniformly
with resistors each of resistance re, figure 3.3.
Every resistor along the direction of current flow will have a potential drop
Ve and a current Ie related to one another by Ohm’s law.
Ve = Iere (2.7)
We first write out the homogenous network of resistors of value re, this is
our effective medium. Then we select one resistor and assign to it a value r and
adjust the external voltage to maintain a fixed total current I passing through
the network. Now an additional current δi flows through resistor r resulting in
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Figure 2.5: EMT Calculation of Rab, current injected into node a and removed
at infinity.
a voltage perturbation across r of δV and an additional current –δI must flow
through the rest of the network lattice to maintain the total network current
to be I. The current voltage characteristics of the perturbed bond and the
remainder of the network are
Ve + δV = (Ie + δi) r (2.8)
and
−δi ·Rab = δV, (2.9)
where Rab is the resistance of the lattice between terminals a and b with resistor
r removed.
We can solve for Rab by using the superposition method, two test current
sources, and symmetry. [6] First hold node a at a voltage V and hold the
perimeter of the lattice at infinity at zero voltage, call the resulting current
injected into node a +I, figure 3.4.
By symmetry this current will be divided equally amongst the z nearest
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Figure 2.6: EMT calculation of Rab, current injected at infinity and removed at
node b.
neighbors (where z is the coordination number of the lattice e.g. for a 2 di-
mensional square lattice z = 4). Therefore a current I/z flows through each of
the nearest neighbor resistors. For the second case call a nearest neighbor to
node a node b, hold node b’s voltage at zero and apply a voltage at the lattice
perimeter at infinity of V .
The resulting current flowing into node b, −I, will be divided equally into
the z nearest neighbors by symmetry, each carrying a current −I/z. Now su-
perimpose the two source configurations
Va − Vb = V − 0 = V =
(
I
z
+
I
z
)
re =
(
2I
z
)
reV =
(
2re
z
)
I (2.10)
and
V =
(
2re
z
)
I. (2.11)
We see that the equivalent resistance for arbitrary dimensions between node
a and node b is
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Rab =
2re
z
(2.12)
Knowing the expression for Rab we return to our Effective Medium Theory
(EMT) calculation and require that the average value of δV averaged over the
probability distribution of individual bond resistances is zero,
〈δV 〉 =
∫
f(r)δV (r)dr = 0. (2.13)
Using our binary distribution f(r) for superconducting (r = 0) and normal
metal (r = r0) elements, we write
f(r) = pδ(r) + (1− p)δ(r − r0) (2.14)
. Integrating and solving for re we have,
re =
z
2
r0 (pc − p)+1 (2.15)
where pc is the is the percolation threshold and equals 2/z in general, where z
is again then number of nearest neighbors. For a hypercube, where z = 2d, the
percolation threshold can be written,
pc =
2
z
=
1
d
. (2.16)
Our EMT result for re is independent of dimensionality and this result predicts
linear scaling with p.
EMT theory gives the general relation
ρ =

ρN
pc
(pc − p)+1 for p < pc
0 for p ≥ pc
(2.17)
Although accurate away from the percolation threshold, EMT fails near the
percolation threshold where large fluctuations occur invalidating the homoge-
nization assumption. Alternate methods are needed to calculate the network
resistance near the percolation threshold pc.
2.4 Resistance Near the Percolation Threshold
EMT predicts a percolation threshold and linear dependence of the system resis-
tance on p for all dimensions. The EMT predicted bond percolation threshold
for a 2d system is pc = 0.5. The exact value of the percolation threshold
has been a problem worked on for over 20 years and finally solved by Harry
Kesten for 2d bond percolation and found to be 0.5 (in agreement with the
EMT approximation calculation). An exact calculation for the 3d system is
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Bond and Site Percolation
(a) (b)
Figure 2.7: Illustration of two-dimensional (a) bond percolation and (b) site
percolation.
still an unsolved problem but computation approaches have been used to pro-
vide estimates. Up until this point we have been discussing “bond percolation”
(also called Bernoulli percolation where all bonds in the lattice fluctuate inde-
pendently), as opposed to “site percolation” where the connectivity between
vertices or sites is studied; see figure 3.6 for an illustration of both types. For
site percolation only numerical estimates exist; pc = 0.592746 and pc = 0.311608
for the 2D and 3D cases respectively.[8] A compilation of percolation thresholds
for different two-dimensional lattices is given in figure 3.4.
Despite EMT’s success in predicting the bond percolation threshold in two-
dimensions near the transition it is well documented that the resistance varies
nonlinearly in (pc − p) near pc. The proposed form of the resistance is a power
law,
R ∼ (pc − p)s (2.18)
where s is the resistance exponent (or −s is the “conductance exponent”). And
we see near pc,
lim
p→pc
R = 0. (2.19)
2.5 Finite Size Scaling
Consider the probability U(p) that a lattice with Ld elements percolates, this
is equivalent to the probability that the lattice contains at least one spanning
cluster that spans across the sample. This probability is called the “spanning
probability”, the “percolation probability”, “existence probability”, “connec-
tivity probability”, and “critical crossing probability” in the literature. In the
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Figure 2.8: Percolation thresholds for infinite 2D lattices for both site and bond
percolation on different lattices. Results with equal sign have been solved by
an exact calculation. Results with an approximation symbol are from the best
numerical estimates of the percolations threshold.
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Figure 2.9: Effective medium theory relations for a hypercube. EMT predicts
a percolation threshold and a resistivity scaling for all dimensions.
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Figure 2.10: Infinite hypercubic random superconducting resistor network per-
colation relations near the percolation threshold. The one dimensional case is
solved for analytically. Other dimensions are approximate values from computer
simulations.
literature this spanning probability is defined as following rule <1 a cluster
spans the system in one given direction. Where rule <0 has a spanning cluster
in either direction and rule <2 has a spanning cluster in 2 directions orthogonal
directions. Given our TESs have only one set of terminals on opposite sides of
the device we are interested in rule <1.
For large enough lattices
U(p < pc) = 0 (2.20)
and
U(p > pc) = 1, (2.21)
and the percolation probability transition is an abrupt step function.
But for finite size lattices for the same value of p around the percolation
threshold some ensembles of the lattice will have spanning percolation paths
and some ensembles will not. This means that the percolation probability U(p)
will have some width ∆p around which U(p) transitions from close to zero to
close to one, figure 3.12. In figure 3.5 all possible configurations of the (small)
finite size resistor network are calculated for the Wheatstone Bridge Circuit.
The derivative of the percolation probability
dU(p)
dp
= f(p), (2.22)
called the percolation distribution, gives the probability the lattice percolates for
the first time at a concentration p. For an infinitely large system this distribution
goes to a delta function
lim
L→∞
f(p) = δ(p− pc,∞) (2.23)
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Finite Network Size Effects on Percolation Transition
Figure 2.11: Finite network size effects on the percolation transition. Plots
of the bond percolation probability, U(p), plotted against the concentration of
supererconducting bonds, p, for two-dimensional square lattices. Plotted in red
is for an infinite two-dimensional square lattice. Plotted in blue squares are the
points for a Wheatstone Bridge configuration. Notice how the specific example
of the Wheatstone bridge network illustrates the general effect any finite size
system has of broadening the percolation transition as compared to an infinite
network.
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Figure 2.12: For the small finite size Wheatstone bridge configuration we work
out the network resistance R for all possible configurations, where p is the
concentration of superconducting bonds, q is the concentration of normal bonds,
and the third column is the fraction of configurations or ensembles with each
resistance R. Ravg is the network resistance averaged over all possible ensembles
for a specific concentrationp. Notice that there percolation probability U(p) does
not transition abruptly from 0 to 1 at a specific value of p as for the infinite
system case. Also see that unlike the infinite system case, the transition from
finite to zero resistance does not occur at a specific value of p.
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Wheatstone Bridge Resistance Transitions
R
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p
Figure 2.13: Wheatstone bridge resistance transitions. Graphed are the network
resistance versus superconducting bond probability p. The size of the blue
points corresponds to the fraction of configurations for that p that have that
specific resistance. For this small system there are 6 possible R(p) transitions
all monotonic since replacing a resistor with a short can not raise the resistance.
The full transition width of the resistance ranges from 0.8 to 0.4.
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where pc,∞ is infinite size system percolation threshold whose definite value
depends upon the dimension and topology of the system (see tables for values).
Whereas for a finite size system the percolation threshold is not exactly defined.
If we call the finite size percolation threshold pc,L, a natural definition used is
U(p = pc,L) =
1
2
(2.24)
or by setting U(p) equal to some other constant greater than zero and less than
one amounting to being somewhere within the percolation transition region of
p. Any constant can be used to define the size dependent pc,L because for large
enough lattices they all converge to the proper infinite limit threshold.
For the bond percolation it has been show that
U(p = pc,∞, L) =
1
2
(2.25)
for any L. For the site percolation
U(p = pc,∞, L =∞) = 12 (2.26)
This site result by Ziff[9] was important in that it showed that U(pc,∞) = 1/2
and not 0.592746 (pc,∞ for 2D site percolation) because renormalization theory
techniques determine the critical fixed point at U(pc,∞) = pc,∞.
You can also define pc,L at the average value of p within the percolation
distribution function,
pc,L ≡ pc,L,AV G =
∫
pf(p)dp (2.27)
It has been widely published that the percolation distribution for large enough
lattices obeys the central limit theorem and assumes a Gaussian distribution.
Recently it has been shown that even for larger lattices the distribution has a
non-vanishing skewness and takes the form of a Gaussian only approximately.
We may then approximately write the percolation distribution
f(p) =
1√
2pi
1
∆pc,L
exp
(
− (p− pc,L,AV G)
2
2 (∆pc,L)
2
)
(2.28)
where ∆pc,L is the standard deviation and pc,L,AV G is the average value of the
distribution. We will see that the ∆pc,L will cause shifts in the transition tem-
perature Tc for identical sample geometries. The impact of finite size effects
causes smearing of the percolation transition. Another effect is shifts in the
percolation transition’s pc,L, the size of the shifts are relatively small for square
geometries (aspect ratios = 1) but the shifts become large for rectangular ge-
ometries.
For square geometries (L × L lattices in d = 2 or L × L × L for d = 3).
Reynolds et. al. [7] showed that the size of the sift of the percolation threshold
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Table 2.1: Finite size system scaling relations.
for a finite geometry from that for an infinite geometry, pc,L − pc,∞, scales as,
pc,L,AV G(L)− pc,∞ ∼ L− 1ν (2.29)
The standard devitiation of the f(p, L) distribution function (width of the tran-
sition) scales as
∆pc,L(L) ∼ L− 1ν (2.30)
Therefore, for the 2D case, ν = 4/3 and we have,
pc,L(L)− pc,∞ ∼ L− 34 (2.31)
and
∆pc,L(L) ∼ L− 34 . (2.32)
The size of the percolation threshold shift is relatively small for square geome-
tries and depends upon the topology of the system.
When the superconducting resistor network is no longer of infinite size it
impacts the scaling relations, table 3.15. Finite size dimensions changes the
percolation threshold.
In figure 3.16 we have an illustration of a 2d square resistor network with a
so-called “bus-bar geometry” configuration for battery terminal nodes.
2.6 Finite Size Scaling in 2 Dimensions (for
large and small aspect ratios).
Again the probability of a bond superconducting is p and we define the proba-
bility of a bond being normal as q and no other states are possible therefore we
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0 Volts
+V Volts
Figure 2.14: Finite size square 2D bond resistor network with bus-bar geometry.
As depicted all the bonds are shown with normal metal resistor bonds, e.g.
p = 0.
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0 Volts
+V Volts
Figure 2.15: Finite Size Square 2D bond resistor network with bus-bar geometry
near the percolation threshold. If the circled normal metal bond element was
in a superconducting the network resistance would change from a finite value
to zero. These bonds are referred to as “bridge bonds” or “red bonds” in the
literature, they connect superconducting clusters and carry the largest current
in the network.
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write
q ≡ 1− p. (2.33)
Now suppose we have a rectangular resistor network that is n elements long and
m elements wide. When the system is at p = 0, the system if fully normal, when
p = 1 the system if completely filled with superconducting elements. At p = pc
there is a single continuous normal metal chain that spaces across the strip
width m. For m = 1 the system is reduced to the one dimensional problem.
The probability of a normal chain spanning the width and thus measuring a
nonzero resistance in the strip is,
P
normal-chain
m = 1
= nq (2.34)
If any one of the n elements is normal the strip will have a nonzero resistance.
For a network with m = 2 we find
P
normal-chain
m = 2
= nq2 + 2 (n− 1) q3 + 2(n− 2)q4 + · · · (2.35)
The first term is for the shortest number element path across the width, in
this case 2 elements long. The probability of 2 neighboring units across the
width being normal is q2, and then we multiply by n, because a chain could
form in any of the n possible rows. The second term is for the path containing
3 elements, therefore q3, this diagonal path can be oriented up or down giving
the factor of 2 and again the prefactor (n − 1) is again the number of places
along the length this diagonal path can occur. Because the diagonal path has
a range of 1 it can occur at (n− 1) locations along the length of the strip. The
third term is for a path across the width 4 elements long. It is important when
counting longer paths to make sure it is unique and not equivalent to a shorter
path already counted. Chains obey the characteristic that if any one element in
the normal chain is replaced with a superconducting element then the resistance
will change from being finite to having zero resistance. With care not to over
count we find the general result for m=2
P
normal − chain
m = 2
= nq2 + 2
x=n−1∑
x=1
(n− x)q(2+x) label (2.36)
The problem becomes more complicated for wider structures. We can write the
first 3 terms for any strip n elements long and m elements wide as,
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Pnormal−chain = nqm+2qm+1
(m− 1)!
(m− 2)! {(n− 1)} (2.37)
+2qm+2
[
{(n− 1) + (n− 2)} (m− 1)!
(m− 3)!2! + (m− 1)(n− 2)
]
+ · · ·
The first term has m elements, the second term m + 1 elements, the third
term m + 2 elements. First term in brackets includes steps that are along the
width of the path or along a diagonal (“directed paths”). The second term in
brackets is for unique paths that take steps along the length of the strip.
We also find a general relation counting all directed paths across the strip
of length n and width m. Where, q is the probability a site is normal metal
(q = 1 − p), we have the general relation for the probability of a connected
normal chain spanning the width (which means R of the total network is not
equal to zero) is
P
normal − chain
directed
= nqm+2·
x=m−1∑
x=1
[
(m− 1)!
(m− x− 1)!x!q
m+x
{
i=x∑
i=1
Ci,x (n− i)
}]
(2.38)
The factor of 2 comes from the inversion symmetry of counting all possible
continuous normal metal paths across the width of the strip. The coefficients
Ci,x are related to a property of the one-dimensional random walk problem. In
this problem x is the number of random walk steps were the probability of a
step up equals the probability of a step down (i.e. Pup = Pdown = 1/2). And i
is the range of a paths random walk. If we consider 1D walks along the y-axis
we can write i as,
i = ymax − ymin. (2.39)
The coefficients Ci,x are for a 1D random walk of x steps, are half the number
of possible paths that span a range i. The coefficients Ci,x resemble the rows of
Pascals triangle (coefficients for the binomial distribution). The sum over a the
row of i values Ci,x equals 2(x− 1). There are always 2 paths that have a range
of only one, a constant sequence of up-down-up-down-. . . and the other path is
the same but the first step is down. Similarly there are always only 2 paths that
have the maximum range, every step up and the path every step down.
For
p << pc Pnormal−chain → 1 (2.40)
and
p > pc Pnormal−chain → 0 (2.41)
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1D Random Walk Path Range Coefficients,
“Range”!(ymax-ymin)
y_max - y_min = =1 =2 =3 =4 =5 =6
1 step 2
2 steps 2 2
3 steps 2 4 2
4 steps 2 8 4 2
5 steps 2 12 12 4 2
6 steps 2 20 22 14 4 2
y_max - y_min = =1 =2 =3 =4 =5 =6 ROW SUM
1 step 1 1
2 steps 1 1 2
3 steps 1 2 1 4
4 steps 1 4 2 1 8
5 steps 1 6 6 2 1 16
6 steps 1 10 11 7 2 1 32
NUMBER OF PATHS
NUMBER OF PATHS / 2
(skewed binomial distribution coefficients)
1D random walk, p=q=0.5
Figure 2.16: 1D random walk path range coefficients. Second table gives the
Ci,x coefficients. The number of steps is the x value and the range is the i value.
When the probability of a normal chain spanning the width of the strip is equal
to a half then the system is at the percolation transition.
p ∼ pc Pnormal−chain ≈ 0.5 (2.42)
These relations give an expression of the percolation threshold for a finite size
system, by solving for q in the relation
Pnormal−chain(q = qc) = 0.5 (2.43)
and knowing by definition,
qc = pc − 1. (2.44)
To solve for wider and wider strips it becomes necessary to solve for higher and
higher order coefficients Ci,x. You can also approximate pc by just using the
first few order terms. By truncating the sum the source of error is not counting
paths that meander large distances along the length of the strip.
We can also use our normal chain calculations to estimate the percolation
threshold for resistor networks that have a wide width and short length. This
is done by recognizing that a zero total network resistance is measured when a
chain of superconducting elements spans along the length of the network. The
same equations above describe the system by replacing q with p and replacing
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Pascal’s Triangle
ROW SUM
1 1
1 1 2
1 2 1 4
1 3 3 1 8
1 4 6 4 1 16
1 5 10 10 5 1 32
Binomial Coefficients
Figure 2.17: Binomial coefficients or Pascal’s triangle. The Ci,x coefficients are
similar to symmetric binomial distribution but skewed towards shorter ranges.
m with n. For the one-dimensional case the resistor network will have zero
resistance if any one element anywhere along its width is superconducting.
For an infinite rectangular system the percolation probability at the concen-
tration of the percolation threshold for the infinite square system as the aspect
ratio (ω = L/w = Length/width) ω → ∞ and L → ∞, with free boundary
conditions are,
U(p = pc,∞ , ω) = 1.42635e−
pi
3 ω for ω ≥ 1 (2.45)
for crossing the ωL × L rectangle in the longer ωL direction. For crossing along
the shorter perpendicular direction
U(p = pc,∞ , ω) = 1− 1.42635e−pi3 ω for ω ≥ 1 (2.46)
Notice the spanning cluster is a universal function of the rectangular ratio
only. Simulations have been carried out on hexagonal, triangular, and square
lattices for both bond and site percolation by Langlands et. al. 1992 [10]
confirming the analytical expression derived based on conformal field theory by
Cardy 1992,[11] for all of the lattice topologies. A further finding the probability
of n unique spanning clusters spanning the ωL direction simultaneously at p =
pc,∞ scales like
lim
L→∞,ω→∞
U(n, ω, L) ∼ e− 23pin(n− 12 )ω (2.47)
We see that for one spanning cluster, n = 1, the relation is consistent with above
result.
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Percolation
1 2 3 m=4
1
2
3
n=23
1, 2!, 2", 1
1, 1, 2", 2"
1, 1, 1, 2!
1, 1, 1, 1
1, 1, 2!, 1
1, 2!, 1, 1
1, 2!, 2", 2"
1, 1
1, 2!
1, 2"
1, 3"
1, 7"
1, 2", 1,  2", 2!, 2!, 1
1, 2", 2", 1,  2", 2", 1
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 2.18: Percolation chains across strips. Current is directed down along
length n. The “×” symbols represent a normal metal bond element. Note if
any one element in the chain is replaced with a superconductor then the strip
resistance would go to zero. (a) m = 4 wide stripe with example directed normal
metal chains across the width, along with notation used for counting paths. (b)
m = 4 system including examples of unique paths not directed along the strip
width, some of these paths step along the length or meander backwards. (c)
examples of all types of paths for the m = 2 strip. (d) m = 7 width examples
of directed paths with path counting notation.
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Cardy also solved for crossing probability for the same system but with
periodic boundary conditions along the shorter L direction to be,
lim
L→∞,ω→∞
U(n, ω, L) ∼ e− 23pi(n2− 14 )ω for n ≥ 2 (2.48)
again evaluated at p = pc,∞.
For a finite size rectangular percolation systems were first studied by Monetti
et. al..[12] Using scaling arguments they found that the shift of the percolation
threshold for different aspect ratio geometries using the definition for the effec-
tive percolation threshold.
U(p ≡ pc,x) = 0.9 (2.49)
Using pc,x for crossing in the x direction where the sample width is Y = L (in
the y-direction) and length ωL = X (in the x-direction). They found
pc,x − pc,∞ = Y − 34
{
1.3− 0.811ω− 34
}
(2.50)
Where 1.3 and -0.811 are the values of the constants in their general form that
they solved for numerically.
Marrink et. al. found
pc,x − pc,∞ = Y − 34
{
C1 − C2 (lnω)+
3
4
}
(2.51)
using the definition
U(p ≡ pc,x) = 0.5 (2.52)
where C1 and C2 are constants.
Masihi[13] using a scaling approach similar to Monetti but using the same
definition for U used by Marrinik and found recognizing the resulting symmetry,
pc,x − pc,∞ = Y − 34C
{
1− ω− 34
}
(2.53)
and
pc,y − pc,∞ = Y − 34C
{
ω−
3
4 − 1
}
(2.54)
with the constant C found to be 0.92 ±0.04.
If we now look at the three scaling relations for the shift of the perolation
threshold for rectangular finite size scaling, pc,x−pc,∞, we see that they all have
a leading Y −3/4 term. This is consistent with how pc,x − pc,∞ should scale for
a square (L × L )finite size system. But for ω = 1, Marrinik and Monetti’s
relations maintain this scaling but the Masihi relation goes to zero. Masihi
et. al. recognized this behavior and explain it not to be a serious drawback
since the shifts in percolation threshold are dominated by the aspect ratio for
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rectangular geometries much more than the square size, L.
The probability of having a square lattice of dimension L, percolating at
concentration p is
U(p, L) =
∫ p
0
f(pc, L)dpc (2.55)
Then the probability of an elongated lattice consisting of ω square lattices con-
nected in series is the product of ω independent probabilities,
U(p, ω, L) = [U(p, L)]ω · [C(p, L)]ω−1 (2.56)
Here C(p.L) is the connection probability between independent square lattices.
For a spanning cluster for the entire system requires that each individual square
lattice has a spanning cluster and each percolating path must connect at the
interface.
Marrinik found that for the percolation probability for large aspect ratios
ω the connection probability and the percolation probability become indistin-
guishable and obtain,
U(ω, p, L) = [U(p, L)square]
2ω−1
. (2.57)
This means that if we know the percolation probability for a square L × L
sample, then using the above relation we can solve for an ωL × L rectangular
sample (for ω > 1). This relation becomes increasingly accurate for larger ω.
Fitting the data in the table of finite size scaling by Reynolds for site per-
colation we find the scaling constant ≈ 0.46 and can write,
pc(ω,L)− pc,∞ ≈
√
2 · 0.46 · L− 34 ·
√
lnω (2.58)
for ω  0.5 and approximating the distribution in pc for a square L × L to be
Gaussian.
2.7 Solving for the Transition Width
We have shown using the proximity effect equations how local Tc values can vary
across the TES resulting in a Tc distribution, F (Tc), across the TES surface.
These variations can come about because of thickness variations of the bilayer
(Mo or Au layer thicknesses), variations at the bilayer interface (variations in the
transmission coefficient), and variations of the Tc of the superconducting layer
(e.g. stress or impurities in the Mo film). We have shown how the width of the
distribution could be sizable (≈ 10’s of mK). We have also shown how finite size
effects and a different sample aspect ratios can produce shifts in the sample’s
measured RT curves Tc and changes the transition width. However applying a Tc
distribution function and percolation theory to our different design geometries
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.19: Percolation path to opposite ends of an elongated lattice, black
meandering percolation path in (a). The elongated lattice is divided into 6
square lattices connected in series (b). In (b) we see that the probability of the
entire elongated lattice percolating is not simple the product of each individual
square lattice in the series percolating. In (c) the connection probability between
edges is also taken into account and a continuous percolating path is depicted..
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is unable to wholly explain our RT data. Rather, it appears that the lateral
proximity of normal metal structures is reducing Tc in the bilayer.
We now will try a different percolation approach. Instead of a single F (Tc)
for all Mo/Au TES bilayer pixel designs let’s suppose that each pixel design
has its own distribution function. Each pixel design has its own shifted F (Tc)
distribution centered about its own average value. The width of the RT curve,
∆Tc, RT defined to be around 5% to 95% RN , varies depending upon the aspect
ratio of the sample. We may approximately write the RT transition width in
terms of the standard deviation of the width of the F (Tc) distribution, σF (Tc)
∆Tc,RT ≈ 4σF (Tc) for 1D case, ωL× L, ω large (pc ≈ 1) (2.59)
for percolation in the x-direction (the longer ωL direction),
∆Tc,RT ≈ 2σF (Tc) for square, L× L, (pc ≈ 0.5) , (2.60)
and
∆Tc,RT ≈ 4σF (Tc) for L× ωL, ω large (pc ≈ 0.1) (2.61)
for percolation in the x-direction (the shorter L direction).
Suppose F (Tc) assumes a normalized uniform distribution
F (Tc) =

1
4σF (Tc)
, for |T − TcAV G| < 2σF (Tc)
0, for |T − TcAV G| > 2σF (Tc)
(2.62)
And we know that the superconducting concentration p(T ) can be written
p(T ) =
∫ +∞
T
F (Tc)dTc (2.63)
Then for the uniform distribution,
p(T ) =

0 for T ≥ TcAV G + 2σF (Tc)
1
4σTc
(
TcAV G + 2σF (Tc) − T
)
1 for TcAV G − 2σF (Tc) ≥ T
for TcAV G+2σF (Tc) ≥ T ≥ TcAV G−2σF (Tc)
(2.64)
We want to see how variations in the percolation threshold ∆pc(ω,L) about
its average value 〈pc(ω,L)〉 due to finite size effects impacts the RT curve by
shifting the bottom of the transition, ∆Tc,R=0. We can approximate these shifts
by taking the derivative of p(T ),
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dp(T )
dT
=

− 14σF (Tc) , for |T − TcAV G| ≤ 2σF (Tc)
0, for |T − TcAV G| > 2σF (Tc)
(2.65)
Within the transition of the uniform distribution we have
∆pc(ω,L) ≈ − 14σF (Tc)
∆Tc,R=0 (2.66)
We can also write for any general distribution function F (Tc),
∆pc(ω,L) ≈ −F (Tc = 〈Tc,R=0〉)∆Tc,R=0 (2.67)
where 〈Tc,R=0〉 is the average value of the largest T for which R = 0.
For percolation along the x-direction, with X the length in the x-direction
and Y the length in the y-direction, ∆pc(ω,L) obeys,
∆pc(ω,L)→ 0, as L→∞ (2.68)
∆pc(ω,L)→ 0, as X
Y
≡ ω → 0 (2.69)
∆pc(ω,L)→ 0, as Y
X
=
1
ω
→ 0 (2.70)
This means that maximum pixel to pixel variation is expected for smaller
pixel sizes and for aspect ratios equal to 1 (square pixels). Provided of course
the pixels behave like a random superconducting resistor network.
For a square network , L × L elements, ∆pc(ω,L) decreases if either the
length in the x-direction or y-direction is increased. Using the results from
Reynolds et. al., figure 3.6, we can approximate for the ω = 1 aspect ratio,
∆pc(ω = 1, L) ≈ 0.46L− 34 (2.71)
For a Gaussian distribution of F (Tc), with a square L × L geometry (ω = 1),
pc(L) ≈ 0.5,
F (Tc = 〈Tc,R=0〉) ≈ 1
σF (Tc)
1√
2pi
(2.72)
Then using,
∆Tc,RT ≈ 2σF (Tc) (2.73)
for a square geometry we write,
0.46L−
3
4
2
∆Tc,RT
1√
2pi
≈ ∆Tc,R=0 (2.74)
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Figure 2.20: Finite size scaling for site percolation of an L × L square system.
This graph illustrates how both the shift of the percolation threshold pc,L(L)−
pc,∞, and the standard deviation, ∆pc, scales with system size L.
or
∆Tc,R=0
∆Tc,RT
≈ 0.58 · L− 34 . (2.75)
So for a RT curve with a 1 mK transition width, percolation theory predicts the
minimum scatter between different samples with dimensions 5×5 would be 0.2
mK and decreasing as L−3/4 as the dimension L increases.
Understanding how pixel dimensions can impact the average Tc measured
from one identical pixel to the next pixel in a large array is important for device
applications. In order to multiplex many pixels it is necessary to have a common
bias for several pixels in a row. Pixel to pixel variation will lead to performance
degradation.
2.8 Percolation Theory Predicted Impact on
Measured Superconducting Critical
Currents.
Consider a rectangular geometry superconducting random resistor L×ωL, ω 
1 and current flowing along the shorter distance L (current in the x-direction).
In this sort of geometry we expect the percolation threshold to have a value
less than the percolation threshold of the infinite system. At pc(L, ω) we expect
continuous clusters of size L in both the x and y directions. We can then
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approximate the distribution function f(pc) as
f(pc, ω, L) ≈ ω · f(pc, ω = 1, L) ·
[
1−
∫ pc
0
f(pc, ω = 1, L)dpc
]ω−1
. (2.76)
We have seen that finite-scale percolation theories lead to a smearing of the
transition and a shift of the percolation threshold. In addition it is possible
to obtain multiple isolated percolation paths spanning the ends of the system.
Once a single superconducting cluster spans to the ends of the system electrodes
the measured resistance equals zero. By increasing the concentration p of super-
conducting elements, increasing the number of spanning clusters the resistance
remains unchanged by the additional cluster at R = 0. Though the addition
of the superconducting terminal spanning paths does not change the measured
resistance it can impact the measured critical current of the system.
Assuming each superconducting bond has a critical current Ic, then the mea-
sured overall critical current of the network will increase with each additional
terminal spanning superconducting path. For a system of large aspect ratio for
percolation along the short direction this effect could produce steps in the mea-
sured critical current versus temperature at the connection of each successive
percolating path. Using a simple form for the distribution function f(pc) as a
uniform distribution of total width 4 times the standard deviation and k the
number of independent superconducting percolating paths,
pc(ω,L, k = 1) = pc(ω,L) (2.77)
and
pc(ω,L, k > 1) = pc(ω,L) + 2 ·∆pc(ω,L) ·
(
1− 1
2k−1
)
(2.78)
where the pc’s for the finite size system of size L and aspect ratio ω are
taken to be average values. This treatment is most applicable to systems that
are very wide and short along the percolation path L. In such a geometry it
is more likely that a new completely isolated cluster spans the system than the
increase in width along the whole percolating path. We should mention that
this treatment ignores the quantum mechanical effects or self fielding effects
altering the current distribution.
2.9 Solving the Superconducting Random
Resistor Network Computationally
Here we set up Kirchoffs laws for the general rectangular bond resistor network
as a set of linear equations. Combining Kirchoff’s Current Law (KCL, sum of all
currents at a node equals zero), Kirchoff’s Voltage Law (KVL, sum of all voltage
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drops around a closed loop equals zero), and Ohm’s Law (V=IR or I=GV) we
represent the resulting set of linear equations describing our 2D superconducting
network in matrix form described below.
A~x = ~z (2.79)
A =
(
G B
C D
)
, ~x =
(
~v
~j
)
, ~z =
(
~i
~e
)
(2.80)
(
G B
C D
)(
~v
~j
)
=
(
~i
~e
)
(2.81)


∑
node1
Gk −G2,1 −G3,1 · · · 0
−G1,2
∑
node2
Gk −G3,2
...
−G1,3 −G2,3 . . .
...
∑
node n−1
Gk −Gn,n−1
0 · · · −Gn−1,n
∑
node n
Gk


+1
0
...
0
−1

(
+1 0 · · · 0 −1
) (
0
)

·

v1
v2
...
...
vn
Itot

=

0
0
...
0
0
V

(2.82)
In equation 2.82 each sum is taken over the nearest neighbors at the node
labeled. The upper left is summed over the nearest neighbors to node 1, the
diagonal element in the matrix is a sum of nearest neighbors for node 2, and so on
for node n−1 to node n. For equation 2.82 the conductance, G, (defined as the
reciprocal of the resistance, G ≡ 1/R), and Gi,j defined to be the conductance
between node i and node j. Clearly,
Gi,j = Gj,i (2.83)
and the matrix A is symmetric. The diagonal elements consist of the sum of
the resistors’ conductances at each node (node 1 to node n along the diagonal).
Ordered pairs of nodes i,j that are not nearest neighbors will have Gi,j=0, re-
sulting in a relatively sparse matrix for large networks. The node voltages v1,
v2, . . . , vn are unknown and need to be solved for by inverting the A matrix.
V is the battery voltage across the resistor network. Itot is the current
through the battery. Therefore the equivalent resistor for the total network is
Rtot =
V
Itot
(2.84)
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Figure 2.21: Square Lattice 2d Resistor Network Array. Nodes are labeled in
red.
Also once the node voltages, v1, v2, . . . , vn are solved all currents in the network
are known by
Ii,j = Gi,j (vi − vj) . (2.85)
A 2d square bond lattice resistor network array is depicted in figure 3.7 with
the nodes labeled.
2.10 Random Resistor Network Distribution
Transition
We consider a local geometric argument for why the Tc could decrease with
increasing number of fingers. Suppose our square Mo/Au bilayer is made up
of a rectangular grid with bin dimensions δx and δy both small relative to the
length L and width W . Suppose each bin has a local characteristic Tc and the
distribution of Tcs for all bins is approximately Gaussian distributed. We could
imagine this random local Tc distribution arises from from variations in the local
Mo or Au thickness, Mo/Au interface transmissivity, film stress, impurities,
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defects, etc. By applying a two-dimensional random superconducting resistor
network then at any temperature T there will be a fraction of domains p that
are superconducting with zero resistance, and a fraction of bins that are normal
(1− p) with finite resistance. As the temperature is lowered the concentration
of superconducting sites or bonds increases and the measured resistance of the
network decreases. The resistance of the network is zero when a continuous
percolating path of superconducting domains spans x = −L/2 to x = L/2. As
the width of the distribution of Tc values for a bilayer increases so too will the
width of the resistive transition ∆Tc as shown in figure 2.22.
We can now see how with the same distribution of local Tcs the measured
Tc of the network can shift with changes in aspect ratio. RT curves for different
rectangular aspect ratio are shown in figure 2.23. A Mo/Au bilayer geometry
longer in length along x (width along y) will on average require a higher (lower)
concentration of superconducting domains for the same network resistance frac-
tion and the network Tc will be shifted to lower (higher) temperatures. If adding
the Au fingers is thought of as effectively increasing the length to width ratio
for a meandering path around the fingers then the network Tc will be shifted
to lower temperatures as shown in figure 2.24. In this model the Tc shift to
lower temperatures would also be accompanied by an increase in transition
width. However the data of figure 2.27 show that adding Au fingers and/or
stems shifts the transition to lower temperatures by amounts many times the
transition width ∆Tc and without increasing ∆Tc.
2.11 Variable Resistor Network Model
We can also decompose the resistor network into lump resistor elements. Sup-
pose that all trilayer regions with added Au structures (Mo/Au/Au bilayer) are
treated as lumped resistors with a resistance equal to the structures dimensions
and the resistance of the Mo/Au bilayer on parallel with the Au finger, bank,
or stem layer. These regions are then assigned a resistance for the lumped ele-
ment that is independent of temperature for temperatures near Tc. Regions of
the TES composed of Mo/Au bilayer only are then treated as variable resistors
with their resistance dependent upon temperature (thermistor regions). As an
example we connect the lumped elements for a T-stem type pixel shown in fig-
ure 2.25. The variable resistor Mo/Au regions have an arrow symbol and the
Mo/Au/Au regions are static resistors.
If we measure the RT curve of a Mo/Au bilayer of known geometry we can
determine the R(T ) of the variable resistor Mo/Au regions. Using this plus
knowledge of the resistivity of the Mo/Au bilayer, Au banks, Au fingers, and
Au stems in isolation determined from independent resistance measurements we
can use this network model to predict the RT curve for devices with different
pixel designs as shown in figure 2.26. In this figure the yellow circles curve is a
noise smoothed average RT for a TES device with no added Au structures. The
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Figure 2.22: Tc distribution width’s impact on RT curves for a network in the
large two-dimensional limit. Three normalize Tc distributions shown by the
blue, green, and red dashed curves of increasing width and the corresponding
normalized RT curves. As the Gaussian width σ increases so too does the RT
transition width ∆Tc. The circle markers shown the one-dimensional limit.
models predicted RT curves for devices with added Au structures of different
designs are shown in figure 2.26.
In this model the amount of current in each lump element changes with
temperature. As the temperature is lowered more and more current is concen-
trated in the Mo/Au regions and meanders around the normal metal Mo/Au/Au
regions.
2.12 Measure RT Curves Pixels with Au
banks, fingers, and stems
The percolation model predicts that the effect of the added Au fingers is to
cause an effectively longer path length.The result is a shift in Tc (defined at
some resistance fraction e.g. R = 0.5RN ) to lower temperatures and increasing
the width of the transition ∆Tc the larger the shift in Tc.
The lumped thermistor network model predicts a negligible shift in Tc with
added Au structures. The most noticeable change is the reduction of normal
state resistance and the ∆Tc change through this feature.
Data and the thermistor network model are shown in figure 2.27. Measure-
ments show that adding Au fingers and stems reduces the transition temperature
but without an increase in the transition width. We find this particular data set
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Random SC Resistor Network Effect on Rectangular Geometry
I
I
! same
Tc 0.99*Rn
Figure 2.23: Gaussian distributed values of Tc (black curve) over the finite size
resistor network with an arbitrary temperature width. The resulting RT curve
for rectangular samples arising from the same Gaussian distribution of local Tc’s.
Blue the smallest length to width ratio and has a smaller percolation threshold
a higher Tc value and a smaller normalized transition width. As the curve color
become warmer the length to width ration increases, the percolation threshold
increases, Tc decreases, and the normalized transition width increases.
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Figure 2.24: Gaussian distribution of Tc values of the Mo/Au. Adding Au
fingers increases the effective length/width ratio and increasing the percolation
threshold, shifting Tc to lower temperatures, and increasing the normalized
transition width.
(as well as several other sets taken on different pixel designs) are inconsistent
with a local percolation model. Reconciling these measurements in terms of the
percolation model means that the added Au structures are causing the entire
Tc distribution function to shift in temperature. And the size of the shift in
temperature is many times the transition width.
In figure 2.27 we do see that the resistor network model’s normal state re-
sistance value is in good agreement with the measurements. We routinely find
the lumped R-network calculated and measured RN differ by less than 20% and
for a few data sets agree within less than 5%.
We conclude that our measurements are inconsistent with a local model
causing the shifts in transition temperature. Our collection of measurements
are explained in terms of nonlocal coherence effects, whereby superconducting
correlations in Mo/Au bilayer are altered by Mo/Nb and added Au structures
over lengths many times the electron mean free path.
2.13 Conclusion
We have derived characteristics of the percolation transition of a random super-
conducting resistor network. The derived percolation model traits are inconsis-
tent with measurements of the resistive transition in superconducting transition
edge sensors.
We can then ask if the rich mathematics of percolation theory formulated
as a random superconducting resistor network realized in a physical system.
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Lumped Resistor Network Model
A
B C
D
EF
G H
I J
K L
M N
STEM
normal_Mo/Au || Au_banks
Au Zebra Stripe || normal_Mo/Au
Variable resistors,     ,are regions of just Mo/Au
Figure 2.25: Lumped resistor network model diagram. We have a schematic of
a TES with Au banks, 2 Au fingers, and one wide Au absorber stem all shown
in orange. The yellow regions are Mo/Au regions without an additional Au
layer. We overlay on the diagram lumped resistor elements and label each with
a letter from A to L (over half the TES). The resistors for the yellow Mo/Au
regions are variable resistors (thermistors) and the orange regions are assumed
normal metal for all temperatures near Tc having a constant resistance value for
each element. Each lumped element resistance is determined from the geometry
of the region, the resistivity of each element form measurements on isolated
structures.
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Lumped R-network Model RT’s
[m
!
]
Figure 2.26: Lumped resistor network model predicted RT curves. The yellow
circles is a noise averaged RT curve measured for a device with no added Au
structures from which we determine the Mo/Au RT dependence and calculate
the model predicted RT curves for the different pixel designs. The different pixel
deigns labeled with a schematic from top to bottom are: plain Mo/Au bilayer,
3 Au fingers, 2 Au fingers plus a narrow-H absorber stem, two Au fingers plus
a narrow-T absorber stem, and 2 Au fingers and a wide-T absorber stem.
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Figure 2.27: Measured RT curves and lumped R-network model predicted RT
curves. The data are the solid curves with colors corresponding to the colored
markers for the lumped R-network model predicted values. The yellow circles
overlap the measured RT data for the Mo/Au bilayer. Adding Au structures
shifts the RT curves to lower temperatures many times the transition width and
without a change in resistance. The network model’s calculated normal state
resistance values agrees well with the measured values.
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The difficultly with TES system is the order parameter variation is not random,
there is long range coherence so that neighbors are not uncorrelated, and self-
field effects are also ignored. A more suitable candidate system characterized by
a random superconducting resistor network may be a packet superconducting
powder or very thin highly granular superconducting thin films. Comparing the
measured behavior in these systems at low excitations currents to percolation
model.
We will show that TESs are coherent over long distances (or 1000 times the
mean free path) with a spatially varying order parameter that is not random.
The strength of the order parameter is changing in plane but this change is not
random as supposed in percolation theory. We via calculation and measure-
ments that the TES bilayer’s superconducting order parameter is enhanced in
proximity to the higher Tc superconducting leads and suppressed in proximity
to the added normal metal structures (Au banks, Au fingers, or Au absorber
stems).
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Chapter 3
Film Stress and Impact on
Tc
3.1 motivation
Candidate explanations used for bilayers missing the targeted Tc include differ-
ences in the: S/N bilayer interface, S and N layer thicknesses, or film stresses.
In this chapter we delve into understanding Tc shifts that arise from differences
in mechanical stress in superconducting thin films. We divide the discussion of
the “film stress” or “total stress” in a thin film into intrinsic film stress, extrin-
sic film stress, and thermal film stress. Intrinsic film stress is the film stress
arising from the growth process and depends upon the deposition conditions:
e.g. substrate temperature, vacuum pressure, substrate type, deposition rate,
etc.
Extrinsic film stress arises from external forces on the film. These forces in
the film come about from an externally applied force. Film stress can also arise
passively in a heterostructure when the temperature is changed; we call this
a thermal stress. Film stress of this sort occurs when materials with different
coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE) are mechanically coupled; changes in
temperature leads to differential expansion or contraction of components result-
ing in stresses in the system.
Film stress in our TES devices can come about from intrinsic stress from
film growth conditions or from different coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE)
between connected structures, Si wafer, Si3N4 membrane, Mo film, Au film,
Au/Bi absorber.
Depending upon how the Mo/Au TES is connected to an X-ray absorber can
result in different amounts of thermal stress in the Mo film at the TES operating
temperatures ∼ 0.1 K. The stress on a Mo film could also be different if the
bilayer is on a solid substrate or on a thin Si3N4 membrane. In addition the
Si3N4 membrane is often perforated along the perimeter with slots of different
densities and configurations to adjust the thermal conductance G to the heat
bath. As the thin Mo film is often coupled to both a much thicker absorber
and membrane we can easily imagine that Mo film stress could be significantly
altered by the absorbers’ and/or membranes’ geometry, thermal, and mechanical
properties.
When external film stress has been invoked in the past to possibly explain
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TES results it has been done so on qualitative grounds. For instance for devices
on membranes it has been suggested upon cooling that populations of TESs
may have their membranes bow in opposite directions (upward or downward)
thus producing extrinsic stress components on the Mo film of opposite sign. It is
not clear if this is even qualitatively correct as it was not demonstrated that at
low temperatures the membrane experiences a thermal stress component that
is tensile or compressive. Even estimates correct to a few orders of magnitude
could help determine the viability of this and other proposals of how film stress
may impact TES properties.
In this chapter we take a quantitative approach investigating the proposal
that film stress causes shifts in Tc in TES devices. We would like to determine
the size of the intrinsic and thermal film stress for our system. We would also
like to estimate the total film stress at low temperatures, the potential variation,
and if possible approximate the size of the Tc shift we would expect from theory.
If we observed identical TES designs on a closely packed array and the
population of structures on solid substrates has a different Tc compared with thin
silicon nitride membranes then a candidate explanation is the stress in the Mo
film on a membrane versus a solid substrate is different and causing the difference
in Tc. The motivation for this specific inquiry was a series of measurements
showing a monotonic reduction in Tc with the amount of perforations or slots
along the perimeter of the membrane containing the TES bilayer. We ask: “Can
the observed shift in Tc from 109 to 107 mK with perforations be explained in
terms of a change in film stress?”
For the purposes of improving TES understanding we will consider the fol-
lowing sorts of questions during our investigation.
• Does changes in film stress cause Tc variation over the device array?
• Do we need to worry about the impact on the Mo film stress when design-
ing the absorbers and membranes?
• What is the size of both the intrinsic and extrinsic Mo film stress at low
temperatures?
• Can we calculate theoretically the expected size of the Tc shift from theses
stresses?
• If we can what is the expected size Tc for different stresses and TES
designs?
• Is the theoretically derived Tc shift of the right magnitude and direction
to explain the Tc shifts we measure in our devices?
In this chapter we first review the literature and theory establishing that
film stress can change Tc in superconducting films.
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We derive a relationship between pressure changes of a bulk sample to stress
changes in a thin film assuming homogenous isotropic solids. Soft BCS super-
conductors dTc/dp and dTc/dσ shows agreement with the derived relationship
between stress and pressure. These materials also agree with the theoretical
model built from BCS theory referred to as the McMillan formula. It is also
learned that measurements on some BCS superconductors clearly do not agree
with the McMillan formula and even have opposite signs of the expected Tc shift
than expected from the bulk to film relationship. A theoretical explanation is
lacking for these solids and our Mo films seem to fall in this category.
From our analysis we are able to separate the intrinsic Mo film stress during
growth and film stress arising from the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE)
in our Mo films. With this we find that the intrinsic Mo film stress is tensile
when e-beam evaporated and compressive when sputtered. We also find that the
e-beam evaporated Mo films’ intrinsic stress is lowest and constant for substrate
temperatures Ts ≥ 190 ◦C. Total film stress changes in the film for these higher
temperatures are in good agreement with the calculated changes use the CTE
and elastic properties for the Mo/substrate couple at room temperature.
3.2 Introduction: Pressure and Stress effects
on Superconductors
In this section we review how mechanical effects, such as stress in films and ap-
plied hydrostatic pressure on bulk samples, impacts the transition temperature
of superconductors.
The first report of pressure dependence was made early on in the same
laboratory where superconductivity was discovered in the Kamerlingh Onnes
laboratory at Leiden University. [1] Since then a number of different mechanical
effects have been observed in superconductors and continuous to be studied to
this day.
It is possible to increase or decrease the transition temperature of a super-
conductor with applied pressure. There also exist materials when stress free
and at ambient pressure are not superconducting at any temperature but when
subjected to a mechanical distortion exhibit a superconducting phase. Some
materials only display superconductivity in thin film form or show dramatic in-
creases even above the bulk superconducting transition temperature when under
stress. At ambient pressure there are 29 elemental superconductors and under
pressure 23 more elements become superconducting. [3]
Application of pressure can drive superconductors towards or away lattice in-
stabilities that changes key parameters determining superconducting properties,
such as the electronic density of states at the Fermi energy, the characteristic
phonon frequency, and the coupling constant of electrons and phonons. Changes
in such parameters can change the superconducting transition temperature. [2]
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3.3 Elastic Properties and BCS theory
In the BCS theory of superconductivity the pairing mechanism comes about
from an electron-lattice interaction. A solid’s elastic properties are governed by
the long wavelength phonon spectrum for the material. BCS theory shows that
Tc is related to the Debye temperature ΘD of the lattice and the electron-phonon
coupling parameter g as
Tc ≈ 1.134 ·ΘD exp
(
−1
g
)
. (3.1)
Anderson in 1965 [5] showed that the Debye temperature can be expressed
as the average velocity of sound, Vm. When the sound velocity is expressed as
1
Vm
=
[
1
3
(
2
V 3S
+
1
V 3L
)] 1
3
(3.2)
where VS and VL are the shear and longitudinal sound velocities respectively.
The shear velocity is
VS =
√
G
ρ
, (3.3)
where G is the shear modulus and ρ the mass density. We write the Debye
temperature as
ΘD = Vm
h
kB
(
3qNAρ
4piM
) 1
3
, (3.4)
where M is the molar mass, h is Plank’s constant, kB is Boltzmann’s constant,
NA is Avogadro’s number, ρ is the mass density, and q is the number of atoms
per molecule. We see from equation 3.1 how the transition changes with changes
in the Debye temperature or the electron-phonon coupling parameter, g. [5] [6]
[7]
The electron-phonon coupling parameter g (also called the electron-phonon
interaction parameter) can be rewritten in terms of the electronic density of
states at the Fermi level N(0) and the electron interaction potential U
g = N(0)U. (3.5)
Where the total U consists of the attractive electron-phonon interaction
Ue−ph and a repulsive Coulomb interaction Uc,
U = Ue−ph − Uc. (3.6)
The Columb repulsion becomes N(0)Uc = µ and the electron-phonon cou-
pling constant is λ = N(0)Ue−ph. The Coulomb repulsion, µ, is “renormalized”
with the so called pseudopotential µ∗ arising form the electron-phonon interac-
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tion retarded in time of order the inverse of the Debye frequency (∼ 1/ωD) and
the Coulomb interaction is retarded by a much smaller time, the inverse of the
electronic plasma frequency(∼ 1/ωP ). The pseudopotential is written
µ∗ =
µ
1 + µ ln (ωP /ωD)
, (3.7)
making the Tc expression of equation 3.1 become
Tc ≈ 1.134ΘD exp
(
− 1
λ− µ∗
)
(3.8)
using the McMillan generalized BCS result (1968)[53] with an electron-phonon
coupling constant, λ, and a psuedopotential µ*.
The specific formulation by McMillan and referred as the McMillan formula
assumes the following form
Tc =
ΘD
1.45
exp
[
− 1.04 (1 + λ)
λ− µ∗ (1 + 0.62λ)
]
. (3.9)
The value of µ* is assigned a value ranging from 0.10 to 0.17 for most
superconducting elements (for Mo it is found to be 0.10), its precise value is
found to be unimportant unless Tc is very low. Most of the values for λ come
from measuring Tc and ΘD and applying the above McMillan formula equation
3.9 (or some modified version of the McMillan formula for a specific solid). The
Mcmillan formula is most correct for Nb or materials with phonon spectrums
similar to that of Nb. For strong coupling superconductors (Tc > 5% ΘD or
λ ≥ 1.2) the Mcmillan formula underestimates Tc and additional parameters
are required to give an accurate Tc formula.[32]
It will be useful later on in this chapter to relate the logarithmic derivative
of Tc with volume to terms in the Mcmillan formula 3.9. We let the exponential
in equation 3.9 become (1 + λ)/(λ− µ∗) and with
d lnTc
d lnV
= γG
(
2
λ (1 + µ∗)
(λ− µ∗)2 − 1
)
− δnλ (1 + µ
∗)
(λ− µ∗)2 (3.10)
where,
λ =
N(0)
〈
I2
〉
m 〈ω2〉 =
η
m 〈ω2〉 ,
γG = −∂ lnωD
∂ lnV
,
δn =
d ln
(
N(0)
〈
I2
〉)
d lnV
=
d ln η
d lnV
(3.11)
where 〈I2〉 is an average of the electron-phonon interaction, m is the atomic
mass, 〈ω2〉 is the average squared phonon frequency, γG is the usual Gruneisen
parameter. The parameter δn gives the volume dependence of the numerator
of λ which gives values ∼1 for non-transition metals whereas it can be much
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Tc[K] ΘD
[K]
λ Mcmil-
lan
λ
ρ vs T
λ LDA
Mo 0.92 460 0.41 0.32 0.42
Nb 9.22 277 0.82 1.06 1.26
Ti 0.39 425 0.38 0.5 –
Table 3.1: Table of physical parameters for different BCS superconductors: Tc,
Debye temperature ΘD, McMillan constant λ, and electron-phonon coupling
constant λ from resistivity versus temperature ρ(T ) and calculated using the
local density approximation (LDA).[8]
Tc[K] ΘD
[K]
λ µ* D(Ef )
States
atom
eV
γG dTc/
dP
[K/GPa]
Mo 0.92 460 0.41 0.10 0.65 1.62 -0.014
Nb 9.22 277 0.82 0.15 2.1 -0.020
Ti 0.39 425 0.38 0.17 1.4 +0.006
Pb 7.19 105 1.12 0.12 ?? 2.84 -0.384
Re 0.37 415 0.37 0.10 0.76 1.8 -0.021
Os 0.66 500 0.44 0.12 0.76 -0.018
Al 1.16 428 0.38 ?? ?? 1.7 -0.197
Table 3.2: Table of properties for different BCS superconductors including: Tc,
Debye temperature ΘD, electron-phonon coupling constant λ, pseudopotential
µ∗, density of state at the Fermi level D(Ef ), the Gruneisen parameter γG,
and the measured derivative of Tc with respect to hydrostatic pressure for bulk
sample samples.(From references in Poole [8]; errors in Poole corrected here).
[9]
larger in transtion metals causing a reverse of the pressure effect on Tc in these
metals.
Most explanations for Tc shifts with stress or pressure appeal to some formu-
lation of the McMillan formula 3.9. The Tc shift is then explained in terms of the
pressure or strain altering the phonon-frequency spectrum or cut-off frequency,
the density of states, or less often µ∗
A determination of a superconductor being weak or strong coupling can be
made by measuring the discontinuity in the heat capacity between the normal
and superconducting states at the transition. In the weak coupling approxima-
tion, BCS theory gives the ratio of the zero temperature limit superconducting
gap to the thermal energy at the transition temperature is a universal constant
∆(T = 0)
kBTc
= 1.764. (3.12)
It has been shown that the 1.764 factor is not actually universal for all supercon-
ductors but rather can range from 1.65 to about 2.30 depending upon the ratio
of Tc/ΘD the so called weak and strong electron-phonon coupling limits. This
discontinuity in the heat capacity can also be related to the the change in the
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thermodynamic critical field with temperature and volume, V , in the Rutgers
relationship,
(CSC − CN )|T=Tc =
V Tc
4pi
(
∂Hc
∂T
)2
. (3.13)
3.4 Literature Review of Mechanical
Properties and Tc in Superconductors
For a nice review of superconductivity under pressure see Olsen 1964 [11] or
Parks(1969) [12] or Smith (1972) [15]. For a more contemporary review empha-
sized more on High Tc superconductors we recommend Brooks and Schrieffer
(2007).[3]. We have assembled a list of superconducting parameters related to
pressure effects on Tc for BCS materials in tables 3.1, 3.2, and a table unaltered
from Smith (1972) for transition metals table 3.3. There is a distinction between
pressure effects among BCS superconductors between the transition and non-
transition metals. The non-transition metal superconducting elements tend to
agree with the McMillan formula. They also tend to show agreement between
the Tc shift with pressure and the Tc shift for a thin film stress when using the
stress-pressure relationship for a homogenous isotropic solid we derive later. In
contrast some transition metals show pressure and stress shifts with Tc that are
not explained by the McMillan formula. For the same transition metal there
may also be different physical mechanisms responsible for the Tc shifts seen in
bulk samples under pressure versus the same element in thin film form under
stress.
3.4.1 Pressure Effects on Low Temperature
Superconductors
It has been found that the majority of Low Tc superconductors respond to an
increased pressure with a reduction of Tc. The rate of change of Tc with pressure
for Aluminium, Cadmium, and Zinc is measured to be -0.17 , -0.15, -0.21 K/GPa
respectively. Gubser and Webb (1975) found aluminum’s Tc decrease with 6 GPa
of pressure by a factor of 15, as Tc was lowered from 1.18 to 0.08 K.
Predicting the change in transition temperature is theoretically challenging
because pressurizing a superconductor results in changes in the electron and
phonon properties as well as the interaction between these two systems. It has
been found experimentally that all non-transition metal BCS superconductors
have a negative dTc/dp (with the only exception being thallium, which is known
to be highly anisotropic).[10] [11] In contrast, for the transition metals, both
negative and positve dTc/dp are observed as shown in table 3.3. [15]
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Table 3.3: Pressure dependence of Tc for various transition metals from Smith
[15].
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The above table 3.3 contains data compiled by Smith [15] showing transition
metals with dTc/dp values ranging from 1400 mK/GPa for La, to 0 mK/GPa
for Ru, and the largest negative value is Ba with -0.15 K/GPa.
3.4.2 Pressure Effects on High Temperature
Superconductors
Contrary to many low temperature superconductors, for the high temperature
superconductors Tc often increases with pressure and at a fast rate (e.g. 6
K/GPa in the high Tc material La-Ba-Cu-O, having a Tc = 35 K). [19]
At various times the highest temperature superconducting record was held
by layer copper oxide materials under hydrostatic pressure. For instance the
mercury layered high Tc superconducting family, HgBa2Cam−1CumO2m+2+δ
(Hg 1:2:m-2:m), has shown increases in Tc with applied hydrostatic pressure.
Tc in Hg-1223 was seen to increase from 140 K to 162 K with 30 GPa of quasi-
hydrostatic pressure and other members of the mercury family showed a similar
∼ 30 K increase Tc with 30 GPa of pressure, Hg-1201 and Hg-1212. [20]
3.4.3 Bulk Molybdenum dTc/dp
Palmy (1970) measured Mo single crystal samples with a bulk Tc = 0.92 mK
showing dTc/dp = -0.14e-5 ± 0.01e-5 K/bar over the pressure range 0 to 2.5
GPa.[21] Nakajima’s bulk molybdenum measurements found the logarithmic
derivative of transition temperature with respect to volume V/Tc · dTc/dV =
2.81. [22]
3.4.4 Stress effects on Tc thin film superconductors.
For indium films the change in Tc per change in stress was found to be 0.276
K/GPa [36]
Thermal stress has been shown to increase the Tc of Al films deposited on
glass substrates (Al film in tension) and decreases Tc when deposited on Teflon
(Al film in compression). [17] [18]
3.4.5 Molybdenum thin films Tc measurements
Frieberthauser and Notarys found that electron-beam evaporated Mo films grown
at 10 nm/s onto glass, fused quartz, and sapphire substrates each heated to 600
◦C showed a Tc of 3.36 K and 3.78 K for thicknesses of 600 nm and 2100 nm
respectively. This is a considerable increase above the bulk Mo Tc value of 0.92
K. Films thinner than 600 nm or with substrates temperatures below 600 ◦C did
not show a superconducting transition down to 1.3 K. This large enhancement
of Tc above the bulk value of 0.92 K was attributed to intrinsic stress effects in
the film. Cracking in the films was observed but unfortunately no stress mea-
surements were made. Film “cracking” is usually associated with stress relief
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Metal Film Surface Under Compressive Stress
Figure 3.1: SEM image of thin film surface under compressive stress. Buckling
and grains are pushed out of the film plane to relieve stress.
for a film under tension, a clear voild on the surface is visible between domains.
Whereas a film under compression will usually look different and form wrinkles
of local buckling or pushing grains above the film surface as depicted in the fig-
ure 3.1. With the report of film “cracking” on the surface, we can only speculate
that the Mo films with increased Tc were under tensile stress. If the films were
composed of a single phase of the standard crystallographic molybdenum and
this Mo film was under tensile stress then it would represent the only report of
a Mo film showing an in increase in Tc with tensile stress (a positive dTc/dσ).
[23]
Similar large enhancement of Tc to ∼ 5 K was reported by Bond et. al. [24]
for 100 nm thick evaporated Mo films but again no stress measurements were
made.
Rosenbaum et. al.’s (1989) [25] results on Mo thin films, also finds an ele-
vated Tc for 10 nm thick Mo film ∼ 2 K but does not give an explanation for
the increase. The authors also give a relationship to determine the electronic
diffusivity constant of Mo independent of film thickness but large fields were
used (∼ Tesla). [25]
These large enhancements of Tc may be due to alternate superconducting
phases of Mo being formed with higher Tc or formation of alternate phases such
as MoN.
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3.4.6 Molybdenum thin films stress measurements
Malhotra (1997) showed Mo film strains (∆d / d · 100%) of -0.15 % (compres-
sive) for biaxial directions and compressive strain near the surface of -0.6 %
then droping to zero or slightly tensile strains of +0.1%. [26]
Blachman was able to change the stress in 300 nm thick sputter Mo films
between +1 GPa to -100 GPa by changing the DC sputtering power. [13] For
comparison our Mo films stress at room temperature ranges from ≈ −0.5 GPa
(compressive) for sputtered films and to ≈ +1.6 GPa (tensile) for electron-beam
evaporated Mo films.
Adding nitrogen caused shifts in Tc and the phase γ MoN2 was found to
superconduct with a Tc ∼ 5 K. Very high Tc shifts to 7 K and 9.2 K were
associated with the formation of different crystallographic phases of Mo. Bulk
Mo has a bcc structure Tc ∼ 0.92 K but fcc and fct phases have been formed and
have Tc’s≈ 6 K and above. During the nitrogen bombardment process Mo atoms
are removed from their original lattice positions, this produces lattice disorder
and possibly structural transformations, both alterations can be stabilized by
the implanted impurity atom. [27]
3.4.7 Connecting dTc/dp and dTc/dσ
Schmidt et. al. found an increase in Tc up to 7.2 K when sputtered with various
noble gases, accompanied by a sizable lattice expansion but no additional phases
were detected. [28]
Cook et. al. (1977) [29] studied whiskers of Pb, Sn, and In pulled in
tension and measured the resulting changes in Tc. For Pb 70 mK/%strain
= dTc/d strain which corresponds to a dTc/dP = −4.6× 10−5 K/atm And for
indium dTc = 20 mK for a 53 MPa stress or a 0.29% strain.
Their results on Sn whiskers showed a crystal direction dependence. For Sn
a 1% strain changed Tc by 70 mK in the 〈100〉 direction, 80mK in the 〈111〉
direction, 110mK in the 〈101〉 direction, and 400mK in the 〈001〉 direction. This
means a stress of 800 MPa will have a change in Tc ranging from 80 mK to 400
mK based on the crystal direction.[29]
Adachi and Toxen measured an increase in Tc with decreasing thickness
following ∆Tc = A/d − B/d2 where d is the film thickness and A and B are
constants ( [30] and [36]). Both groups found good agreement for a isotropic
solid relating the dTc/dp of a bulk sample to the dTc/dσ for their thin films.
3.5 Elasticity Relations
Elasticity governs how a solid deforms under forces. The elasticity relations are
a generalization of the familiar Hooke’s law where force F , spring constant k,
and displacement from equilibrium x,
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F = −kx (3.14)
related in an alternate form with stress σ, Young’s modulus E, and strain ,
σ = E. (3.15)
Where the stress, σ is equal to the force per cross sectional area,
σ ≡ F
A
, (3.16)
and the strain is equal to the change in length Lσ − L0 divided by the length
with zero stress L0,
 ≡ Lσ − L0
L0
. (3.17)
Now the spring constant k that describes the stiffness of a spring has the geo-
metric terms factored out so the measure of elastic “stiffness” is contained in
the material dependent Young’s modulus E.
When a stress is applied to an elastic solid the material undergoes a strain
deformation in the direction of the stress called the axial strain axial along
with a deformation strain transverse to the stress direction called trans. When
an elastic rod is stretched or pulled the rod is said to have a tensile stress.
The tensile stress along the rod’s axis makes the rod become longer (axial)
and the radius of the rod decreases (trans). When a rod is pushed together
or compressed it is said to have a compressive stress. Compressive stress along
the rod’s axis makes the rod become shorter (axial) and the radius becomes
larger (trans). The negative ratio of the transverse and lateral strains is called
Poisson’s ratio, ν,
ν = −trans
axial
(3.18)
and like Young’s Modulus is a material dependent property.
The generalized Hooke’s law for a strain in the x-direction is written
x =
1
E
[σx − ν (σx + σz)] . (3.19)
A shear stress occurs when parallel internal forces slide past one another.
If we also include the shear stress τ (the transverse force divided by the area
of action); and the shear strain γ (the transverse displacement divided by the
height of the body) we may write the shear stress-strain relation as
τ = Gγ, (3.20)
where G is called the shear modulus.
For homogeneous isotropic materials the stress-strain relationship containing
both axial and shear components is written in tensor form,
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and we express the shear modulus G in terms of Young’s modulus and the
Poisson coefficient as
G =
E
2 (1 + ν)
. (3.22)
We see that for homogeneous isotropic materials E and ν completely describe
its elastic properties.
It is also useful to relate the stress and strain relations to the bulk modulus
B define as
B ≡ −V dP
dV
(3.23)
with V the volume of the solid and P the hydrostatic pressure. To first order
in strain we write the volumetric strain dV/V = x + y + z, and the stresses
σx = σy = σz = −P . It then follows that
B =
E
3 (1− 2ν) . (3.24)
An elastic deformation is reversible; when the stress is removed the object
returns to its equilibrium position. If a stress exceeds a materials elastic limit
the it enters plastic deformation which is an irreversible distortion. If the stress
increases further the strength of a material is reached and facture occurs. A
viscoelastic material has components of both irreversible viscous flow and elas-
ticity characterized by a time dependent strain, e.g. the result of the diffusion
of atoms in an amorphous material.
3.5.1 Introduction thin film stress and strain.
A deposited thin film’s total stress is composed of 3 contributions: external
stress, thermal stress, and intrinsic stress (see figures 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 for detailed
descriptions of each). An external stress arises when an external force is applied
to the system such as attaching an external load at a point on the structure.
Thermal stress is temperature dependent and arises from a difference in the
coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) between the film and substrate material.
Intrinsic stress, also called residual stress, arises during the deposition of the film
when added layers lock in structural defects during film growth. In our system
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we do not have external forces or loads so we have no external stress contribution
and therefore only concern ourselves with the thermal stress and intrinsic stress
components.
Tamulevicius 1998,[33] outlines that intrinsic stress can be produced from
1. Incorporation of impurity or residual gas atoms in the film
2. Lattice mismatch between single crystal substrates and film material for
epitaxial film growth.
3. Inherent varation of interatomic spacing with crystal size.
4. Recrystalization processes
5. Microscopic voids, arrangements and dislocations and grain boundaries
6. Phase transformations.
Exposing films to elevated temperatures or different types of irradiation (elec-
trons, ions, etc.) can provide structural changes and stress relief in films. These
deformations are either recoverable (elastic) or nonrecoverable (plastic or vis-
cous).
Most grown oxide layers tend to have compressive stress because of the
increase in molar volume. This is in part why films grown in higher chamber
pressures (poor vacuum) tend to have more compressive stress. We point out
that for our bare Mo films there is likely an oxide layer on the surface that
could have a compressive contribution to the total curvature of the wafer. A
comparison of an as grown Mo wafer with a very thin capping layer, such as
a thin Au layer, and TES Mo/Au bilayer would be interesting for comparison
because the Mo with the Au capping layer stress will be dominated by the Mo
layer and will not have an oxide layer. We plan to investigate this in future
studies but capping layers were not deposited on the bare Mo films in the study
we present later in this chapter.
When the film thickness is much less than the substrate thickness the couple
is said to be in the thin film limit. In this limit the total stress is a sum of the
3 stress contributions: extrinsic, thermal, and intrinsic;
σtotal = σext + σth + σint. (3.25)
Assuming no external forces on the film, if the film’s stress is measured at the
deposition temperature the film’s stress will be due to intrinsic stress. And stress
measurements at temperatures other than the substrate deposition temperature
will in general have both thermal and intrinsic stresses.
It has been shown that metal films can sustain stresses much larger than
the failure stress of the bulk material. Hall (1965)[34] found during studies
of stress altering transition temperature in tin that thermal contraction would
account for 400 MPa of stress combined with another 400 MPa of external
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Thermal Film Stress* *Assume the only stress is thermal, !f_th (no intrinsic film stress !f_int=0).Film and substrate coefficients of thermal expansion, "f and "s, > 0.
Film in
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Figure 3.2: Thermal film stress. The diagrams assume the only stress is thermal
stress (σext = 0 and σint = 0). The coefficients for thermal expansion are αf
and αs for the film and substrate respectively. Temperature of film/substrate
system is T and the temperature during film deposition is Tsub = Tdep.
Intrinsic Film Stress
Film in
tension,
film stress, !f > 0
Film in
compression,
film stress, !f < 0
No film stress,
!f = 0
Film stress, !f
T = Tdep
T = Tdep
film
substrate
T = Tdep
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film/substrate
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Fix film to
substrate
Equilibrium
length of each
isolated piece
Temperature,
T
Figure 3.3: Intrinsic film stress. The temperature T is equal to the temperature
of the substrate during the deposition Ts = Tdep. The films stress is σf which
is defined to be positive in tension and negative in compression. The change
in curvature of the couple is due to the intrinsic stress of the deposited film as
there are no external forces being applied to the couple and the temperature
has not changed from the deposition temperature.
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External Film Stress, !ext
Fext
substrate
Tensile film,
"!f > 0
Compressed film,
"!f < 0
Change in film
stress with external
force, Fext
Lower
Tc
Higher
Tc
Higher
Tc
Lower
Tc
If dTc/dp
> 0
If dTc/dp
< 0
SC film 2
SC film 1
Figure 3.4: External film stress from a force Fext applied downward in the
middle of a trilayer, film1/substrate/film2. The inset table assumes that the
only stress in the system is the external film stress (σth = 0 and σint = 0). We
also assume that the films are homogeneous and istropic such that they follow
the derived relationship between film stress and hydrostatic pressure. With this
assumption and the direction of the force Fext as depicted in the figure the top
film 1 will undergo compressive change in stress while the bottom film 2 will
undergo a tensile change in stress. The resultant change in Tc shown in the
table occurs assuming the relationship between the film stress and hydrostatic
pressure holds, such as observed between film and bulk forms of non-transition
metals. The non-transition metals all exhibit a negative dTc/dp except for
thallium (Tl).
applied stress. The measured Tc of the film was consistent with 800 MPa of
tensile stress in the film yet the tensile strength of bulk polycrystalline Sn is less
than 20 MPa. Additionally no irreversible change was found in the transition
temperature; implying that even with very large stresses (over 20 times the bulk
tensile strength) the microstructure of the film did not undergo any irreversible
changes. Examples of films sustaining stresses many times the failure strength
in bulk are not uncommon in metal films.
Low melting point metals such as In, Sn, and Pb show little to no intrinsic
film stress (< 5 MPa). This is due to the metals low melting point, even at
room temperature the atomic mobility is high enough to anneal stresses near
defects. Consequently, the total stress in these films is then often dominated by
thermal stress. [35] [36] [37]
3.6 Relating Film Stress σ to Bulk Pressure p
We would like to relate thin film stress to hydrostatic pressure for a couple
reasons. For one, the literature values of Tc changing with stress is rather sparse.
We would like to be able to use measurements of bulk samples Tc change with
pressure to estimate the expected change in Tc with stress for a thin film of the
same material. By relating the hydrostatic pressure to film stress we can also
compare the thin film results with bulk to help understand the microscopic effect
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producing the shift in Tc. For instance the microscopic mechanism causing the
Tc shift with σ in a film could be different from the shift in Tc with p in a bulk
sample. A difference could also arise if the materials parameters are anisotropic.
Literature values often give the logarithmic derivative of the transition tem-
perature with respect to volume,
∂ lnTc
∂ lnV
=
V
Tc
∂Tc
∂V
. (3.26)
If we assume that as the film’s lateral stress increases, the thickness of the film
reduces by the Poisson coefficient of the film νf , and the width of the film
changes with the Poisson coefficent of the substrate, νs, we may write
∆V
V
= (1− νf − νs) ·  (3.27)
We then express the logarithmic derivative as
∂ lnTc
∂ lnV
=
V
Tc
∂Tc
∂V
=
1
Tc (1− νf − νs)
∂Tc
∂
=
E
Tc (1− νf − νs)
∂Tc
∂σ
(3.28)
where in the last equality I have substituted the relation that the film stress is
equal to the product of the young’s modulus and strain.
The compressibility K is the inverse of the bulk modulus and is defined as
K =
1
B
= − 1
V
∂V
∂P
. (3.29)
We may then write in terms of the bulk modulus B or compressibility K,
∂ lnTc
∂ lnV
=
V
Tc
∂Tc
∂V
=
1
Tc (1− νf − νs)
∂Tc
∂
=
E
Tc (1− νf − νs)
∂Tc
∂σ
= − 1
TcK
∂Tc
∂p
.
(3.30)
Equation 3.30 is a useful relationship for comparing literature values of how the
superconducting transition temperature changes with strain, stress, or pressure.
For molybdenum, Young’s modulus is about 324 GPa, Poisson coefficient
of 0.293 or 0.31, and the compressibility is 0.366×10−11 Pa−1. Using for the
substrate’s Poisson coeffcients 0.25 (Poisson’s coefficient for silicon nitride ≈
0.24 and silicon ≈ 0.27), we find
∂Tc
∂σ
E ·K
(1− νf − νs) = −
∂Tc
∂p
(3.31)
or
∂Tc
∂σ
2 (1− 2νf )
(1− νf − νs) = −
∂Tc
∂p
. (3.32)
Using the compressibility then gives
∂Tc
∂σ
· 2.65 = −∂Tc
∂p
(3.33)
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and only using Poisson’s coefficients gives
∂Tc
∂σ
· 1.75 = −∂Tc
∂p
(3.34)
Using the Mo result for dTc/dp = -14 mK/GPa implies dTc/dσ = +5.3 mK/GPa
to +8 mK/GPa using the respective equations above. We compare this with
the measurements of our Mo films plot of Tc versus films stress (we discuss later
in detail). The slope of points gives a dTc/dσ = -294 to -215 mK/GPa. Orders
of magnitude larger in magnitude and of the opposite sign. When the bulk Mo
samples were compressed (an increase in pressure) Tc went down. In contrast,
under compressive stress our thin film Mo samples’ Tc goes up and when pulled
apart (tensile stress) Tc goes down. This suggests that the shifts in Tc in our Mo
films are more complicate than a simple isotropic pressure applied to Mo film or
arises from different microscopic mechanism than occurs in bulk Mo. If we do
the reverse operation on our dTc/dσ measurements they are converted to dTc/dp
ranging from +350 mK/GPa to +800 mK/GPa. Comparing this with results for
other superconductors the non-transition metals range from -157 mK/GPa for
Zn to -473 mK/GPa for Hg(β). All the non-transition metal superconductors
(with the exception for Tl) obey the McMillan formula to good approximation
consistent with an increase in the electron-phonon coupling and not an increase
in the density of states and have a negative dTc/dp. Tl has a dTc/dp = +226
mK/GPa that is thought to be caused by its anisotropic structure. The transi-
tions metal range from La with dTc/dp = +1410 mK/GPa to Ba and Th with
dTc/dp = -150 mK/GPa. Transition metals with particularly low bulk dTc/dp
include: Mo with dTc/dp = -14 mK/GPa, Ir about a third that of Mo, and, Re
and Ru with dTc/dp ≈ 0 ±3 mK/GPa. Unconventional triplet-pairing super-
conductor strontium ruthenate has dTc/dp = +200 mK/GPa. MgB2 has dTc/dp
= -1000 mK/GPa. Optimally doped YBCO has dTc/dp ≈ +1000 mK/GPa but
can be as large as +2000 to +6000 mK/GPa for non-optimal oxygen doping
values. The largest measured dTc/dp ≈ +12,000 mK/GPa for a LSCO cuprate
superconductor with a non-optimally doped stoichometry.
Using the above relations we find that T . Nakajima et. al. 1976, [22] measure
the isotope effect in molybdenum that the derived impact of Tc changing with
volume implies a dTc/dp of ∼ -9.46 mK/GPa. This is close to the measured
value for bulk Mo of Palmy et. al. 1970 [21] of -14 mK/GPa. Again comparing
this result to our data on thin film Mo, we will see that our data has an opposite
sign, as the film is compressed Tc increases.
3.6.1 Thermal Stress Effects in GSFC Devices
We fabricated position sensitive devices consisting of a TES thermometer at
either end of a long x-ray absorbing strip consisting of a Bi/Cu/Bi trilayer.
The x-ray absorber strip was freestanding/suspended between the 2 TES ther-
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mometer foundations an raised above the substrate 4 µm. The absorber strip
connected to a TES at one end, passing over two underlying TESs before con-
necting to a second TES at the opposite edge. The length of the absorbing strip
between foundations was 0.5 mm, with a strip width of 0.25 mm, and a thickness
of 4 microns. Two device types were tested. In one design the TES’s connected
at either an were on 1 micron thick perforated silicon nitride membranes. In
the second design the TES ends were on thick solid Si substrates. For the solid
substrate attachment point devices we found the absorber strip fractured upon
cooling to low temperatures.
From looking at the table of coeffcient of thermal expansion (CTE) values we
expect a larger thermal contraction on cooling in the Bi/Cu/Bi absorber than in
the Si wafer. Therefore we expected the suspended absorber to exhibit a thermal
stress upon cooling. For the multilayer stress this tensile stress exceeded the
strength of the absorber and caused cracking.
The devices with attachment points on thin membranes survived multiple
cool downs without fracturing. These facts are consistent with the membrane
attachment points providing sufficient compliance to reduce the stress in the
absorber strip below the fracture strength. Additionally we measured suspended
absorbers with TESs thermometers underneath the free standing strip. We
found that from room temperature down to 50 mK that at no time did the strip
sag and make electrical contact with the underlying TESs.
3.6.2 Bismuth Whisker Growth
Whiskers are long columnar single crystal structures that protrude out from
the surface of metal films formed by solid state diffusion under the influence of
compressive film stress. Whisker growth is commonly observed in Pb and Sn.
Reference [38] shows a time lapse video of whisker growth illustrating that the
structure grows from its base. This video is looking at a tin surface at room
temperature and astmospheric pressure over the course of 1.5 months.[38]
Lead free solder has environmental health benefits but also readily forms
whiskers millimeters long. These long whiskers can lead to electrical shorts and
electronic failure. NIST researchers found that a condition for whiskers and
hillocks formation is columnar grain growth in the film. [47]
We studied thick bismuth squares thermally evaporated onto a photoresist
coated silicon wafer. The bismuth was then patterned into 1 mm× 1 mm squares
and photoresist lifted leaving 1mm × 1mm free bismuth squares. Annealing
these bismuth samples at 265 and 270 ◦C showed bismuth whisker growth on
the side of the bismuth that was once in direct contact with the photoresist. No
bismuth whisker growth was observed on the other side of the squares. Whisker
growth did not take place for films annealed at temperatures 255 ◦C or lower
nor at temperatures 273 ◦C or higher.
The whisker growth in our annealed bismuth films provides evidence that
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evaporated bismuth films deposited on photoresist have in intrinsic compressive
stress.
Bottom Bismuth Surface (grown on photoresist)
Top Bismuth Surface
Bismuth Surfaces Before Annealing
1 µm
300 nm
Figure 3.5: Both bismuth film surfaces prior to annealing. Bismuth surface
thermally evaporated onto a photoresist layer then patterned and lifted off pro-
ducing isolated bismuth squares. The bottom bismuth surface shows outlines of
the base of the grains where the bismuth columnar grain grown begins.
Figure 3.5 shows the bismuth surface thermally evaporated onto a photore-
sist layer then patterned and lifted of producing isolated bismuth squares. On
the bottom bismuth surface the outlines of the columnar growth are visible as
outlines slightly displace from neighbors.
Figure 3.6 shows SEM pictures of bismuth whisker growth on the bottom
bismuth surface (the surface that was once in contact with the photoresist).
The sample in figure 3.6 was annealed at 265 ◦C. X-ray dispersion spectroscopy
(XDS) analysis found the bismuth whiskers to be pure within detection limits.
3.6.3 Influence of film thickness on Tc
Superconducting films have not shown any direct/intrinsic film thickness de-
pendence with Tc down to atomicly thin films as long as the film is continuous.
Only thickness dependence is a combination of film stress changing Tc and the
amount of stress relaxation being thickness dependent therefore causing an indi-
rect thickness dependence of Tc. Using relations for the maximum shear strength
and hydrostatic pressure dependence of Tc the authors found Tc scaling with
thickness as, Tc = (A/t−B/t2), where A and B are constants.[39]
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Bismuth Whiskers after annealing
3 µm
20 µm
Figure 3.6: Bismuth whiskers. SEM pictures of bismuth whisker growth on
the bismuth bottom bismuth surface (the surface that was once in contact with
the photoresist). This sample was annealed at 265 ◦C. XDS analysis found the
bismuth whiskers to be pure within detection limits.
3.6.4 Influence of Impurities on Tc
Impurities can also influence the normal-superconducting transition. The size
of the effect depends upon the type of superconductor and the nature of the
impurity. Ta and Nb are particularly sensitive to nonmagnetic impurities such
as interstitial O2 or N2. A Tc reduction of about 1 K per atomic percent oxygen
was shown for Nb films, potentially due to expansion of the Nb lattice.[40]
Similar sensitivity of the transition temperature on gaseous impurities during
depostion is seen in titanium films.
In Nb the decreasing of Tc has been attributed to the broadening of the
single particle density of states at the Fermi level with increasing disorder and
showed a linear dependence between Tc and residual resistivity. [50] [42] We
later show results on our Mo films that also follows an approximately linear
dependence between Tc and the low temperature resistivity but further analysis
is needed to ascribe the cause.
Wu et. al. (1979) find that by varying the argon sputtering pressure Nb
films can be prepared in any stress state, (tensile, stress free, or compressive).
As the bias voltage increases more argon is incorporated into the films, both Tc
and RRR decrease, and the stress becomes more compressive. An initial Tc =
9.2 K , RRR = 4, and compressive film stress σ = - 0.95 GPa with an increased
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in the sputtering bias voltage lowered the Tc (Tc = 8.6 K), lowered the RRR
(RRR = 2.2) and increased the compressive stress (σ = -1.5 GPa, making the
film stress more negative).[43] This change corresponds to a dTc/dσ ≈ +1090
mK/GPa.
Morohoshi 2001 found that Nb films with compressive stress had a lower
Tc and tensile stress a higher Tc. Stress change from -0.18 GPa to +1.44 GPa
changed Tc from 6 K to 9.3 K. The authors also found a larger RRR correlating
with higher Tc. This is a similar result as our Mo films in that the sputtered
films show compressive stress and the e-beam films show tensile stress.[44] This
change in stress and Tc corresponds to a dTc/dσ ≈ +1975 mK/GPa.
Magnetic impurities have been observed to quickly surpress superconducting
order. In Pb films superconductivity can be completely quenched with Mn, Fe,
Gd, and Co concentrations of 0.26, 1.2, 2.8, and 6.8 atomic percent respectively.
A theoretical explanation was provided by Abrikosov and Gorkov based up the
magnetic impurities introducing pair breaking spin-dependent scattering cen-
ters. The introduction of a concentration of magnetic impurities has been used
as the transition temperature “tuning” parameter in transition edge sensors.
[45]
Molybdenum’s superconductivity is also sensitive to impurities and is at-
tributed to why it’s discovery was delayed to 1962. Shortly after its discovery,
it was shown that 100ppm Fe can reduce the transition temperature by 0.6 K.
[46]
3.7 GSFC Molybdenum thin film data and
analysis
3.7.1 Mo Film Stress versus Substrate Deposition
Temperature
In this section we analyze measurements made of e-beam evaporated 50 nm
thick Mo films. We study how the measured Mo film properties change for
films over a range of substrate temperatures from room temperature to over
400 ◦C. We also compare these 50 nm e-beam Mo films with sputtered Mo films
of the same thickness. For applications to TES devices we seek a deposition
conditions parameter space for which the Mo film Tc is as insensitive to changing
environmental conditions as possible. We would also like to better understand
what properties of Mo films impact Tc and if possible try to understand the
physical mechanism for the dependencies.
All 50 nm thick films were e-beam evaporated in a UHV system with a heated
substrate stage holding the Si wafers. Films were deposited at 0.2 nm/sec onto
four inch diameter Si3N4 coated silicon wafer. The substrate heater powers
were converted to substrate temperature using a calibration thermometer. The
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substrate temperature Ts to heater power approximately follows the line,
Ts = 7.5 · (%HeaterPower) + 40, (3.35)
where Ts is given in Celsius.
The UHV chamber pressure during each deposition was recorded and the
film stress measured by a laser interferometer to determining the wafer cur-
vature before and after the Mo deposition. The resistance of the samples at
room temperature and 4 K were measured for each sample along with the su-
perconducting transition temperature and transition width ∆Tc using a 4-wire
resistance bridge electronics.
There is no post deposition annealing process for the Mo films studied here.
However, the lithographic processing did expose the Mo films to temperatures
of 90 ◦C for 30 min (soft bake) and 120 ◦C for 30 min (hard bake).
Our film measurements over 6 quantities are shown in figures 3.7 and 3.8.
Figures 3.7 and 3.8 connect to form an upper triangle matrix of parameters
plotted against one another to elucidate correlations between variables. The
ordering of columns of parameters in the matrix from top to bottom shown in
figures 3.7 and 3.8 follows: Tc, ∆Tc, RRR, film stress measured at room temper-
ature, background pressure during the deposition, substrate temperature, and
resistivity ρ at 4 K.
By looking at the graphs of 6 quantities versus substrate temperature: Tc,
∆Tc, RRR, film stress measured at room temperature, background pressure
during the deposition, and resistivity ρ at 4 K, there appears to be a distinct
change in physical characteristics and trends for the Mo films with Ts ≥ 190◦C
(corresponding the heater powers of 25% or more). In all graphs the Ts = 190◦
point is circled as a landmark for comparison between other graphs. As the
colors become warmer Ts increases and as the colors become cooler Ts decreases.
For Ts < 190◦ the films have a large tensile stress. Around Ts ≈ 190◦
the is an abrupt drop in the film stress. For Ts ≥ 190◦C the measured film
stress is a slowly increasing function of substrate temperature. For TES device
fabrication we routinely have Ts around 270 ◦C, which resides well within this
region showing a slowly increasing function of stress with substrate temperature.
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Figure 3.7: 50 nm thick Mo thin film property matrix. Matrix of properties of
Mo films: Tc, superconducting transition width ∆Tc, measured films stress at
room temperature, background chamber pressure during the deposition, residual
resistivity ratio RRR (resistance at room temperature over the resistance at
low temperature, 1 K or 4 K), deposition substrate temperature, and electrical
resistivity ρ at T = 4 K. See text for comments on correlations between measured
quantities. All colored circular markers are e-beam evaporated samples and
all sputtered samples are small black triangles. As the substrate temperature
increases the the marker colors become warmer; in this way each sample can
be identified by its marker color which is the same across all plots. The circled
landmark marker is for a substrate temperature of 190 ◦C in all graphs. All
points at the circled point and warmer colors (high substrate temperatures)
have a constant intrinsic film stress. All points with substrate temperatures
lower than the circled marker (cooler colors) have a higher stress value, lower
RRR, and a larger ρ(T = 4 K). The lower substrate temperature films also
tend to have a reduced transition temperature, increased transition width, and
a somewhat lower vacuum pressured during the deposition.
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Figure 3.8: 50 nm thick Mo films.
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Figure 3.9: 50 nm thick e-beam evaporated Mo film’s at different substrate
temperatures plot of measured Tc versus electric resistivity ρ at T = 4 K showing
an approximately linear relationship.
Similar distinct changes in Mo and Nb thin film properties for elevated sub-
strate temperatures have been reported. Malikiv [51] also reported at distinct
change in transport properties for 70 nm thick Mo films grown by laser abla-
tion onto (1¯012) sapphire when the substrate temperature was above 200 ◦C,
with the largest RRR’s for 400 ◦C and above. Higher crystalline order was also
observed by Surgers [50] and also Reimer et. al.[49] for e-beamed Nb films on
sapphire for substrate temperatures 250 ◦C and above.
In figure 3.9 we show a plot of Tc versus low temperature resistivity. There
is scatter in the plot but the trend is a roughly linear relationship. A linear
result between these two quantities was reported for Nb films. In Nb the linear
decreasing of Tc with residual resistivity was attributed to the broadening of
the single particle density of states at the Fermi level. [50] [42]
Getting back to our e-beam Mo films and the stress “transition” at Ts =
190 ◦C and ask: are the differences in film stress for Ts ≥ 190 ◦C are due to
differences in thermal stress or differences in intrinsic film stress?
We first consider the possibility of differences in intrinsic film stress. Looking
at the graph of chamber pressure during deposition versus heater power we see
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an increase in pressure for higher heater powers. This is attributed to the higher
substrate temperatures heating the chamber and impurity atoms baking off the
side of the chamber walls. The impact on the film would be the impurity atoms
become incorporated into the film in a higher concentration and their presence
increases the intrinsic stress of the film during growth.
The background pressure seems uncorrelated with all parameters except sub-
strate temperature. It is possible that impurities are incorporated into the film
for the highest substrate temperature causing the small reduction in RRR for the
highest substrate temperature. Though the change in RRR for high substrate
temperature may also be due to a change in film granularity.
Table
units Si Si3N4 Mo Au Bi
Youngs' Modulus [N*m^-2] 1.60E+11 2.90E+11 3.30E+11 8.00E+10 3.20E+10
coeffecient thermal expansion [ºC^-1] 8.45E-07 1.15E-06 3.32E-06 1.14E-05 1.17E-05
Poisson's Ratio 0.27 0.24 0.31 0.44 0.33
typical thickness [m] 5.00E-04 5.00E-07 5.00E-08 2.00E-07 4.00E-06
Table 3.4: Elastic and thermal parameters for layers.
Next we consider the origin of the change in measured film stress for Ts
greater than 190 ◦C as being due to changes in thermal stress. By using me-
chanical and thermal properties for silicon and molybdenum found in the liter-
ature we can calculate the differences in thermal film stress, table 3.4. In the
infinitely thick substrate limit, the film stress of a bilayer plate simplifies to
σf =
Ef
1− νf (αs − αf ) (T − Tdep) + σint. (3.36)
Using the thermo-mechanical values for silicon and molybdenum given in the
table 3.4, equation 3.36 becomes
σf = −1.296× 106 · (T − Tdep) + σint. (3.37)
Looking at the graph of measured film stress at room temperature versus sub-
strate deposition temperature of figure 3.10 we find that it fits,
σmeas = −1.33× 106 (20◦C − Tdep) + 273× 106. (3.38)
Comparing the lines of equations 3.37 and 3.38 we find good agreement between
the measured slope of figure 3.10 and the slope calculated using the thermo-
mechanical properties in table 3.4. excellent agreement with the slope in figure
3.10 using the thermo-mechancial properties in table 3.4. We also see the linear
fit over the range of Ts gives an intrinsic film stress σint = 273 MPa for 190 ◦C ≤
Ts ≤ 430 ◦C.
This means we can interpret the intrinsic film stress in the Mo for Ts ≥
190 ◦C to be constant and the measured differences in the film stress at room
temperature are due to differences in thermal stress originating from differences
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in substrate temperature when the Mo film was deposited. Because of how well
the change in stress agrees with the expected material constants calculated value
we prefer this explanation over the possibility that the increase in stress is due to
an increase in trapped impurities in the Mo film. The abrupt change of intrinsic
film stress suggests that the structural characteristics are quite different for Mo
films with Ts above versus below 190 ◦C.
We can now approximate in the thick substrate limit that the thermal stress
in the film when cold (T ∼ 1 K) is 692 to 886 MPa for the 30% and 50%
heater power respectively. Including the 273 MPa intrinsic stress then gives
a total Mo film stress of 0.965 to 1.16 GPa at low temperatures. The above
stress values represent an upper limit and assumes that the Mo film can sustain
stress of this size without undergoing various irreversible plastic flow strain relief
restructuring.
The above analysis also shows that thermal stress is a significant contribution
of the total film stress and calculate the expected total film stress near Tc.
By identifying the above explanation for stress changes for Ts ≥ 190 ◦C
thermal we can attribute the large tensile stress for Ts < 190 ◦C as due to a
change in the intrinsic stress of the film. With this interpretation we plot the
intrinsic Mo film stress versus Ts in figure 3.11.
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Figure 3.10: Mo thin film stress versus substrate temperature during deposition.
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Figure 3.11: Calculated intrinsic stress for films, σint, deposited on substrates
of different temperatures. Because the Mo/Si couple is in the thin film limit
(dMo/dSi = 0.0001), we may express the intrinsic film stress, σint = σtot −
σth , where the thermal stress is calculated using known thickness and elastic
constants for Mo and Si from table. We see that the intrinsic stress for Mo films
is roughly constant (∼ 273 MPa) for substrate temperatures above 190 ◦C.
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3.7.2 Mo thin film Tc versus Stress
E-beam evaporated (solid circles) and sputtered (open circles) 50 nm thick onto
silicon substrates. For the e-beamed films above the marker label is the substrate
temperature and below the RRR value. Notice that the total stress measured at
room temperature is compressive for the sputtered Mo films and tensile for the
e-beamed films. The e-beam evaporated Mo films with substrate temperatures
77.5 ◦C and below were not found to be superconducting down to 50 mK.
Data on the superconducting transition temperature dependence with film
stress for molybdenum is lacking in the literature. One report of a direct mea-
surement of dTc/dp for bulk Mo has been made (C. Palmy et. al. [21], dTc/dp
= - 14 mK/GPa), and one measurement of the isotope effect in Mo with an
implied dTc/dp term gives dTc/dp ≈ - 9 mK / GPa. Both dTc/dp measure-
ments are in reasonable agreement with on another showing a small (compare
to other BCS superconductors) negative value; when Mo is compressed the Tc
is reduced.
If we can relate a bulk dTc/dp value to a film dTc/dσ. Superconductors that
show a negative bulk dTc/dp, when in thin film form and under tensile stress
the Tc is observed to increase, as observed in several BCS superconductors.
Similar application of bulk Mo dTc/dp values implies for a Mo film’s dTc/dσ,
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as stress increases (+dσ, tensile stress increases) the material is pulled apart
the transition temperature would increase (+dTc). But our data for 50nm thick
Mo films shows that a Mo film under compressive film stress actually has an
increased Tc. Note that stress measurements of the using the curvature of a film-
substrate couple give technique measure of the stress averaged out laterally and
over the film thickness. Malhotra et al found that the Mo films were textured and
a significantly larger out of plane stress while maintaining a small compressive
stress in plane. [48]
A stress measurment using wafer bending measures the biaxial stress in the
film and not the out of substrate plane component of the stress. The only as-
sumed out of plane strain is the change in thickness due to the poisson coefficient
It could be that the out of plane component is determining Tc. Powder diffrac-
tion 2θ scans were taken for Mo films at over the range of different substrate
temperatures and were identical to one another within certainty of the measur-
ment. Using the high intensity beamline of x-rays a search for grains suitable for
phase coherent analysis was conducted. No grains were found with sufficiently
symmetric patterns to perform further measurements. Scanning across the sam-
ple looking at a 2θ value amounted to looking at the speckles that makes up
the ring of a powder pattern. We found that the granualarity was similar from
sample to sample with a grain size estimated to be of order the film thickness
(50 nm). From the x-ray pattern around some rings we did see 2 populations or
2 lines suggestive of stress. This may suggest that the origin of the Tc variation
comes from microstructure such as: grain size, grain orientations (texture), and
inter grain coupling. Further x-ray diffraction studies are planned.
Note that the sputtered films consistently had a RRR of 2.07, which lies
at a Tc value much higher than the observed Tc versus RRR trend for the
e-beam films. If the sputtered films were to follow the RRR vs stress trend
for the e-beam, given the sputtered films have measured stress near zero or
slightly compressive we would expect RRR’s of ≈ 3 as opposed to the lower 2.07
measured RRR. When looking at the sputtered and e-beam films in aggregate,
the sputtered films best follow the observed e-beam trend of Tc with film stress.
The top row of table 3.5 (shaded in green) are values derived assuming the
film can be treated as an isotropic solid and using the bulk dTc/dp from the
literature (dTc/dp ≈ −14 mK/GPa). In the next column is the implied dTc/dσ
assuming an isotropic solid. The lower row uses the measured dTc/dσ ≈ -294
to -215 mK/GPa. We then assume a reference 10% change in stress when at
low temperatures which is about 100 MPa. The implied size temperature shift
of the transition is in the next column labeled ∆Tc (not to be confused with
the resistive transition width used elsewhere in the thesis). We then use the 1D
Usadel’s equation for an Mo/Au bilayer using standard thicknesses and physical
values found in our TES devices to determine the implied shift in the Mo/Au
bilayer. The shift in the bilayer is determined by assuming all parameters for
the bilayer are the same except the Tc for the Mo layer is changed. For instance,
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Mo/Au Bilayer Tc Shift from Molybdenum Literature
Pressure Dependence and Measured Stress Dependence for a
10% Change in Film Stress
-10.6 mK
to
-7.74 mK
+0.29 mK
0.36
0.36
-29.4 mK
to
-21.5 mK
100 MPa
(Measured)
-294
mK/GPa
to
-215
mK/GPa
+0.8 mK100 MPa
+8
 mK/GPa
(calculated,
larger
estimate)
-14
mK/GPa
(Literature,
larger
value)
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#"Mo =10%"Mo4K
$100 MPa
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Table 3.5: Mo/Au bilayer Tc shift from literature Molybdenum dTc/dp literature
values and measured stress dependence for a 10% change in film stress. In this
table ∆Tc is a shift of the transition temperature and is the size of the transition
temperatures displacement that results from a 10% increase in tensile stress.
This is not to be confused with the temperature width of the superconductors
resistive transition which is the meaning of ∆Tc in all other instances in this
thesis.
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this assume that the Mo/Au bilayer interface transmissivity is unchanged e.g.
no delamination, etc. We see that the sign of a 10% increase in tensile stress
using the bulk result for an isotropic solid film raises the TES Tc by only 0.3
mK. Whereas using the measured Mo film dTc/dσ dependence the 10% increase
in tensile stress would lower Tc by about 8 or 10 mK.
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Stress in couples
• Silicon/Si3N3: thermally Si3N4 in tension
• Si3N4/Mo: thermally Mo in tension
• Mo/Au: thermally Au in tension
• Au/Bi: thermally Bi in tension
spring
representations
layer 
schematics
equilibrium curvatureslayer stresses
Figure 3.13: Top row shows stress schematics of a Mo/Au TES bilayer in cross
section resting on top of a thin silicon nitride membrane (light blue) and the
thick silicon wafer heat sinking waﬄe (dark blue). On the bottom row there
is a simple spring diagram with colors corresponding to the layers above. In
both rows, the system on the left show the direction of the change in thermal
stresses as the temperature is lowered. On the right shows an exaggerated
version of the curvature of the system in equilibrium. For the Si/SiN/Mo/Au/Bi
multilayer structure each layer on top wants to contract more per unit change
in temperature relative to the layer beneath.
3.7.3 Findings Summary
1. we expect at low temperatures (T ∼ 1 K) the stress in the Mo layer to
be 0.97 to 1.16 GPa.
2. Assuming an isotropic film and using bulk molybdenum’s dTc/dp = −14
mK/GPa we expect a 10% increase in tensile stress (+∆σ) at low T to
raise the Mo Tc by +0.8 mK and increase the Mo/Au bilayer Tc by + 0.29
mK.
3. Assuming the measured dTc/dσ = −294 mK/GPa a 10% increase in stress
would lower the Mo film Tc by −30 mK and lower the Mo/Au bilayer Tc
by - 10 mK.
4. we think the observed transition temperature shifts for highly perforated
membranes are due to stray power effect and not differences in film stress.
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5. We believe the stress changes seen for substrate temperatures Ts ≥ 190
◦C are due to changes in thermal stress and the intrinsics Mo film stress
is a constant + 273 MPa.
3.7.4 Beam and Plate Stress Relations
Bi-metallic beam and plate geometry
ds
df
L
film
substrate
+ys
+yf
+h
-h
compressive film stress
tensile film stress
df/2
ds/2
Figure 3.14: Bi-metallic beam and plate geometry used in the calculation with
lengths labeled.
In the study of 50 nm Mo films we were able to use the stress and strain
relations in the thin limit as our metal film was orders of magnitude thinner than
the substrate. In many TES structures the TES device is on a silicon nitride
membrane to reduce the thermal conductance between the Mo/Au TES bilayer
and the heat bath, see figure 3.13. This conductance is often reduced further by
removing sections of the silicon nitride membrane around the perimeter of the
TES. Picture the square TES bilayer film affixed to the center of a perforated
silicon nitride postage stamp. The thermal conductance is reduced as the silicon
nitride perimeter is reduced by perforations or slots in the membrane. The term
“membrane perforations” is used interchangeably with “membrane slots.” In
actual TES devices most have also an absorber structure that attaches to the
TES thermometer that can be quite thick and assume different geometries and
attachment configurations with the TES. In such structures the stress in the
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Mo film is not well described by a thin film limit approximation. In this section
we describe the general relationship between coupled structures and account for
all stress contributions. We will show that when not in the thin film limit the
total stress can not be expressed as a sum of the intrinsic and thermal stress
components. The relations in this section can also be used in future experiments
to determine the stresses in our heterostructures.
We derive the relations for a bi-metallic beam or plate using the lengths
defined in figure 3.14. The other variables are defined in the list below.
R : radius of curvature
1/R : the curvature (negative of the second derivative of y(x))
σf , σs : film and substrate stress (total = intrinsic + thermal).
αf , αs : film and substrate coefficients of thermal expansion
Ef , Es : film and substrate Young’s modulus
νf , νs : film and substrate Poisson’s coefficient
df , ds : film and substrate thicknesses.
∆Tf , ∆Ts : film and substrate, present temperature − temperature during
deposition.
yf , ys : film and substrate, position normal to surfaces (in thickness direction)
each defined with the origin at their respective thickness center. +yf down
into the substrate, +ys down away from film with the film oriented above
the substrate.
h : bow out height, distance between plate or beam center and edge along the
y axis. +h tensile film stress, −h compressive film stress, h = 0 when
couple has no bending, completely flat.
L : edge to edge length of beam or plate.
Then we define two parameters β and γ as
β =
df
ds
, γ =
Ef
Es
. (3.39)
In the limit with intrinsic stresses constant throughout the film we write the
intrinsic stress σint, assuming the film and substrate are isothermal (∆Tf =
∆Ts = ∆T ), then the thermal and intrinsic stress moments vanish and the
relations for a film substrate couple beam simplify to
1
R
=
6β(1 + β) {Ef (αs − αf )∆T + σint}
d3sEs [3γβ(1 + β)2 + (1 + γβ3)]
(3.40)
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for −ds2 ≤ ys ≤ ds2 we have
σs = Ef
{
ys (1 + γβ) + ds2 γβ (1 + β)
(1 + γβ)R
}
− β [Ef (αs − αf ) ∆T − σint]
1 + γβ
(3.41)
and for −df2 ≤ yf ≤ df2 we have
σf =
Ef (αs − αf )∆T + σint
1 + γβ
·
{
6γβ(1 + β)
[
yf (1 + γβ)− ds2 (1 + β)
]
ds {3γβ(1 + β)2 + (1 + γβ)(1 + γβ3)} + 1
}
(3.42)
and at the center thickness of the film yf = 0 the film stress σf is
σf =
Ef (αs − αf )∆T + σint
1 + γβ
·
{ −3γβ(1 + β)2
{3γβ(1 + β)2 + (1 + γβ)(1 + γβ3)} + 1
}
(3.43)
and at the center thickness of the substrate ys = 0 the substrate stress σs is
σs = Ef
{
ds
2 γβ (1 + β)
(1 + γβ)R
}
− β [Ef (αs − αf ) ∆T − σint]
1 + γβ
. (3.44)
The bow height, h, is then
h =
3L2β(1 + β) [Ef (αs − αf ) ∆T + σint]
2dsEs
[
3γβ (1 + β)2 + (1 + γβ) (1 + γβ3)
] (3.45)
The intrinsic stress is written
σint =
2hdsEs
[
3γβ (1 + β)2 + (1 + γβ)
(
1 + γβ3
)]
2L2β (1 + β)
. (3.46)
The above relations for beams can be formulated for wafers or plates or
in general any specimen having widths much larger than the thickness. The
necessary substitution is:
Ef ⇒ Ef1− νf , Es ⇒
Es
1− νs , therefore γ ⇒
Ef (1− νs)
Es (1− νf ) (3.47)
Making the above plate substitutions we calculated the stress in isolated couples
summarized in the table 3.6.
Table 3.6 shows the result of calculations of the bending distance, h, for Mo
films 50 nm and 250 nm thick coupled to a silicon nitride membrane of 4 different
thicknesses. The length over which the bending is consider is approximately that
of a single pixel ≈ 200 µm with membranes completely detached on 3 of the 4
sides (effectively a cantilevered pixel).
We apply the relations in this section to other other couples in our TES
designs. The results are summarized in table 3.7. In the bottom rows you can
see that for couples in the thin film limit the total stress labeled “film stress” is
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Mo film / Si3N4 membrane couple
plate bending at room temperature
h is center vertical bending displacement
T - Tdep = -350  deg C
residual stress Mo = 400 MPa
residual stress Si3N4 = 0 (<100MPa)
lateral length = 200 um
0.05 0.25
0.5 12.6 26.8
1 4.07 9.99
2 1.21 3.56
3 0.57 1.89
Mo thickness [um]
S
i3
N
4
 
th
ic
k
n
e
s
s
 
[u
m
]
h [um]
Table 3.6: Mo film / silicon nitride membrane couple.
the sum of the intrinsic film stress and the thermal stress (“st therm+st int”).
But for couples not in the thin film limit this relationship does not hold.
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Stress & h in Couples
INPUT
Intermediate
OUTPUT
UNITS
T_dep [degC] 370
T [degC] 20
T - T_dep [degC] -350 -350 -350 -350
beta [unitless] 1.00E-03 1.00E-01 4.00E+00 2.00E+01
gamma plate [unitless] 1.74E+00 1.25E+00 2.99E-01 3.34E-01
h displacement 4.48E-05 1.05E-05 6.31E-04 -4.07E-06
Curvature=1/R [m^-1] 9.76E-03 1.51E+03 2.32E+04 -5.17E+02
stress top layer
(right column) [N*m^-2] 1.30E+08 3.31E+08 6.41E+07 -8.79E+06
Si Si3N4 Mo Au Bi
Youngs' Modulus [N*m^-2] 1.60E+11 2.90E+11 3.30E+11 8.00E+10 3.20E+10
thickness [m] [m] 5.00E-04 5.00E-07 5.00E-08 2.00E-07 4.00E-06
CTE [degC^-1] 8.45E-07 1.15E-06 3.32E-06 1.14E-05 1.17E-05
Poisson's Ratio [unitless] 2.70E-01 2.40E-01 3.10E-01 4.40E-01 3.30E-01
Intrinsic Stress [N*m^-2] none 1.00E+08 2.73E+08 2.00E+08 -1.00E+08
Length [m] 1.54E-01 2.00E-04 2.00E-04 2.00E-04
~~thermal Stress [N*m^-2] 3.10E+07 2.51E+08 2.26E+08 3.36E+06
st_therm+st_int [N*m^-2] 1.31E+08 5.24E+08 4.26E+08 -9.66E+07
film stress [N*m^-2] 1.30E+08 3.31E+08 6.41E+07 -8.79E+06
Table 3.7: Stress and h in couples. The calculated curvature 1/R in inverse
meters and displacement h in meters is shown between each set of couples for
the values listed in the table. The different couples bottom-layer/top-layer going
from left to right as labeled are:, Si/Si3N4, Si3N4/Mo, Mo/Au, Au/Bi.
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3.7.5 Tc decrease with increasing membrane perforation
Other members of the group measured a decrease in TES transition temperature
with increasing membrane perforation. As membrane perforation increases the
thermal conductance to the bath G decreases. A sufficiently large stray power
and sufficiently small G would cause a temperature difference between the TES
and the control thermometer. Another explanation for the shift in Tc is that
differences in membrane perforations change the stress in the Mo layer and thus
Tc. See figure 3.15 for examples of different perforated membrane geometries
around the perimeter of the TES. The perforations’ location and geometry rel-
ative to the Mo/Au bilayer of a design could alter the stress in the Mo film
and also cause stress variation over the Mo film. See figure 3.16 for a schematic
of a device with a highly perforated membrane on the left and a device with
no membrane perforations on the right, similar to the devices tested showing a
shift in Tc but with the large overhanging absorbers removed for clarity. In the
picture arrows are drawn outward to convey that the membrane (and also the
films on top of the membrane) are in tensile stress. I have drawn a dashed box
around the region I believe is most critical for the first onset of resistance in the
transition and therefore Tc.
The Si3N4 and Mo are both under tensile stress at room temperature. At low
temperature the tensile stress increases. The Si3N4 and Mo local to a perforation
can relax the stored tensile stress (negative dσ, laterally shrinks). Therefore if
perforations lower the the tensile stress in the Mo film and using our data for Tc
versus film stress showing that as the tensile stress is lowered Tc should increase,
we would expect Tc to increase with perforations. But we observe the opposite
effect, as the perforations increase (G decreases) Tc decreases. In this case we
don’t need to even worry about the size of the change in stress in the Mo film
in the vicinity of a perforation as the effect would be in the opposite direction.
If instead we are to assume for some reason the increase in compressive
stress in the Mo will lower Tc as if it followed an isotropic film model then a
10% change in stress would lower Tc of the Mo by 0.8 mK which would imply the
measured Mo/Au bilayer Tc would be lowered by 0.3 mK, (about seven times
small than the measured reduction).
The size of the absorbers on these pixels are considerably larger than usual
and the membranes highly perforated giving a low G. Both properties result
in being significantly more sensitive to any stray power in the system causing
the TES temperature to be elevated above the bath temperature. If we simply
want to see if the shift in Tc to lower temperatures for increasingly perforated
membranes is due to stray power and not a difference in Mo film stress we can
try rerunning the experiment after making efforts to reduce possible sources
of stray power from higher temperature stages in the system. This could be
achieved my sealing possible light leaks near higher temperature stages and
increasing the thicknesses of infrared radiation shields. This test was carried
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Membrane Perforations
Different perforations produce different:
1.G (thermal conductance to Tbath)
2. !f (film stress).
1. For sufficiently small G and large stray
power the TES will be at a temperature
above Tbath and measure a perceived
reduce Tc the smaller the G.
2. Differences in film stress of the Mo will
locally change Tc.  (generally speaking for
BCS superconductors increase in tensile
stress raises Tc).
1.More perforations, reduce G, lower perceived Tc (due to Tbath " TTES )
2.More perforations, local reduced tensile stress in TES, lower Tc
Figure 3.15: Top view looking down on square Mo/Au bilayer films (yellow) on
silicon nitride membranes blue with different perforations around the perimeter.
Different perforations could cause different stress distributions in the Mo film.
Membrane stress can relax near perforation.
Local region of lower Tensile Stress on
membrane and less tensile stress on Mo layer.
Membrane Perforations No Membrane Perforations
Figure 3.16: Membrane perforations can alter stress in the Mo film. The device
with membrane perforations had a Tc = 107 mK. The device with no membrane
perforations had a Tc = 109 mK.
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Proposed Confocal Microscope Stress Tests
Measure the beam deflections @ room temperature and 4K
Si3N4/Mo
Si3N4
Si3N4/Mo/Au
Si3N4/Au
Si3N4/Mo/Au/Bi
Figure 3.17: Bending beam experiment for component layers.
out by other members of the group and they found that the transitions were
no longer shifted my 2 mK. Stephen Smith’s analysis of the original experiment
showed that the shift in Tc from 109 to 107 mK with increasing perforations
has a range of thermal conductances 230 to 720 pW/K and is consistent with a
stray power of about 660 femto Watts. Our estimates indicated that stress was
not responsible for the Tc shifts and the results of this recent experiment seem
to support that conclusion.
3.7.6 Future TES Stress Experiments
By measuring the beam deflection of multiple structures we can determine the
film stress for each layer. This is done by measuring h as a function of tem-
perature for multiple structures as the temperature is lowered and applying
the bi-metallic beam bending relations. This method can be used for the film
stresses in our heterostructures down to low temperatures using a confocal mi-
croscope. A schematic of sample structures are shown in figure 3.17.
Membrane structures that go all the way across will be in tension at low
temperatures because the silicon wafer’s lower CTE. Membrane structures that
are cantilievered with attachement points at only one end are free to curl and
relax the stress in the multilayer structure. A series of sample configurations
similar to the example shown in figure 3.18 could be fabricated and tested to
look for stress dependence of the membrane conductance.
Many designs of different membrane perforations changes both the Mo film
stress and the thermal conductance to bath difficult. Using a cantilievered
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Testing GSi3N4(!Si3N4)
Can also use this strategy to make larger hanging Si3N4
section to look for heat capacity contribution
Additional thermal
stress in membrane,
same cross sectional
area.
Nearly zero thermal
stress in membrane
Figure 3.18: Proposed structures looking for stress dependence of the membrane
conductance G.
Different G same Mo Film stress
Larger G
Smaller G
Figure 3.19: Test structure investigating stray power’s influence on Tc.
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membrane structure allows for the Mo film stress to be the same while changing
G.
It would also be interesting to measureTcsimultaneously for Mo films de-
posited on both sides of a wafer (see figure 3.4 on page 90). The film stresses
could be changed by applying an external force to bend the wafer, causing the
film on one side to undergo a change in stress that is tensile (+∆σ) and a change
in stress on the opposite side that is compressive (−∆σ).
3.7.7 Conclusions
50 nm thick Mo films e-beam evaporated onto Si3N4 coated Si wafers show
an abrupt reduction in tensile stress for substrate temperatures 190 ◦C and
above, figure 3.10. We find that the change in stress for substrate temperatures
190 ◦C and above agrees with expected changes in thermal stress using the
elasticity relations and materials parameters, implying the Mo intrinsic film
stress is constant for substrate temperatures from 190 ◦C to 430 ◦C (as shown
in figure 3.11). We calculate the expected thermal stress in layers in our TES
devices at low temperatures and find that the total Mo film stress is ≈ 800 to
1000 MPa.
We find two references reporting bulk Mo has a relatively small reduction in
Tc with increased hydrostatic pressure. Assuming a isotropic solid in the thin
film limit we derive a general relationship between bulk hydrostratic pressure
and film stress, dependent upon the solid’s elastic properties. Using the liter-
ature value of dTc/dp = −14 mK/GPa for Mo we expect dTc/dσ = +5.3 to
+8 mK/GPa (where a positive stress is defined to be tensile stress). This is a
much smaller change in transition temperature and of the opposite sign com-
pared to our measured Mo Tc versus stress dependence, dTc/dσ = -294 to -215
mK/GPa, figure 3.12. This shows that the measured changes in Mo film transi-
tion temperature can not be explained by compression of an isotropic thin film
as observed for several non-transition metal superconductors (Pb, In, Al, Zn, Sn
by comparing dTc/dp and dTc/dσ for bulk and thin film samples respectively).
We find that he Si3N4 membrane is in tensile stress and membrane perfora-
tions would cause a local −∆σ (compressive) change in the Mo stress, meaning
a small increase in Tc with perforations from our measured Tc vs σ dependence
of figure 3.12. Which is in the opposite direction as the observed transition
temperature change with increased membrane perforation suggesting that stray
power is likely responsible for the shift. (a local Mo stress change of much more
than 10% would be necessary to explain the Tc shift using the bulk Mo dTc/dp
values).
Our analysis has identified the cause for the Mo thin film superconducting
transition temperature is found to correlate with changes in film stress but
the cause is a mystery requiring an explanation. The numbers calculated here
identifies the problem and provides some of the background and context for
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future studies.
Candidate explanations for Mo films changes in Tc are:
1. A film stress anisotropy such that the dominant stress in determining
Tc for Mo grains is not observed by the averaged stress measured from
wafer bending. Malikiv (1997) [51] x-ray diffraction study showed such a
behavior but unfortunately no Tc measurements were made.
2. The Mo films contain a sufficient quantity of different crystallographic
phases of Mo having a higher transition temperature (less likely in my
opinion).
3. Other microstructure effects such as Mo inter-grain coupling, grain orien-
tations (texture), or grain size such as the quantum size effects recently
reported in Nb films. [54]
-9 mK/GPa -20 mK/GPa
-14 mK/GPa -28 mK/GPa
+0.5 to 0 to
+1.6 GPa +1 GPa
(tensile) (tensile)
dTc/d! = -200 mK/GPa dTc/d! = +1090 mK/GPa
0 to -0.9 to
-0.5 GPa -1 GPa
(compressive) (compressive)
dTc/d! = -200 mK/GPa dTc/d! = +1090 mK/GPa
calculated: (dTc/d!)/(dTc/dp) = -0.38 to (dTc/d!)/(dTc/dp) = -0.56 to calculated:
isotropic film -0.57 -0.71 isotropic film
measured: (dTc/d!)/(dTc/dp) = +14 (dTc/d!)/(dTc/dp) = -600 to
film/bulk -1300
Tc stretch bulk Mo Tc goes up stretch bulk Nb Tc goes up Tc
summary stretch Mo film Tc goes down stretch Nb film Tc goes up summary
stress e-beam Mo film tensile stress e-beam Nb film tensile stress stress
summary sputtered Mo film compressive stress sputtered Nb film compressive stress summary
Nb BulkMo Bulk
measured:
film/bulk
e-beam
sputtered
Mo films (GSFC) Nb films (Lit)
dTc/dp = dTc/dp =
! =
! =! =
e-beam
sputtered
! =
Table 3.8: Summary of Tc dependence of Mo on bulk hydrostatic pressure and
films stress comparison with the same quantities for Nb.
In table 3.8 we have compiled a molybdenum (Mo) summary in the left
column containing bulk pressure and thin film stresses and their dependences
on Tc. We have also assembled the same set of information in the right column
for niobium (Nb) which is another transition metal with properties similar to Mo
that is more studied in the literature. By inspecting the table we see that both
tend to form e-beam evaporated films that have a tensile stress and sputtered
films that tend to have a compressive stress. Both have a film |dTc/dσ| this
is much larger than the value obtained by assuming the film is an isotropic
solid and using the bulk value of dTc/dp. Even though the magnitude is very
different, Nb has the sign of the shift consistent with the result assuming an
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isotropic solid. Whereas this is not the case for the Mo film, stretching the film
causes Tc to go down (opposite the direction in bulk Mo).
More experiments are needed to determine the physical cause for the Tc
shifts in Mo thin films. Proposed future experiments are enumerated below.
1. Compare stress and Tc in Mo films with and without a thin Au capping
layer. If the Au layer is thin it will contribute a negligible change in stress
and will prevent molybdenum oxide formation on the surface. We can
determine if an oxide layer forms (or other phase) on the Mo film surface
causing a measurable contribution to the film stress. The Mo with a thin
Au capping layer would then be more representative of the Mo film in the
bilayer.
2. On a set of Mo films with stress and Tc measurements also perform a
thorough X-ray diffraction analysis investigating grain size, texturing, and
strain in perferred crystal directions.
3. install a in situ shadow mask shutter, moving the shutter during evapo-
ration to produce films of different thickness during the same deposition.
4. Deposit Mo films on both sides of a wafer. Then put the sample in a jig
that applies an external force and measure the Tc in the top and bottom
film (as shown schematically in figure 3.4). The strain can be calibrated
cooling the jig in a low temperature confocal microscope.
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Chapter 4
Longitudinal Proximity
Effects in TESs
4.1 Introduction
We have found experimentally that the critical current of a square thin-film
superconducting transition-edge sensor (TES) depends exponentially upon the
side length L and the square root of the temperature T , a behavior that has a
natural theoretical explanation in terms of longitudinal proximity effects if the
TES is regarded as a weak link between superconducting leads. As a conse-
quence, the effective transition temperature Tc of the TES is current-dependent
and at fixed current scales as 1/L2. We also have found that the critical current
can show clear Fraunhofer-like oscillations in an applied magnetic field, simi-
lar to those found in Josephson junctions. We have observed the longitudinal
proximity effect in these devices over extraordinarily long lengths up to 290 µm,
1450 times the mean-free path.
A superconductor cooled through its transition temperature Tc while carry-
ing a finite dc bias current undergoes an abrupt decrease in electrical resistance
from its normal-state value RN to zero. Superconducting transition-edge sen-
sors (TESs) exploit this sharp transition; these devices are highly sensitive re-
sistive thermometers used for precise thermal energy measurements.[2] Various
models[12, 13, 18, 16, 14] have been used to explain the noise, Tc, and transition
width ∆Tc in TESs, all assuming spatially uniform devices. Though some have
been shown to be consistent with certain aspects of particular devices, they
do not explain measured Tc and ∆Tc in TESs generally. In this chapter we
demonstrate the importance of a phenomenon that so far has been neglected in
previous theoretical studies of TESs: the longitudinal proximity effect (LoPE).
The square superconducting/normal-metal (S/N) bilayers at the heart of the
TES have an intrinsic transition temperature Tci without leads attached. How-
ever, since the bilayers are connected at opposite ends to superconducting leads
with transition temperatures well above Tci, superconductivity is induced lon-
gitudinally into the bilayers from the ends via the proximity effect, Fig. 5.1. As
we shall explain later, many of the basic properties of our TES structures are
well described by regarding them as SS′S or SN′S weak links.[7, 8, 9]
This observed long-range longitudinal proximity effect also contributes to
the basic understanding of S/N heterostructures more broadly. Supercurrents
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Figure 4.1: (a) from left to right shows a Mo/Au bilayer to which Mo/Nb leads
are added of separation L (the current I flows from lead to lead) and a picture of
the L = 8 µm sample. (b) Schematic showing the modulus squared of the order
parameter |ψ|2 for temperatures above (dotted line) and below (solid line) Tci.
Far right schematic shows the spatial variation of |ψ|2 enhanced in the Mo/Au
due to the Mo/Nb leads.
have been measured through S/N/S sandwiches over N thicknesses D as long as
40 µm.[10] In these pioneering experiments by Shepherd the clean normal metal
(rolled Cu foils) has mean free paths ` ≈ 16 µm giving a D/` ≈ 2.5. In contrast
we present measurements on SN′S films well described by our proximity effect
model with N′ lengths L from 8 to 290 µm with normal-state mean-free paths
` ≈ 200 nm giving L/` ratios of 40 to 1450.
Despite poor understanding of the physics governing TESs biased in the
superconducting phase transition, significant strides have been made in sensor
development.[2] TES microcalorimeters have been developed with measured en-
ergy resolutions in the x-ray and gamma-ray band of ∆E = 1.8±0.2 eV FWHM
at 6 keV, [3] and ∆E = 22 eV FWHM at 97 keV, [4] respectively— with the
latter result at present the largest reported E/∆E of any non-dispersive photon
spectrometer. TESs are successfully used across much of the electromagnetic
spectrum, measuring the energy of single-photon absorption events from infrared
to gamma-ray energies and photon fluxes out to the microwave range.[2] There
are active TES research and development programs underway in many physics
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fields for materials microanalysis,[13] mass spectroscopy of biomolecules,[14] nu-
clear nonproliferation,[4] synchrotron experiments,[15] atomic physics,[16] quan-
tum information,[17, 18] dark-matter searches,[19] and astrophysics,[2] includ-
ing future large-scale NASA space-based cosmic microwave background[20] and
x-ray imaging-spectroscopy observatories.[21]
To achieve high energy resolution it is important to control both the TES’s
Tc and ∆Tc. Because the energy resolution of calorimeters improves with de-
creasing temperature, they are typically designed to operate at temperatures
around 0.1 K. For a TES, this requires a superconductor with Tc in that range.
While there exist a few suitable elemental superconductors, the best results have
been achieved using proximity-coupled, S/N bilayers,[3, 4] for which Tc is tuned
by selection of the thicknesses of the S and N layers. [18]
We report here the properties of TESs based on square (L × L) electron-
beam-deposited Mo/Au bilayers consisting of a 55 nm Mo layer (Tc ∼ 0.9 K)
to which 210 nm of Au is added. The square side lengths L range from 8 µm
to 290 µm, and the normal-state resistance per square is RN = 17.2±0.5 mΩ.
The bilayers are connected at opposite ends to Mo/Nb leads having measured
superconducting transition temperatures of 3.5 and 7.1 K.[22] Further details
on the device fabrication process can be found in Ref. Chervenack et. al. (2004)
[24].
4.2 Measurements
Our measurements are made in an adiabatic demagnetization refrigerator (ADR)
with mu-metal and Nb enclosures providing magnetic shielding for the TES de-
vices and SQUID electronics. The magnetic field normal to the TES device
plane is controlled by a superconducting coil with the field value determined
from the coil geometry and current. Measurements of the TES resistance R
are made by applying a sinusoidal current of frequency 5-10 Hz and amplitude
Ibias ∼ 50-250 nA, with zero dc component, to the TES in parallel with a 0.2
mΩ shunt resistor (Rsh). The time-dependent TES current is measured with a
SQUID feedback circuit with input coil in series with the TES. When Ibias is less
than the TES critical current Ic, R is zero, and all the ac current flows through
the TES. However, when Ibias > Ic and R > 0 during part of the ac cycle, the
TES current becomes non-sinusoidal, and its maximum value I becomes less
than Ibias. The TES resistance R at the TES current I is then determined from
R = Rsh(Ibias − I)/I.
The critical current Ic is measured, with the ADR held at constant tem-
perature, by ramping the dc bias current from zero and defining Ic as the TES
current at the first measured finite resistance (R ∼ 10 µΩ) across the TES.
Record averaging is used at higher temperatures where Ic becomes small.
The solid curves in Fig. 4.2 show measurements of the critical current Ic
over seven decades vs temperature T . Note that although we find the intrinsic
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transition temperature of the Mo/Au bilayer is Tci = 170.9±0.1 mK, at very low
currents a zero-resistance state is measured up to much higher temperatures as
the TES size is reduced, three times Tci for L = 8 µm. On the other hand, for the
larger TES sizes (L=130 and 290 µm) the critical current Ic(T ) decreases rapidly
with T near Tci. The observed Ic behavior as functions of both T and the length
L provides strong evidence that our TESs behave as weak-link devices. The
dotted curves in Fig. 4.2 show calculated values of Ic using the Ginzburg-Landau
theory described below. In addition, at appropriately chosen temperatures, the
critical currents of these devices exhibit Fraunhofer-like oscillations as a function
of an applied magnetic field, behavior characteristic of Josephson weak links.[8,
50] See Fig. 4.3 for an example. However, the spacing between the minima
corresponds to a junction magnetic flux of approximately BL2, similar to the
spacing predicted in Ref. Moshe et. al. (2008) [25] for edge-type Josephson
junctions in thin-film strips.
Because Ic depends upon T and L, the effective transition temperature Tc
of the TES (the temperature at which an electrical resistance first appears, i.e.,
R ∼ 10 µΩ) is both current-dependent and length-dependent. Figure 4.4(a)
exhibits these effects. The points labeled Tc(I, L) are the effective transition
temperatures at five different current levels (10 nA to 100 µA) for the data in
Fig. 4.2, showing that Tc − Tci for each current level scales approximately as
1/L2 (solid curve fits) for L ranging from 8 to 290 µm. For each L, Tc − Tci
depends upon the current.
Also shown in Fig. 4.4(a) are temperatures TR=0.1RN and TR=0.5RN for
which the resistances are R = 0.1RN and 0.5RN , respectively, from which we
define ∆TR = T0.5RN − T0.1RN . We also define transition widths from the Ic
measurements ∆Tc 1 = Tc 100nA − Tc 10nA and ∆Tc 2 = Tc 1µA − Tc 10nA. In
Fig. 4.4(b) we show that these three measures of the transition width all vary
approximately as 1/L2, shown by the dotted line. It also follows that Tc − Tci
scales linearly with the transition width. Figure 4.5 plots ∆TR = T0.5RN−T0.1RN
versus TcR=0.5RN for a data set showing a linear relationship.
4.3 Ginzburg-Landau Theory
Weak links have been studied experimentally and theoretically by numerous
authors. However, here we use a simple version of Ginzburg-Landau (GL)
theory,[26] to explain the results shown in Figs. 4.2 and 4.4. The calculations
yield the normalized order parameter f = |ψ|/ψr, where ψr is the magnitude
of the order parameter at the reference points x = ±L/2 adjacent to the leads.
At the reference points, the local value of ψ2r is related to the local penetration
depth λr via ψ2r = m/4µ0e
2λ2r. There is a second characteristic length in GL
theory, the temperature-dependent coherence length ξ(T ) = ξi/|t−1|1/2, where
T is the absolute temperature, Tci is the intrinsic transition temperature of the
weak link in the absence of leads, and t = T/Tci is the reduced temperature.
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Near the center of the weak link, where f becomes very small, the local pene-
tration depth λ = λr/f becomes very large. Moreover, in a thin film of thickness
d < λ, magnetic fields and currents spread out over the two-dimensional screen-
ing length (or Pearl length[27]) Λ = 2λ2/d = 2λ2r/df
2. For all of our samples
there is a range of temperatures T far enough above Tci that at the center of
the weak link Λ  L and the current density is j = xˆjx = xˆI/Wd, where I is
the TES current.
df2/dx=P (f2), (4.1)
where
P (f2)=
√
2(f2−f20 )
[κ2
λ2r
f4+
(2(t−1)
ξ2w
+
κ2f20
λ2r
)
f2+
2j˜2
λ2rf
2
0
]
, (4.2)
such that f0 and f(x) can be obtained from the integrals∫ 1
f20
df2
P (f2)
=
L
2
and (4.3)
∫ f2(x)
f20
df2
P (f2)
= x. (4.4)
The gauge-invariant phase difference across the weak link is[28]
φ = −
∫ L/2
−L/2
(
γ′ +
2piAx
φ0
)
dx =
2j˜
λr
∫ 1
f20
df2
f2P (f2)
. (4.5)
The integrals in Eqs. (4.3), (4.4), and (4.5) can be evaluated numerically as in
Ref. Likharev (1975)[28] or in terms of elliptic integrals as in Refs. Mamaladze
et. al. (1966) [29] and Baratoff (1970) [30]. For given values of λr, κ, ξw, t,
and L, the solutions of Eq. (4.3) reveal that j˜ is a single-valued function of f0,
starting with the value j˜ = 0 at f0 = 0, initially increasing linearly with f0,
rising to a maximum value defined as j˜c, then returning to zero at a larger value
of f0.
When t > 1, the above equations reveal that j˜(φ) is a single-valued function
of φ and has a functional dependence close to j˜ = j˜c sinφ, similar to that of
a Josephson junction. For 0 ≤ φ ≤ pi, the reduced order parameter f(j˜, x) at
x = 0 has its maximum value f00 = f(0, 0) when φ = 0, its minimum value 0
when φ = pi, and a value between these two limits at the critical current when
j˜ = j˜c and φ ≈ pi/2.
When T > Tci and L  ξ(T ) = ξw/
√
t− 1, f  1 for a large fraction
of the length L, and one may omit the term proportional to f3 on the right-
hand side to obtain the reduced order parameter f(j˜, x). In the absence of a
current, f(0, x) = fr cosh(x/ξ)/ cosh(L/2ξ) near the center of the weak link,
f00 = f(0, 0) = fr/ cosh(L/2ξ) ≈ 2fre−L/2ξ at the center, and the gauge-
invariant phase difference across the weak link is φ = 0. The parameter fr,
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which is of the order of unity, would be equal to unity if the linearized GL
equation were valid over the entire length L of the weak link; the suppression
of fr below unity occurs because the exact solution for f(0, x) near x ≈ ±L/2
is strongly influenced by the term (κ/λr)2f3 on the right-hand side.
For nonzero current, f0 = f(j˜, 0), the reduced order parameter at the center
of the weak link, is suppressed below f00, and the gauge-invariant phase differ-
ence φ across the weak link obeys cos(φ/2) = f0/f00. The reduced current is
given by
j˜ =
λr
2ξ
f200 sinφ ≈
4f2r λr
ξ
( f0
f00
)√
1−
( f0
f00
)2
e−L/ξ, (4.6)
such that the reduced critical current is given for T > Tci and any L by the
approximation
j˜c = jc/jr = (λr/2ξ)f200 ≈ (2f2r λr/ξ)e−L/ξ (4.7)
at the maximum of j˜, where f0 = f00/
√
2 and φ = pi/2. From Eq. (4.7), we
may obtain the critical current as Ic = jcLd = jr j˜cLd. When the temperature
T > Tci and L ξ(T ), numerical calculations show that the current density jx,
the order parameter at x = 0 in the presence of a current f0, the order parameter
at x = 0 in the absence of a current f00, and the gauge-invariant phase difference
φ across the weak link are accurately related via f0/f00 = cos(φ/2) and
jx = jc sinφ = 2jc(f0/f00)
√
1− (f0/f00)2. (4.8)
The dependence of jx upon φ is similar to that in a Josephson junction.[50] The
critical current density, the maximum supercurrent density that can be carried
by the weak link, occurs when φ = pi/2 and f0 = f00/
√
2. Figure 4.6 shows
jx/jc and φ/pi as functions of f0/f00.
The GL equations yield
Ic = jcLd = (F/ξ)e−L/ξ, (4.9)
where the factor F = φ0Ldf2r /3piµ0λ
2
r is nearly independent of T for tempera-
tures well below the transition temperature of the leads.
Inferring Tci = 170.9 mK from the experimental data in Fig. 4.2(b) for L =
290 µm and assuming κ = λr/ξi, we obtained ξi = 738 nm and λr = 79 nm
by fitting the experimental Ic data for L = 8 µm at 250 mK and 375 mK. The
dotted curves in Fig. 4.2 show Ic vs T using no additional fitting parameters.
The fitted values of ξi and λr are of the same order of magnitude as correspond-
ing quantities that can be calculated theoretically[32] in the dirty limit for the
superconducting part of the bilayers. However, a theory for calculating ξi and
λr accounting for the bilayer proximity effect remains to be developed.
The agreement between the theoretical and experimental curves shown in
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Fig. 1 is very good except at the lowest critical currents, where we believe
thermal rounding effects, not accounted for in the GL theory, are playing a role.
Since TESs share some properties with Josephson junctions, it seems likely that
when the Josephson coupling energy ~Ic/2e drops to values close to kBT , the
onset of a voltage as a function of current may well be described by a theory
similar to that describing thermal effects in Josephson junctions.[33, 34]
Under conditions for which Eq. (4.9) is valid, if we define the effective tran-
sition temperature Tc(I) as the temperature at which the first voltage appears,
we can solve for Tc(I) or tc = Tc(I)/Tci by setting I = Ic in Eq. (4.9), noting
that ξ = ξi/
√
t− 1. The result is
(Tc − Tci)/Tci = (ξi/L)2 ln2[F
√
tc − 1/(Iξi)]. (4.10)
Since the dependence upon tc on the right-hand side is very weak, Eq. (4.10)
predicts that the current-dependent transition temperature of the TES should
scale very nearly as Tc − Tci ∝ 1/L2, as observed experimentally. Similar rea-
soning leads to the conclusion that ∆Tc 1, ∆Tc 2, and ∆TR also scale as 1/L2.
Scaling of ∆TR can be understood using a simple model of the resistive transi-
tion based on the assumption that R = (2xj/L)RN , where, for a given reduced
current density j˜, xj is the solution of j˜ = (λr/2ξ)f(0, xj)2.
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Figure 4.2: Figure (a) and inset (b) show measured (solid lines and markers) and
theoretical (dotted curves) critical current Ic versus temperature T for square
TESs with side lengths L ranging from 8 to 290 µm. The bold continuous
segments at the lowest currents are obtained by record averaging. The intrinsic
transition temperature of the Mo/Au bilayer weak links is Tci = 170.9±0.1 mK
(thin vertical lines). T and L values of the constant current contours (horizontal
dashed lines) are plotted in Fig. 4.4(a).
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Figure 4.3: Ic vs applied field for the L = 44 µm device showing Fraunhofer-
like oscillations, similar to those seen in Josephson junctions, providing further
evidence that the TES exhibits weak-link behavior.
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Figure 4.4: (a) Measurements of the effective transition temperature Tc at dif-
ferent currents and lengths. Markers Tc(I, L) give the effective Tc from constant
current contours of the Ic(T, L) data in Fig. 4.2, with solid curves being 1/L2
fits for each current level. Markers T (R) give temperatures where R = 0.1RN
and 0.5RN . (b) Three different measures of the transition width defined as
differences between pairs of corresponding points shown in (a), as labeled ∆TR,
∆Tc 1, and ∆Tc 2, showing 1/L2 scaling (dotted line).
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Figure 4.5: (a) Summary of measurements resistance versus temperature plot-
ting the full resistive transition width versus the effective Tc defined at R =
0.5RN . The equation for the red line is given above.
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Figure 4.6: Critical current density jx (solid, in units of jc) and gauge-invariant
phase difference φ (dashed, in units of pi) vs f0/f00 from Eq. (4.8) when T > Tci
and L  ξ(T ). Along the vertical dotted line at f0/f00 = 1/
√
2, jx = jc and
φ = pi/2.
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4.4 Superconducting Fingers
A Mo/Au bilayer was fabricated giving a Tci ≈ 100 mK. From this bilayer TESs
were measured with L = 110 and 130 µm. There was also a device measured
with six Mo/Nb superconducting lead material fingers deposited on the Mo/Au
bilayer surface. The resistance versus temperature for the devices were measured
and is shown in figure 4.7.
Expected RN if “superconducting fingers” NORMAL
Expected RN if “superconducting fingers” SUPERCONDUCTING
Figure 4.7: Resistance versus temperature measurements for a plain Mo/Au
bilayer L = 130 µm and a device with the same L and six superconducting
fingers 5 µm wide and 14.2 µm apart.
In this figure we see the effect of the added Mo/Nb fingers is to raise the
resistive transition temperature to much higher temperatures and broaden the
transition width.
We could imagine a transition temperature for the Mo/Au bilayer regions
between the fingers and also for the regions of bilayer with lead material on top
at some higher temperature. The resistance is approximately constant from 1
K to 350 mK and then undergoes a broad transition around 250 mK. Using the
resistor network model for component pieces that Au banks along the edges and
normal metal bilayer and normal metal fingers would reduce RN to the dotted
upper horizontal line. If the regions of bilayer/finger material were supercon-
ducting, the RN value would be the lower dashed horizontal line, further from
the measured value.
It would be interesting to check the scaling using as the lead spacing L for the
device with six fingers composed of superconducting lead material as the finger
separation distance. In figure 4.8 we plot Tc defined at R = 0.1, 0.5, and 0.9
RN versus the length L (or equivalently x in the legend which is more generally
the minimum leads material separation distance over the whole TES structure).
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Figure 4.8: Effective transition temperature Tc defined at R = 0.1RN (blue),
R = 0.5RN (green), R = 0.9RN (red), versus minimum lead separation length.
This length is L for all devices but the device points with the arrow showing in
which case the lead material separation length is 14.2 µm. Points with square
makers are from a bilayer with Tci ≈ 100 mK and circle markers from a bilayer
with Tci ≈ 170 mK. Lines are power law curves to the different Tc definitions
all with -2 power law scaling with length.
The figure shows that the material with a very different Mo/Au bilayer Tci
(Tci ≈ 100 mK square markers, Tci ≈ 170 circle markers) also showing a shift
in the effective transition temperature that scales as ∼ 1/L2.
Figure 4.9 contains measurements made on two different Mo/Au bilayers
plotting the measured transition width as a function of lead separation. Again
the points with a different Tci agree with the other data set using the length
as the superconducting finger separation distance. The lines in the figure agree
with the data showing approximately ∼ 1/L2 scaling.
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Figure 4.9: Effective transition width ∆Tc defined ∆Tc as the lower transition
width (∆Tc = Tc 0.5RN − Tc 0.1RN , blue) the upper transition width (∆Tc =
Tc 0.9RN −Tc 0.5RN , red) and the full transition width (∆Tc = Tc 0.5RN −Tc 0.1RN ,
green) versus the minimum lead material separation length. This length is L
for all devices but the device points with the arrow showing in which case the
lead material separation length is 14.2 µm. Points with square makers are from
a bilayer with Tci ≈ 100 mK and circle markers from a bilayer with Tci ≈ 170
mK. Lines are curves following -2 power law scaling with length.
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4.5 SNS and Tci Compensated TESs
In order to achieve high energy resolution it is important to control the transition
temperature of the TES. TESs fabricated that yield transition temperatures too
high will have degraded energy resolution and TES temperatures too low will
exceed the limits of the cryogenic system need to properly bias and operate the
devices. In either case missing the targeted Tc for a device can make devices
unusable or degrade performance. TES Tc control is challenging and significant
variations of a bilayer Tci is common.
The longitudinal proximity effect can be used as an additional Tc tuning
parameter. Fabricating arrays with a range of different L in mask design can
compensate for the variations in Tci. This will ensure that some arrays for a
given bilayer will have a device Tc in the target range and increase yield.
Up until now all TES devices have consisted of a TES body (label 102 in
figure 4.10) that in isolation is a superconductor at some temperature; i.e. body
102 has a Tci > 0 and typically of order the operating temperature. Another
corollary of the longitudinal proximity effect is that it is now possible to design
TES where the TES body 102 has a Tci = 0 meaning it is possible to have
the TES body made of normal metals e.g. Au. Transition properties such as
the effective Tc are tunable by changing L. As demands for larger pixel densi-
ties increase over time longitudinally proximity effect TES designs will become
increasingly important. SINIS and SIN′IS structures may also prove useful in
obtaining small TESs with high sensitivity and sharp resistive transitions.
In the next section we reanalyze measurements of an in plane (longitudinal)
SNS heterostructure in light of the longitudinal proximity effect.
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Figure 4.10: Four schematics of TES concepts using the lead separation length
L to tune the transition temperature and/or compensate for variations in the
Tci of the TES body 102. Body 101 is a substrate material such as Si or a
silicon nitride membrane, bodies 108 and 110 are superconducting leads with
transition temperatures greater than the the TES body 102. The lead can also
be used as part of the TES body as show in (c) whereby the TES body 102
is the composite structure outlined in red. The schematics show the length
L that is used to adjust the effective transition temperature of the TES. For
TES designs to date (as in (a), (b), or (d)) the TES body has consisted of a
material with a Tci > 0. The TES body 102 can be a uniform superconductor,
a magnetically doped superconductor, or S/N bilayer (or multilayer) and the
longitudinal proximity effect expands the list to such that 102 can in general
also be a semiconductor, semi metal, normal metal, or doped normal metal.
With the longitudinal proximity effect we can now consider TESs such that
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4.6 Low Current Excitation Limit
Measurements
Recognizing that the TES transition temperature is highly current-sensitive
challenges the notion of a “Tc” without also specifying a current excitation.
From the measurements showing an exponential decaying Ic(T ) we see examples
of “Tc” increasing considerably as the excitation current is increased; the L =
8µm devices “Tc” is increased by 100’s of mK by lowering the excitation current.
This leads one to consider the limit of small excitation currents. As the external
current excitation is reduced all the way to zero the only current in the TES is
the Johnson noise fluctuations. This suggest using the Johnson noise itself as
the current excitation for measuring the resistive transition.
With this in mind we revisited a collection of Johnson noise measurements
made to calibrate the resistance of shunt resistors used in our TES bias circuit.
The shunt resistors thin films consist of a 300 nm thick AuPd film with a resis-
tance of 0.9 Ω per square. AuPd, like Au, is a normal metal at all temperatures
and therefore has a Tci = 0. The shunt resistor has Mo/Nb superconducting
leads configured in an interdigitized fingers with a constant 12.5 micron sepa-
ration distance between the lead material over the entire meander separating
the fingers. The AuPd thin film connects the superconducting leads. The me-
andering lead configuration gives an effective wide and short rectangular aspect
ratio for the AuPd film such that the resistance of the shunt is about 0.5 mΩ.
The linear Johnson noise spectra density Sv is related to the temperature T and
resistance R by
Sv = 4kBTR. (4.11)
By knowing the temperature of the resistor and measuring Sv we can then
solve for the resistance of the sample by equation 4.11. The an average noise
spectrum noise spectrum was collected at different path temperatures and then
averaged over a frequency band to determine Sv. Using equation 4.11. We show
the plots of resistance versus temperature for different shunt resistors that were
designed to have a constant 0.5 mΩ resistance over the range of TES operating
temperatures and independent of current. We see that the resistance decreases
as the temperature of the fridge is lowered. This decrease looks like a broad
superconducting transition with a Tc defined as R = 0.5RN or Tc 0.5RN ≈ 80
mK. This reduction in resistance is consistent with the longitudinal proximity
effect whereby the high Tc superconducting leads induce superconducting order
into the AuPd normal metal film (Tci = 0). Further investigations are planned
using this technique. In these examples the L of the normal metal is 12.5 µm.
This analysis assumes that the temperature of the shunt resistors is the same as
the bath temperature. If the AuPd shunt is weakly coupled to the heat bath and
there is some sort of external stray power in the AuPd shunts from an external
source then this would change our result.
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Further low current excitation methods of this sort could allow us to study
thermal broadening effects coming about when the Josephson coupling energy
becomes of order the thermal energy kBT . Our Ic(T ) data near our lowest
excitation currents seems to show signs of a downturn (an increased rate of
decay) that may be due to thermal broadening.
These measurements also call attention to the importance of considering the
longitudinal effect when designing shunt resistors, followed by tests to confirm
it shows ohmic behavior over the intended range of currents and temperatures.
Figure 4.11: Resistance versus temperature measurement of a AuPd film be-
tween Mo/Nb superconducting leads. There resistance is determined by making
average noise measurements at a series of different bath temperatures, assum-
ing the temperature of the AuPd sample is the same as the bath temperature,
and applying linear Johnson noise equation 4.11. to determine R. The AuPd
shunt resistors were designed to have a constant 0.5 mΩ resistance independent
of current and temperature over this range. The analysis shows a resistance
decrease of less than have its value at low temperatures. This could be due
to superconducting order in the leads penetrating into the normal metal AuPd
film by the longitudinal proximity effect.
4.7 Conclusion
We conclude that TESs behave as weak links. This conclusion is based on our
experimental findings that (a) the critical current at the first onset of a voltage
along the length depends exponentially upon the length L and the square root
of the temperature difference T − Tci, (b) both the current-dependent effective
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transition temperature Tc and the transition width scale as 1/L2, and (c) the
TESs show clear Fraunhofer-like oscillations as a function of applied magnetic
field, similar to those in Josephson weak links. It follows that the strength of
the superconducting order parameter is not uniform over the TES. Our findings
have important implications for TES magnetic field sensitivity, which impacts
required limits on ambient magnetic field magnitude and fluctuations in TES
applications. Proposed uses of the longitudinal proximity effect for TES appli-
cations include (1) tuning the effective Tc of TES arrays by changing L in mask
design, which could compensate for bilayer Tci variability[2] and increase yield,
and (2) making small TESs consisting of superconducting leads separated by
normal metal, such as Au with Tci = 0, avoiding the use of S/N bilayers.
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Chapter 5
Add N Structures: LaiPE
and Nonequilibrium
Superconductivity
5.1 Introduction
In the last chapter I showed that normal-metal/superconductor (N/S) bilayer
TESs (superconducting Transition-Edge Sensors) exhibit weak-link behavior.[1]
Our measurements were explained in terms of a longitudinal proximity effect
model in which superconducting order from the higher transition temperature
leads is induced into the TES bilayer plane over remarkably long distances (up
to 290 µm). In this chapter we extend our understanding to include TESs
with added noise-mitigating normal-metal structures (N structures). We ex-
plain our results in terms of an effect converse to the longitudinal proximity
effect (LoPE), the lateral inverse proximity effect (LaiPE), for which the order
parameter in the N/S bilayer is reduced due to the neighboring N structures.
We present resistance and critical current measurements as a function of tem-
perature and magnetic field taken on square Mo/Au bilayer TESs with lengths
ranging from 8 to 130 µm with and without added N structures. We observe
the inverse proximity effect on the bilayer over in-plane distances many tens of
microns and find the transition shifts to lower temperatures scale approximately
as the inverse square of the in-plane N-structure separation distance, without
appreciable broadening of the transition width. We find TESs with added Au
structures exhibit weak-link behavior as evidenced by exponential temperature
dependence of the critical current and Josephson-like oscillations of the critical
current with applied magnetic field. We also present evidence for nonequilbrium
superconductivity and estimate a quasiparticle lifetime of 1.8× 10−10 s for the
bilayer. The LoPE model is also used to explain the increased conductivity at
temperatures above the bilayer’s steep resistive transition that is common to
devices with and without added normal metal structures.
Superconducting Transition-Edge Sensor (TES) microcalorimeters[2] have
been developed with measured energy resolutions in the x-ray and gamma-ray
band of ∆E = 1.8±0.2 eV FWHM at 6 keV, [3] and ∆E = 22 eV FWHM
at 97 keV, [4] respectively— with the latter result at present the largest re-
ported E/∆E of any non-dispersive photon spectrometer. In both examples
the TESs are made of normal-metal/superconductor (N/S) proximity-coupled
bilayers. The TESs in both examples also have additional normal-metal interdig-
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itized fingers (see Fig. 5.1a) which are found empirically to reduce unexplained
noise source(s)[5]. In addition to reducing the unexplained electrical noise these
normal-metal structures are consistently found to have the undesired effect of
reducing the detector’s sensitivity (the logarithmic derivative of the resistance
with respect to temperature).[2, 5]
A complete theoretical understanding of the TES resistive transition includ-
ing unexplained resolution-limiting noise sources and how the added N struc-
tures change the TES is desired to help guide this exciting technology to its full
potential.
There is also a renewed interest in understanding S-N heterostructures more
generally.[47, 21, 8] Driven in part by advances in fabrication capabilities, im-
proved understanding of S-N interactions is motivating new superconducting
device concepts. The richness of physics arising from S-N heterostructures
is considerable and with potential applications including improved magnetic
sensing, nanocoolers, particle detection, THz electronics, and superconducting
qubits. [9, 10, 11]
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Figure 5.1: (a) Schematic of TES sensors. Square Mo/Au bilayer with attached
Mo/Nb leads. The current flows from lead to lead and the lead-separation
distance is defined as L. Au “banks” are added to prevent Mo shorts along the
edge, Au “fingers” are added to reduce the unexplained electrical noise, and
Au “stems” are added to provide attachment points for x-ray absorbers. The
minimum added Au structure separation distance is defined as s. (b) In-plane
variation of |ψ|2 plotted for T < Tci (solid red curves) and for T & Tci (dotted
red curves) underneath the respective structures in isolation on the left (Mo/Au
bilayer, Au, and Mo/Nb) and coupled heterostructures on the right (LoPE and
LaiPE). For a bilayer the average superconducting pair density |ψ|2 and average
Tc is uniform across the wafer. When higher Tc Mo/Nb leads are attached the
order parameter strength is increased above the average near the leads and
decays with distance away from the leads to a minimum L/2 away (LoPE).
When Au structures are added, for T < Tci the order parameter strength is
depressed near the structures and increases to a maximum s/2 away (LaiPE).
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Previous attempts to model the TES resistive transition include using Kosterlitz-
Thouless-Berezinski (KTB) theory,[12] fluctuation superconductivity,[13] perco-
lation theory for a random superconducting resistor network,[14, 15] and thermal
fluctuation models.[16] We have recently shown both experimentally and theo-
retically that TESs exhibit weak-link behavior, where, unlike previous models,
the average strength of the order parameter varies over the TES.[1] Here, we
present further evidence for a spatially varying order parameter over the TES,
and extend our understanding to TES devices with added N structures. We
now show that our measurements of the transition have a natural explanation
in terms of a spatially varying order parameter that is enhanced in proxim-
ity to the higher Tc superconducting leads (the longitudinal proximity effect or
LoPE)[1] and suppressed in proximity to the added N structures (the lateral
inverse[17] proximity effect or LaiPE) as depicted in Fig. 5.1b.
We have previously shown that the higher Tc superconducting leads enhance
superconducting order longitudinally into the N/S bilayer over remarkably long
lengths in excess of 100 µm, over 1000 times the mean free path.[1] Our theoret-
ical model agreed with the critical current measured over 7 orders of magnitude
versus temperature for square TESs ranging in size from 8 to 290 µm and over
a factor of 3 change in the effective transition temperature.[1] We also showed
that the temperature dependence of the critical current explains the measured
resistive transition widths.[1] The transition temperature of the TES was found
to scale linearly with the transition width and both scale approximately as 1/L2,
where L is the lead separation.
We show that the longitudinal proximity effect also explains the significant
change in resistance at temperatures above the abrupt resistance change (i.e.,
at temperatures above the effective transition temperature Tc). In this paper
we also present measurements and derive that the effect of adding additional
normal-metal structures shifts Tc to lower temperature by an amount that scales
approximately as 1/s2, where s is the normal-metal structure separation dis-
tance.
The regions with added N structures (N/N/S layer regions) suppress super-
conducting order laterally into the N/S bilayer, Fig. 5.1 (b). The TES designs
giving the best energy resolution,[3, 4] having both leads and added N struc-
tures, have a spatially varying order parameter due to these two competing
effects— superconducting enhancement in proximity to the leads and suppres-
sion in proximity to the added N structures. In both cases the spatially varying
order parameter means that the transition temperature for the TES is an effec-
tive transition temperature because it is highly current dependent. The critical
current Ic (the current at which superconductivity first breaks down) depends
exponentially upon the square root of the temperature T and the lengths L and
s of the weak-link TES.[1] In this theoretical framework the first onset of resis-
tance occurs when the TES current reaches a local critical current density jc
for the minimum (maximum) order parameter along series (parallel) connected
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regions.
In addition to the lateral inverse proximity effect we also show in the last sec-
tion that the added Au structures introduce charge imbalance or nonequilibrium
superconductivity.
5.2 Outline
5.3. Samples and Measurements.
• Description of the TES samples.
5.4. Transition Shifts from S and N Structures
•We introduce resistance versus temperature showing the transitions are shifted
to higher temperatures by the leads (LoPE) and lower temperatures by the
added normal metal structures (LaiPE).
• The critical current versus temperature and field dependencies show that TESs
with added Au structures also exhibit weak-link behavior as reported for plain
Mo/Au bilayer TESs.[1]
5.5. Weak-Link Behavior in TESs with Added N-structures
• The critical current versus temperature and field dependencies show that TESs
with added Au structures also exhibit weak-link behavior as reported for plain
Mo/Au bilayer TESs.[1]
5.6. Tc and ∆Tc Change with Au Fingers Inconsistent with a Percolation
Model.
•We show that the measured transitions with increasing number of Au fingers
are inconsistent with a local percolating resistor network model.
5.7. Longitudinal Proximity Effect Conductivity Enhancement for T >
Tc.
•We explained the enhanced conductivity above the abrupt transition seen in
all devices (with or without any added N structures) in terms of the enhanced
superconductivity near the leads from LoPE.
5.8. Lateral Inverse Proximity Effect Scaling.
•We show the Ginzburg-Landau theory implied scaling from the proximity
effect and inverse proximity effect and compare with measurements made on
devices with different sizes and geometries.
5.9. LaiPE Spatial Variation of Critical Current Density from Ic(B) Mea-
surements.
•We show measured Ic(B) of devices with and without N banks along the
edges.
• The Ic(B) data analysis produces a spatially varying critical current density
consistent with order parameter suppression from the Au banks within the
LaiPE model.
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5.11. Nonequilibrium Superconductivity in Devices with Added N-structures.
• In measurements of devices with added N structures spanning the full width we
see that, other than lowering the strength of the order parameter in the bilayer
by LaiPE, the N structures also introduce nonequilibrium superconductivity
effects under bias as the current converts from a quasiparticle to super current.
•We analyze measurements of resistance versus temperature and approximate
a quasiparticle diffusion time for the bilayer.
5.12. Bilayer Tci Compensated TESs.
•We present a few applications of the LoPE and LaiPE models to TES design.
5.13. Conclusion.
5.3 Samples and Measurements
Our TESs consist of a 45 to 55 nm thick Mo layer (Tc ≈ 0.9 K) to which 190 to
210 nm of Au is added giving a combined intrinsic bilayer transition temperature
Tci ≈ 100 to 170 mK. The added Au structures in the form of fingers and/or
banks are thermally evaporated with a 350 nm thickness and the Au stems are
electrodeposited to a thickness of 1 to 4 µm. We estimate the intrinsic transition
temperature for a trilayer of Mo/Au/Au of thickness 50/200/350 nm to be about
5 mK, and lower for the thicker stem trilayer.[18] This means that fingers, banks,
and stem Mo/Au/Au trilayer structures in isolation would be normal metal at all
temperatures above 5 mK. The TES is connected to Mo/Nb leads with intrinsic
values of Tc of ≈ 3 to 8 K. We find that temperatures much larger than used in
device fabrication are needed to cause measurable (by x-ray diffraction or energy
dispersive spectroscopy) interdiffusion between the Nb, Mo, Au systems, ruling
out interdiffusion at interfaces as an explanation of the results.[22, 23] Further
details on the device fabrication process, device electronics, and measurement
techniques used can be found in Refs. [1, 24].
5.4 Transition Shifts from S and N Structures
Measurements of the TES resistanceR are made by applying a sinusoidal current
of frequency 5-10 Hz and amplitude Ibias ∼ 50-250 nA, with zero dc component,
to the TES in parallel with a 0.2 mΩ shunt resistor (Rsh). The time-dependent
TES current is measured with a SQUID feedback circuit with input coil in series
with the TES.
RT (resistance versus temperature) measurements from seven pixels of iden-
tical design were performed using an array showing good uniformity,[25] average
Tc defined at R = 0.5RN of 87.84 mK ± 0.06 mK, and a full range spanning
0.16 mK as shown in Fig. 5.2. The average transition width between R=0.1 mΩ
and R = 0.5 mΩ for the seven pixels is 0.194 ± 0.011 mK. The reduction in Tc
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due to the added Au structures is explained later in terms of lowering the order
parameter in Mo/Au laterally a distance s/2 away. Note the effect of the added
Au structures shifts the entire transition to lower temperatures and the size of
the shift is much larger than the spread in the measured Tc from pixels of the
same design.
Increasing B
!7
Figure 5.2: RT measurements of 7 devices of the same design from the same
Mo/Au bilayer deposition with Au banks, fingers, and absorber stem showing
good uniformity and a Tc reduction of ≈ 6 mK compared to a neighboring device
with no added Au structures; clear evidence of the lateral inverse proximity effect
of the added Au structures reducing Tc in the Mo/Au bilayer. The inset shows
R(T) data in an applied magnetic field (0, 27, 41, 57, 80 mG). The dotted curves
are fits to the higher resistance normal-state RT region using the longitudinal
proximity effect model described in the text (Eq. 5.3).
In Fig. 5.3 RT measurements of 5 different device designs with the same
bilayer composition are shown. The two TESs with no added Au structures
have a small difference in Tc consistent with the different L values through the
longitudinal proximity effect. The added Au structures shift the entire resistive
transition to lower temperatures, with the size of the shift increasing with num-
ber of fingers. The additional normal-metal structures produce parallel paths
for current to flow and lower the normal-state resistance (Figs. 5.2 and 5.3)
consistent with a resistor network model including the geometry and measured
resistivities of each layer in isolation.
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Figure 5.3: RT measurements of 5 different devices from the same Mo/Au bilayer
deposition. Mo/Au bilayers with L = 110 and 130 µm show a small shift in
the effective transition temperature consistent with the longitudinal proximity
effect model. The devices without added Au structures are compared to devices
with L = 110 and 130 µm and 3, 6, and 9 interdigitized fingers of additional
Au of 350 nm thickness and 5 µm width showing their effect is to shift the
entire resistive transition to lower temperatures. The additional normal-metal
structures add parallel conduction paths lowering the normal-state resistance
with increasing number of fingers.
5.5 Weak-Link Behavior in TESs with Added
N-structures
This temperature shift of the transition from adding Au structures is also seen
in measurements of the critical current Ic(T ) as a function of temperature in
Fig. 5.4. Notice the impact of adding Au structures for a device of the same
L is that the Ic(T ) transition is shifted to lower temperatures with the same
exponential decay constant with temperature, and therefore approximately the
same transition width. For the L = 29 µm device adding Au banks and fingers
causes a transition shift of nearly 60 mK with the same exponential temperature
decay as the L = 29 µm device with no added Au structures. This characteristic
is seen in devices ranging from L = 8 to 130 µm.
In addition to the exponential temperature scaling of the critical current,
further evidence for weak-link behavior is shown in the inset of Fig. 5.4. The
critical current versus applied magnetic field data collected for the L = 29 µm
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device with three Au fingers exhibits Josephson-like oscillations of the critical
current (inset of Fig. 5.4). The oscillation period δB implies an effective area
Φ0/δB ≈ 795 µm2, where Φ0 is the magnetic flux quantum. The Ic(B) pattern
indicates that despite a large fraction of the TES bilayer covered with the Au
interdigitated fingers the entire TES is acting as one coherent weak-link.
5.6 Tc and ∆Tc Change with Au Fingers
Inconsistent with Percolation Model
Percolation models have garnered attention in recent years in efforts to explain
the resistive transition in TESs.[14, 15] It was hypothesized that added N fingers
changed the TES transition behavior by altering the geometry of the percolating
paths between electrodes. In this section we apply a percolation analysis to our
TES devices and compare with measurements of the resistive transition. We
present a local geometric argument for why the Tc could decrease with increasing
number of fingers, but find that other characteristics are inconsistent with our
measurements.
Suppose our square Mo/Au bilayer is made up of a rectangular grid with bin
dimensions δx and δy both small relative to the length L and width W . Suppose
each bin has a local characteristic Tc and the distribution of Tcs for all bins is
approximately Gaussian distributed. We could imagine this random local Tc
distribution arises from from variations in the local Mo or Au thickness, Mo/Au
interface transmissivity, film stress, impurities, defects, etc. We represent the
TES as a two-dimensional random superconducting resistor network such that at
any temperature T there will be a fraction of domains p that are superconducting
with zero resistance, and a fraction of domains that are normal (1−p) with finite
resistance. As the temperature is lowered the concentration of superconducting
sites or bonds increases and the measured resistance of the network decreases.
The resistance of the network is zero when a continuous percolating path of
superconducting domains spans x = −L/2 to x = L/2.
We can now see how with the same distribution of local Tcs the measured
Tc of the network can shift with changes in aspect ratio. A Mo/Au bilayer
geometry longer in length along x (width along y) will on average require a
higher (lower) concentration of superconducting domains for the same network
resistance fraction and the network Tc will be shifted to lower (higher) tem-
peratures. If adding the Au fingers is thought of as effectively increasing the
length to width ratio for a meandering path around the fingers then the net-
work Tc will be shifted to lower temperatures. But in this model the Tc shift
to lower temperatures would also be accompanied by an increase in transition
width. Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show that adding Au fingers and/or stems shifts the
transition to lower temperatures by amounts many times the transition width
∆Tc and without increasing ∆Tc.
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We conclude that our measurements are inconsistent with a local model
causing the shifts in transition temperature. Our collection of measurements
are explained in terms of nonlocal coherence effects, whereby superconducting
correlations in Mo/Au bilayer are altered by Mo/Nb and added Au structures
over lengths many times the electron mean free path.
5.7 Longitudinal Proximity Effect
Conductivity Enhancement for T > Tc
At temperatures well above a uniform superconductor’s Tc the sample is in the
normal state and has an associated normal state resistance RN that has a weak
temperature dependence associated with the normal metal at low temperatures.
The RT measurements in Fig. 5.2 shows at temperatures above the abrupt
resistive transition Tc, the resistance is not constant and has nonzero slope.
The inset of Fig. 5.2 shows as the uniform applied magnetic field along the film
thickness direction increases (0, 27, 41, 57, 80 mG) the abrupt drop in resistance
is shifted to lower temperatures. In addition, as the magnetic field is increased
the size of the enhanced conductivity at temperatures above the abrupt change
in resistance decreases. For T > Tc a 27% reduction in resistance (blue curve)
for B = 0 is reduced to a 5% resistance change for B = 80 mG (red curve).
Similar enhancement in conductivity for T > Tc is seen in other samples.
We first consider superconducting fluctuations as a possible explanation.
Excess conductivity mechanisms (also called paraconductivity) in a supercon-
ductor near the transition has been studied and experimentally confirmed for
some time.[26] Originally Ginzburg demonstrated that in clean bulk supercon-
ductors fluctuation phenomena only becomes important in the very narrow
temperature region (∼ 10−12 K) about Tc.[26] It was later demonstrated by
Aslamazov and Larkin (AL) for dirty superconducting films the fluctuations are
determined by the conductance per square and could be important over much
wider temperature ranges than bulk samples.[28] For a uniform superconductor
at temperatures above the superconducting phase transition superconducting
pair fluctuations lowers the resistivity below its normal state value. For 1D AL
fluctuations for dirty superconducting thin films with width of order or smaller
than the GL coherence length and no pair breaking can be written,
T − Tc = Tc
(
piξ0
W
e2
16~Rsq
RN
R(T ) − 1
) 2
3
(5.1)
and it 2D it is,
T − Tc = Tc
e2
16~Rsq
RN
R(T ) − 1
. (5.2)
If we just consider AL fluctuations in 2-dimensions and no pair breaking
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then we can use resistance per square of the Mo/Au bilayer of 10 and 20 mΩ to
determine the temperature T above Tc at which the resistance is some fraction
of the normal state resistance as shown in purple in the (T − Tc) in Kelvin,
figures 5.5 and 5.6 .
We find that AL fluctuations [30] predicts a transition drop to R = 0.90RN
that is ∼µK above Tc, whereas the normal state slope in Fig. 5.2 is orders
of magnitude larger ∼ mK. In a clean superconductor the Maki-Thompson
(MT)[29] term can be as much as an order of magnitude larger than the AL
contribution but still another physical explanation is needed to explain our
measurements. [32] We show next that the enhanced conductivity above the
abrupt phase transition has a natural explanation in terms of the longitudinal
proximity effect.
The Mo/Au bilayer has a measured normal state resistance ≈ 20 mΩ/sq.
Including the carrier density (5.9× 1028 1/m3) and Fermi velocity (vF = 1.39×
106 m/s) for Au we find the mean free path is thickness limited, `mfp = 210 nm
and the electronic diffusivity D = 0.0968 m2/s. The characteristic length over
which superconducting order will penetrate into a metal is given by the normal
metal coherence length.[30, 31] Including the reduction in resistance from the
Au banks and width of the device in Fig. 5.2 the resistance per length dRdx ≈
92 Ω/m. The sloped normal state region is fit to a 1/
√
T − TcN ′ temperature
scaling assuming the zero resistance region penetrates longitudinally a distance
of twice the normal metal coherence length into the TES from each lead and
is normal beyond. We may then express the temperature dependence of the
resistance above the abrupt transition as
R(T ) =
dR
dx
[
L− 4
√
~vF `mfp
6pikB(T − TcN ′)
]
(5.3)
where TcN ′ is a fit parameter corresponding to the effective transition temper-
ature.
In this context the series of RT curves for T > Tc (inset of Fig. 5.2) shows,
with a modest field increase, an increase in spin-flip scattering and a reduction
in the depth of the lead induced minigap into the bilayer. The RT curves of Fig.
5.3 with 6 and 9 Au fingers shows much less enhanced conductivity for T > Tc.
In this case the propagation of the diffusing superconducting order from the
leads (LoPE) is opposed by the converse effect from the Au fingers (LaiPE) and
as a result there is less resistance change for temperatures above Tc.
5.8 Lateral Inverse Proximity Effect Scaling
We have shown how the measured effective Tc of a TES is a function of the lead
separation L.[1] We now show the effective Tc of the Mo/Au bilayer is lowered
by the addition of extra Au layer structures laterally many tens of microns away
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and how this change in Tc scales with the added Au structures separation.
We model our system as N/S/N structures corresponding to N regions of
Mo/Au/Au and S regions of Mo/Au. We follow the theoretical approach used by
Liniger[34] on an N/S/N sandwich using a one-dimensional nonlinear Ginzburg-
Landau (GL) model where the length of the S layer is a variable. Liniger showed
that the GL order parameter vanishes if the length of the S layer, s, is less than
a critical length sc, where
sc = 2 ξGL(T ) arctan
{
ξGL(T )
b
}
(5.4)
with the coherence length in the S layer ξGL(T ) = ξS(T ) = ξS(0)/
√
(1− T/Tc)
and b the extrapolation length of the superconducting order parameter into
the normal metal. For an insulating interface, b is infinite and the critical
length vanishes. For clean interfaces the electron transmission coefficient is
unity, characterized by no scattering centers at the interface and no Fermi-
velocity mismatch between N and S. The clean N/S interface condition is well
met for our geometries allowing us to set the extrapolation length equal to the
normal-metal coherence of the N region. Using coherence length expressions for
N and S in the dirty limit,
ξN =
√
~DN
2pikBT
(5.5)
and
ξS(0) =
√
pi~DS
8kBTc
(5.6)
we then have
sc =
√
pi~DS
2kB (Tc − T ) arctan
{
pi
2
√
DST
DN (Tc − T )
}
(5.7)
where DS and DN are the electronic diffusivities in the S and N layer respec-
tively. In the limit of T near Tc, ξS(T ) diverges, and sc ≈ pi ξS(T ). Applied
to our structures near Tc this means the change in transition temperature due
to the additional Au structures scales like the separation of Au structures to
the negative 2 power (∼ 1/s2). The critical length sc versus temperature from
equation 5.7 and the near Tc approximate form are plotted in figure 5.7.
Devices tested with added Au structures also have higher Tc leads mean-
ing there is a measured increase in Tc from the leads and decrease in Tc from
the added Au structures. Taking into account both the proximity effect of the
leads and the inverse proximity effect of the added Au structures we plot the
combined effect of devices tested over several years having many different added
Au pattern structures, different TES sizes, over many different fabrication runs
whenever Tc for a device without added Au structures (Tc(s =∞, L)) was mea-
sured and Tc for a device from the same bilayer and same L with Au structures
added (Tc(s, L)). We then plot Tc(s = ∞, L) − Tc(s, L) in Fig. 5.8. Both the
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R = 0.1RN and 0.5RN Tc definitions exhibit similar scaling with s. By com-
paring both Tc definitions we also see how the added Au structures change the
low current resistance measurements transition width.
Most of the pairs of points show that the Tc shift for the R = 0.1RN and
0.5RN definitions are approximately equal which means the Au structure shifted
the transition but did not change the transition width (i.e. the low current
resistive transition width ∆Tc is mostly dependent upon L as was found in
square TESs with no added Au structures[1]). There exist pairs of points that
show a slight increase in ∆Tc and even a few with a slight decrease in ∆Tc upon
adding the Au structures. In Fig. 5.8 we also plot the size of the temperature
shift of the higher temperature Ic(T ) curve (red bow-tie markers) upon adding
Au structures with separation s, exhibiting the same scaling of the Tc shift with
s as found by the RT measurements. Similar consistency between the shift in
Tc from Ic(T ) and RT measurements was found for the longitudinal proximity
effect in Ref. [1] studying square devices with no added Au structures.
We find surprising agreement over the large diverse sample set using Eq. 5.7
with DS=DN/2=0.09 m2/s, consistent with the typical value of our electronic
diffusivity for the Mo/Au determined from resistance measurements. The scal-
ing is observed over an s range of 2.3 to 38 µm, a Tc shift of over two decades,
with the largest Tc change from adding Au structures being 75%, 23%, and 37%
for multiple samples with s of 2.3, 4.8, and 5 µm respectively.
We have found only one other report of an N/S/N system’s Tc scaling with
size. In Boogard et al,[35] RT curves are taken for one-dimensional Al wires
connected to Al/Cu normal-metal reservoirs. Four of the five data points used
for wire lengths of 2, 2.5, 3, and 3.5 µm are fit to the inverse square of the wire
length with the largest change of Tc being 8%.
Only one example in the TES literature was found that gave Tc for devices
with different added N-metal structures such that we were able to check for shifts
of the resistive transition scaling with s.[36] We extracted the s values from the
pictures for each sample with the longitudinal proximity effect subtracted. The
plot of figure 5.9 has only three data points so not much can be said other than
a similar power law exponent scaling with s is not inconsistent.
5.9 LaiPE Spatial Variation of Critical Current
Density from Ic(B) Measurements
The resistance and critical current measurements are transport measurements
that measure integrated properties over the samples’ dimensions. As a result,
the critical current measurements probe the order parameter strength over a lo-
cal minimum region in the sample. We have shown in the previous sections how
the strength of the order parameter for this region changes with current, tem-
perature, distance from the S leads, and distance from additional N structures
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in a manner consistent with theory.
We are therefore still interested in a way to extend our LaiPE investigation
to a measurement that is sensitive to and actually samples the spatial variation
of the strength of the superconductivity. We wish to directly measure the spatial
variation of the superconducting order, in a single device, at a single tempera-
ture, showing superconductivity becoming suppressed as the added N structures
are approached and increasing to a maximum value halfway between the added
N structures. Low temperature STM studies have been carried out studying
the gap in the density of states for S/N bilayers of variable thickness.[19] They
have also been used to study S islands coated with an N layer[20] or N islands
deposited on an S substrate.[21] In both cases the STM measurements were
made over lateral or longitudinal in-plane distances less than 20 nm away from
the foreign body, much smaller than the relevant in-plane lengths in our system.
We present a different technique to probe the spatial variation of the super-
conducting order in TESs in this section. The critical current Ic versus applied
magnetic field B is measured for devices with and without Au banks along the
edges. The analysis of the Ic(B) extracts a spatially varying sheet current den-
sity for both samples showing how the addition of the Au banks changes the
calculated critical current distribution in the TES.
Evidence for order parameter suppression near added Au structures by the
lateral inverse proximity effect is shown in Fig. 5.10. In Fig. 5.10 we compare
measurements of normalized Ic(B) for square L = 16 µm devices with and
without Au banks along the edges. Adding Au banks to the edges strongly
suppresses the Ic(B) side lobe maxima and broadens the central peak.
The Ic(B) for a narrow uniformly coupled Josephson junction, for which the
field in the weakly linked region is the uniform applied field ~B = Bzˆ, follows
the well known Fraunhofer pattern given by
Ic = Ic0
∣∣∣∣ sin(piν)piν
∣∣∣∣ (5.8)
where ν is the magnetic flux in the junction in units of the magnetic flux quan-
tum Φ0; ν ≡ Φ/Φ0. When the Josephson coupling is not uniform but instead
weakly coupled at the edges and strongly coupled in the middle the resulting
Ic(B) pattern changes from the Fraunhofer pattern to having suppressed side
lobe maxima and a broader central maxima. The same changes are expected
when applying LaiPE to a TES with Au banks along the edges, as seen in Fig.
5.10.[22]
By symmetry we expect the samples with and without Au banks along the
edges to have an even sheet current density Kx(y). If we then approximate the
weak-link as having junction-like local electrodynamics, apply a phase retrieval
algorithm, and take the Fourier transform of the Ic(B) data we arrive at the
Kx(y) distributions in Fig. 5.11.[22, 5, 38]
In Fig. 5.11 we see for the plain square L = 16 µm Mo/Au bilayer with
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no banks the Kx(y) approximates a rectangular pulse but with a small dip
in the middle and with large but finite sloped edges. Contrast this with the
same size device with Au banks added to the edges and we see a dramatically
different Kx(y) that is suppressed at the edges and slowly grows to a maximum
in the middle. This unusual current distribution for a superconducting strip is
consistent with the spatially varying order parameter predicted by the LaiPE
model that is suppressed at the edges nearest the Au banks and increasing to a
maximum s/2 away from each edge.
Critical current versus magnetic field side lobe suppression has been de-
sired for Josephson junction logic and memory applications[39, 40], mixers[41],
optics[42], antennae design[43], and superconducting tunnel junction particle
detectors[46]. Quartic-shaped Josephson junctions have been produced showing
suppression of the first side lobe maxima to as low as only a few percent of
the zero-field central peak value.[45, 46, 44] Instead of tailoring the junction
geometry of an SIS structure[45, 46] we demonstrate side lobe suppression in
SN′S weak-links by adding normal-metal layers along the edges. In our Joseph-
son coupled structures (a very different geometry than SIS sandwiches) we find
suppression of the side lopes to 2% of the zero-field central maxima by adding
Au banks to the edges.
5.10 Au islands on Mo film
Up until this point we have show evidence for the lateral inverse proximity
effect changing the transition in a Mo/Au bilayer in proximity to Mo/Au/Au
structures over in plane distances of many 10’s of microns. In this section
we present measurements that suggests the isolated Au islands on a Mo film
suppress superconducting order in the Mo film laterally on a length of order 1
µm.
A 50 nm Mo film was electron-beam evaporated onto a silicon nitride coated
silicon wafer. Without breaking vacuum a 100 nm thick Au film was deposited
on top. This process was followed three times with a different substrate temper-
ature Ts for the Au deposition Ts = 30, 115, 265 ◦C. SEM of the sample surfaces
are shown in figure 5.12. For higher Ts the Au starts to ball up forming isolated
islands at Ts = 265 ◦C.
Resistance versus temperature measurements were made using a 4-wire re-
sistance bridge on the pictured Ts = 265 ◦C Mo sample with Au islands on
top and a 50 nm thick Mo with no Au layer added. Figure 5.13(a) and (b)
show SEM images of the Au islands on top of Mo at two different length scales.
Figure 5.13(c) shows a three-dimensional schematic of the isolated Au islands
on Mo along with an added normal metal separation distance s for a current
flowing from left to right. Figure 5.13(d) gives a table of the measure Tc at
R/RN = 0.5 and the resistive transition width ∆Tc. The Au islands lowers
Tc and broadens the transition. Assuming there exists continuous paths in Mo
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from end to end along the strip (14 squares long) as suggested by the SEM
images; than a qualitative explanation is the superconducting order parameter
in Mo is reduced due to the neighboring Au island of order 1 micron away. The
transition is broadened because local variations in Tc exist for series connected
regions.
5.11 Nonequilibrium SC in Devices with
Added N-structures
We have also studied TES structures where the added Au layer spans the full
width of the TES (Fig. 5.14). At low temperatures the current cannot meander
around the non-superconducting Mo/Au/Au structures and the current is forced
to convert between supercurrent and quasiparticle current. This conversion
processes takes place over a characteristic length scale in the superconductor,
ΛQ∗ , the quasiparticle diffusion length, given by
ΛQ∗ =
√
D τQ(T ), (5.9)
where D is the electronic diffusion constant and τQ is the charge-imbalance
relaxation time.[30] The charge imbalance can relax by various mechanisms and
the charge-imbalance relaxation time τQ can be expressed in terms of the BCS
superconducting gap ∆ and the electron inelastic scattering time τE as
τQ =
4kBTc
pi∆
√
τE
2 Γ
, (5.10)
where
Γ =
1
2 τE
+
1
τs
+
D ( 2mvs)
2
2 ~2
+
D
2 ∆
(
−∂
2∆
∂r2
)
, (5.11)
with the four terms in the Γ expression corresponding to inelastic electron-
phonon scattering, magnetic impurity spin-flip scattering, elastic scattering from
a superfluid current, and gap anisotropy at the S/N interface. The last three
terms may be neglected if we assume no magnetic impurities, I  Ic, and a
slow varying gap— leaving inelastic electron-phonon scattering as the dominant
conversion mechanism.[47, 48, 49] With the BCS relation for ∆0=1.76 kBTc,
and ∆(T ) we have,
ΛQ∗(T ) = ΛQ∗(0)
(
1− T
Tc
)−1/4
(5.12)
with
ΛQ∗(0) = (τQ(0)D)
1/2 ≈ (0.723 τE D)1/2 . (5.13)
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The expression for the low-temperature dependence of the resistance becomes,
R(T ) = 2
dR
dx
ΛQ∗(T ) (5.14)
Fitting the RT dependence of the resistance tail in Fig. 5.14 with the derived
temperature dependence of the quasiparticle diffusion length gives a τQ(0) =
1.8× 10−10 s. This time is similar to the reported τQ(0) values reported for Sn
of 0.9× 10−10 s and 1.0× 10−10 s.[50, 51]
It is interesting to consider if the Mo/Au/Au region of thick Au stem is
superconducting at any finite temperature. A bilayer was fabricated with Tci
much higher than the target value which contained devices with the stem span-
ning the full width. This meant our lowest sustainable system temperature ≈ 40
to 50 mK is then able to reach a lower reduced temperature (define to be T/Tc)
of the sample. In figure ref we do see the resistance drop lower for temperatures
much lower the tail region seems to drop to much lower resistance or zero.
The electroplated Au stem is both thick and with a low resistivity approach-
ing bulk values therefore it is challenging to determine if the resistance drops
below the expected normal state resistance for this section. On a linear scale
the resistance of the lump Au stem element is indistinguishable from zero. We
present RT data on a log scale in figure 5.16 that seems to suggest the resis-
tance drops below the expected normal state resistance for the Au stem section
(∼ 10µΩ) before reaching the noise floor.
5.12 Bilayer Tci Compensated TESs
The intrinsic Tc of the Mo/Au bilayer is dependent upon the thickness of each
layer and is also sensitive to the tranmissivity of the Mo/Au interface.[18] When
fabricating Mo/Au bilayers and following identical fabrication procedures (in-
cluding the same Mo/Au thicknesses measured by atomic force microscopy) it
is common for the measured bilayer Tc to change from one bilayer fabrication
to the next when identical procedures are followed (e.g., Tc excursions of 25%
are not uncommon). Each bilayer shows an approximately uniform Tc over its
surface and the bilayer Tc tends to rise abruptly upon cleaning the vacuum
chamber then drifts downward until the next chamber servicing. These obser-
vations are consistent with the Mo/Au interface transmissivity changing and
causing the bilayer Tc variation from one fabrication to the next. This is why
devices with and without added Au structures from the same Mo/Au bilayer
are used to determine the Tc shift from the lateral inverse proximity effect for
any one data point in Fig. 5.8. This is also why Figs. 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.10, and
5.14 each compare devices from the same bilayer to remove variation in bilayer
Tc as a cause for the differences.
When designing a TES sensor a targeted bilayer Tc value is chosen. When
a Mo/Au bilayer misses the target Tc value this can make devices unusable
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or degrade performance.[2] Incorporating into mask design TES arrays with
different s and L spacing, LaiPE and LoPE respectively, can be used to tune the
Tc of the TESs therefore compensating for bilayer Tci control fluctuations and
ensuring that some arrays from a fabrication run hit the targeted Tc value (see
figure 5.17).[10] Our findings also suggest making TES devices without interface
sensitive S/N bilayers by making the TES longitudinally S/N/S where the N
material could be a longitudinally proximitized normal-metal or semiconductor
material (i.e., Tci = 0), providing much smaller TES thermometer capability.[10,
1]
5.13 Conclusion
We have shown that both weak-link and nonequilibrium superconductivity play
important roles in TES devices with added normal-metal structures. We have
identified that TES sensors with and without added Au structures exhibit su-
perconducting weak-link behavior over long length scales from measuring the
temperature dependence of the critical current and observing Josephson-like os-
cillations in Ic with applied magnetic field. As a consequence the transition
temperature of a TES is ill defined because it is strongly current dependent and
increasingly so as the TES size is reduced. We find that the strength of the
order parameter changes in the plane of the TES film over many tens of µm.
This is interpreted as a longitudinal proximity effect from the leads and lat-
eral inverse proximity effect from the added N structures. These effects become
more pronounced as the superconducting lead separation L and the normal-
metal structure separation distance s are reduced. Theoretical attempts to
explain the TES transition using fluctuation superconductivity models assume
a uniform superconductor and fail to account for the in-plane variations of the
average order parameter strength. By using the measured Ic(T ) for a weak-
link we can account for the width of the resistive transition in our TESs and
presumably in other TESs.
In addition to better understanding the physics of large TESs, many of our
findings are vital to the development of TESs of smaller size. Motivating factors
for smaller TES applications include: increased sensitivity to lower energy pho-
tons (because of smaller heat capacity), reduced noise in microwave bolometer
applications, and developing higher density TES arrays for applications across
the EM spectrum.
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of measured critical current versus temperature for
devices with and without added Au structures for L ranging from 8 to 130
µm. Vertical line is the intrinsic transition temperature of the Mo/Au bilayer
Tci ≈ 171 mK (no LoPE or LaiPE). Open markers connected with solid lines
are for square devices with no added Au structures (LoPE only). Solid markers
connected with dotted lines are for square devices with three Au fingers and/or
Au banks along the edges (LoPE and LaiPE). Notice that the L = 29 µm
devices with and without fingers have the same slope on the semi-log plot. The
same slope is also seen for the L = 130 and 8 µm devices with and without Au
structures. In addition to the Ic(T ) scaling, further evidence that TESs, even
with added Au structures, are weak-links is exhibited in the inset showing clear
Josephson-like oscillations of the critical current with applied magnetic field.
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Tc [K]
Rsq [Ohm] 0.1 0.2 0.5 R(T)/Rn=
0.01 2.6E-05 5.3E-05 1.3E-04
0.02 4.2E-05 8.4E-05 2.1E-04 T-Tc [K] 0.90
0.01 4.4E-05 8.7E-05 2.2E-04
0.02 6.9E-05 1.4E-04 3.5E-04 T-Tc [K] 0.95
0.01 1.3E-04 2.6E-04 6.5E-04
0.02 2.1E-04 4.2E-04 1.0E-03 T-Tc [K] 0.99
0.01 6.1E-04 1.2E-03 3.1E-03
0.02 9.7E-04 1.9E-03 4.8E-03 T-Tc [K] 0.999
1-dimensional AL Fluctuations
Purple is the number of Kelvin above Tc at which the resistance will equal
R(T)/Rn due to Aslamazov-Larkin fluctuations assuming no pair breaking.
It assumes the TES is a 1D system. Rsq is 0.01 and 0.02 ohms.  The film 
thickness is 200nm.
Assumes width equal to the zero temperature coherence lenght ~ 1um.
Figure 5.5: Expected temperature above Tc at which the resistance is a fraction
of its normal state from 2d AL fluctuations. Left column values of the Mo/Au
resistance per square Rsq, bilayer transition temperatures of 100, 200, and 500
mK; for the fraction of the normal state resistance shown on the right.
Tc [K]
Rsq [Ohm] 0.1 0.2 0.5 R(T)/Rn=
0.01 1.4E-07 2.7E-07 6.8E-07
0.02 2.7E-07 5.5E-07 1.4E-06 T-Tc [K] 0.90
0.01 2.9E-07 5.8E-07 1.4E-06
0.02 5.8E-07 1.2E-06 2.9E-06 T-Tc [K] 0.95
0.01 1.5E-06 3.0E-06 7.5E-06
0.02 3.0E-06 6.0E-06 1.5E-05 T-Tc [K] 0.99
0.01 1.5E-05 3.0E-05 7.6E-05
0.02 3.0E-05 6.1E-05 1.5E-04 T-Tc [K] 0.999
2-dimensional AL Fluctuations
Purple is the number of Kelvin above Tc at which the resistance will equal
R(T)/Rn due to Aslamazov-Larkin fluctuations assuming no pair breaking.
It assumes the TES is a 2D system.
Figure 5.6: Expected temperature above Tc at which the resistance is a fraction
of its normal stat from 2d AL fl tuation . Left column values of the Mo/Au
resistance per square Rsq, bilayer transition temperatures of 100, 200, and 500
mK; for the fraction of the normal state resistance shown on the right.
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Figure 5.7: Log-log plot of the critical length sc versus temperature T . Nominal
values for our bilayer Mo/Au TESs are used for the electronic diffusivity and
intrinsic bilayer transition temperature. We show the full solution equation 5.7
(solid lines) and approximate form for T near Tc (dotted lines) for values of the
coherence length ranging from 1 to 10 microns.
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Tc(s=!,L)
L -
-L
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s
Tc(s,L)
29um L = 110 um
L=
Figure 5.8: Size of the shift in the effective Tc for devices with added Au struc-
tures versus the separation distance s, from Ic(T ) measurements (red solid bow-
tie markers) and all other markers from RT measurements. The 40 samples
cover many different bilayers and different pixel designs with different sizes L,
separation s, number of Au fingers, and Au absorber stem structures. The
scaling that is observed takes into account the measured change in Tc from the
longitudinal lead proximity effect Tc(s = ∞, L) minus the measured combined
effect including the lateral inverse proximity effect of the Au structures and the
longitudinal proximity effect of the leads Tc(s, L). The longitudinal proximity
effect gave an effective Tc increase scaling approximately like the inverse sepa-
ration squared (∼ 1/L2).[1] Above we find the effective Tc decrease due to the
lateral inverse proximity effect is well approximated by the inverse separation
squared (∼ 1/s2). The black solid circles are calculated using Eq. (5.7) with the
superconductor and normal-metal diffusivities DS = 0.09 m2/s and DN = 2DS ,
consistent with the values determined in the text. The solid line shows the de-
pendence using the near Tc approximation which departs from the solid circles
at the smaller s values. Microscope pictures with arrows pointing to data points
are shown for devices with very different L values but similar s values, both of
which are consistent with Eq. (5.7). The arrow for the L = 29 µm is pointing
to the × and © markers, and the L = 110 µm is pointing to the 4 marker.
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Figure 5.9: Evidence for potentially similar scaling in Mo/Cu bilayer TESs with
Mo/Cu/Cu interdigitated fingers. We took the reported transition temperatures
for 4 devices and subtracted the longitudinal proximity effect out and approxi-
mated the size of s from a picture in the paper. Applying our LaiPE model we
find the three points do have scaling with s seems similar to the scaling in the
Mo/Au TESs we measure.
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Figure 5.10: Normalized critical current versus applied magnetic field measured
for square L = 16µm devices with and without Au banks along the edges.
The lower graph plots the same data on a log scale showing that oscillations
for the device with Au banks are present but greatly suppressed relative to
the no banks device. Notice that the addition of banks suppresses the height
of the higher-order oscillations consistent with the lateral inverse proximity ef-
fect model having an order parameter and maximum critical current density
suppressed at the edges and a maximum in between.
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Figure 5.11: Calculated Kx(y) versus y for the L = 16 µm with and without Au
banks from the Ic(B) measurements of Fig. 5.10 as explained in the text. The
integrated area is larger for the no Au banks as compared to the device with
Au banks because the Ic is larger.
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Au deposited on heated Mo at Ts
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Voids in Au layer
Ts=115°C
Ts=30°C
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Figure 5.12: SEM images of the film surface for 3 different samples consisting of
a 50 nm thick electron-beam evaporated Mo with 100 nm of Au deposited on top.
The substrate temperatures Ts for the Au deposition was held at three different
temperatures. All three images have the same length scale. The standard bilayer
TES process heats the substrate for the Mo deposition then waits for the stage
to cool before depositing the Au layer (typically a Au layer thickness of about
200 nm). The Ts = 30 ◦C image shows a continuous 100 nm thick Au layer
surface. The Ts = 115 ◦C sample shows clear voids in the Au film (the regions
of exposed Mo surface are dark colored). The Ts = 265 ◦C sample shows a
distribution of small isolated Au islands ranging in size from a few microns to
200 nm from visual inspection of SEM images.
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Figure 5.13: (a) and (b) SEM images of Au islands on the Mo surface with
Ts = 265◦C for two different scales. (c) a three-dimensional schematic showing
isolated Au islands on the Mo surface and some examples of the length s for
conduction paths from left to right. (d) a table of results comparing the Tc and
transition width ∆Tc measured for a plain Mo sample and the pictured surface
of the Mo sample with Au islands. The Au islands lower T − c and broaden the
transition width ∆Tc.
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Figure 5.14: RT data for L = 110 µm devices from the same bilayer with no Au
structures and with a Au absorber stem spanning the entire TES width that is
4 µm thick and 22.5 µm in the direction of current flow. Adding Au structures
again causes a reduction in Tc and in this case a broad resistive transition
and a low-temperature resistive tail, ∼ 100 times larger than the resistance
across the Au stem in the normal state. The high-temperature region is fit to
the normal-state slope model for longitudinal proximity effect and the lower-
temperature resistive tale is fit to a model using the temperature dependence
of the quasiparticle diffusion length. The fit values are in mks units.
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Figure 5.15: Resistance versus temperature on a log scale for the wide (22.5
µm) and narrow (15 µm) stem devices along with a sample of the same bilayer
with no added N structures. The green curves are the data from figure 5.14
for a different Mo/Au bilayer with a lower Tci. The horizontal arrows show the
added N structures lower the temperature of the R/RN = 0.5. The higher Tci
for the bilayer in the orange set of curves allows for a smaller accessible reduced
temperature. At much lower temperatures the wide stem device does have its
resistance decrease to much lower values.
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Figure 5.16: Resistance versus temperature on a log scale for the wide (22.5
µm) and narrow (15 µm) stem devices. The normal state resistance, ignoring
the pinching of field lines from the change in thickness, gives a lower bound
estimate of the resistance if the stem structure remained normal metal of 12
and 18 µΩ for the narrow and wide stems respectively. On the log scale we do
see the resistance trend is followed below 10 µΩ suggesting it is possible that
the resistance vanishes.
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Figure 5.17: Schematic with exaggerated thicknesses of composite TES device
structure for which the lengths s and L can be changed to change the transi-
tion temperature and transition width of the TES. The substrate is body 101,
higher Tc leads are bodies 108 and 110, the TES body is 102, and the added Au
structures are 112 and 114. In general the TES body 102 could be a supercon-
ducting material with Tci less than the higher Tc leads transition temperature,
an N/S bilayer, a magnetically doped superconductor, or even a normal metal
with Tci = 0.
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Chapter 6
Critical Current Magnetic
Field Dependence, Ic(B)
6.1 Josephson Effect
6.1.1 Superconducting Order Parameter
The order parameter for the superconducting phase transition is found to be
the quantum wavefunction describing the system of paired electrons. This single
wavefunction is associated with a macroscopic number of electrons which are
assumed to condense in the same quantum state, i.e. a single macroscopic
quantum state. The wavefunction describes the Cooper pairs with effective
mass m∗ and effective charge e∗ twice the electron mass and charge respectively,
m∗ = 2me and e∗ = 2e. The macroscopic state of Cooper pairs of an isolated
superconductor can then be described as a whole by a wave function of functional
form
ψ =
√
ρ eiφ, (6.1)
where φ is the quantum phase common to all particles and ρ is the pair
density in macrostate | k〉, such that,
〈k | ψ∗ψ | k〉 = |ψ|2 = ρ. (6.2)
In this context the electric current density ~J is the quantum mechanical
probability current, and in the presence of a magnetic vector potential ~A, is
written
~J =
e∗
m∗
[
i~
2
(ψ∇ψ∗ − ψ∗∇ψ)− e∗ ~A |ψ|2
]
. (6.3)
Substituting the pair wave function in Eq. 6.1 gives for the current density
~J = −ρ e
m
(
~∇φ+ 2 e ~A
)
. (6.4)
The above Eq. 6.4 shows that the current flowing in a bulk superconductor is
related to the gradient of the superconducting phase.
A superconductor cooled below its phase transition temperature Tc breaks lo-
cal gauge symmetry (U(1)-symmetry) whereby a macroscopic quantity of paired-
electrons assume a common phase value φ(~r). This superconducting phase tran-
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sition is characterized by a complex order parameter
Ψ = Ψ(~r) = |Ψ(~r)|ei φ(~r) (6.5)
representing a macroscopic wave function of the superconductor. An exciting
feature of the of the superconducting state is the property of quantum phase
coherence over macroscopic distances. The superconducting state posses long
range ordering of the quantum phase and as a consequence it is possible to
observed quantum interference effects. Immeasurablitity of the quantum wave-
function derives from a physical inability to measure absolute phase of the wave-
function. Though it is not physically possible to measure the absolute phase
of the wavefunction (and therefore the phase of an isolated superconductor),
measurements of relative phase changes are possible. If you assign an arbitrary
value of the phase at a point in the superconductor then the phase throughout
the rest of the isolated superconductor is fixed in accordance to equation 6.4.
Two isolated superconductors when cooled through the transition will break
local gauge symmetry and each assumes an arbitrary value of the phase vari-
able, i.e. the phase of superconductor a φa(~r) and the phase in superconductor
b φb(~r) are independent. Though each superconductor will independently as-
sume a value of the phase at a reference point they both have changes in the
phase variable throughout the superconductor in accordance with equation 6.4.
Josephson considered, what if the two isolated superconductors are brought to-
gether such that they are weakly connected and there exists a region in space in
which the wavefunctions overlap. Josepshon then asked ”if we fixed the value
of the order parameter phase at a point in superconductor a is the value of the
phase in the supercondutor b still independent?” The answer is No, the two
weakly coupled superconductors have their phases correlated. In other words, if
at a point in superconductor a we call r0 we set the phase φa(~r0) ≡ 0 this des-
ignation impacts the phase of the weakly coupled superconductor b φb(~r). This
transmission of phase information between weakly coupled superconductors is
found to occur when the superconductors are weakly coupled across an insu-
lator, normal metal, geometric constriction, point contact, grain boundary, or
other regions of weakened superconductivity, by for instance radiation damage
or by the proximity effect of a nearby normal metal. The phases characterizing
the two weakly coupled superconductors is neither the same (as when perfectly
connected) nor independent of one another (as when completely separated).
We will derive in section 6.1.3 the equations describing the phase dependence
between two weakly coupled superconductors know as the Josephson equations.
In the above discussion the phase variables φa and φb are treated as having
well defined values. The phase variable has as its conjugate variable in quantum
mechanics the particle number N transversing the junction. From the wave-
particle duality feature of quantum mechanics derives Heisenberg uncertainty
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relations between conjugate variables. The φ and N uncertainty relations is
∆N ∆φ & 1 (6.6)
The above inequality is a fundamental indeterminacy relation limiting the pre-
cision of a simultaneous defined N and φ of the system. For macroscopic junc-
tions the particle number N is very larger (N ∼ 1022) therefore both φ and
N have very small fractional uncertainties and both variables can be treated
as quasiclassical variables. Treating N and φ quasiclassically breaks down for
small isolated superconducting grains or islands. For such small samples when
a particle number measurement is made the system collapses to a particle num-
ber eigenstate |N〉 with undefined phase. The superconducting systems we are
studying constitute large systems allowing us to treat the phase quasi-classically.
6.1.2 Flux Quantization
Before examining weakly coupled superconductors we first examine the con-
sequence of requiring the macroscopic wavefunction to be single-valued at all
points. Consider a hollow superconducting cylinder in a uniform magnetic field
along the cylinders axial direction. The cylinder has strongly coupled supercon-
ductivity throughout and no weakly connected regions. We assume the Meisner
screening currents are concentrated at the cylinder’s surface and penetrate into
the superconductor the relatively small distance of order the London penetra-
tion depth from the surface. Inside the superconducting material away from
the surfaces the current is then zero. With ~J = 0 inside the superconductor
equation 6.4 becomes
∇φ = q
~
~A (6.7)
If we now take a line integral along a closed loop path inside the supercon-
ductor we have ∮
∇φ · d` = q
~
∮
~A · d` (6.8)
Because the macroscopic wave function must be single valued the phase
integral must be zero or an integral multiple of 2pi,
q
~
∮
~A · d~`= 2pi n (6.9)
where n is an integer. By Stokes theorem we can convert the line integral to
a surface integral over the curl of the vector field and then using the definitions
of the magnetic vector potential and magnetic flux∮
~A · d` =
∫
∇ · ~A · d~S =
∫
B · d~S ≡ Φ (6.10)
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Combining equations 6.10 and 6.9 we find the flux inside the cylinder obeys,
Φ = n
h
2e
= nΦ0. (6.11)
A consequence of the above flux quantization is as the applied field increases
the total flux threading the inside of the superconducting cylinder will also
increase but not continuously. The total flux inside the hollow superconducting
cylinder will increase in integral steps of one flux quantum. Measurements of
this type were used to provide evidence that the wave function describes pairs
of electrons because the quantized field has charge increments of 2e (twice the
electron charge).
6.1.3 Feynman’s 2-Level System Josephson Effect
Derivation
In this section we introduce the Josephson equations following a derivation pre-
sented by Feynman. [3] From Eq. 6.1 we write the pair wave functions for the
two weakly coupled superconductors, superconductor a and superconductor b,
as
ψa =
√
ρae
iφa (6.12)
and
ψb =
√
ρbe
iφb (6.13)
respectively. And φa and φb are the quantum phase values in a and b respec-
tively.
The dynamics of the two wavefunctions ψa and ψb are then determined by
the following coupled Schorodinger equations:
i~
∂ψa
∂t
= µaψa +Kψb (6.14)
i~
∂ψb
∂t
= µbψb +Kψa (6.15)
where K is a constant representing the coupling across the junction and µa and
µb is the lowest energy state in superconductor a and b respectively. Substituting
equations 6.12 and 6.13 into the coupled Schrodinger equations above 6.14 and
6.15 gives
~
∂ρa
∂t
= −~∂ρb
∂t
= 2K
√
ρaρb sin(φb − φa) (6.16)
−~ ∂
∂t
(φa − φb) = µb − µa (6.17)
The two equations above represent the two governing equations for the
Josephson effect. We next express them in a more familiar form by apply-
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ing a few substitutions. The time derivative of the pair density describes the
current I flowing across the junction therefore I = ∂ρa∂t = −∂ρb∂t . When a volt-
age V is applied across the junction the lowest energy states shift by an amount
µb − µa = 2e V . We define the phase difference between superconductor a and
superconductor b as φ = φb−φa. We collect constants and define the maximum
critical current I0 = 2K
√
ρaρb / ~. With these substitutions equations 6.16 and
6.17 become
I = I0 sinφ (6.18)
and
∂φ
∂t
=
2e V
~
(6.19)
and are referred to as the first and second Josepshon equation respectively.
6.1.4 The DC and AC Josephson Effect
Examination of the combined Josephson relations shows that it is possible to
pass a DC current across the junction without dissipation (zero voltage drop
across the junction) provided the current is less than I0. The phase difference
across the junction for a given DC current will adjust according to Eq. 6.18.
If we solve equation 6.19 for the time dependence of the phase we have
φ(t) = 2e V0~ t + t0. Then setting t0 = 0 and substituting into equation 6.18
we find if we apply a DC bias voltage V0 across the junction (or if we apply a
current bias in excess of I0)
I = I0 sin
(
2e V0
~
t
)
. (6.20)
This is called the AC Josephson effect. A DC voltage V0 applied to a junction
causes an Josephson current oscillating at the Josephson frequency
f =
2eV0
h
(6.21)
where 2e/h ≈ 483.6 GHz/mV. This relation has found utility in metrology e.g.
the Volt unit is defined in terms of Josephson frequency.
6.1.5 Resistively Shunted Junction Model (RSJ-model)
An equivalent circuit model of a Josephson junction is found by as the parallel
combination of a resistor, capacitor, and current source. This is commonly
referred to as the resistive and capacitive shunted junction model (RCSJ) or
alternatively as the (RSJ) model when the capacitance is negligible. With an
applied bias current we write it as the sum of the current through the three
parallel connected elements as
I =
V
RN
+ C
∂V
∂t
+ Ic sinφ. (6.22)
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The terms being the quasiparticle, displacement, and Josephson current. When
the capacitance is large the junctions are said to be underdamped and the
IV exhibits hysteresis. On the other had, SNS structures, having intrinsically
small capacitances, have nonhysteretic IVs and are said to be overdamped. In
the overdamped case by applying the 1st and 2nd Josephson equation to the
RSJ circuit we have,
∂φ
∂t
2e
~
IcRN
(
I
Ic
− sinφ
)
. (6.23)
The we integrate to equation 6.23 to obtain the time average DC result,
V =

0 for I < Ic
IcRN
√(
I
Ic
)2
− 1 for I > Ic
(6.24)
The RSJ model current-voltage relation is parabolic at biases near Ic, and ap-
proaches an Ohmic V = IRN law at larger biases.
6.1.6 Josephson Coupling Energy
It follows from the Josephson equations that work must be done on an junction
to advance the phase difference across the junction from say φ = 0 to φ = pi as
there is a voltage and current. This work done by the current source is stored
as potential energy called the Josephson coupling energy EJ . Using the two
Josephson equations we express the Josephson coupling energy as
Ej =
∫
JV dt =
~I0
2e
∫
sinφdφ = −~I0
2e
cosφ+ constant (6.25)
The constant is found by choosing the zero energy to be when the there is
no current flowing across the junction which occurs when the phase difference
across the junction is multiple of 2pi; EJ = 0 for φ = 2pin where n is an integer.
Therefore the Josephson coupling energy expression becomes
Ej = −~I02e (1− cosφ) (6.26)
To observe the DC Josephson effect this coupling energy must be sufficiently
large compared to the thermal energy to maintain phase coupling across the
junction. This implies a characteristic Josephson temperature TJ equating the
the thermal energy and EJ
kBTJ =
~I0
2e
(6.27)
At temperatures T > TJ thermal fluctuations wash out the phase coherence
across the junction, no Josephson current is observed, and the junction will
appear normal. From equation 6.27, to see the DC Josephson effect at T = 100
mK requires a value of I0 greater than 4 nA.
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We recognize that the current flowing in a bulk superconductor is related
to the gradient of the phase φ. Analogously for weakly coupled superconductor
the 1st Josephson equation shows that a current flows when there is a phase
difference between the superconductors (I 6= 0 for φ 6= 2pin where n is an
integer). The difference between strong and weak coupling limits is seen when
we consider fixing the phase in supercondutor a while increasing the phase in
superconductor b. If the coupling between superconductor a and b is a strong
link (e.g. for a superconducting wire) then a gradient in the phase will develop
in space along with an associate current, as the phase continues to increase the
strong link will not return to the original state. However if superconductor a
and superconductor b are weakly linked then as the phase in b φb is increased
relative to phase in a φa, the current will return to its original state whenever
the phase difference is a multiple of 2pi.
6.1.7 Two Josephson Junctions Connected in Parallel
When two Josephson junctions are connected in a closed loop the rules for flux
quantization also apply and an extremely sensitive quantum limited sensor of
magnetic field changes is formed called a Superconducting Quantum Interference
Device or SQUID. A SQUID is able to measure changes in magnetic flux a small
fraction of a flux quantum. The magnetic flux quantum Φ0 = h2e ≈ 2.07 ×
10−15 is rather small. In Earth’s magnetic field a 5 µm diameter circular loop
encloses approximately one flux quantum. SQUIDs are capable of measuring
small changes in magnetic field of order 10−11 T or about 5 millionths the
Earth’s field.
Consider a SQUID consisting of a superconducting ring centered about the
origin and two Josephson junctions located at y = +1 and y = −1, see fig-
ure 6.1. We call the superconductor half ring for the negative x “1” and the
superconductor half ring for +x “2”. We derive the SQUID behavior by assum-
ing the effect of the current is negligible except at the junctions, take as our
path integral a loop path deep inside the superconductor and apply the the flux
quantization condition.
Summing the phase changes around a closed loop interior to the supercon-
ductors using ∫
~∇φ · ~`= 2e
~
∫
~A · d~` (6.28)
we have
φa 1 +
2e
~
∫ b1
a1
~A · d~`+
∫ b2
b1
~∇φ · d~`+ 2e
~
∫ a2
b2
~A · d~`+
∫ a1
a2
~∇φ · ~d` = φa 1. (6.29)
Let’s define the phase difference across a junction as right superconductor
minus left superconductor therefore the phase difference from φa = φa 2 − φa 1
and φb = φb 2 − φb 1.
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Figure 6.1: Labeled diagram of two Josephson junctions a and b connected in
parallel forming a SQUID device.
φa 1 +
2e
~
∫ b1
a1
~A · d~`− φb + 2e~
∫ a2
b2
~A · d~`+ φa = φa 1 (6.30)
Assume our field is directed in the z-direction such that ~B = Bzˆ. A suitable
gauge choice is then ~A = Bxyˆ therefore the line integrals vanish along the
x-direction and simplify to
2e
~
BWL
2
− φb + 2e~
BWL
2
+ φa = 0 (6.31)
2e
~
BWL− φb + φa = 0 (6.32)
2e
~
Φ− φb + φa = 0 (6.33)
Where we have recognized that the flux through the loop Φ = BWL.
The current injected into the SQUID I is divided between the two junction
paths such that I = I0 a sinφa + I0 b sinφb. If we assume each junction a and b
are the same such that maximum critical current I0 a = I0 b ≡ I0 we have
I = I0 sinφa + I0 sin
(
φa +
2eΦ
~
)
(6.34)
or
I = I0
[
sin(φa) + sin
(
φa + 2pi
Φ
Φ0
)]
. (6.35)
The total current is maximized with respect to choice of phase. The current
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is maximized when
φa =
1
2
pi − pi Φ
Φ0
(6.36)
and
φb =
1
2
pi + pi
Φ
Φ0
(6.37)
.
Then the maximum current can be expressed as,
Ic = 2I0
∣∣∣∣cos(pi ΦΦ0
)∣∣∣∣ . (6.38)
Equation 6.38 is the optical analogue of Young’s two slit interference pattern.
The φa is an unknown function of Φ that adjusts as needed to maximize the
total current.
6.1.8 The Josephson Effect in an Applied Magnetic Field
In the presence of an applied magnetic field the phase difference across a Joseph-
son junction or weak link changes along its width. The way in which the phase
difference changes is found by employing the condition that the wave function
must be a single-valued function. Therefore the phase of ψ around any closed
loop can only change by an integer number of 2pi since:
φ =
√
ρeiφ =
√
ρei(φ+2pin) (6.39)
where n is an integer. A loop with a non-zero phase change corresponds to
magnetic flux in the loop.
Since the phase difference is changing along the width of the junction so
too will the supercurrent through the barrier by the 1st Josephson equation,
I = I0 sinφ. The magnetic field perpendicular to the current flowing across the
junction will modulate the critical current.
We next derive the field dependence of the Josephson critical current for a
single junction. We assume that the width of the junction is small relative to
the Josephson penetration depth which insures that the only signficant magnetic
field in the junction is the uniform applied field and that the self-field from the
Josephson current through the junction is negligible.
By integrating probability current 6.4 for a bulk superconductor we find the
phase difference between any two points 1 and 2 may be written:
φ2 − φ1 =
∫ 2
1
~∇φ · d~`= − 2pi
Φ0
∫ 2
1
γ ~J · d~`− 2pi
Φ0
∫ 2
1
~A · d~` (6.40)
with γ ≡ m∗/(n∗ q∗2) = µ0 λ2L. The gauge invariant phase difference across a
weak link is
φ2,1 =
[
φ2(~r2)− φ1(~r1)
]
− 2pi
Φ0
∫ ~r2
~r1
~A(~r) · d~` (6.41)
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where ~r1 and ~r2 are points on superconductor-barrier interface on the surface of
superconductor 1 and 2 respectively. That is the points ~r1 and ~r2 are on opposite
sides of the barrier or weak-link. If the origin is in the center of the barrier the
current flows in the xˆ direction with a barrier or weak-link length separating
the electrodes L and a full width W going from y = −W/2 to y = W/2. With
a uniform applied field in the zˆ direction we can express the integral end points
as ~r1 =
(− L/2, y1) and ~r2 = (L/2, y2).
If the problem is nonlocal than the Josephson current at y1 is
~Js(y1) =
∫ W/2
−W/2
f(φ(y1, y2)) dy2. (6.42)
with f a function of the superconductor phase difference φ(y1, y2) between y1
and y2. The nonlocal interaction means the Josephson current density at po-
sition y1 on superconductor 1 is composed of the integrated contributions of
many positions from the opposite side of the barrier as experessed in the inte-
gral over y2 in equation 6.42. However, because Josephson tunneling is local
in a junction, we have y1 = y2 meaning that for any point along the barrier
the Josephson current is determined by the phase difference directly across the
barrier. The local relationship then simplifies equation 6.42 to
~Js(y1) = f(φ(y1)) (6.43)
where φ(y1) is the phase difference between the two superconductors at y = y1.
At any point on the barrier the Josephson current is determine by the phase
difference directly across the barrier.
With locality equation 6.41 becomes,
φy =
[
φ2(y)− φ1(y)
]
− 2pi
Φ0
∫ 2
1
~A(~r) · d~` (6.44)
We proceed to solve for Ic(B) for a single junction in a manner similar to
the derivation for a SQUID. We choose a path integral that will simplify the
integration. The geometry of the single junction we are considering is shown in
figure6.2 (a). The contours for integration are chosen considering the following
effects. Portions of path d~` perpendicular to ~J or ~A are zero. All paths in
the superconductors are taken to be sufficiently far inside the superconductors
(many times the penetration depth) such that the screening currents are small
and the only current in this region is the Josephson current.
We assume the field is applied in the zˆ-direction ~B = Bzˆ. Using the def-
inition of the magnetic vector potential, ~B = ~∇ × ~A, and gauge choice we
have ~A = −Byxˆ. The applied magnetic field penetrates a distance of order
the penetration depth λL and λR for the left and right superconductors respec-
tively(dashed line of figure 6.2 (a). The field is approximately constant inside
the barrier regions and drops off exponentially over the characteristic lengths
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Figure 6.2: Typical sandwich (a) and edge (b) Josephson junction geometries.
Green arrows are directions of screening currents in the superconducting elec-
trodes when a field ~B is applied in the positive zˆ. Blue loop’s are the path
integral loops used to calculate the expected Fraunhofer Ic(B) pattern in (a)
and the results calculate by Moshe et al, Clem, Rosenthal et al., and Humphries
et al. for edge geometries.
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λL and λR. Inside the left and right superconductors away from the edges for
large |x| the B is zero and A is a constant.
Evaluation of the integral for the path a → b → c → d we can find the
phase difference inside the superconductor on the right side of the barrier from
equation 6.40 gives,
φR(y) = φR0 +
2e
~
(−1)AR∞(y − y0). (6.45)
Where φR0 is the phase in the right superconductor at reference point y0
and points b and c are taken to be locate far from the barrier at x = +∞.
Similarly for the left side we find the integration from a′ → b′ → c′ → d′
gives
φL(y) = φL0 +
2e
~
(−1)AL∞(y − y0). (6.46)
Where φL0 is the phase in the left superconductor at reference point y0 and
points b′ and c′ are taken to be locate far from the barrier at x = −∞.
The phase difference across the barrier is then
φ(y) = φR(y)− φL(y) (6.47)
φ(y) = φ0 +
2e
~
(AL∞ −AR∞) (6.48)
where φ0 = φL(y0) − φR(y0) being the difference of two reference phases
becomes just another reference phase relative to the phase difference across the
junction φ(y).
We now rewrite (AL∞ −AR∞) by considering a similar contour but with it
spanning nearly the full width coming close to the edges but no so close that
the screening currents are significant, and also crossing the barrier region. The
line integral of the vector potential around a closed loop equals the amount of
flux through the loop,
Φ =
∫
S
~B · (nˆ da) =
∫
S
(~∇× ~A) · (nˆ da) =
∮
C
~A · d~`. (6.49)
The line integral along this loop a → b → c → d → d′ → c′ → b′ → a′ → a
is then
Φ = W (AL∞ −AR∞). (6.50)
Substitution of equation 6.50 into 6.48 gives how the phase varies across the
width of the junction,
φ(y) = φ0 +
2pi
W
Φ
Φ0
y. (6.51)
If we assume a sinusoidal current phase relation then the super current across
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the junction is
I =
∫
Jc(y, z) sin[φ(y)] dy dz (6.52)
For the most generality a spatially dependent maximum Josephson current
Jc(y, z) is included in the above expression. Assuming the problem is uniform
in the zˆ direction we can substitute the sheet current density across the barrier
Kx(y) =
∫ t
0
Jc(y, z)dz = Jc(y) t. With the substitution k = 2pitB/Φ0 the phase
dependence across the junction becomes, φ(y) = ky + φ0.
The total current across the barrier is then written,
I(k, φ0) =
∫ W/2
−W/2
Kx(y) sin(ky + φ0) dy (6.53)
or equivalently, since since Kc(y) is real,
I(k, φ0) = Im
{
eiφ0
∫ W/2
−W/2
Kx(y) e+iky dy
}
. (6.54)
The largest dissipationless Josephson current that can cross the barrier for
a certain applied field B is found by maximizing I(k, φ0) with respect to the
reference phase difference φ0 giving,
I(k) =
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ W/2
−W/2
Kx(y) e+iky dy
∣∣∣∣∣. (6.55)
Because the Josephson current density is zero outside the strip (Kx(y) = 0
for |y| > W/2) we integrate over all y without loss of generality giving,
I(k) =
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ +∞
−∞
Kx(y) e+iky dy
∣∣∣∣∣. (6.56)
We immediately recognize that equation 6.56 states that the maximum Joseph-
son current at a given applied field is the modulus of the inverse Fourier trans-
form of the maximum sheet current density distribution. For a uniform max-
imum Josephson current density across the barrier we have Kx(y) = K0 for
|y| ≤ W/2 and Kx(y) = 0 for |y| > W/2. Applying equation 6.56 we find for
the uniform current distribution,
Ic(Φ) = I0(0)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
sin
(
pi ΦΦ0
)
(
pi ΦΦ0
)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ (6.57)
With the definition ν ≡ ΦΦ0 , the junction critical current follows an |sinc(piν)|
functional dependence with applied magnetic field. This Ic(B) dependence is
analogous to the familiar Fraunhofer single slit diffraction pattern in optics (the
spatial dependence of the light intensity actually follows a sinc squared func-
tion). Measurements of Josephson coupled structures obeying such an oscilla-
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tory Ic(B) form are said to follow a Fraunhofer interference pattern or exhibits
Fraunhofer oscillations.
6.1.9 Ic(B) and Jx(y) relationship
A important factor in manufacturing Josephson junction devices of high quality
is to control junction uniformity. The transport properties over a junction or
weak link can be influenced by local microstructure. Variations in the maximum
Josephson current density Jx(y) across a junction has been investigated using
low temperature scanning electron microscopy and laser scanning microscopy.
The current distribution is inferred from the change in measured voltage as the
beam is moved along the junction. This technique is only sensitive to large
changes in current density and is averaged over a spatial distance of order a
micron.
An alternate method for determining Jx(y) across a junction uses the mea-
sured critical current versus applied magnetic field Ic(B) pattern. For small
junctions satisfying the width W < λJ the magnetic field contribution from the
current crossing the junction is considered negligible and we may then assume
that the field over the junction is constant. If the current phase relationship
across the junction is sinusoidal the modulus of Fourier transform of Jx(y) over
the width gives the measured Ic(B). We have,
Ic(B) =
∣∣∣∣∫ +∞−∞ Jx(y)eiφ(y)dy
∣∣∣∣ (6.58)
with φ(y) = k y + φ0 and k = 2piLeffB/Φ0. In the case where Jx(y) is uni-
form across the boundary the measured Ic(B) pattern is the modulus of a sinc
function.
Inverse Fourier transforming Ic(B) to obtain Jx(y) requires knowledge of
both the phase and modulus. Determing Jx(y) from the measured modulus
Ic(B) is possible if the missing phase information φ(k) is restored. This will be
discussed more in the next chapter when we present measurements.
6.1.10 Josephson Oscillation Period δB
Equation 6.57 exhibits critical current oscillations with applied magnetic field.
An Ic minima occurs whenever the total integrated flux threading the junction
or weak link Φ is an integral multiple of one magnetic flux quantum. We can
than say that a Josephson structure obeying equation 6.57 has an Ic oscillation
period δΦ following δΦ = 1.0 Φ0.
The Ic maxima envelope decreases with field as 1/B. With an applied field
B, Ic minima occur every
B =
nΦ0
Aeff
=
nΦ0
Wdeff
(6.59)
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where n is an integer and the effective area Aeff = W ∗ Leff with W the full
junction width and deff the effective length of field penetrating the junction.
For a junction this length is often written
deff = t+ λa + λb (6.60)
with t the junction thickness (e.g. the thickness of the insulator in a SaISb
junction) and λa and λb are the penetration depths for superconductor a and
superconductor b respectively. For a symmetric junction, with superconductor
a and b the same, Eq. 6.60 becomes
deff = t+ 2λ. (6.61)
The flux in the weak link Φ is related to the field distribution threading the
link ~B(x, y, z) and the spatial extend of the weakly coupled superconductivity
region.
Φ =
∫
~B · d~a. (6.62)
This flux is then written
Φ ≈
∫ ∫
Bz(x, y, z = 0) dx dy (6.63)
Where the integrals are taken in y over the full width and in x over the full
length of the weak link region. For a junction it is common to approximate
the field penetrating the weak link as a uniform in the barrier material and
decaying exponentially to zero inside the electrodes over a decay length λL for
each superconductor. Taking the field in the junction as approximately the
uniform applied field B then it is common to approximate flux in the weak link
as
Φ ≈ BW (d+ 2λ) (6.64)
In measurements we control the current through a wound coil of wire that
produces an approximately uniform applied field in the zˆ direction. However
the superconducting electrodes and junction can produce a screening current
response that makes the field nonuniform over the weak link.
Aeff is the area that when multiplied by the of the uniform applied B
(without any Meissner screening or flux focusing) gives the correct amount of
flux Φ threading the weak link. Because of the symmetry of our geometry and
the the width well defined we can write Aeff = deffW .
Equations 6.59 and 6.61 show that the Ic(B) pattern’s magnetic field period
is dependent upon the magnetic penetration depth which is in general a temper-
ature dependent quantity λ(T ). For Josephson junctions the insulator thickness
t is typically on the order of 1 nm, sufficiently small such that changes in λ is
a significant fraction of Leff . Measurements of the Ic(B) pattern’s period at
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different temperatures has been used as a sensitive probe measuring changes of
the penetration depth with temperature ∆λ(T ). This measurement can be used
to separate various unconventional superconducting oder parameter symmetry
models (e.g. low-Tc BCS s-wave versus high-Tc d-wave) which give different
∆λ(T ).
Determination of the magnitude of Leff is difficult for most Josephson junc-
tions (and Josephson weak-links) because the magnetic flux density threading
the junction is not the uniform applied field B. Superconductors Sa and Sb pro-
duce a Meissner screening current diamagnetic response to the applied B. The
field at the edges of the superconductors is then larger than the uniform applied
B by this flux focusing at the edges. Solving for the flux focused field through
the junction is a difficult calculation and is dependent upon the geometry of
the S regions. Despite the difficulty in measurement of the actual size of λ by
this method has been successfully used to measure how the penetration depth
changes with temperature ∆λ(T ).
LENGTH DEFINITIONS:
• L: the higher Tc lead separation length, (inner lead edge to opposite inner
lead edge). The full length in the xˆ direction (the direction of current
flow) of Mo/Au bilayer.
• W : the full width of the TES; the width of the Mo/Au bilayer.
• s: the minimum added Au structure separation distance, e.g. for banks
the inner banked edge to opposite inner bank edge separation distance,
for Au fingers the inner edge spacing of Au fingers.
• 2b: in the flux focusing model the length along xˆ direction of weak-link
that is being threaded by flux and approximated to produce no screening
currents.
• deff : The effective length in the hatx direction of weak link determined
from the measured Ic(B) oscillation period. For a uniform applied field B
total flux Φ through an area A is Φ = BA. For an Ic(B) period spacing
of δΦ = 1.0Φ0, using δΦ = δB Aeff = δB deffW . Therefore the deff
characteristic length for a measured δB is deff = 1.0Φ0δBW . Flux focusing
from the leads and TES makes deff larger than 2b.
• 2w: full separation length in the xˆ direction of the outer lead edge to
opposite outer lead edge.
• Leff : Characteristic separation length of the lead self field in the lead self
fielding model. In the context of the lead self fielding model the self field
is Blead self = −gI. For a given g assuming the leads are two parallel lines
approaching the TES from infinity then Leff ≡ µ/(pi g). For this case
Leff = 2w but when the geometry causes added lead self fielding then
Leff is less than 2w. This could also be called 2weff .
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• deff junction = λa+λb+d: this is the length igorning flux focusing from the
junction leads. This is the length of junction weak link that is threaded
by the applied field. This is most similar to the 2b for our weak link. In
our weak link geometry the penetration depth of the leads is small relative
to L In a junction λ is large relative to the insulator thickness d and is
significant. To get the total flux threading the weak link region we would
need to integrate over at least this length in the xˆ direction.
• d: length of a junction barrier or weak-link in the direction of current
flow. For an SIS junction d is the insulator thickness. For our devices the
analogousd would then be the length of Mo/Au bilayer L.
• t: spatial extent of a edge junction or sandwhich in the zˆ direction along
the direction of applied magnetic field. For an edge junction this would
be the film thickness, for a sandwich this thickness can be much larger.
In this section for the Josephson junction under investigation we have shown
that knowing the integrated field inside the junction between minima δBj and
the junction width W the effective length of weakly coupled superconductivity
deff is found by
Leff =
Φ0
δB W
(6.65)
In the earlier chapter describing the longitudinal proximity effect (LoPE) in
our thin film devices we show that the superconducting order is strong at the
higher Tc superconducting leads located at x = −L/2 and x = +L/2 with a
minima value in the TES along the line x = 0. In the next chapter we will show
measurements on our square TES devices showing clear Josephson oscillations
of the critical current with applied magnetic field. We would like to answer the
following questions:
1. What is Leff in our devices? (i.e. What is the length of weakly coupled
superconductivity in our devices?) Is the weakly superconducting region
confined to a very narrow region around x = 0 with a Leff . 1 µm? Or,
can Leff be much larger, perhaps even approaching the full lead-to-lead
separation distance (Leff ∼ L)?
2. Can we determine Leff from the measured Ic versus applied magnetic
field B oscillation period δB?
In order to determine Leff from δB we will need to: (a) calibrate the applied
magnetic field (determine the magnetic coil current to magnetic field at sample
position conversion factor) and (b) solve for the flux focusing (determine how
the applied field oscillation period δB relates the the actual integrated flux
threading the weak line region).
In the next two sections we discuss the field coil calibration and flux focusing
for our system.
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6.2 Applied Magnetic Field B Calibration
The coil current is converted to a magnetic field B at the sample position by
knowing the system geometry and application of Maxwell’s and London’s equa-
tions. The magnetic field at our sample position is not a simple field coil calcu-
lation because the sample and coil are located inside a superconducting Nb box.
Since our primary cryogenic test platform is an ADR it is important to shield
our sample from the magnetic field environment produced by the temperature
controlling ADR magnets. The sample sits inside a rectangular box machined
out of a Nb block which shields the sample from magnetic fields outside the Nb
box. The field from the coil inside the Nb box induces screening currents in
the Nb box surface distributed such that the boundary condition that the field
component normal to the superconducting surface vanishes. The geometry of
the Nb box is highly rectangular with the near walls normal to the coil axis
much closer than the other box walls. This allows us to approximate our setup
as a wire wound coil between two parallel superconducting plates that extend
to infinity (the coil plane is also parallel to plate planes). We have solved this
problem using the method of images.
The method of images capitalizes on the uniqueness theorem, the property
that a solution to Maxwell’s equations for a region that satisfies all boundary
conditions bounding that region is the unique solution for that region. First
consider one coil positioned at z = c with its axis normal to a superconducting
plate at z = 0. The ~B(~r) solution for z > 0 consists of the field from the coil
at z = c plus the field of an image coil identical but for an opposite chirality
positioned at z = −c. To model our experimental setup we now add a second
superconducting plate located at z = d. The general solution to our problem is
again found by the method of images but here an infinite number of image coils
are needed. The exact closed form solution is given in equation 6.66. In figure
6.3 the setup is shown with length variables labeled for the first 8 image coils.
We find the on-axis solution for the field from a coil in between two infinite
superconducting plates can be written as an infinite sum.
Bz =
1
2
µ0NIR
2
{[
R2 + (z − c)2
]− 32
+
∞∑
n=1
{
−
[
R2 + (z + 2(n− 1)d+ c)2
]− 32
−
[
R2 + (z − 2dn+ c)2
]− 32
+
[
R2 + (z − 2dn− c)2
]− 32
+
[
R2 + (z − 2dn− c)2
]− 32 }}
(6.66)
For equation 6.66 I is the coil current, N is the number of turns for the
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Method of images
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Figure 6.3: Method of images calculation of a field coil between two parallel
superconducting plates. The superconducting plates are positioned at z = 0
and z = d and coil positioned between plates at z = c. The location and
chirality of the first 8 image coils are shown for the solution for the magnetic
field inside the superconducting plates. The on axis solution is given by equation
6.66.
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On axis field calculation of a current loop
in a Superconducting Box
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Figure 6.4: Convergence of magnetic field solution with number of image coils
given in equation 6.66. With only four image coils the the on axis solution
differs from the inifinite sum solution of equation 6.66 by less than 1.5%.
coil, coil radius R, TES position z, coil position c, and superconducting walls
at z = 0 and z = d, and n is an index in the infinite series. In equation 6.66
the first term is the field contribution from the real coil, and the infinite series
is the field contribution from the diamagnetic response of the superconducting
plates. The first two terms with negative sign’s in the series are image coils
with a winding chirality opposite that of the real coil. The last two terms in the
series have a (+) sign and have the same chirality of the real coil. Only keeping
the n=1 term in the summation means using 4 image coils, Keeping the n=1
and n=2 terms and ignoring all image coils with larger n corresponds to using 8
image coils. Figure 6.3 shows the first 8 image coils and their orientations. The
convergence of the solution with number of image coils is shown in figure 6.4.
With the real coil plus 4 image coils the on axis field value error is less than
1.5% for our geometry.
Using our system dimensions we find that the effect of the superconducting
walls is to reduce the on-axis field by about 30%,
Bz, with SC walls ≈ 0.70606 Bz,NoSC walls. (6.67)
We also estimate for coil currents of 1 mA and 10 mA that the force on the coil
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Figure 6.5: Configuration of first four image coils used to model off-axis magnetic
field dependence using ripplon.com’s BiotSavart magnetic field calculator.
from the Nb box is 2 and 200 nN respectively.
We simulated the field in our experimental setup using as a real coil + 4
image coils, see figure 6.5. The modeling confirmed the accuracy of equation
6.66 and also was able to determine the field uniformity over the sample plane.
Using parameter values of z = 3.6528, Rinner+ 4.64355 mm, Router = 5.3213
mm, c = 6.9469 mm and coils with 150 to 400 turns simulated our environment
using Biot-Savart commercial software package. We find for our measurement
system the field environment is most uniform over the array of samples when the
Helmholtz criterion is met; when the coil to sample on axis separation distance
is half the coil radius, c− z = R/2. The simulation shows that the Bz variation
is less than 1% for deviations in the sample plane up to 1.25 mm off-axis. This
means for an 8x8 array of TES detectors with an 250 µm pitch the Bz field
variation due to the coil and Nb box is ∼ 1%.
Another cause for reduction of the B of the actual coil arises when individual
windings in the actual coil are not normal to the coil axis. The average effect
is a cancelation of the field near the TES in the z-direction. We estimate this
error by using our coil geometry and considering the off-axes B solutions for a
current loop given by the following equations [1].
Bρ =
Iµ0
2R
γ
pi
√
Q
(
E(k)
1 + α2 + β2
Q− 4α −K(k)
)
(6.68)
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Bz =
Iµ0
2R
1
pi
√
Q
(
E(k)
1− α2 − β2
Q− 4α +K(k)
)
(6.69)
with the definitions:
r =
√
ρ2 + z2, α =
r
R
, β =
z
R
, γ =
z
r
(6.70)
Q =
[
(1 + α)2 + β2
]
, k =
√
4α
Q
(6.71)
Where again K(k) is the complete elliptic integral function of the first kind
and E(k) is a complete elliptic integral function of the second kind. From the
measured geometry of our coil we conservatively estimate the error contribution
from off axis coil windings to be less than 15%.
In the calculation of the Nb box diamagnetism contribution we have as-
sumed the box can be approximated by two parallel superconducting plates.
The actual Nb box has a small snout opening so that samples inside the box
can be illuminated by X-ray sources outside the Nb box. The snout causes a
small reduction in Nb box correction and thus a small increase in field at the
sample position.
From simulations we determine that the sensitivity of field value changing
for different TES positions in the z-direction (e.g. different Si wafer thicknesses)
is a rate of about a 27% change in field value per millimeter in the z-direction.
Calibration measurements were carried out using a SQUID sensor from PTB
Berlin to check the calculated coil-current to magnetic field conversion factor
at the TES sensor position. The calibration check gave a value of 17 mT/A
(and 46.5 µT/V for our coil input resistance) for our ADR cryogenic system.
This measured field at the TESs using the SQUID was found to differ from our
calculated value by 5% (measured 18mT/A and calculated 17 mT/A).
6.3 Flux Focusing’s impact on Ic(B)
In the previous chapter we explained measurements on S/N bilayers in terms of
an unusually long-range longitudinal proximity effect. The model explained the
data in terms of a spatially varying order parameter in the S/N bilayer that is
a maximum at the higher Tc leads and a minimum in the center equidistance
from each lead. Therefore the region of weakest superconducting order is located
in the middle of the TES. We now ask ourselves when the order parameter is
weakly coupled and the measured Ic(B) exhibits weak-link behavior— What is
the length in the xˆ-direction (the direction of current flow) of the weak link? In
terms of the earlier discussion of Josephson junctions what is d or deff which in
general could be much less than the lead separation distance L. If we assume the
full width W of the TES is superconducting and the applied field B is uniform
over space then the flux through the weak-link Φ is
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Φ = BAeff = BW deff (6.72)
By using the characteristic of the Josephson effect for single junctions that
the Ic(B) diffraction pattern will reach a minima when the total flux threading
the weak-link area is a multiple of one flux quantum Φ0 we can then determine
the weak-link’s length deff . If we call the applied magnetic field oscillation
period of the Ic(B) pattern δB then if the conditions above are met we can
determine deff by
deff =
Φ0
δBW
(6.73)
Unfortunately in general the approximately uniform applied field B is not
uniform over the TES because of the diamagnetic response from superconduct-
ing regions in, attached to, and around the S/N bilayer film. The expulsion of
applied flux characteristic of the Meissner effect results in a piling up of flux lines
at the boundaries of superconducting regions and therefore a field value local to
the edges that can be considerably larger than the value of the uniform applied
field in absence of the superconducting structures. This increase in magnetic
field at the edges of a superconductor is referred to as flux focusing.
The size of the flux focusing depends upon the geometry of the supercon-
ducting region and its orientation relative to the applied field direction. This
problem can be addressed in terms of a demagnetization factor N that is depen-
dent upon the sample geometry and orientation to the applied field. Assuming
no externally applied transport currents in the superconductor
N Bin
Bapp
+
(1−N)Hin
Happ
= 1 (6.74)
With variables defined in mks units we may write
Bin = µ0Happ (6.75)
Bapp = µH = µ0(Hin +M) = 1 + χµ0Hin (6.76)
Where N relates the internal and applied fields such that its components satisfy
Nx +Ny +Nz = 1 (6.77)
For an ideal superconductor the magnetic susceptibility χ = −1 in the Meis-
ner state and the field is expelled inside a superconductor Bin = 0 then the
relationship simplifies to
Hedge =
Happ
1−N . (6.78)
Some approximate values for a N include: N ≈ 0 for a long thin cylinder
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with field applied along the axial direction. N = 1/2 for a long cylinder with
field applied along the axial direction. N = 1/3 for a sphere. N ≈ 0 for a plane
with field oriented along the plane. N ≈ 1 for a plane with field oriented normal
to the plane.
When the local field at the edge of a superconductor becomes larger than
the critical field flux enters the superconductor. In a type-II superconductor
the flux enters in the form of magnetic vortices. For a type-I superconductor
flux enters in the form of domains of magnetic lammella (see Tinkham). All
else being equal, flux entry will occur at lower applied fields for structures with
larger demagnetization factors. Exact calculations of the local field is difficult
but for many applications it is sufficient to approximate the supercondutor as
an ellipsoid with suitable dimensions for which analytic solutions exist.
Ignoring flux focusing for an SIS junction the effective length Leff is given
by the insulator thickness t plus the penetration depth of magnetic field into
each S region. In many junction designs the S regions can have a significant
demagnetization factor making the flux in the junction much larger than Φ =
B(2λ+ d)W , where B is the applied field.
We have performed experiments with the uniform applied magnetic field
oriented in the direction of the film thicknesses. For our S/N bilayer samples
the incident cross-sectional area of the leads contacting the bilayer can be much
smaller than the bilayer area ≈ L2 for the devices studied. In this case the
flux focusing contribution form the leads can be negligible. But for the smaller
devices the lead’s area is a significant fraction of the bilayer area and flux fo-
cusing has a greater effect. Furthermore even in the larger devices we have
shown that the order parameter in the Mo/Au bilayer is enhanced near the
leads. This means it is possible that possible that Mo/Au regions near the leads
can provide screening currents focusing the flux into the weakly coupled mid-
dle of the TES. Figure 6.6 shows a schematic of how flux focusing can increase
the integrated flux threading the weak-link. Ignoring flux focusing and blindly
applying the uniform field assumption deff = Φ0/(δB W ) could give an artifi-
cially large weak-link length. In figure 6.6 the transport and screening currents
are shown schematically without their distribution. In the top depiction the
effective length is assumed large with deff ∼ L and the flux is focused from
the leads only. In the bottom schematic the deff is assumed much smaller in
which case flux is focused from both the leads and also a significant portion
of the Mo/Au film longitudinally proximitized by the leads. In order to draw
conclusions about the actual weak link length and convert a measured Ic(B)
field period spacing δB to a weak-link flux period δΦ we must quantify the flux
focusing effects.
Assume an infinitely long superconducting strip in the xy−plane with finite
width wS in a uniformly applied field normal to the strip, ~B = Bzˆ. The Meiss-
ner screeening currents will produce a field that cancels the total field in the
superconductor. In this case the magentic field lines outside the stripe will bend
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Figure 6.6: Schematic of flux focusing for different effective lengths of the weak
link region, each with similar amounts of total flux through the weak link due
to flux focusing. Tops shows labeled transport current I and screening currents
from the weak link Isc,N ′′ . The applied magnetic field’s component normal to
the TES plane is depicted with green arrows for the uniform applied field at a
distance far above the TES surface and this field focused at the TES surface.
The effective length of the weak-link labeled LN ′′ is assumed equal to L in
the top schematic and depicted much smaller in the lower schematic. You can
see qualitatively how different weak link lengths could in principle have similar
amounts of integrated flux in the weak link area and thus similar Ic(B) minima
spacing δB. This depiction illustrates the motivation for a calculation of the
flux focusing in order to draw conclusions of the effective length of the weak
link.
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Figure 6.7: Schematic of flux focusing in our samples with labels for the weak
link region running from −b to +b and the strongly coupled superconducting
regions from −w to −b on the left and +b to +w on the right.
around the strip with the magnetic flux incident on the strip divided half and
half along the center line of the strip’s width. Now consider two parallel in-
finitely long strips in the xy-plane in uniform applied field ~B = Bzˆ. In the limit
that the distance separating the two strips is much larger than the strip width,
the flux between the superconducting strips is over a length Q is approximately
given by Φ/Q ≈ BΠ where Π is the distance separating the two strips define
as the separation of the strip width bisecting lines. We will show that as the
strips become closer together the flux in the strip is actually less than given by
this large separation length approximation.
To develop this further we define the geometry of our problem in figure 6.7.
As shown in Figure 6.7 let the outer edges of the superconducting leads be at
x = −w and x = +w,the weak link region be between x = −b and x = +b,
and x = 0 halfway between the superconducting leads. The condition for the
strong-coupled superconducting region’s length much shorter than the weak link
length means w − b << b. We assume we don’t know the the full weak link
length 2b can range from very small values (say of order nm’s) to a maximum
value of 2b = L. At the maximum value the weak link length is the entire
Mo/Au bilayer. We don’t concern ourselves with the possibility that the weak
link length could extend even extend beyond L an amount of order λ into the
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higher Tc leads because the penetration depth of the leads is a couple orders of
magnitude smaller than the L’s for samples we have studied. If the entire bilayer
is the weak-link then b = L/2 and assuming (w− b) << b we then approximate
the flux in the region over a width in the yˆ-direction W as
Φ = B(w + b)width (6.79)
We wish to improve upon this flux focusing estimate. We have found a flux
focusing calculation for two parallel infinite superconducting strips (Clem and
Brandt). To our knowledge this theoretical result has not been used to solve
for the flux focusing in Josephson junctions or Josephson weak-links before. We
apply the authors analytic flux focusing result to our systems by assuming our
TESs are wide. The error of making this approximation with tend to slightly
overestimate the flux threading the weak link and therefore make the 2b length
erroneously small. This approximation is appropriate because we are interested
in putting a lower limit on the unprecedently large implied weak-link lengths we
measure from the δB. Furthermore some recent theoretical calculations suggest
the possibility of Ic(B)’s having periodicity δΦ = σΦ0 for which σ is other than
the usual Fraunhofer result σ = 1. It has been shown that values of σ & 2 are
possible. The consequence of incorrectly assuming a α = 1 when in fact a larger
in fact a σ ∼ 2 is correct would make the weak-link length even longer for a
known oscillation period δB. This is seen by simple substitution into the no
flux focusing corrected relation deff = σΦ0/(δB W ). With our confirmed field
calibration this would give values of the flux focusing corrected weak link length
2b much larger than the L which is not possible for the sample geometries we
have studied.
With the wide TES approximation for our defined geometry the calculated
field dependence as a function of x in the z = 0 plane from an applied field
~Ha = zˆ with the values of w = 1 and b = 0.5 defining the ”strip widths” we
plot Hz(x) in figure 6.8. Notice that the field inside the weak link region about
|x| < bis not uniform. Additionally the minimum value of the field in the weak
link is at x = 0 and is larger than the uniform applied field.
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Figure 6.8: Plot of Hz(x, z = 0) assuming infinite width strip flux focusing.
The lengths w and b are defined in figure 6.7 and figure 6.9. The weak link
region occupies x = −b = −1/2 to x = +b = 1/2 and the strongly coupled
superconducting regions are from x = −w = −1 to x = −b = −1/2 on the left
and x = b = 1/2 to x = w = 1 on the right. The z-component of the magnetic
flux density is near zero in the region of strongly coupled superconductor and
enhance above the applied field density Ha just outside this boundary.
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Using the analytic result magnetic field contours lines (black) and an over-
lapping scaled cross section TES schematic are shown in figure 6.9. In figures
6.6, 6.7, and 6.9 a vertical black dotted line is drawn at x = (−w − b)/2 and
x = (w − b)/2 to represent the flux focusing approximation assuming that the
flux incident on either strip will be divided equally along its width bisecting line.
This ”long weak-link” approximation holds for (w − b)  b. But as is b pinks
to a size of order the strongly superconducting region this approximation over
estimates the flux between the strips. In figure 6.9 the contours for the analystic
solution (solid black lines) are drawn for w = 10b. Application of the long weak
link approximation predicts all field lines far away from the TES (|z|  0) with
in the x domain between the dashed vertical lines will be focused into the weak
link when it crosses the z = 0 plane where the TES resides. Similarly, for field
lines in a range outside of the dashed vertical lines will be focused beyond the
outer lead edges at the z = 0 plane. Examination of figure 6.9 shows that nearly
all contour lines follow the long weak link approximation focusing. The two field
contour lines that disagree with the approximation are marked with a red dot.
Figure 6.9 illustrates the long weak link approximation slightly overestimating
the flux density fraction which goes through the weak link as the analytic result
shows the red dot contours actually cross to the outside of the dashed vertical
lines.
We compare the long weak-link approximation of flux focusing with the two
strip analytic result in figures 6.10 and 6.11. In both these figures we plot the
fraction of the flux incident versus weak link half-length b as the half width
ranges from 0 to the whole Mo/Au bilayer length when b = L/2. The dashed
red curve is the long weak link assumption that has all the flux between the
midlines thread the weak-link region. This model’s predicted fraction of incident
flux between x = −(w − b)/2 and x = (w − b)/2 that threads the weak link is
equal to one for all b values. The solid red and black curves use the analytic
solution. The solid black curve is the fraction of the flux incident between
x = −w to x = +w that passes through the weak-link region. The solid red
curve is the fraction of flux incident between the midlines x = −(w − b)/2
and x = (w − b)/2 that goes through the weak link region. The figure 6.10
shows the solid and dashed red curves converge at large b where the long weak-
link approximation is satisfied. The range of b values for which the solid and
dashed red curves are nearly the same represents regions for the long weak link
approximation is valid. As b decreases the solid and dashed curves diverge from
one another. We see that for b ≥ 0.3 the error is less than 10%.
We summarize the three treatments of the flux through a weak link figure6.12.
Orange curves: uniform field approximation (no flux focusing).
Black curves: large weak link approximation, (w − b) b.
Red curves: two superconducting strips analytic result, (large width of TES
and leads approximation).
We summarize these results in figure 6.12 plotting the applied field Ic(B)oscillation
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Figure 6.9: Cross section of the magnetic field lines for a device satisfying
Λ/w = 0 drawn for w = 10b. The field lines are calculated using the infinite
width flux focusing calculation. A read dot marks the field lines that depart
from the long weak link calculation. In the long weak link approximation the
red dot contour lines for large z having x < |w− b|/2 (inside the region between
the vertical dashed lines) would be assumed focused through the weak link.
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Figure 6.10: Flux fraction versus weak link half length b. Black curve is the
fraction of flux incident upon x = −w to x = +w that goes through the weak-
link region. Red curve is the fraction of flux incident upon the mid-lines x =
−(w − b)/2 and x = (w − b)/2 that goes through the weak-link region. The
dashed red curve is the long weak link assumption that has all the flux between
the mid-lines thread the weak-link region.
Figure 6.11: Same plot as in figure 6.10 above, flux fraction versus weak-link
half-length b, for small b.
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period δB versus the weak-link half length b assuming Ic minima occurs when
the flux in the weak link Φ = 1.0 Φ0 n, with n an integer. Figure 6.12 has plots
of L = 8 µm, 44 µm, 290 µm for lead w − b dimensions of 8 µm (solid curves)
and 13µm (dotted curves).
The flux through the weak-link assuming no flux focusing (uniform field) is
Φ = B 2bwidth (6.80)
and then the Ic(B) oscillation period for a junction with negligible flux focusing
is simply
δB =
Φ0
2bwidth
. (6.81)
Equation 6.81 is the orange curve in figure 6.12. This result overestimates the
true δB(b) curve because it ignores flux focusing effects.
The flux through a weak-link using the long weak-link approximation w−b
b gives,
Φ = B (b+ w)width. (6.82)
Using this approximation the δB(b) relation is then,
δB =
Φ0
(b+ w)width
. (6.83)
Equation 6.83 gives the black curves in figure 6.12. This result underestimates
the true δB(b) curve because it over estimates the amount of flux through the
weak link.
In the third method can also approximate our TES as two superconducting
strips running from y = −∞ to y = +∞ and use the derived analytic result,
Φ = B
pi
2
K
(
1− ( bw )2)2wwidth (6.84)
δB =
Φ0
pi wwidth
K
(
1−
(
b
w
)2)
(6.85)
Equation 6.85 gives the red curves in figure 6.12. In equation 6.85 K is an
elliptic integral of the first kind with argument 1 − ( bw )2. We expect that this
result slightly underestimates the true δB(b) curve because it assumes the su-
perconducting region is infinitely wide and therefore over estimates the amount
of flux focused into the weak link. We then expect the exact δB(b) to lie slightly
above the red curve in figure 6.12.
This means the red curves from the infinite strip result gives a lower bound
on the weak-link length (assuming the error in the field calibration is negligible).
We also see that the long weak-link approximation δB(b) (black curve) is in
agreement with the infinite strip δB(b) in the limit w − b b.
By comparing the orange (no flux focusing) and red (analytic flux focusing
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solution) curves we see the impact of flux focusing on the relation between a
measured δB and the implied length of the weak link 2b. For a given measured
δB we see that flux focusing reduces the size of the implied weak link length 2b.
Additionally we see that with flux focusing the slope |d(δB)/db| curve is much
smaller for the flux focusing case. But most importantly we find that this slope,
though reduced from flux focusing, is still not zero and large enough such that
we can determine the implied weak link length from the measured δB. The
departure from the red and orange curve is larger for smaller L as expected.
The wider leads shown by the dotted curves have a more pronounced effect for
smaller L.
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Figure 6.12: Three different flux focusing approximations derived oscillation
period δB versus weak-link half width b for L =8, 29, and 290 µm, for both
”narrow” 8 µm leads (solid lines) and ”wide” 13 µm leads (dotted curves). The
oscillation period size is plotted versus weak-link length plotted from the middle
of the weak link at b = 0 to where the S/N bilayer contacts the higher Tc leads
at b = L/2. The curve colors correspond to– orange: no flux focusing, red:
infinite width TES and leads, black: infinite width TES and leads and long
weak link approximation (w − b) b.
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6.4 General Discussion of Currents in
Superconductors
Electrical transport currents in superconductors can be broadly categorized into
three classes: (1) non-dissipative (2) dissipative but superconducting and (3)
normal or non-superconducting. The conventional critical current density jc
is the current density dividing the dissipative (resistive) and non-dissipative
states. The current density separating (2) and (3) is a thermodynamic threshold
above which superconductivity is destroyed and the order parameter vanishes
commonly referred to as either the depairing current density or the pair-breaking
current density jd.[19, 20] In general jd represents an upper limit for jc and
typically other effects come to play leading to dissipation at current densities
much less than the depairing current jd. For example the highest pinning Nb
compounds have critical currents Ic no greater than 15% the depairing value.
Magnetic flux enters at Bc for type-I superconductors as magnetic domains
or lamella, at which point it is said to be in the intermediate state. In type-II
superconductors magnetic flux can enter at Bc1 in the form of Abrikosov vortices
when this occurs it is said to be in the mixed state. In both type I and type II
superconductors the magnetic flux motion causes dissipation (resistance) in the
superconductor.
Dissipation at current densities less than the jd can also occur in type-I su-
perconductors due to: (1) generalized Silsbee Rule for a type-I superconductor
states that dissipation occurs when at any point on the surface of a super-
conductor the total magnetic field due to the transport current and applied
fields exceeds the thermodynamic critical field Bc (2) fluctuations, (3) phase
slip events, and (4) motion of magnetic domains in the intermediate state.
In the absence of sample nonuniformities and effects of sample geometry,
Silsbee’s ruled applied to a type-II superconductor shows that dissipation occurs
when the combined field due to currents and external field reaches the first
entry field Bc1. In real superconductors sample geometry and/or imperfections
inhibits the motion of flux and much larger current densities are needed to
produce a sufficiently large Lorenz force that exceeds these energy barriers and
initiates a collective motion of flux and thus dissipation.
The London theory of superconductivity takes Maxwell’s equations and adds
additional conditions which produces the two salient features of superconduc-
tivity: (1) zero dc resistivity and (2) the Meissner effect.
In microscopic theories of superconductivity such as Bardeen-Cooper-Schreiffer
theory measurable quantities are calculated from microscopic parameters such
as the electron-phonon coupling constant. In many cases these microscopic
parameters are difficult to measure (and not well known) making calculations
difficult to compare with experiments. Phenomelogial theories such as the Lon-
don model and Ginzburg-Landau theory consists of interrelationships between
physical observables consistent with the laws of thermodynamics and electro-
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dynamics. For the purpose of explaining measurement results phenomelogial
theories are more adequate to explain and understand experimental results.
In a type-II superconductor an applied field B or current I has the effect of
supressing superconducting order thus lowering the transition temperature Tc
and also broadening the resistive transition R(T ) (in other words increases the
measure of the transition width ∆Tc). The shift in Tc for I and B near zero
can be approximated by
Tc(I,B) ≈ Tc(0, 0)−B
∣∣∣∣ dTdHc2
∣∣∣∣
Tc(0,0)
− I2/3
∣∣∣∣∣ dTdI2/3d
∣∣∣∣∣
Tc(0,0)
(6.86)
The current I produces a self-magnetic-field which causes local supression of
Tc with distance from the center via a Silsbee’ mechanism. This leads to resistive
transition broadening. Variations in superconductors cross section will cause
regions of increased current density and also local Tc and transition broadening.
These current broadening effects occur at high currents with I ∼ Id(T ).
The applied magnetic field broadens the transition in a similar manner by
flux flow and places a minimum flux flow resistance level Rf ∼ RnB/Bc2. With
high current excitations such that I ∼ Id(T ), R(T ) curves at a constant applied
field B will be displaced to lower temperatures and broadened for successive
increases in B. If I  Id(T ) then increases in B will simply displace the R(T )
curve without increased broadening because the excitation current is too small
to overcome the potentials inhibiting flux motions (e.g. flux pinning potential).
For sufficiently high excitaiton currents the current induced flux motion is not
frozen out at any temperature. The dividing line between field induced current
broadening is the value of Id relative to Ic(T ). The value of Ic comes closest to
Id when the pinning columnar defect size, orientation, and distribution matches
that of the vortex lattice. Usually flux moves more easily at higherB. Transtions
can be sharpened by inhibiting the flux motion voltage contribution.
At higher temperatures vortices are more mobile because of thermal activa-
tion and weaker pinning. As T approaches Tc the condensation energy vanishes
and the vortex radius diverges as the coherence length making the spatially vary-
ing pinning potential average to zero. Near Tc most superconducting parameters
show a strong T dependence and the Ginzburg-Landau theory is strictly valid.
The conductance regime near the mean-field phase boundary Tc(B, I) is effected
by fluctuations high in the transition for G . GN and exhibits weak B depen-
dence. For low values in the resistive transtion G & GN the conductance is
mainly limited by flux motion and should depend intimately on B.
Type-II superconductors in an applied field larger than Hc1 and less than
Hc2 enters the mixed state characterized by Abrikosov vortices in the supercon-
ductor with each vortex containing a magnetic flux quantum Φ0 = h/(2e). The
order parameter is surpressed in the vortex core which extends over a charac-
teristic length given by the coherence length ξ and is surrounded by circulating
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supercurrents which decay exponentially over a characteristic length λ. For a
superconducting strip with the field applied normal to the film the transport
current j in the strip exerts a Lorentz driving force ~FL = ~j×~Φ0 and the resulting
vortex velocity v generates an electric field E = vB. This vortex motion normal
to the direction of current flow is opposed by a viscous drag force Fd = ηv
resulting in an Ohmic current-voltage relation. Larkin and Ovchinnikov 1986
showed that at low temperatures a dirty superconductor has a flux flow resistiv-
ity related to the normal resisitivity such that ρf/ρn ≈ 0.9B/Bc2(T ). Equating
terms we can approximate η ≈ Φ0Hc2/ρn. At small currents and electric fields
in the dirty limit (mean free path `mfp  ξEF /kBTc), η is roughly constant
proportional to the order parameter and inversely proportional to the vortex
size ∼ ξ2. Larkin and Ovchinnikov also showed that at higher dissipation levels
non-linear j(E) behavior occurs with instabilities (dj/dE < 0) for flux flows
above a critical velocity v∗. This effect is strongest at temperatures near Tc
for fully gapped superconductors for which Larkin and Ovchinnikov predicts v∗
is independent of B. At higher fields the vortices can no longer be considered
free and vortex-vortex interactions become significant as the vortex lattice is
compressed.
6.5 Geometric and Surface Barrier Ic
The field at which it becomes energetically favorable for a bulk type-II super-
conductor to nucleate a vortex is called Hc1. The actual field at which vortices
nucleate and enter superconducting specimens can differ from Hc1 due to effects
referred to generally as ”surface barriers”. We divide the discussion of surface
barriers into a Bean-Livingston energy barrier and a geometrical energy barrier.
The Bean-Livingston is a microcopic surface barrier whereas the macroscopic
geometrical barrier arises from a sample of constant thickness (i.e. this geomet-
rical barrier is not present in ellipsoidal samples or infinite strips with ellipsoidal
cross section). This macroscopic geometrical barrier is similar to the barrier ob-
served in type-I superconductors with rectangular cross section [18, 5, 6, 17].
This is because in a strip with an elliptical cross section, the line tension gives
rise to a force that tends to pull the vortex out of the strip. To keep it in, you
need to apply a magnetic field, which induces currents on the top and bottom
that tend to push the vortex in. In a strip with a rectangular cross section, as
soon as a vortex gets over the barrier at the edge, the screening currents drive
it to the middle of the strip (assuming no bulk pinning).
The Bean-Livingston barrier is overcome when the current density at the
surface is essentially the Ginzburg-Landau critical current density. You can see
this by calculating the current density of a vortex at the core radius. [15, 16]
In contrast to the Bean-Livingston barrier which is very sensitive to edge
conditions the geometrical barrier is very robust since it extends over the entire
sample width, deriving from flat parallel screening current surfaces and non-
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ellipsoidal cross section. The geometric barrier penetration field for thicknesses
much greater than the penetration depth t λ has the penetration field Hp ≈
Hc1
√
2t/W . Therefore Is or Hs is increased by increasing the thickness or
decreasing the width.
Both the microscopic Bean-Livingston barrier and the macroscopic geomet-
ric barrier depend on the surface screening current flowing in the Meissner state.
These current distributions depend critically on the specimen shape and is ori-
entation with respect to the applied magnetic field.
In the literature the terms “geometrical edge barrier” or “edge barrier” have
been used. In one instance is use was to refer to a hybrid effect in the extreme
thin film limit (t λ) such that the vortices are essentially two-dimensional.[12]
6.5.1 Bean-Livingston Energy Barrier
Imagine a semi-infinite superconductor filling the half space y > 0 and vacuum
for all y < 0. Now consider a single vortex in the superconducting region with
its length parallel to the superconducting surface. The single vortex located
at position y from the surface experiences two forces: an image force attract-
ing the vortex to the surface and force from the external field penetrating the
superconducting surface that repels the vortex away from the surface. The im-
age force on the vortex at position y can be understood in terms of satisfying
the boundary condition of no current flow perpendicular to the surface. The
effective force of the current boundary conditions at the edge on a vortex near
the edge at position y is equivalent to a vortex-antivortex attractive force of an
image vortex of opposite chirality position at −y.
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Figure 6.13: Bean-Livingston energy barrier with finite transport current. Force
diagram for a vortex inside a superconductor parallel to the surface.
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Figure 6.14: Bean-Livingson energy barrier with finite transport current and
applied field. Force diagram for a vortex inside a superconductor parallel to the
surface.
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6.5.2 Geometrical Edge Barrier
In the limit of sample thickness much larger than the penetration depth and the
sample width much larger than the thickness the vortex penetration field for a
sample with an edge barrier can be larger than Hc1 by a factor of the square
root of thickness to width ratio.
In the absence of bulk-pinning, for currents less than the critical current,
no net current may flow in a vortex-filled region in steady state. Similarly,
no vortices may be present in regions containing finite Meissner currents. As
the field increases more and more vortices enter the sample and move to the
center by the Lorenz force from the Meissner screening currents. The dome
shaped vortex density distribution is a maximum in the center of the strip and
is symmetric about the center when there is no net transport current. The
height and width of the domed vortex density distribution increases as the
applied field increases. In general this process is not reversible. When the field
is reduced the vortices in the dome region are prevented from leaving the strip
because of the Lorenz force from the Meissner currents. But as the applied field
is reduced, the Meissner currents decrease, the Lorenze force on the penetrated
vortices decreases and the width of the vortex dome distribution increases while
the total integrated flux in strip remains constant. For the total integrated flux
inside the strip to decrease, vortices must exit the strip. Vortices may only
leave the strip when the spatial extent of the dome reaches the sample edge.
Therefore even for a sample with no bulk pinning a hysteric magnetization curve
can result. A reversible situation obtains at fields of order Hc1 when the vortex-
filled region fills the entire width of the sample [7]. The edge current for vortex
entry increases further if bulk pinning forces become significant.
Brandt [9] found that for a general surface barrier the vortex entry condition
field can be well approximated by
Ben ≈ Bc1 tanh
√
0.36 d
w
(6.87)
where d is the full thickness and w is the full width. Equation 6.87 is a good
approximation for 0 < d/w <∞. And in the thin strip limit of d w the entry
field follows
Ben = 0.56
√
d
w
Bc1. (6.88)
Which is a much larger entry field than for a strip with elliptical cross section
[10],
Ben =
d+ w
w
Bc1 → d
w
Bc1 , for d w. (6.89)
Magnetic flux penetrates from the four corners of the rectangular cross sec-
tion strip. The length of tilted vortices increases with increasing field until the
entry field Ben is reached. At Ben the vortices overcome the geometrical and
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Bean-Livingston energy barrier, enter the sample and jump to the center of the
strip. As the field increases further more and more vortices enter and jump to
the center of the strip. Upon reducing the field the magnetization is hysteretic
even in the limit of no flux pinning. With decreasing applied field the flux exits
delayed and has completely left at zero applied field if ρ0/|B˙a| is large, where ρ
is the resistivity in the flux flow regime satisfying ρ = ρ0Ba, ρ0 is a constant,
and Ba is the applied field.
6.6 Critical Current Edge Barrier
The behavior for long uniform superconducting films of width much greater
than the length (W  Λ) has been examined previously in references [11,
12, 13, 14]. What is know is that if (a) a geometric barrier or edge barrier
dominates the critical current, (b) the edge barriers are the same on both edges,
(c) bulk pinning is negligibly small, and (d) the current is fed to the sample
symmetrically, the the critical current Ic as function of applied field B has a
maximum value at B = 0, decreases at first linearly with |B| then varies as 1/|B|
at larger B. See figure 6.15 for a in detailed summary of the Ic(B) behavior for
a superconducting strip satisfying the above list of conditions.
A strip carrying a current I in the x-direction in an applied magnetic field
B has a net sheet current density distributed as,
Kx(y) =
I + 2piyB/µ0
pi
√
(W/2)2 − y2 , (6.90)
where the first term is the transport current distribution and the second term
the Meissner screening current distribution. Notice the above expression for
Kx(y) is divergent at the edges of the sample, |y| = W/2. Following Elistratov
(2002) for W >> Λ we cap the divergence of Kx at a distance of Λ away from the
edges (side1 capped at Kx(y = W/2−Λ), side2 capped at Kx(y = −W/2+Λ)).
We assume vortices nucleate and enter the sample when the current den-
sity Kx(y) at either edge reaches the edge or geometric barrier critical current
density Ks = jsd, where d is the film thickness. For ideal edges, js is equal to
the Ginzburg-Landau depairing current density jGL. But for the edges of real
samples js can be much less than jGL due to defects.
First, consider at zero applied field (B = 0) the current Ixˆ is increased from
zero. No resistance is measured until Ic of the strip is reached at which point
the current density at both sides reaches Ks = jsd. A resistance is measured
for I ≥ Ic which corresponds to the Lorenz force at side 1 (y = +W/2) on the
vortex exceeding the energy barrier such that vortices enter the sample and are
pushed towards the center of the strip. Simultaneously, at the opposite side 2
(y = −W/2) the Lorenz force on the nucleated antivortices (fluxons of opposite
polarity, in the −zˆ direction) exceeds the energy barrier forcing antivortices to
the center of the strip. In steady state a resistance develops in the strip from
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Figure 6.15: Summary of what is known about Ic(B) of an edge barrier critical
current with schematics depicting superconducting state. Pink shaded regions
signify I and B phase space for which an antivortex dome is present for negative
B and a vortex dome is present for positive B.
the steady state train of vortices entering from side 1 and train of antivortices
entering from side 2 meeting in the center of the strip and annhillating with one
another. The full positive current bias Ic(B) curve along with schematics of the
Lorenz forces, current densities at edges, and steady state flow of vortices and
antivortices at different points in the I B space are depicted in figure 6.15. The
schematic for the B = 0, I = Ic state is draw at the top center of the figure
showing vortex and antivortex entry and annhilation in the center of the strip.
We next discuss the strip’s behavior when the field B is increased from zero.
For currents greater than Ic pos(B) for B > 0 vortices will enter side 1 at y = w/2
and be swept in the −yˆ direction entirely across the strip provided Kx(y) > 0
for all positions in the strip along y. This describes the system’s critical current
behavior for the range of field values 0 < B < Bs/2, where Bs is the edge barrier
critical field for entry of flux into the system for zero transport current, I = 0.
The sheet current density distribution Kx(y) in a strip at the critical current Ic
is plotted for fields ranging from B = 0 (red curve) to B = Bs/2 (blue curve)
for W/Λ = 20 in figure 6.16 and W/Λ = 100 in figure 6.17. The measured
critical current Ic is the integral of Kx(y) over the strip width. Over this range
of field the values in figure 6.16 and 6.17 the integrated Ic is decreasing linearly
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with applied field B. For this range of B the critical current is reached when
Kx(y = W/2) = Ks, flux enters the strip at side 1 and travels across the full
width of the strip unimpeded exiting at side 2 (y = −W/2). For widths larger
relative to Λ the current distribution becomes more concentrated at the edges
as seen by comparing figure 6.16 and 6.17. In both cases at B = Bs/2 (blue
curves) the current density is zero at side 2 (Kx(y = W/2−Λ, B = Bs/2) = 0).
For sufficiently large fields B > Bs/2 the current density at side 2 located at
y = −w/2 becomes negative and the Kx(y) > 0 condition is no longer satisfied.
We can find the value of the field for which this occurs by setting the sheet
current density to zero at side 2, (Kx(y = w/2 − Λ) = 0). For applied fields
sufficiently large such that Kx(y = w/2−Λ) < 0 the current near side 2 produces
a Lorenz force on the vortex towards the strip center that inhibits the vortex
from exiting the strip. Currents larger than simply the entry condition at side
1 are then necessary to produce a large enough Lorenz force from the transport
current to have the vortex exit side 2. This causes the Ic curve to rise above
the linear B trend and Ic for B > Bs/2, follows a 1/B decay. The critical
current (the onset of a resistance/disipation) requires the passage of flux across
the full width of the strip. This requires the conditions for both flux entry and
flux exit (or anhillation with its image) are met. For the lower applied field
values 0 < B < Bs/2 at Ic vortices entered an otherwise vortex free strip and
with Kx positive throughout the strip, the vortex experience a Lorenz force
pushing the vortex across the entire width of the strip and a vortex viscous
drag force discussed earlier. Because the pinning potential is assumed to be
negligible and the low concentration of vortices, the vortices crossing the strip
can be treated as freely moving objects (i.e. vortex-vortex interactions are not
important). For the larger applied fields B > Bs/2 when a vortex enters at Ic
there are already vortices in the strip. For zero current and B > Bs the vortices
distribute themselves in a dome like distribution with a maximum along the line
y = 0. Applying a current distorts the dome such that it is no longer symmetric
about the y = 0 line. The critical current is reached when the transport current
is sufficiently large such that the distorted vortex dome distribution reaches the
opposite edge. At this point a steady state traveling train of vortices sweep
across the entire strip width and a resistance is measured.
In summary, the Ic is linear in B when just below Ic the strip is essentially
vortex free, at higher fields when a vortex dome is present in the strip Ic ∼ 1/B.
In figure 6.15 the pink shaded region for positive (negative) B represents the
I B phase space for which a vortex (antivortex) dome exists in the strip. At
zero transport current the dome distribution of vortices is symmetric along the
strip width, as the field increases the concentration of vortices making up the
dome increases. As a transport current is applied to the strip the vortex dome
distribution becomes distorted. The current density in the domed region is zero
and remains sequestered to regions in the strip outside of the domed vortex
distribution. For B > Bs/2 the critical current is reached when the right edge
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Figure 6.16: Sheet current density distribution across the superconducting strip
width for a full width to Pearl length ratio of W/Λ = 20. The field B ranging
over the linearly dependent Ic(B) field values from B = 0 (red curve) to B =
Bs/2 (blue curve).
of the distorted dome distribution reaches side 2. The vortex motion for I > Ic
and B > Bs/2 correspond to vortex entry at side 1 (y=W/2), the vortex then
quickly moves across the flux free region of the strip width, then moves slowly
through the vortex dome region before exiting the strip at side 2 (y = −W/2).
See the schematics on the right side of figure 6.15 for B > Bs/2 , I = 0 and
I = Ic showing the directions of the local current densities, flux flow, Lorenz
force in the strip. For the B > Bs/2 points, above the schematics the solid
black line shows the vortex density of the dome distribution symmetric about
the width at I = 0 and then increases and becoming distorted towards side 2
with the edge of the vortex distribution reaching side 2 at I = Ic(B > Bs/2).
In figure 6.15 we also plot the positive bias Ic(B) curve for negative applied
fields B along with schematics of the fluxon’s orientations, distribution, steady
state flow, and Lorenz forces from edge currents. For B > 0 the positive bias
Ic corresponds to the conjunction of the conditions for vortex entry at side 1
and the vortex exit (or annhilation with its image) at side 2 being met. For
B < 0 the positive bias Ic corresponds to the conjunction of the condition for
antivortex entry at side 2 and the antivortex exit (or annhilation with its image)
at side 1 being met.
In figure 6.18 we introduce a pedagogical construct to aid in determining at
the critical current the orientation and direction of flux flow for the linear regions
for both current and field polarities. This visual construct aids in determining
when ~Ic = Ixˆ is reached for any given ~B = Bzˆ field which orientation of flux
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Figure 6.17: Sheet current density distribution across the superconducting strip
width for a full width to Pearl length ratio of W/Λ = 100. The field B rang-
ing over the linearly dependent Ic(B) field values from B = 0 (red curve) to
B = Bs/2 (blue curve). The larger W/Λ = 100 ratio results in the current
distribution more concentrated at the edges.
enters from what side and whether a vortex dome is present in the system. The
actual current distribution in the strip follows equation 6.90 but since we care
about the sum of transport and Meissner screen the current densities at the
edges we can determine the linear Ic regions |B| < Bs/2 by the construct in
figure 6.18. The vertical lines labeled (j1 and j2) are the current density at
side 1 and side 2 respectively. The value of j1 or j2 intersected by the green bar
represents the total current density at that edge. Transport current corresponds
to vertical displacements of the green bar and positive (negative) applied fields
corresponds to clockwise (counterclockwise) rotations of the green bar. The
critical current is reached and flux enters from the side at the current and field
that has the current density exceed |js| for that side provided the current density
is in the same direction as the opposite side. Inspecting figure 6.18 one finds
that at positive (negative) fields for both current polarities the onset of vortex
(antivortex) motion occurs at the critical current but with the steady state
direction of flow opposite for the different bias directions.
It may seem that working out the details of signs for fluxon’s orientations
and flow directions for both field and current polarities is a bit excessive. After
all the lower curves of figure 6.18 show that the Ic(B) obeys:
• field polarity symmetry, Ic pos(B) = Ic pos(−B) and Ic neg(B) = Ic neg(−B);
• current polarity symmetry, Ic pos(B) = −Ic neg(B)); and
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• time reversal symmetry, (Ic pos(B) = −Ic neg(−B)).
But we find that a more careful examination predicts some rather unusual char-
acteristics that has gone overlooked by earlier treatments of a critical current
determined by an edge, surface, or geometrical barrier to vortex entry.
We specifically derive conditions under which the maximum critical current
does not occur at zero applied field ; the critical current is actually increased by
an externally magnetic field. Additionally we find that the critical current for
positive and negative bias directions can differ from one another significantly.
This asymmetry amounts to a new superconducting rectification effect.
In the subsections that follow we consider a uniform along xˆ superconduct-
ing strip under different conditions and solve for the resulting Ic(B) relations.
Subsequent subsection address the conditions in turn for:
1. symmetric leads and symmetric edges: the case we have described
in this section.
2. symmetric leads and asymmetric edges: the edge barrier at side 1
differs from the barrier at side 2. The ratio of the edge barrier critical
current and field is parameterized by c = Is2/Is1 = Bs2/Bs1 with the
edge barrier defined to be larger at side 1 therefore c ranges from c = 1
(no edge a symmetry) to c ≈ 0 (highly asymmetric edges).
3. asymmetric leads and symmetric edges: we next assume symmetric
edges and consider Ic(B) for a superconducting strip with the current
injected asymmetricly leading to a self-fielding term Bself = −g I, where
g is a self fielding parameter ranging from g = 0 (no self fielding) to g > 0
(finite injection self-fielding).
4. asymmetric leads and asymmetric edges: In the last section we
generalize the model to include a uniform superconducting strip that has
both edge asymmetry (c < 1) and current injection asymmetry (g > 0).
Geometric Barrier Ic: Symmetric Leads, Symmetric Edges
The critical current versus applied magnetic field equations below for a geomet-
ric barrier to vortex entry assumes no self fielding (g = 0) and the same edge
barrier at both sides (c = 1 or equivalently the conjunction Is1 = Is2 = Is and
Bs1 = Bs2 = Bs). We see these sets of equations are symmetric |Ic neg(B)| =
Ic pos(B) for all B, no Ic rectification.
Ic pos(B) =

−IsBs
4B
for B < −Bs/2
Is
(
1 +
B
Bs
)
for −Bs/2 < B < 0
Is
(
1− B
Bs
)
for 0 < B < Bs/2
IsBs
4B
for B > Bs/2
(6.91)
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Figure 6.18: Visual aid to determine vortex/antivortex side entry and exit con-
ditions determining the Ic(B) relation. The intersection points of the green
bar at side 1 and 2 represents the total current density at the edge which is a
sum of the transport current (represented by vertical displacements of the green
bar) and screening currents (represented by rotation of the green bar). The
applied field results in screening currents that are approximated to be equal
and opposite at opposite edges represented by rotating the green bar. Vortices
or antivortices enter the strip from side i when |ji| > jsi. This current is the
critical current if the ji is the same sign at the opposite side. When the opposite
side reaches the field and current values when ji = 0 at the opposite side are
marked with an open circle. Flux enters from the side with the solid circle in
the top schematic. This construct will be used to explain the Ic(B) when when
the barrier at opposite sides are different and/or when the current is inject into
the sample asymmetrically.
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Ic neg(B) =

IsBs
4B
for B < −Bs/2
−Is
(
1 +
B
Bs
)
for −Bs/2 < B < 0
−Is
(
1− B
Bs
)
for 0 < B < Bs/2
−IsBs
4B
for B > Bs/2
(6.92)
The above equations 6.91 and 6.92 and figure 6.15 summarizes what is known
for superconducting strips satisfyingW  Λ with (a) surface barriers (geometric
barriers or edge barriers) dominate the critical current, (b) the surface barriers
are the same on both sides, (c) bulk pinning is negligibly small, (d) the current
is fed into the sample symmetrically.
6.7 Critical Current Asymmetry due to
Asymmetric Edges
Geometric Barrier Ic: Symmetric Leads, Asymmetric Edges
We find that the Ic(B) behavior is modified when edge barriers are not the same.
Below equations are for when the edge barrier of side one (with Is1 and Bs1)
located along y = +W/2 is reduced with respect to the opposite edge barrier
of side two (with Is2 and Bs2) located along y = −W/2 and no self fielding
(g = 0).
Ic pos(B) =

−Is2Bs2
4B
for B < −Bs2/2
Is2
(
1 +
B
Bs2
)
for −Bs2/2 < B < Bs1(1− c)/2
Is1
(
1− B
Bs1
)
for Bs1(1− c)/2 < B < Bs1/2
Is1Bs1
4B
for B > Bs1/2
(6.93)
Ic neg(B) =

Is1Bs1
4B
for B < −Bs1/2
−Is1
(
1 +
B
Bs1
)
for −Bs1/2 < B < −Bs1(1− c)/2
−Is2
(
1− B
Bs2
)
for −Bs1(1− c)/2 < B < Bs2/2
−Is2Bs2
4B
for B > Bs2/2
(6.94)
The above equations exhibit critical-current asymmetry, |Ic neg(B)| 6= Ic pos(B),
Ic rectification. Though the equations violate current and field inversion they
do obey time reversal symmetry, Ic pos(B) = −Ic neg(−B)
These relations are depicted in figure 6.20, 6.21, 6.22, 6.23, and 6.24 where
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Figure 6.19: Symmetric Ic(B) curves for both edges with the same Is = Is1
(dashed) and a second set of curves with smaller |Ic| with both edges Is = Is2,
equation 6.93 and 6.94 with c = 1. For symmetric edges and symmetric leads
we see no critical current asymmetry (no rectification).
we parameterize the assymmetry by a factor c = Is2/Is1 = Bs2/Bs1 which if we
define the sides such that Is1 > Is2 the parameter c then varies between 0 and
1. At c = 1 we return to the previous result of no asymmetry and values of c
near zero is for highly asymmetric edge barriers at the opposite sides.
Figure 6.19 shows the plots of the expected Ic(B) for both edges with edge
barrier critical current of Is1 dashed (curves) and both edges with a reduce edge
barrier of Is2 (dotted curve). We next consider a strip with asymmetric edge
barriers such that side 2 has a reduce edge barrier relative to side 1. In this
case the expected Ic(B) follows the blue curve in figure 6.20. Notice that for the
blue curves of figure 6.20 any B 6= 0 has Ic pos 6= −Ic neg and therefore critical
current rectification.
In figure 6.21 the darker shaded regions are for the vortex dome regions at
positive B and the antivortex dome regions at negative B. The lightly shaded
regions of I-B space indicate regions in which there is no flux located inside the
superconducting strip. Plotting the sets of curves for both sides symmetric with
critical current Is1 (dashed) and Is2 (dotted) makes it clear when the critical is
determined by the left side 1 or the right side 2.
We use the visual construct in figure 6.22 as a visual aid to explain the
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Figure 6.20: Positive and negative Ic versus applied field for asymmetric edges
showing Ic asymmetry, (Ic rectification) for c = 0.5.
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Ic/Is1 vs B/Bs1, Is2/Is1=c=0.6
Figure 6.21: Ic(B) asymmetric edges with c = 0.6 and symmetric leads showing
vortex free (lightly shaded region) and vortex/antivortex dome states (dark
shaded regions). The darkly shaded regions are vortex domes for positive B
and antivortex domes for negative B.
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Ic Asymmetry Example: js2 = 0.62 js1
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Figure 6.22: Visual aid to determine vortex/antivortex edge entry leading to
the critical current asymmetry. The intersection points of the green bar at edge
1 and 2 represents the total current density at the edge which is a sum of the
transport current (represented by vertical displacements of the green bar) and
screening currents (represented by rotation of the green bar). The applied field
results in screening currents that are approximated to be equal and opposite at
opposite edges represented by rotating the green bar. The schematic above is
for a critical current asymmetry arising from different edge barriers at opposite
sides. This concept can also be used to understand the asymmetry arising from
lead self-fielding. In this case as I changes the green bar rotates by an amount
in accordance with the self fielding constant g.
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origin of the Ic asymmetry of the blue curve in figure 6.20. In the schematic
we have made the maximum edge critical current density at side 1 larger than
side 2 (js2 = 0.62 js1). The vertical position at which the green line intersects
the vertical j1 or j2 axes represents the total current density at that edge,
the sum of the transport current and screening current densities. The green
bar rotates counter clockwise (counterclockwise) as the applied field increases
(decreases). Transport current flowing through the strip corresponds to vertical
displacements of the green bar from the origin. The critical current for the
linear regions (regions with no vortex dome formation) then occur when the
displaced green bar first exceeds the maximum current density at either edge.
At this current I and field B flux enters the strip from this edge.
The first panel on the far left shows that the critical current at zero applied
field is equal and opposite despite the asymmetric edge barriers. For B = 0
both positive and negative bias direction’s critical currents are determined by
the height of the edge barrier at side 2. Recognize that at all non-zero values
of applied field exhibit critical current rectification. Suppose the measurement
system has a uniform stray magnetic field, its value is equal and opposite the
field value where the |Ic neg(B)| and Ic pos(B) curves intersect. At the positive
(negative) bias Ic for B = 0 antivortices (vortices) enter from side 2 (y = −W/2)
transverse the full width of the TES and annhilate with its image at the opposite
side. As B increases from zero the magnitude of the critical current for positive
(negative) bias increases (decreases).
The second panel shows the maximum positive bias Ic occurs when the edge
barrier current density is reached at both edges. At the peak Ic pos antivortices
enter from right side 2 and vortices enter from the left side 1 and annihilate
with one another in the middle of the TES. For all B less than the maximum
Ic pos field the at Ic pos antivortices enter from side 2. For all B greater than
the maximum Ic pos field, vortices enter from the side 1.
For the first two panels the combined I and B condition for flux entry
was sufficient for flux to transverse the full width of the TES. You will notice
that for both bias directions in the first two panels at the critical current the
direction of the net current flow on both edges is the same sign. This condition
is necessary such that flux transverses the full width of the TES unimpeded (the
conjunction of flux entry and flux exit conditions such that a nonzero voltage
state is reached). If the current direction at the opposite edge is of the opposite
direction, the Lorenz force of the opposite edge will oppose flux exit and exert
a force the flux towards the center of the TES. The third panel shows the B
at which the negative bias current density satisfies j2 = −js2 and j1 = 0. Any
larger B and the current at the left side 1 will be in the opposite direction and
produce a Lorenz force opposing the exit of vortices. Larger fields correspond to
entering the vortex dome state and a transition from the linear Ic(B) to ∼ 1/B.
For all larger fields the critical current is reached at the larger current necessary
to push the vortex through the vortex dome region.
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The complimentary B corresponding to Ic pos transitioning into the vortex
dome region occurs at larger B, as depicted in the fourth panel. At this B the
positive bias critical current has j1 = js1 and j2 = 0. The critical current at
larger fields occurs when the Lorenz force is larger enough to push the vortex
entering at side 1 on the left through the vortex dome and annhilate with its
image at side 2 on the right.
The mechanical analog of the vertical displacements of the green bar for
transport currents and rotations for applied fields can be extended to the vortex
dome state if we introduce a different shaped bar for positive and negative bias
directions. This is achieved by bending the bar at the ends in an orientation
such that a larger magnitude transport current is applied before exceeding the
edge critical current density.
This model can also be further extended to include self fielding effects if
we add the condition that changes in the transport current I are coupled to
rotations of the green bar consistent with the size and orientation of the self-
fielding.
The positive (blue) and negative (red) bias |Ic| are shown in figure 6.23
along with labeled landmarks for the |Ic| value and B position of maximum
|Ic|, intersection of different bias polarity, and transition from linear B to 1/B
dependence. As the edge barrier critical current asymmetry increases at oppo-
site sides c decreases, the peak |Ic(B)| decreases as Is1(1 + c)/2 and the field
for maximum |Ic| increases as Bs1(1 − c)/2. Transition from flux free linear
B dependence to vortex dome 1/B dependence occurs at |Bs1/2| , |Is1/2| and
|Bs2/2| , |Is2/2|. The positive and negative bias |Ic| curves intersect at B = 0,
|Ic| = |Is2|.
Figure 6.24 shows a series of curves of Ic pos(B) as the left side 1 edge barrier
is kept constant and the right side edge barrier is lowered. The largest maximum
Ic occurs for c = 1 such that the edges are symmetric. As Is2 is lowered the
maximum critical current decreases, the field of maximum Ic increases, the
negative applied field extrapolated linear region moves closer to the origin while
the positive field extrapolated linear region remains unchanged.
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Figure 6.23: Labeled landmarks of |Ic(B)| relations for positive negative bias
asymmetric edges and symmetric leads. The red and blue curves are drawn for
an asymmetry parameter c = 0.5, equation 6.93 and 6.94.
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Figure 6.24: Positive bias critical current versus applied field Ic pos(B) for sym-
metric leads and asymmetric edge barriers.
Pink curves: Ic pos(B) for g = 0 and Is2/Is1 = c = 1, 0.8, 0, 6, 0.4, 0.2. As c
decreases the Ic max decreases and occurs at higher applied fields. Dotted lines
are extrapolated linear regions.
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6.8 Critical Current Asymmetry due to Leads
Self-Fielding
Current flowing in an infinitely long rectangular-cross-section superconducting
strip produces a field on the strip itself. The current in the strip is distributed
to reduce this self field in accordance with Ginzburg-Landau and Maxwell equa-
tions. We next consider the additional self fielding effect due to the leads car-
rying current into the TES and call this the lead’s self-field. We find that the
geometry of this current injection changes the field conditions in the supercon-
ductor and causes critical current asymmetry.
Using the geometry definitions used in the flux focusing case we call the
outer-lead-edges to be located at x = −w and x = +w and call the full TES
width W with edges at y = −W/2 and y = W/2. For a bias applied such
that current flows in the xˆ direction the currents along the leads will produce
a downward directed magnetic field on the TES in the −zˆ direction that is
proportional to the current I. We can estimate this self-field in the center of the
TES resulting from a current I using the Biot-Savart law (e.g. for a wire ~B =
Bφφˆ = µ0I/(2piρ)φˆ). With I/2 flowing along each of the outer lead edges each w
away from the TES center we have the total lead self-field of Bsl ≈ µ0I/(2piw).
We later use the substitution 2w = Leff since the narrow lead widths used
in our measurements mean that this Leff is a bit larger than L. Moreover,
we point out that the same field density Bsl ≈ µ0I/(2piw) ≈ µ0I/(piLeff )
obtains at y = 0 for a strip of width W carrying a uniform current density in
the x direction. This Bsl expression is only provided as an approximation of
the geometric terms determining the proportionality constant between the lead’s
current and the produced self-field. But we can proceed more generally knowing
the measure of the self-field is propotional to the current by some constant we
call g such that the self-field is −gI. Flux focusing and local field variation along
the edges could change T , I, or B causing changes in the effective value of g
but we will ignore these effects for the time being and develop the mechanisms
which lead to critical current asymmetries.
We can consider calculating the linear regions of the Ic(B) behavior of an
edge-barrier dominated critical current including self-fielding from the leads.
The linear region with symmetric edges and symmetric leads has been described
by
Ic(B) = Is
(
1− B
Bs
)
. (6.95)
For the geometry of our problem for a positive current I the self-fielding
contribution is in the opposite direction of our defined positive applied field
direction. Therefore to include self-fielding we need to replace the applied field
B with B − gI to include the self fielding contribution, giving
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Ic(B) =
Is − Is
Bs
B
1− gIs
Bs
. (6.96)
Geometric Barrier Ic: Asymmetric Leads, Symmetric Edges
Below equations are for the same edge barrier at both sides and including a self
fielding effect.
Ic pos(B) =

B
2g
(
1−
√
1 +
gIsBs
B2
)
for B < −Bs/2 + gIc pos
Is
(
1 +
B
Bs
)
1 + g
Is
Bs
for −Bs/2 + gIc pos < B < gIc pos
Is
(
1− B
Bs
)
1− g Is
Bs
for gIc pos < B < Bs/2 + gIc pos
B
2g
(
1−
√
1− gIsBs
B2
)
for B > Bs/2 + gIc pos
(6.97)
Ic neg(B) =

B
2g
(
1−
√
1− gIsBs
B2
)
for B < −Bs/2 + gIc neg
Is
(
1 +
B
Bs
)
1 + g
Is
Bs
for −Bs/2 + gIc neg < B < gIc neg
Is
(
1− B
Bs
)
1− g Is
Bs
for gIc neg < B < Bs/2 + gIc neg
B
2g
(
1−
√
1 +
gIsBs
B2
)
for B > Bs/2 + gIc neg
(6.98)
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Figure 6.25: Positive bias critical current versus applied field Ic pos(B) for asym-
metric leads and symmetric edge barriers. Green curves: Ic pos(B) for g = 0,
0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and Is2 = Is1 = Is = 1 (Green curves) and Is2 = Is1 = Is = 0.4
(Purple curves). As g increases the Ic max occurs at higher applied fields. Dotted
lines extrapolated linear regions. Dot-dash lines Ic max = Ic = B/g.
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Geometric Barrier Ic: Asymmetric Leads, Aymmetric Edges
The model predicted Ic(B) behavior when there is both self-fielding from the
leads (g 6= 0) and different edge barriers at opposite edges (c 6= 1) are derived
next.
We use the following two definitions
Mi ≡ Is i
1 + g
Is i
Bs i
(6.99)
and
Ni ≡ Is i
1− g Is i
Bs i
(6.100)
where i is 1 or 2 to denote side 1 or side 2 respectively.
Ic pos(B) =

B
2g
(
1−
√
1 +
gIs2Bs2
B2
)
for B < −Bs2/2 + gIs2/2
Is2
(
1 +
B
Bs2
)
1 + g
Is2
Bs2
for −Bs2/2 + gIs2/2 < B < N1 −M2N2
Bs2
+
M1
Bs1
Is1
(
1− B
Bs1
)
1− g Is1
Bs1
for
N1 −M2
N2
Bs2
+
M1
Bs1
< B < Bs1/2 + gIs1/2
B
2g
(
1−
√
1− gIs1Bs1
B2
)
for B > Bs1/2 + gIs1/2
(6.101)
Ic neg(B) =

B
2g
(
1−
√
1− gIs1Bs1
B2
)
for B < −Bs1/2− gIs1/2
−Is1
(
1 +
B
Bs1
)
1− g Is1
Bs1
for −Bs1/2− gIs1/2 < B < M2 −N1N2
Bs2
+
M1
Bs1
−Is2
(
1− B
Bs2
)
1 + g
Is2
Bs2
for
M2 −N1
N2
Bs2
+
M1
Bs1
< B < Bs2/2− gIs2/2
B
2g
(
1−
√
1 +
gIs2Bs2
B2
)
for B > Bs2/2− gIs2/2
(6.102)
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Figure 6.26: Mo/Au TES + Mo/Nb Leads diagram with dimensions labeled.
L is the lead to lead separation distance. Current flows in the TES along the
x direction. The region of weakly coupled TES along the x direction from −b
to +b. The full width is W . When the Mo/Au TES is square W = L. The
outer-lead-edge to outer-lead-edge separation distance is 2w. Positive applied
field B is in the positive z direction. The lead self-field for the defined positive
current direction produces a field in the −z direction. We approximate this
self-field as a uniform field ≈ −g I zˆ. Modeling flux focusing in the long weak-
link approximation (w − b  b) all flux incident on the TES ranging from
x = −(w + b)/2 to x = (w + b)/2 threads the weak link region from x = −b to
x = b. Using the same approximation when the weak-link region is very large
such that 2b = L all flux incident between x = −(2w+L)/4 to x = (2w+L)/4
threads the weak link.
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Figure 6.27: Critical current versus applied field for both asymmetric leads and
asymmetric edge barriers.
Thick dashed gray curve: Ic pos(B) for g = 0.5 and c = 1, Is1 = Is2 = 1.
Thick dotted gray curve: Ic pos(B) for g = 0.5 and c = 1, Is1 = Is2 = 0.7.
Gray dot-dash line: Ic(B) = B/g.
Red curves: Ic pos(B) (thick) and |Ic neg(B)| (thin) for g = 0.5 and c = 0.7,
outer-edge = Is1 = 1 > inner-edge = Is2 = 0.7.
Blue curves: Ic pos(B) (thick) and |Ic neg(B)| (thin) for g = 0.5 and c = 0.7,
inner-edge = Is1 = 1 > outer-edge = Is2 = 0.7.
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In figure 6.27 we show the model for both different edge barriers and self
fielding. In our geometry the ”outer edge” is located along y = +W/2 between
x = −L/2 and x = +L/2 and the ”inner edge” which lies along y = −W/2
between x = −L/2 and x = +L/2. The thick red curve is Ic pos(B) which
has the outer edge barrier critical current larger Is1 than the inner edge barrier
critical current Is2, with c = Is2/Is1 and Is1 > Is2. In this case the difference
in edge critical currents means the Ic pos(B) larger applied field linear region
extrapolation intersects the B axis at larger applied fields than the lower field
linear region (i.e. | − Bs2| > Bs1). The thin red line is the corresponding
|Ic neg(B)| for the self fielding and outer edge barrier larger than the inner edge
barrier. You will notice that the thick and thin red curves do intersect at B = 0
which provides a way to identify the zero field value even in the presence of a
small uniform field. This means by measuring Ic neg(B) and Ic pos(B) we can
identify zero field at the TES and then use the linear regions of either Ic polarity
to determine the size of Is at each edge.
The thick (thin) blue curves give Ic pos(B) ( |Ic neg(B)| ) for the opposite
situation when the inner edge Is is larger than the outer edge Is. Again we
can determine the zero field value at the TES from the intersection of these
two blue curves. And we can also determine the self fielding factor g from the
linear Ic(B) slopes and the difference in edge critical currents are manifested in
different size B intersection values at −Bs1 and Bs2 with the Ic = 0 line.
The thick dashed and dotted gray curves of figure 6.27 are for symmetric
edges with lead self-fielding causing the asymmetry with both edges barriers of
higher and lower energy respectively. The gray dot-dash line Ic(B) = B/g goes
through the critical current maxima of the curves with symmetric edges and lead
self fielding. The thick red curve is Ic pos(B) equation 6.101 and the thin red
curve |Ic neg(B)| the absolute value of equation 6.102 for a device with both self-
fielding and the inner-edge barrier larger than the outer-edge barrier. The red
curves show that the maximum Ic for both asymmetric leads and asymmetric
edges can occur at an even larger field when the inner-edge barrier is larger than
the outer-edge barrier. And conversely we see in the set of blue curves that the
combined effect of edge and lead self field asymmetry can tend to cancel the
field value of maximum critical current when the outer-edge barrier is smaller
than the inner-edge barrier.
Table 6.1 organizes the values for the field maximized critical current Ic pos
and the value of the applied field that maximizes Ic pos for the four different
models for a superconducting strip with Ic determined by a geometric or edge
barrier to vortex entry. Going down the column the conditions on g and c are for:
symmetric leads and symmetric edges, symmetric leads and asymmetric edges,
asymmetric leads and symmetric edges, and asymmetric leads and asymmetric
edges.
We find that at any temperature in which the Ic(B) shows stronger coupling
superconducting behavior and therefore a linear Ic(B) dependence for small ap-
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Ic pos max B at Ic pos max
g = 0 and c = 1 Is 0
g = 0 and 0 ≤ c ≤ 1 Is1 (1 + c)2 Bs1
(1− c)
2
g ≥ 0 and c = 1 Is g Is
g ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ c ≤ 1 Is1 (1 + c)2
1
2
[
(1− c)Bs1 + (1 + c) gIs1
]
Table 6.1: Maximum positive bias critical current Ic pos max and magnetic field
position B for combinations of lead self fielding and different edge barriers.
plied fields that the model predicts a evolution of the sharply peaked maximum
critical current. Applying the model we find the maximum critical current sat-
isfies Ic max = Is0 and the applied magnetic field at which the maximum occurs
Bmax = g Is0 = g Ic max. Therefore, if g is a constant then the points of max-
imum Ic(B) in a summary plot containing curves of Ic(B) taken at multiple
temperatures will all fall on a line if g is a constant at all temperatures. We
find that that these maximum do nearly fall on a line over a wide temperature
range which implies that g is approximately constant. Our model predicts that
a plot of Ic(B) will follow Ic(B) = B/g (a line if g is a constant). The data
shows for the larger L samples departure from a contant g in such a way that at
lower temperatures (which means higher critical currents and maxima at larger
applied fields) the slope is reduced. This reduced slope implies a larger g thus
more field per current is coupling into the TES. This could be due to changes in
the current distribution, flux focusing, or lead path along the current direction
near the TES becoming more significant. It has been shown that the edge bar-
rier js changes with the coherence length ξ. Through this means T -dependence
of can js could arise from ξ(T ).
We find that in the “vortex dome region” that by applying calculations for
a superconducting strip we would expect the Ic(B) to decay in applied field B
like ∼ 1/B that the field decay is actually faster than this. This is likely due
to the fact that our system is not a uniform superconducting strip but rather
a longitudinally proximitized superconductor and the spatially varying order
parameter yields a critical current decay that is more closely an exponential
dependence.
6.8.1 Summary of Ic Asymmetry Models
Edge defects can lower the energy barrier to vortex entry. We derived that
differences in this energy barrier between opposite edges will result in a criti-
cal current asymmetry (critical current rectification). Such Ic asymmetry could
result from defects in fabrication of the edges resulting in different surface struc-
ture or roughness at one edge compared to the opposite edge. In this case the
size of the Ic asymmetry would differ from sample to sample depending upon the
size of the relative difference in edge barriers. In this case the measured polarity
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of the offset would also be random. Meaning the positive biased critical current
maximum would sometimes occur for positive applied fields (if say the left edge
barrier is lower than the right edge barrier) and for other samples for negative
applied fields (if the left edge barrier is higher than the right). When the critical
current asymmetry is due to different edge conditions the magnitude of slopes
in the linear Ic(B) regions are the same on either side of the Ic maximum.
In contrast if the origin of the asymmetry is due to self fielding the sign of the
maximum Ic’s bias direction and field direction will be correlated. By keeping
track of both the field and bias polaritiy directions you will find that positive
(negative) bias currents will have it’s Ic maxima at positive (negative) applied
fields. Additionally we derive for our sample geometry that the magnitude of
slopes in the linear Ic(B) regions are different on either side of the Ic maximum.
We expect the magnitude of the slope at lower fields to be smaller compared to
the magnitude of the linear slope at higher applied fields.
From our measurements on devices with identical edges by design we con-
clude that the asymmetry is caused by the self fielding of the leads. In addition
to being consistent with the characteristics above we find that as the maxi-
mum Ic increases with temperature the Ic max scales linearly with applied field
as predicted by the lead self fielding model. We can also say that the typical
edge roughness and nonuniformities that exist in our devices causes a negligible
change in surface barrier energy relative to the measured asymmetry that is well
described by the lead self fielding model.
”Critical current asymmetry” means the size of the critical current depends
on the bias direction, |Ic pos(B, T )| 6= |Ic neg(B, T )|. We have shown that critical
current asymmetry generally derives in any superconductor with its critical cur-
rent determined by a surface energy barrier (negligible bulk pinning) whenever
the energy barriers at the opposite current carrying surfaces are different. It is
also shown that this critical current rectification effect is tunable with applied
magnetic field and gives rectification factors Ic pos/Ic neg ≈ 4. Such differences
in surface energy barrier can arises from differences in the local: temperature,
magnetic field, surface geometry, or order parameter at the opposite surfaces.
The critical current asymmetry model suggests an new experimental technique
to measure changes in in the surface energy barrier by simply measuring the size
of the asymmetry. An example relevant to TES physics is an experiment to test
the hypothesis that the normal metal fingers lowers the energy barrier to vortex
entry and enhances vortex nucleation. This test can be made by fabricating a
sample with symmetric current injection (no lead self-fielding) and by having
a finger structure at one edge and a simple plain normal metal bank at the
opposite edge and measuring the critical current asymmetry. In this manner
a general study of how geometry of normal metal components impact vortex
nucleation conditions is currently underway.
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6.9 Critical Current of a Superconducting
Strip
6.10 Flux Flow Resistance and Ic: SN
′S to SS′S
The critical current at high temperatures is well described by a Josephson crit-
ical current whereas at lower temperatures the coupling becomes stronger and
the critical current displays characteristics of a uniform superconducting strip
with strong coupling. There is not a strong transition and as mentioned briefly
in Likharev’s review article the Josephson critical current becomes a bulk critical
current as the coupling is increased, ”the Josephson effect turns into ordinary
superconductivity”, and ”the Josephson effect becomes the depairing effect.” In
our system the strength of the coupling is decreased by lowering the tempera-
ture or increasing the separation distance L between the superconducting leads.
We also find that at sufficiently low temperatures for a given L such that the
coupling is strong along the TES and is ordinary a weak link can be induced by
applying a sufficently large magnetic field.
When a uniform superconducting strip reaches the critical current the Lorenz
force on a fluxon exceeds the energy barriers inhibiting flux motion such as
geometric energy barriers and vortex pinning barriers. The motion of vortices
across the strip results in an electric field in a direction opposite the current
by Maxwell’s equations and thus a voltage or resistance is measured along the
strip associated with energy dissipation.
In a superconducting strip inhomogeneities of the size of the coherence length
are inevitable in real samples and leads to fluxon pinning sites. The fluxons’
energy is lowered when located at these inhomogenieties and a larger transport
current is required to force the fluxon out of the potential well to initiate flux
motion. In this fashion the addition of pinning sites can increase the measured
critical current.
It is also possible for fluxons to move when the Lorenz force is less than
the pinning force with the help of thermal fluctuations. This thermally acti-
vated flux creep is revealed by slow changes in trapped magnetic field over time
and also causes a measurable resistive voltage. This flux creep can become a
cooperative interaction with many bundles jumping as a unit between pinning
cites.
In low Tc materials flux creep is only important when J ≈ Jc when the values
for U/kBT are large. The resistance can transition from thermally activated flxu
flow for low currents, flux creep at intermediate currents, and flux flow at larger
currents
ρ ≈ ρffexp(− U
kBT
) = ρtaff for J  J1 (taff), (6.103)
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ρ ∝ exp(− U
kBT
) for J ≈ Jc (flux creep), (6.104)
ρ ≈ ρff
(
1− (Jc/J)2
)2
for J  Jc (flux flow), (6.105)
where U is the effective activation energy for flux jumps.
For conventional flux flow treated originally by Kim the effects of pinning
is assumed to be negligible (which is very difficult to observe in real supercon-
ducting samples such as superconducting alloys or HTSC materials). The flux
flow regime is found to follow the empirical relation
ρff
ρn
=
H
Hc2
(6.106)
nearly independent of temperature provided the temperature T  Tc.
We can now show that the evolution of a Josephson to bulk critical current
also has a natural transition in the resistive state. We can relate the flux flow
voltage of a strip to Josephson voltage for a weak link. To do this we start with
the second Josephson equation that relates the voltage across the junction to
the time derivative of the phase difference across the junction as
∂φ
∂t
=
2e V
~
=
2e VJosephson
~
(6.107)
And we write Faradays law for the induced emf for a changing magnetic flux as
V = −dΦ
dt
(6.108)
Comparing the two equations above we can relate the phase change of the order
parameter to change in magnetic flux as
∆φ = 2pi
∆Φ
Φ0
(6.109)
where ∆φ is the total change in the phase of the order parameter and ∆Φ/Φ0
is the number of vortices. The relation means changing the flux in the super-
conducting state by Φ changes the phase of the order parameter by 2pi. If we
call v the velocity of vortices, n the number of vortices, and W the width of the
strip then the phase change per unit time can be written as
∆φ
∆t
= 2pi(n vW ). (6.110)
The Josephson voltage between ends of the strip caused by a phase differences
of 2pinv can be written
VJosephson =
~
2e
∂φ
∂t
=
~
2e
2pin vW = Φ0Wnv = Vff . (6.111)
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The above relation shows that the flux flow voltage due to vortex motion is
equivalent to the Josephson voltage due to a change in phase of the supercon-
ducting order parameter.
As the width of the superconducting structure is shortened and becomes
of the order of coherence length then the structure transitions from a vortex
flux flow resistivity for which vortices are nucleated at the edges to overlapping
phase slip centers. In this narrow limit the resistivity is a phase slip resistivity.
When the Josephson effect is evolving into ordinary superconductivity or
the depairing effect the current phase relation begins to deviate from the first
Josephson equations simple current phase relation I(φ) = Ic sinφ. In fact onlike
the 2nd Josephson relation the first Josepson relation’s sinusoidal current phase
relation is actually only an approximation. Various kinds of deviations from
the sinusoidal current-phase relation in a weak-link of any type[9]. For lengths
longer than a few coherence lengths this current phase relation becomes mul-
tivalued. At this point the current phase relation becomes multivalued. When
the current-phase relation becomes multivalued the critical current is no longer
a real Josephson effect critical call and is better characterized based on the
depairing current effect. [26]
The most general form of the Josephson current phase relation is a Fourier
series decomposition
I(φ) =
∑
n≥1
{In sin(nφ) + Jn cos(nφ)} (6.112)
with the In and Jn coefficients to be determined. The Jn vanish if time reversal
symmetry is obeyed giving
I(φ) =
∑
n≥1
In sin(nφ). (6.113)
as predicted for a SNS weak-link where the sum is then taken from n = 1 to
∞. [27] As we will show later at sufficiently low T and large applied fields
B the Ic(B) enters a “ratty” region which no longer has regular oscillations
with applied field. This transition to the ratty region may correspond to the
current-phase relation becoming multivalued.
Further connections between the critical current of a strongly coupled uni-
form superconducting strip and Josephson critical current are seen by con-
sidering the relation between the measure Ic(B) and Kx(y) for a junction.
Yakobson considered modeling a junction as having an intrinsic spatially de-
pendent Josephson Kx(y) distribution superimposed with a smaller random
δKx(y) meant to account for the effects of inhomogenities in real junctions.
The δKx(y) is chosen to vary over a length scale short relative to the junction
width and its average value over the full width is zero. The effect of the δKx(y)
on the Ic(B) is to increase the critical current such that the minima do not go
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zero, raising the higher field |Ic|, but with the zero field value of Ic unchanged.
The result is a constant persisting nonzero Ic at large fields. This persisting
Ic at high fields can be viewed as the Josephson vortices becoming pinned by
the structure inhomogenities in an analogous fashion to inhomogenieates and
defects in bulk superconductor pinnng the motion of Abrikosov vortices.
Recall that the Ic(B) pattern is solved for picking a value of the phase that
minimizes the Josephson coupling energy and pins the value of φ0 at t. The
Josephson coupling energy has a local minimum for a particular value of φ0 that
pins the Josephson vortex at that value of φ0. Continuing with this analogy the
Fraunhofer pattern Ic(B) says that the pinning potential is deepest when an
odd number of half integer wavelengths of φ fit within the junction width. For
the Fraunhofffer pattern of a uniform coupled rectangular junction the pinning
is not coming from inhomogeneties but rather by the edges of the junction. We
have derived that a uniformly coupled rectangular junction has a corresponding
Fraunhofer diffraction pattern in Ic(B). A similar derivation can show for a
circular junction that the Ic(B) follows an Airy pattern which has an Ic(B)
envelope that decays faster than the 1/B of the Fraunhofer pattern. The faster
decay of the circular junction can then be viewed as a curved edge has a weaker
edge barrier or weaker edge pinning potential as compared to the straight edge
along the applied field direction seen in a Fraunhofer pattern.
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Chapter 7
Ic(B, T, L) Data
7.1 Overview of Ic(B,L, T ) SN
′S to SS′S
behavior
We begin by showing SEM images and labeled schematics of the square Mo/Au
bilayer studied. Figure 7.1 shows schematics of the Mo/Au bilayer TES to
which higher Tc Mo/Nb leads are added. The lead-to-lead separation distance
L and full width W for the devices studied are square with L = W . The current
injection geometry is shown in the SEM image for a L = 29 µm device, and
is representative of the other L devices ranging from 8 to 290 µm. Since edge
conditions may play a roll in determining the critical current we also have higher
magnification images of the outer (a) and inner (b) edges as labeled. We see
in the higher magnification that the edges are well defined and no regions of
bare Mo are seen along the edges. At the edge we can also see strongly couple
domains of the Au growth. These Au grains have size of order the film thickness.
The general behavior of the measured Ic(B) for devices ranging in size from
L = 8 µm to L = 290 µm is illustrated by studying figure 7.2. In fact, many
of the key Ic(B,L, T ) findings are contained in this figure 7.2. We present this
summary figure first to provide the reader a sampling/overview of the Ic(B, T, L)
space. This figure aids in orienting the reader before we delve into specific
characteristics in turn in this chapter.
At high temperatures the critical current is governed by a Josephson critical
current of the weak-link. This finding is evidenced by the distinct oscillations in
the critical current with applied magnetic field, a telltale sign of the Josephson
effect. As the temperature is lowered the critical current increases. The larger
Ic means more leads self-fielding and the oscillating pattern develops a distinct
Ic asymmetry consistent with the proposed self-fielding model developed earlier.
As the temperature is lowered further the pattern changes from Fraunhofer-like
behavior characteristic of a uniform Josephson junction to a wide Josephson
junction-like behavior characteristic of larger oscillation period δB near B = 0
that then decays to a constant δB value at larger B. Junctions in the wide junc-
tion limit are also exhibit shallower local minima near the central peak (Ic not
going to zero) due to incomplete cancelation arising from the junction current’s
self-field. In this intermediate temperature regime we also see on the linear scale
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Figure 7.1: Schematic of Mo/Au TES along with SEM images of L = 29 µm
device and edge morphology. The edges labeled (a) and (b) correspond to the
”outer” and ”inner” edge respectively defined in relation to the direction of
Mo/Nb lead current injection into the Mo/Au TES. Edge morphology shows
well defined Au edges with visible Au grain structure with grain size of order
film thickness. No regions of uncovered Mo shorts along the edges are observed
as the Mo layer appears slightly undercut.
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Figure 7.2: Measured Ic(B) for L = 29µm (left most graphs) for T = 190 to
100 mK and for L = 130µm (right most graphs) for T = 169 to 171 mK. A thin
line of positive slope passing through the origin is the calculated Ic(B) = B/g
lead self fielding line calculated for each device. The data’s maximum Ic pos and
|Ic neg| points follow this line for the temperature range. The same thin gray
line is used in the top and bottom graphs for each of the respective devices.
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the minima not going to zero for small B values. As the temperature is decreased
further the critical current continuously evolves from a Josephson critical cur-
rent to an edge or geometric barrier critical current evidenced by the distinct
linear Ic(B) regions. This low-temperature edge- or geometric-barrier critical
current exhibits asymmetry characterized by the self-fielding model introduced
in the previous chapter.
The general characteristics or samples measured with L ranging in size from
8 to 290 µm as the temperature is lowered the critical current Ic evolves from:
1. a symmetric Josephson weak-link Ic(B),
2. larger Ic Josephson weak-link with lead self-fielding causing Ic(B) pattern
shearing and rectification,
3. lead and weak-link self-fielding effects in the wide Josephson limit,
4. strongly coupled superconducting showing approximately strip-like with
Ic governed by an edge- or geometric barrier to vortex entry and lead-self
fielding.
5. (for larger L devices) further reduction in the Pearl length causing in-
creased screening and self-field at the sample edge increasing g.
The left of figure 7.2 shows the measure positive and negative bias Ic(B)
for L = 29 µm with the temperatures labeled covering T = 190, 180, 175, 170,
165, 150, and 100 mK. A thin dotted line is drawn for the calculated lead self-
fielding line gIc. This self fielding line passes through the maximum Ic values
over the entire temperature range shown in excellent agreement with the lead
self-fielding model. The lower left plot shows Frauhoffer-like oscillations of the
Ic(B) at high temperatures evolving to wide junction limit like behavior at lower
temperatures with increased δB width and Ic minima not going to zero near
B = 0. It is more generally caused by incomplete interference cancelation.
The right of figure 7.2 shows a similar evolution of the measured Ic(B) for
L = 130 µm. The temperature range over which this evolution takes place for
the L = 130 µm is much smaller, characteristic of the larger L behavior and
associated sharper Ic(T ). The evolution from Josephson weak-link to strongly
coupled superconductor with an edge barrier occurs in a range of many 10’s of
mK for the L = 29 µm sample and over a range of only ∼ 2 mK for the L =
130 µm sample.
7.2 Ic(B) Oscillating SN
′S
In this section we focus our attention on the Ic(B) oscillations. These means low
enough temperature such that the Josephson coupling energy is strong relative
to thermal fluctuations and a Josephson critical current exists. And not so
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low a temperature that the weak-link has transitioned into a strongly coupled
superconductor.
We show a comparison of the high temperature oscillatory Ic(B) in figure 7.3
for the whole range of L = 8 to 290 µm. The Ic(B) behavior is similar at these
high temperatures and for sufficiently low currents such that there is minimal
shearing of the Ic(B) from lead self-fielding. Notice that the horizontal axes B
scaling is different for each L so that the shapes can be compared. We compile
the size of the oscillation period δB extracted from the Ic(B) in the next figure.
Figure 7.4 shows the oscillation period δB versus index number. The central
peak is given an index value of n = 0 and the higher order maxima or minima
are numbered sequentially. For all L the behavior of δB(n) follows a decay to a
constant value for large n. The variations in δB for a given L are much smaller
than the δB variation with L. This (departure from a Fraunhofer pattern) decay
of δB to a constant at highB behavior is seen in wide Josephson junctions arising
from screening currents of the junction. In the wide junction limit for low applied
fields the junction generates Meissner screening currents fields which counter the
applied field. This then means more external field B must be applied in order to
have one flux quantum thread the junction. For sufficiently large applied fields
the field in the junction becomes effectively uniform and the oscillation period
approaches a constant value. If the effective dimensions of the junction deff
and W are approximately unchanged with temperature then the larger field δB
limit will agree with the δB at higher temperatures when in the narrow junction
limit.
From figure 7.4 we see that the oscillation period is not particularly temper-
ature dependent. Further measurements over a wider temperature range also
confirmed that the large field oscillation period is with in error constant and
not temperature dependent.
In this manner we take the large field limit δB oscillation period and the
known sample width geometry and assume that Ic minima occur when integral
multiples of Φ0 thread the junction (Φ = n 1.0 Φ0). In figure 7.5 we plot deff =
1.0Φ0/(W δB) versus the separation distance L for square (L = W ) Mo/Au
bilayers ranging from 8 to 290 µm as the black square markers. We find that
the black square markters (without flux focusing factor) follow the dotted gray
line (deff = L) over remarkably long lengths. The upper plot of figure 7.5
plots the data’s percent deviation from the deff = L line versus L. The black
squares in this upper plot shows an increasing departure from the deff = L
line as L decreases as expected from flux focusing of the leads. We expect that
this effect would have to be significant when the lead width is no longer small
relative to L. We then apply the flux focusing correction procedure outlined
earlier and determined the implied length of the weak-link region 2b. Including
this flux focusing correction means the actual length of the weakly coupled
region threaded with flux deff is shorter and given by the blue circles along
with vertical error bars. Including this flux focusing correction improves the
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Figure 7.3: High T Faunhoffer-like Ic(B) oscillations for L = 8, 16, 29, 44, 130,
and 290 µm. Labeled vertical axis in [µA] and labeled horizontal axes in [µT].
Each data set’s L and T labels to the right.
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Figure 7.4: Ic(B)’s magnetic field oscillation period δB versus oscillation index
number for square TESs with W = L = 8µm to W = L = 44µm. The period
spacing between local maxima (shown by cross symbols) and minima (other
symbols) both follow the same trend. We find that the high field oscillation
period δB for the different temperatures as labeled agree i.e. no significant
temperature dependence to δB.
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Figure 7.5: Calculated effective weak-link length deff for square Mo/Au TESs
with full lead separation length L and full width W satisfying L = W deter-
mined from the Ic(B) oscillation period spacing δB. Black squares have no
flux focusing correction with deff = Φ0/(δB W ). The blue circles with error
bars correct for flux focusing effects. We see from the upper inset that the flux
focusing effect is a fractionally larger effect for the smaller devices as expected
when the lead width becomes of order the weak-link length. The gray dotted
line is deff = L and we see that data is in good agreement with this line.
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data’s agreement with the deff = L line for small L devices. This analysis
suggests that the effective weak link length is the entire TES length L,. The
measurements then represent Josephson weak-link effects over unprecedentedly
long lengths.
Devices are being made to investigate rectangular TESs with different aspect
ratios. The devices measured thus far are square devices (L = W ) and as such
are unable to distinguish between oscillation period scaling with the inverse
area (WL)−1 or the square of the inverse width W−2. Models for very short
edge junction geometries suggest a δB period scaling geometrically as W−2 is
possible. Additionally, such calculations find a prefactor that is greater than or
equal to 1.842. Tests using a SQUID for calibration found the measured applied
magnetic field value from the coil within 5% of the calculated value. Therefore
our measurements δB(L) consistent with a deff = 1.0Φ0/(W δB) scaling is
inconsistent with a prefactor of 1.842 or larger. In other words, despite our
samples L = W degeneracy, from our field calibration we able to conclude the
prefactor is ≈ 1.0 and not & 2 as calculated for W−2 scalings.
In many Josephson junction or Josephson weak-links more generally there
is often little discussion of the size of the oscillations period δB. Some reasons
for this include the measured Ic(B) pattern can be quite irregular making δB
difficult to define or ambiguous, there are two few oscillations before the Ic
vanishes, and also in many sample geometries the flux through the junction
is ambiguous because flux focusing is significant and can be quite difficult to
calculate. In our case we obtain many regularly spaced oscillations. Heida et.
al. reported δΦ = 2Φ0 instead of the usual δΦ = Φ0 from data with irregular
Ic(B) and in some measurements no more than a few oscillations. In contrast
our regular, smooth, and nonhysteretic Ic(B)’s routinely show many tens of
oscillations in either field direction. Additionally we have a planar geometry
that has a negligible amount of lead self fielding for large L samples. For smaller
L samples we apply a quantitative approximate correction for the flux focusing
of the leads which though a relatively small effect improves agreement with the
trend line followed for larger L samples.
A recent publication measures the Josephson effect in graphene [21] (a couple
atomic layers of graphite). Their measurement geometry is similar to our own in
how it deviates from the typical constriction or sandwich sample geometries (see
figure 6.2). The flux focusing is larger than our own samples and smaller in size
making it a nice system to apply our analysis. Using the geometry presented in
their paper. Using their Ic(B) pattern in their publication’s figure 2b I figure
their δB = 2.8 ± 0.2 mT, 2b = 0.32µm, 2w = 0.87µm, their junction width
ranges between W = 1.8 to 1.5µm. We assume δB = 1.0Φ0/W/L, the prefactor
of 1.0. The overestimate assuming no flux focusing is δB ≈ 4.3 to 3.6 mT. The
simple flux focusing correction assuming the long weak-link approximation is
satisfied is then δB ≈ 2.3 to 2.0 mT.
The better flux focusing underestimate assuming infinite strips is δB ≈ 2.5 to
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2.2 mT. Our extracted δB of 2.8 lies between our bounds calculated bounds 3.6
and 2.5. Therefore the measured 2.8/2.35 = 1.19 means the prefactor is . 1.19
which is much less than ∼ 2.0. The authors in the text state that δB = 2.5 mT
which would make it very near one, (2.5/2.35 ≈ 1.06). We also mention that the
authors state their Ic(B) is consistent with a uniform current distribution. We
will later show that their pattern’s departure from Fraunhofer is actually more
consistent with the Josephson current more concentrated at the edges than one
that is uniformly distributed over the full width.
7.3 Ic(B) SS
′S Edge Barrier
In the previous chapter we discussed the present understanding for the Ic(B)
dependence of a uniform superconducting strip. Equations 6.91 and 6.92 and
figure 6.15 summarizes the Ic(B) for superconducting strips satisfying W  Λ
with:
1. surface barriers (geometric barriers or edge barriers) dominate the critical
current,
2. the surface barriers are the same on both sides,
3. bulk pinning is negligibly small,
4. the current is fed into the sample symmetrically.
We then showed that when the edge barriers at opposite edges can be differ-
ent and/or the current is injected asymmetrically (relaxing condition (2) and/or
(4)) results in significantly different behavior. This exotic behavior includes:
• The positive bias critical current can be different from the negative bias
critical current,|Ic pos(B, T )| 6= |Ic neg(B, T )|, ”critical current asymme-
try” or ”critical current rectification”.
• The maximum critical current is not at zero applied magnetic field, Ic max(B 6=
0).
• The applied magnetic field that maximizes the critical current can change
with temperature.
We find that for T < Tci the the measured Ic(B) generally follows the model
for the critical current of a superconducting strip with an edge barrier to vortex
entry and negligible bulk pinning. Applying the general model that includes
both asymmetric edges and leads shows that lead self-fielding is the dominant
mechanism bringing about the Ic(B) asymmetry. Measurement characteristics
that depart from this theoretical description are listed below.
1. The high field Ic(B) falls off faster than ∼ 1/B. A departure from the
1/B expected for a uniform superconducting strip is not surprising since we
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know our system is a weak-link with a spatially varying order parameter along
the x direction. In our system the vortex dome state has a comparatively low
concentration of vortices and the vortices are ordered quasi one-dimensionally
about the order parameter minimum along the x = 0 line. In contrast a uniform
superconducting strip has a higher concentration of vortices pushing through the
vortex dome, entering and exiting all along the x direction.
2. At low temperatures the lower field extrapolated linear region |Ic neg(B)|
intersects the Ic = 0 line at a higher B value than the extrapolated linear region
Ic pos(B) intersects the Ic = 0. At higher temperatures these lines intersect at
the same B value as expected in the asymmetric-leads symmetric-edges model.
The direction of this departure is consistent with at lower temperatures the
outer edge barrier is somewhat reduced relative to the inner edge barrier. At
low temperatures the self-fielding term becomes quite large with g ∼ 1 which
may also be playing a role.
3. The approximate g value assuming a uniform self-field on the center
of the TES from the lead geometry agrees with the measurements at high T .
At lower temperatures, g increases consistent with more self-field per unit TES
current. Other than the enhancement of g at low temperatures there is excellent
agreement. The sign of Ic posmax versus B agrees with the self-fielding model
and the orientation. The Ic pos(B) in the linear region for increasing field from
B− = 0 follows a smaller size slope, a sharp maximum, then a much steeper
negative slope. Also the maximum critical current at each temperature nearly
land on a line.
Except for a few rare exceptions the measured Ic(B) is predominantly non-
hysteretic. The exceptions seem consistent with rare spikes in magnetic field
causing flux trapping the higher Mo/Nb leads and making the Ic(B) highly ir-
regular. In this case the field tends reproduce the complicated pattern. The
more typical Ic(B) pattern is restored upon warming the system above the tran-
sition temperature of the Mo/Nb leads and cooling the sample back down. This
is discussed further in 7.12.
7.4 Lead Self-field + Edge Barrier Ic(B)
As the temperature is lowered and the weak link becomes strongly coupled the
Ic(B) evolves from a rounded maximum at low fields to a sharp peak with
distinct linear scaling. In this temperature regime transition from Josephson
weak link to edge barrier Ic the pattern will still show oscillations at higher
fields. As the temperature is lowered more the depth of the ossicillations become
more shallow as the higher order minima are clearly seen not going to zero on
a linear scale. In this regime the Ic and g’s are large enough such that we
can see considerable shearing of the pattern from self fielding. The structure
rich Ic(B)’s showing both well defined linear regions and clear oscillations make
them well suited for checking the accuracy of the lead self fielding hypothesis.
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The landmark features are easily identified and check against the model we
developed.
Measurements made in this transitioning behavior regime are show in figure
7.6. This figure plots Ic(B) for an L = 29µm device at T= 165mK. The two
distinct measurement sets are shown by the red markers (|Ic neg(B)|) and the
gray markers (Ic pos(B)). The other curves on the plot represent transformation
operations of the gray Ic pos(B) data and are to be compared with the red
markers. The data shows clear linear Ic(B) at low fields that transition to
oscillations at higher fields. As expected from the model the two data sets
intersect at B = 0 and the maximum critical currents exist at different applied
field values for the different bias directions. The yellow curve is obtained by
operating on the gray curve such that the field values go from B → B− gIc pos.
We find that value of g = 0.012 T/A causes the maximum Ic pos to shift to B = 0
while simultaneously making the magnitudes of the negative and positive linear
regions the same. The yellow curve is the Ic(B) we would measure if the current
was injected symmetrically into the Mo/Au bilayer.
By applying the field transformation to the yellow curve again, or equiv-
alently transforming the gray data by B → B − 2gIc pos we obtain the black
curve. We can then compare the black curve (transformed Ic pos(B)) with the
data set taken in the opposite polarity the direction (red curve, |Ic neg(B)|). We
find that the two data sets agree with one another remarkably well. Figures 7.7,
7.8, and 7.9 plot the same data sets over different ranges. The following figures
also have a green curve which flips the field polarity of the gray Ic pos(B) data
set. Disagreements between the red and green curves that are not due to noise
can then be attributed to time reversal symmetry breaking.
The central peak is expanded in figure 7.9. We can see excellent agreement
with the lead self-fielding model transformed data (black curve) with the op-
posite polarity data set (red curve). Despite impressive agreement some small
departures from the black and red curves are observed. It turns out that the red
and green curves are in even better agreement meaning time reversal symmetry
is obeyed.
An expanded range of the negative applied field oscillations are shown in
figure 7.8. We see the self-field correction shifting the smaller oscillations (gray
→ yellow → black). The black curve agrees with the red curve quite well over
the full range of B values. Small departures are seen in the first two oscillations
with the maximum of the black curve undershooting then overshooting the red
curve between successive oscillations. Looking more closely we again see that
the agreement between the red and green curves are nearly exact matches. The
same comments can be said for the expanded range for the positive B data sets
show in figure 7.9.
Obeying time reversal symmetry to high accuracy (red and green curve
agreement) indicates that the Mo/Au bilayer has an exceedingly weak pinning
environment. It also says that trapped flux in any regions local to the device has
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Figure 7.6: Plot of Ic pos(B) data (red) and |Ic neg|(B) data (gray) for L =
29µm device at T = 165 mK. We operate on the |Ic neg|(B) data and compare
the result with the Ic pos(B) data. Operating on the |Ic neg|(B) data with a
g = 0.0012 A/T gives the dark yellow curve. We see that this yellow curve has
it maximum at B = 0 and is symmetric about B. This is the Ic(B) pattern
we would expect for the L = 29µm device with symmetric lead configuration.
The g value of the yellow curve is double to produce the black curve. The black
curve agrees very well with the opposite polarity measured red curve. The green
curve is the time reversal symmetry operation of the positive bias data set and is
also compared with the negative bias data (red curve). In the three subsequent
graphs you can check the excellent agreement between the red curve and black
curves but slightly better agreement is found with the green curve. Slightly
better agreement is attributed to a small deviation from perfect field polarity
symmetry in the absence of lead self fielding.
not changed. The agreement between the red and black curves over the entire
Ic and B range indicates that the self-fielding model describes the dominant
physics responsible for the critical current asymmetry. The slight departure
between the red and sets is also interesting to consider. We hypothesize that
this disagreement would also be present if the TES had a lead geometry pro-
ducing no self-fielding (e.g. like the yellow curve). In which case the departure
is due to some asymmetry in the sample producing a small violation of field
inversion symmetry. The asymmetry could be due to sample imperfection or a
nonuniform ambient field.
We would like to know if the lead self-fielding model remains valid for other
temperatures. We have compiled data for an L = 29µm sample in figure 7.10
to address this. The yellow circles are the values of Ic pos and B that maximize
the critical current at temperatures ranging from 40 to 190 mK. We have also
taken Ic(B) data on this sample at T = 165 and 170 mK (black and red markers
respectively). We have plotted the value of the local Ic minima (downward tri-
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Figure 7.7: Same data as figure 7.6 inspecting the central peak. The yellow
curve compensates for the self fielding asymmetry producing a Ic(B) that to a
very good approximation obeys current polarity and field polarity symmetry.
The agreement between the red and green curve is very good. Even closer
agreement is found in the time reversal symmetry operation seen by comparing
the red and green curve.
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Figure 7.8: Same data as figure 7.6 here inspecting the oscillations for negative
applied fields. The gray data points are transformed to the yellow curve by ap-
plying the lead self fielding equations. Doubling the self fielding factor produces
the black curve. The agreement between the red and green curve is very good.
Even closer agreement is found in the time reversal symmetry operation seen
by comparing the red and green curve.
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Figure 7.9: Same data as figure 7.6 here inspecting the oscillations for positive
applied fields. The gray data points are transformed to the yellow curve by ap-
plying the lead self fielding equations. Doubling the self fielding factor produces
the black curve. The agreement between the red and green curve is very good.
Even closer agreement is found in the time reversal symmetry operation seen
by comparing the red and green curve.
angles) and maxima (upward triangles) versus the size of the self-field shearing.
The different data sets plotted in figure 7.10 are in agreement. We also see in
the inset the maximum Ic versus B over a much larger range. The data set falls
on a straight line as predict by the lead self-fielding model. At low temperatures
the Ic max(B) dips below the line at higher temperatures. This will be examined
further in the later sections.
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Figure 7.10: For L = 29µm we plot |Ic| versus size of B field difference for posi-
tive and negative bias directions for local minima and maxima of the oscillating
Ic(B). Field shearing of local Ic max and local Ic min when Josephson osicil-
lations consistent with g self-fielding of leads factor. We clearly see that the
landmarks are linearly related and consistent with the g from lead self-fielding.
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7.5 Lower Temperature Ic(B) from edge barrier
In the previous section we have shown evidence that the lead self fielding model
explains the critical current in the temperature range intermediate between a
weak-link and edge barrier Ic. When we continue to even lower temperatures
the Ic increases which increases the self-field and the field value of maximum Ic.
We next show measurements of Ic(B) in this lower temperature range and model
the results with the general equations we derived for a superconducting strip
with both self-fielding and asymmetric edge barriers. Figures 7.11, 7.12, and
7.13 plot Ic pos(B) (squares) and |Ic neg(B)| (circles) at T = 100, 150, and 165
mK respectively for a square L = 29 µm device. The solid black curves in each
figure are obtained from the general Ic asymmetry model with the values given
in the figure caption. At all three temperatures the model is able to reproduce
the offset Ic maxima and reproduce the different sloped linear regions. The
similar value of g are found at all three temperatures (. 10%) despite the Is
and Bs values changing by over a factor of 10. The two higher temperatures
are fit with perfectly symmetric edge barriers (c = 1) and the asymmetric Ic(B)
completely due to the lead-self fielding. At T = 100 mK the best agreement
obtains with a slightly depressed c expected for the inner-edge’s barrier energy
depressed relative to the outer-edge’s barrier energy. At lower temperatures
the system may depart from the approximated uniform self field with the effect
being a lowering of the inner edge’s energy barrier relative to the outer edge. We
have also seen that the higher field linear region slope tends to increase relative
to the outer edge as the temperature is lowered.
At all temperatures we see that the higher field values fall off faster than
the model predicted ∼ 1/B for a uniform strip with no bulk pinning. Elistratov
et al calculated the critical current for a uniform superconducting strip with
symmetric current injection, symmetric edge barriers, including the effects of
bulk pinning. Their results show that as the bulk pinning is increased from zero
the effect is an increase in the critical current at higher field both in absolute
terms and relative to the linear regions at lower field. Therefore, including a
nonzero vortex pinning potential to the model would change the curves in the
wrong direction. Besides, we repeatedly find that the Ic(B) patterns are found
to be very nonhysteretic which suggests negligible pinning effects.
To illustrate the shape change of the Ic(B) pattern with temperature we have
normalized Ic(B) measurements taken on a square L = 62µm sample in figure
7.14. The |Ic(B)| measured at T = 169.74, 160.80, and 142.94 are normalized
and the field ranges scaled such that the maximum critical current points at all
temperatures align. We see as the temperature is lowered the size of the lower
field linear slopes decreases and the size of the size of the higher field slopes
increases. Also the value of the normalized Ic at zero field tends to increase as
the temperature is lowered.
The measured linear Ic(B) asymmetry is in general agreement with the self-
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Figure 7.11: Measured Ic pos(B) (squares) and |Ic neg(B)|(circles) for L = 29µm
device at T = 100 mK and theoretical curve using the self-fielding edge barrier to
vortex entry model (black curves). Parameters values are c = 0.9, Is1 = 4.2mA,
Bs1 = 90µT, g = 14 mT/A.
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Figure 7.12: Measured Ic pos(B) (squares) and |Ic neg(B)|(circles) for L =
29 mum device at T = 150 mK and theoretical curve using the self-fielding
edge barrier to vortex entry model (black curves). Parameters values are c = 1,
Is1 = 1.15mA, Bs1 = 23µT, g = 11.8mT/A.
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Figure 7.13: Measured Ic pos(B) (squares) and |Ic neg(B)|(circles) for L = 29µm
device at T = 165 mK and theoretical curve using the self-fielding edge barrier to
vortex entry model (black curves). Parameters values are c = 1, Is = 0.325mA,
Bs = 8.1µT, g = 12.2mT/A.
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Figure 7.14: |Ic(B)|, L = 62µm, T = 169.74 and 160.8 mK. At the higher
T value (red data points) the extrapolated linear region inner slope intersects
the extrapolated linear region outer slope of opposite polarity at Ic = 0 as
expected in the developed lead self-fielding model. At lower temperatures the
larger field linear region slope magnitude increases. There is a departure from
the pure uniform lead-self fielding model and the lower field slope intersects
the Ic = 0 line at a larger field value than the extrapolated higher field linear
region of opposite polarity. Applying the more general model the direction
of the different intersections is consistent with the outer edge barrier reduced
relative to the inner edge barrier. This could be due to nonuniformity of the
lead self-field. This general feature of the slopes is seen in other devices as well
where at high temperatures
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Figure 7.15: |Ic(B)|, L = 62µm, T = 169.74, 160.8, 142.94, and 107.2 mK.
Showing extrapolated linear slopes no longer intersect the Ic = 0 line at the
same field value. This is a departure from the uniform field lead self-fielding
model. Applying the more general model with both asymmetric edge barriers
and asymmetric leads the departure is consistent with a reduction in the outer
edge barrier height relative to the inner edge.
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Figure 7.16: Temperature dependence of the linear Ic(B) shape for L = 62µm.
Normalized |Ic| and scaled B such that Ic max(B) points overlap. We see that
as the temperature is lowered the linear slope of the higher field relative to the
lower field regions increases.
fielding model with symmetric edges at all temperatures. The measured linear
regions can deviate from this model at the lowest temperatures where we see
that the lower field linear region of one polarity exrapolated to Ic = 0 can be
at a field larger than the larger field linear region of the opposite polarity. The
lead self-fielding model predicts they intersect at the same field value. It is
possible that this feature could be caused by flux focusing that is not accounted
for in this model. For instance if as more of the TES becomes strongly coupled
more flux is focused on the edges. This explanation is also consistent with the
observed effect becoming more important at lower temperatures. This effect is
shown in figures 7.14 and 7.15.
The highest temperature T = 169.74 mK curves of figure 7.14 have extrapo-
lated linear regions that intersect at |Ic| = 0 as expected for a superconducting
strip with symmetric edges and lead self-fielding. The lower T curves in the
figure show that for T = 160.8 mK the lines intersect at |Ic| > 0. It is worth re-
minding the reader here that we have shown that an elevated intersection point
is expected when the the barriers at opposite edges are different. In figure 7.16
we include measured |Ic(B)| curves for the same device at lower temperatures.
The difference in the extrapolated lines intersection with the B axis are shown
by the red horizontal bars. We see the length of the red bar increases as the
temperature is lowered.
Up until this point we have only been considering the Ic(B) of plain square
Mo/Au bilayers with no added Au structures. Our focus remains on such
plain devices as we introduce the summary plot in figure 7.17. In this plot
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Figure 7.17: |(Ic max(Bmax) − Ic(B = 0))/Bmax| versus T for square TESs
over a range of sizes and designs. Thick lines are for devices with no added
Au structures, circle markers for negative bias and plus symbols for positive
bias. Dotted lines with ”×” markers are for devices with added Au structures
as labeled. The vertical axis can also be considered an approximation of the
lower field linear slope region for T sufficiently less than Tci. For T ≈ Tci ≈ 170
mK there is a maximum increase in the slope for all size devices. The size of
the abrupt increase is larger for larger L devices. For L ≤ 16 µm the average
curves are monotonic over the entire temperature range. For devices with L ≥
29 µm upon cooling below Tci there is an abrupt increase and then a decay to
a constant value of around 25 A/T.
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the bold makers are for plain devices. Later on in the chapter we will ad-
dress measurements made on devices with added Au structures and we leave
those curves on this plot for completeness. A series of measurements were
made of a range of temperatures for devices with L ranging form 8 to 290 µm.
At each temperature the |Ic| was measured for each bias direction at B = 0
and at the field that maximizes |Ic|. We have then plotted in this figure the
|(Ic max(Bmax) − Ic(B = 0))/Bmax| versus T . Only at low temperatures are
the Ic(B) linearly and at higher temperatures the peaks are rounded. With this
important fact in mind we may nevertheless think of this plot as an approxi-
mate measure of the Ic(B) slope. We see that the largest L devices have a large
discontinuous jump at T ≈ Tci as the T is lowered the curves decrease to a value
that is of similar size of all the different L devices. We see also notice that the
size of the abrupt jump for T ≈ Tci is smaller as L decreases. For L = 16 and
8 µm the devices do not have an abrupt jump for T ≈ Tci but instead more of
an inflection point as the curves then increase monotonically until they settle
to their lower temperature constant value.
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Figure 7.18: Field maximized critical current Ic max trajectory in Ic, B, T , space
for samples ranging from L = 8 to 290 µm. Different plots (a), (b), (c), (d) for
different orientations of the coordinate system.
7.6 Field Maximized Critical Current
We have already shown evidence that the derived lead self fielding model is able
to reproduce much of the measured Ic(B) behavior. If the devices rigorously
adhere to this model and the self-fielding factor g is independent of T then the
model predicts that the plot of Ic max(B) should lie on a flat of slope 1//g.
We have measured the field maximized critical current and maximizing field for
both current bias directions over the full accessible temperature range. These
measurements were carried out on square Mo/Au bilayer samples (with no added
Au structures) for L = 8 to 290 µm. The trajectory of these points for each
sample in Ic-B-T for positive current bias are shown in figure 7.18(a). The insets
of figure 7.18 (b), (c), (d) show the curves’ projection onto the B-T , Ic-B, and
Ic-T plane for clarity. Insets (b) and (d) have a similar dependence. Inset (c)
shows that the set of data is generally follows the predicted linear relationship.
The same the maximum Ic versus B data is plotted figure 7.19 but now
showing both bias directions. We see that all size devices show linear behavior
for near the origin corresponding to high temperatures as seen in the expanded
range plotted in the lower right inset. In this range we see that the slope tends
to increase for larger L samples, consistent with g decreasing with L. The upper
right inset plots the positive bias values on a log-log plot. Looking at full plot
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Figure 7.19: Field maximized critical current Ic max versus applied field B for
samples ranging from L=8 to 290 µm. An approximately linearly relation for
the smaller L devices as expected from the lead self-field asymmetry model is
seen. The larger L devices show some departure from the Ic max versus B linear
relationship at lower temperatures consistent with the lead self-fielding factor g
becoming larger.
in the center we see that the smaller L devices have the Ic max moving linearly
with B for the full range of values. The larger L devices at low temperatures
the data starts to bend downward at relative to the line at high temperatures.
In terms of the self-fielding model this is consistent with g becoming larger at
lower temperatures (i.e. more self-field per unit current at lower T ).
The projection of the data on the B-T plane are show in figure 7.20 The
dominant effect is the relationship between Ic max and B as the plot in figure
7.20 is similar to Ic max(T ).
In the next section we investigate further the self-fielding factor g. We
make quantitative comparisons between the measured values using the lead
self-fielding model and the device geometry. We then also provide a possible
explanation for the increase in g at low temperatures and derive this explana-
tions impact on the temperature dependence of characteristic length scales in
the TESs.
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Figure 7.20: Value of applied field B that maximizes the positive biased critical
current as a function of temperature for samples ranging from L=8 to 290 µm.
Smaller insets plot the same data over smaller ranges of temperature and applied
field.
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7.7 Lead self-fielding factor, g
We find that the Ic asymmetry in our simple square Mo/Au TESs is well ex-
plained in terms of a self-field coming from the geometry of the leads injecting
the current. For devices without added Au structures the dominant source
of Ic asymmetry is self fielding and the contribution from different barriers at
opposite edges is negligible.
One way g can be determined (assuming c = 1) is by measuring the field
maximized positive and negative bias critical current at a given temperature T .
If there is a small ambient field in your system then the zero field at the sample
position is simply the average of the applied field values which maximize Ic pos
and |Ic neg| we call Bmax pos and Bmax neg. With the ambient field corrected
the factor g is then g = Bmax pos/Imax pos.
It is also possible to find both g and c by fitting the linear regions of a mea-
sured Ic(B) for one current polarity at a temperature T using the equations for
asymmetric edges and asymmetric leads. Again, the opposite polarity current
can also be measured to make sure you find the zero field at the sample position
in case a small ambient field is present.
The lead self-fielding asymmetry model predicts Ic max = B/g. If g is a
constant for all temperatures T , fields B, and currents I then all measured
Ic max(B) data should fall on a line of slope 1/g. Plots of Ic max versus B is
linearly related over the higher T range in all devices and over the full accessible
temperature range (down to ∼40mK) for the smaller L. We do see some devi-
ation from a linear Ic max(B) that is more pronounced in the larger L devices.
This is consistent with g increasing at lower temperatures meaning there is ef-
fectively more self-fielding on the TES from the leads at lower temperatures.
We convert g to a effective length using the Biot-Savart approximation of the
lead self-field at the center of the TES Bls = −gI = −µ0I/((2w)pi) where 2w
is the full outer-lead-edge to outer-lead-edge separation distance in figure 6.26.
We call 2w a Leff and therefore plot Leff = µ0/(pig) versus Ic max in figure
7.21 and versus B in figure 7.22. For the largest devices Leff is largest at high
temperatures (meaning least amount of self fielding). The higher T (also lower
Ic max and lower B) values of Leff in both figures follows the expected trend of
larger Leff for larger L devices but is generally smaller than expected from the
self-fielding from the geometry of figure 6.26.
To account for the extra self-fielding we went back to our lead geometry for
each pixel L and included an additional self-fielding contribution due to the lead
running near the inner edge of the TESs. This adds a self-fielding contribution
of µ0I/(2pi(r3+L/2)), figure 7.23. Fitting the linear regions of the Ic(B) pattern
for devices ranging from L = 8 to 290 µm are shown by the red circles in figure
7.24. The L = 0 point is added at Leff = 16 because the lead size is w − b =
8 µm to show the expected intercept with the vertical axis. The expected Leff
versus L for r3 = ∞ is the solid gray line has a larger slope than the red data
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Figure 7.21: Effective lead self fielding length Leff versus maximum critical
current Ic max. Leff determined from positive and negative bias Ic max B values
for devices with lead separation L ranging from 290 to 8 µm.
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Figure 7.22: Effective lead self fielding length Leff versus applied field B. Leff
determined from Ic max for positive and negative bias B values for devices with
lead separation L ranging from 290 to 8 µm.
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Figure 7.23: Generalized schematic of extra lead self-fielding contribution
from r3. If we consider the length of r3 to be finite then we see a depar-
ture from the large slope solid gray curve in figure 7.24, (solid gray curve in
7.24 has r3 = ∞). The cross markers in figure 7.24 take into account the
value of r3 for each device and now shows good agreement with the mea-
surements red circles. For the field at the total self-field in the center of the
TES. The self field at the TES center (x,y,z)=(0,0,0) with I flowing at r3,
I/2 flowing at r1, and I/2 flowing at r2 then we approximate the self field
Bself ≈ − µ02pi [(I/2)/r1 + (I/2)/r2 + (I)/(r3 + L/2)].
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Figure 7.24: Effective lead self fielding length Leff versus sample’s L dimension.
Leff determined from fitting the linear region Ic(B) for positive and negative
bias. Calculated Leff values for devices with lead separation L ranging from
290 to 8 µm.
points. The black crosses are the expected values from the self-fielding model
where the correct value of r3 is used for each TES. You see that the black crosses
agree well with the red data points providing confirmation of our self-fielding
model with the self-field contribution from r3 included. We also find that Leff
from the B offset of the Ic max at high T from figures 7.21 and 7.22 agrees with
the values of Leff determined from fitting the linear regions of the measured
Ic(B) from figure 7.24.
We plot the self-fielding constant g in figure 7.25 for devices ranging in size
from L = 8 to 290 µm. In figure 7.26 we plot the same data sets but normalized
with respect to the expected value of g from the model using the correct value
of r3 for each sample. We see that for higher temperatures (smaller Ic max) all
curves converge to a value of g/gexpected ≈ 1 indicating overall agreement with
the model. Figure 7.27 plots the same data sets normalized with respect to the
measured minimum g extrapolating the trend back to Ic max=0. From looking
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Figure 7.25: Self fielding constant g versus Ic max.
at the series of curves in the three g figures, the smaller L devices have a much
smaller increase in g as the temperature is lowered compared to the L = 130
and 290 µm devices which increases by about a factor of 2 and 5 respectively.
In the next subsection we apply the flux focusing model to try and explain the
increase in the self-fielding constant g at lower temperatures.
7.7.1 Increase in g from TES focusing flux
In this section we consider reasons for why the self-fielding factor g is larger at
low temperatures for the large L samples. We hypothesize this could be due
to a growing strongly coupled superconducting region near the higher Tc leads
as the temperature is lowered. This could then result in more flux focused on
the x = 0 line as T is lowered. We then carry this hypothesis to its logical
conclusion by estimating the implied change in strongly and weakly coupled
regions from the measured change in g. To do this we apply the flux focusing
correction procedure.
As the temperature T is lowered for T . Tci the characteristic lengths (Λ(T ),
ξ(T ), λ(T ), λJ(T )) in the TES become smaller, the transport and screening
current distribution becomes more concentrated at the edges, and the strength
of the normalized order parameter f(x) increases. The minimum strength of
the order parameter remains at x = 0. As T is lowered the coupling across
the weak-link becomes stronger and the TES’s critical current evolves from a
Josephson critical current to a critical current dominated by an edge barrier
to vortex entry (SN′S → SS′S). The local critical magnetic field in the TES
increases. The order parameter strength is largest in the TES near the higher
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Figure 7.26: Self fielding constant g divided by gexpected versus Ic max. Nearly
7 times larger flux density at lowers temperatures for the L = 290µm device.
This could be due to flux focusing. If we consider the focusing only along the
x-direction then this means the flux density is focused 7 times larger at lower
temperatures. Using the simple flux focusing approximation 7 times larger field
at the edges at x = 0.
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Figure 7.27: Self fielding constant g divided by gmin versus Ic max.
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L [µm]
g
gexpected
implied 2 b [µm]
8 . 1.5 & 4.2
16 1.1 to 1.02 ∼ 12.4
29 1.15 to 1.37 ∼ 17
44 1.4 . 17
130 2.3 ∼ 19
290 6.5 ∼ 9
Table 7.1: The lead self-fielding constant g is close to the expected value at
high temperatures but increases at lower temperatures. This increase in g at
low temperatures can be attributed to flux focusing on middle of the TES (the
weakest superconducting region of the TES). We assume that the flux focusing is
predominantly due to flux incident on the leads and TES material near the leads
being focused into the center of the TES. If we further approximate this situation
as like strong superconducting regions for +b < x < +w and −w < x < −b and
approximately non superconducting regions in the middle between −b < x+ b.
If we assume that at high temperatures if 2b ≈ L then we can estimate how
much smaller the weak link region would need to be at the coldest temperatures
measured to produce the change in g observed in our measurements. This length
2b is given in the last column. Interestingly, that despite L samples varying by
a factor of 36, the low temperature estimate of 2b varies by little over a factor
of 2.
Tc leads and then decreases inside the TES to a minimum at x = 0. At low
enough temperatures the region of the S/N bilayer near the TES is able to
screen an applied field. As this region of stronger superconductivity near the
leads grows, more and more flux is focused onto the middle region of the TES
about x = 0. Since the middle of the TES about x = 0 is the order parameter’s
minima the first onset of resistance of the TES occurs when the critical current
is reached in this region. At lower temperatures more of the self-field per unit
current is focused onto the x = 0 region of the TES therefore increasing the
measured g factor at lower temperatures.
We assume that the increase in g is due to an increase in the size of the flux
focusing TES region near the leads. We assume that the flux focusing is predom-
inantly due to flux incident on the leads and TES material near the leads being
focused into the center of the TES. The flux focusing of two superconducting
strips can be used if we approximate our problem as strong superconducting
regions for +b < x < +w and −w < x < −b and approximately non super-
conducting (or much weaker superconducting) regions in the middle between
−b < x+ b. For a given field, changes in b changes the field along the line x = 0
as plotted in figure 7.28. As the region near the leads of strong superconduc-
tivity grows the field Hz at x = 0 increases. If we know the value of b for any
one temperature we can then use the measured change in g and this model to
determine b at any other temperature.
As an example we assume that at high temperatures the weak-link is large
such that 2b ≈ L. This assumption is supported by the δB measurements. With
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Figure 7.28: Size of the perpendicular magnetic field Hz component in the
middle of the TES (x = 0 line) due to flux focusing as a function of weak link
length 2b for a constant outer-lead separation distance 2w. This plot is used in
estimating the values in table 7.1.
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this initial value we can then estimate how much smaller the weak-link region
would need to be at the coldest temperatures measured to produce the observed
change in g. Table 7.1 lists the sample size L, the normalized self-field factor
g/gexpected, and the implied low temperature length of weak superconducitivity
2b in the middle of the TES is given. Despite the samples L value varying by a
factor of 36 the low temperature implied 2b values differ by a little over a factor
of 2.
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7.8 Oscillating Exponential Ic(B)
We have shown that the high T regime Ic(B) follows a decaying oscillatory pat-
tern with a maximum at zero field and local minimum at every integer multiple
of a flux quantum threading the weak link. Up until this point we have refered
to this higher T oscillating Ic(B) as ”Fraunhofer-like”. This is because mea-
surements for all L depart from a Fraunhofer pattern in a decidedly different
way. Our measurements find that the Ic(B) oscillation envelope does not follow
a 1/B decay of a Fraunhofer but rather decays exponentially. The measure-
ments presented in this section represent the first report of a critical current
magnetic-field dependence following exponentially decaying oscillations.
We derived the familiar Fraunhofer pattern for the Josephson critical current
where the measured Ic(B) follows periodic oscillations with a decaying envelope
that goes as 1/B. We have also discussed that nonoscillatory 1/B field depen-
dence is found for a geometric or edge barrier critical current when a vortex dome
is present in a uniform superconducting strip. The most cited experimental and
theoretical paper for a monotonic (non-oscillating) exponential field dependence
of the critical current was published in 1980 by Hsiang and Finnemore. The
authors measured Pb/Cd/Pb SN′S sandwiches with a Cd thickness range from
1 to 100 µm and sandwhich areas of 1200 µm2 for the thicker samples and
305×220 µm2 for the thinner samples tested. The authors then introduced a
phenomelotical pair breaking parameter originating from the applied magnetic
field and found that the I(B) ∼ Ic0 exp(−B/B0) obtained when the inverse de-
cay length of the order parameter scales linearly with applied field B. Their
calculation is for a sandwich geometry very different (from our limit) and also
assumed they are in the clean limit and wide link limit. As such their calcula-
tions do not apply to our system and their measurements showed no oscillations.
Relatively few reports of an exponential Ic(B) ∼ exp(−B/B0) exists in the lit-
erature. There are measurements that reported measure and exponential Ic(B)
Chevrel phase Pb1−xGdxMo6S8 [22] YBCO [23] and cite possible local weak-
link coupling between grains along with the Hsiang and Finnermore mechanism
to explain their data. These instances of reported exponentially scaling Ic(B)
showed no oscillations.
Since that that time a paper by Dobrosavljevic-Grujic and Radovic (1993)
[52] solved for a wide SNS structure that is infinite in the direction of the applied
field and found an exponential field dependence. This geometry is very different
from our samples and not applicable.
Crouzy and Ivanov 2009 [28] state that the long weak-link monotonic (no
oscillations) decaing Ic(B) has been reported experimentally[24] though the
measurements were not in quantitative agreement with the theory. Crouzy and
Ivanov also report that an exponentially damped oscillating Ic(B) has not been
observed. Our review of the literature and private communications have lead
us to the same conclusion. The next series of figures show the first reported
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oscillating Ic(B) with an exponentially decaying envelope.
With Ic plotted on a log-scale we see that another departure of our mea-
sured data from the ideal Fraunhofer pattern Ic(B) = Ic0 |sin(piΦ/Φ0)/(piΦ/Φ0)|
functional form is that the local Ic minima are deep but do not completely go
to zero. At high temperatures when the data is plotted on a linear scale the
minima are quite deep and appear to go very near zero. It is difficult to know if
uniform Josephson structures that are said to“agree well” with the Fraunhofer
Ic(B) data actually have the Ic(B) go to zero at local minima. This is because
most measurements in the literature are plotted on a linear scale and not a log
scale as we show here. Considerable effort was made to measure Ic(B) with
sufficient accuracy over this range. We also mention in this context that SIS
junctions in the wide junction limit also do not have its minima go to zero near
the central maximum due to incomplete cancelation.
Another cause for incomplete cancelation can be from random variation in
the coupling across the width[50]. We can also have the incomplete phase can-
celation we observe coming about from different diffusive paths in a vector
potential A between electrodes becoming phase shifted and washing out the
coherence.
In the next series of figures we present semilog plots of Ic(B) measured
on simple square (W = L) Mo/Au bilayers over a range of temperatures for
different L values.
In figure 7.29 Ic(B) is plotted for 4 different temperatures. At T = 296.4 mK
the black markers are the local Ic maximum for positive applied magnetic fields
B. The red and green curves are taken at T = 250 and 230 mK respectively.
At both these temperatures |Ic neg| and |Ic pos| curves are plotted as the lighter
and darker colors respectively. The positive and negative bias curves are on top
of each other for much of the measured range as the self-fielding is a relatively
small effect over this range. The blue squares are the measured local maximum
and minimum values for positive applied fields. A thin dashed curve of the same
slope is shown going through the local Ic maxima at T = 200 and 296.4 mK
as a guide to the eye showing the envelope is exponential and that the decay
constant is not changing appreciably over this wide temperature range.
We next look at L = 16 µm data shown in figure 7.31. For T = 200 mK Ic pos
and |Ic neg| data are shown by the red and green curves respectively. The blue
markers taken at T = 161.6 mK are the local Ic maxima and minima for positive
applied fields. Dashed lines are shown at both temperatures as a guide to the
eye showing the exponentially decaying oscillation envelope. We see that at
the lower temperature 161.6 mK the exponential decay constant is smaller than
the at 200 mK. This increase in the exponential decay constant with increasing
temperature is seen in all devices sizes as we will show later. It is also interesting
to look at the depth of the local minima. For the T = 200mK curves we see that
the second minima is deeper than the trend line of minima and that the first and
third minima are relatively shallow minima. This is not noise or scatter in the
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Figure 7.29: Ic(B), L = 8µm, at T = 200, 230, 250, 296.4 mK showing os-
cillations with an exponential decaying envelope. Dark red and dark green for
positive bias and lighter colors for negative bias. Black circles at 296.4 mK
are points of maximum Ic. The blue squares are taken at T = 200mK show-
ing the points of maximum and minimum critical current. The Ic(B)s over
this temperature range show the exponential decay constant of the envelope is
unchanged.
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Figure 7.30: Ic(B), L = 16µm, at T = 200 and 161.6 mK showing oscillations
with an exponential decaying envelope. Red and green curves are positive and
negative bias respectively. Dark blue circles are points of local maximum and
minimum critical current. At T=161.6 mK the decay constant is slightly less
than at T=200mK. Also notice the large period oscillating structure of the Ic
maximum deviating from the perfect exponential of the dashed line. We can
also see periodic structure in the Ic minima.
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Figure 7.31: Ic(B), L = 29µm, at T = 150, 165, 170, 175, 180, and 190 mK
showing oscillations with an exponential decaying envelope at high temperatures
and edge barrier like behavior at lower temperatures. For all temperatures the
positive bias curves are the darker color points and the negative bias curves are
the lighter color points.
data as this is seen for both positive and negative applied fields and is also seen
for both the positive and negative current bias. We note that the T = 161.6 mK
data is taken below Tci ≈ 171 mK where we are starting to see self fielding and
linear Ic(B) behavior for small B. We see that the maxima do not all perfectly
lie on the dashed line and may show a long periodic B oscillation about this
exponential envelope. An upward curvature would also obtain if the B in the
exponential is raised to a power less than 1.[28] At this temperature we also see
curious structure in the minima envelope that we believe is genuine and not a
measurement artifact.
Log scale |Ic| versus B for a square L = 29 µm device is shown in figure
7.31. At all temperatures the negative bias is shown as the lighter color and
positive bias the darker color. This data set is taken by measuring the critical
current at specified steps in applied magnetic field. Over this temperature range
we see the oscillation maxima following an exponentially decaying envelope. At
higher temperatures the positive and negative bias direction |Ic(B)| agree for
all values. As the temperature is lowered Ic increases and we start to see the
effects of self-fielding causing the shearing of the pattern and rectification. For
the T = 165 mK curve, at sufficiently large applied field, the positive and
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negative bias |Ic| fall on top of one another. At sufficiently low temperature the
coupling increases and Ic evolves from a weak-link to a geometric or edge barrier
critical current. There is a very small asymmetry component at highest T for
which the patterns obey current inversion symmetry but violate field inversion
symmetry as seen by the first order maxima being higher for one field direction
than the opposite field direction. We believe this perturbation/distortion of
the pattern is consistent with flux trapped near the weak-link or asymmetric
coupling across the weak-link.
A log scale |Ic| versus applied field B for an L = 44 µm device is shown
in figure 7.32. Again positive and negative bias |Ic| are shown by the darker
and lighter colored curves respectively. At T = 175 and 174 mK we see that
the self-fielding is causing a negligible contribution and both bias directions lie
on top of one anther over the entire field range. At these higher temperatures
a thin dashed line is drawn that follows the exponential decaying envelope of
the oscillation maxima. At T = 170 mK we again see exponentially decaying
oscillations but with a slightly smaller decay constant for the envelope than
at the higher temperatures. We can also see the critical current asymmetry
effect consistent with our lead-self fielding model. At lower temperatures we
transition to a situation with more strongly coupled superconductivity and Ic
determined by an edge barrier to vortex entry and linear Ic(B) for low fields.
For the T = 170 and 167.7 mK for sufficiently large applied fields oscillatory
behavior with an exponential envelope returns. The dark blue T = 167.7 mK
data is plotted for field values larger than the global Ic maxima. The dark
blue markers are the local maxima and minima values. The last two points are
maxima only, as we were not able to resolve the minima value. For the dark
blue data we have added two different lines corresponding to two very different
decay constants. We have also added labels at field values for an effective Bc1
and Bc2 that we use to explain the behavior.
We have said as the temperature is lowered the TES’s critical current tran-
sitions from a weak-link Ic to an Ic determined by a geometric or edge barrier
to vortex entry. We have also shown in the other data sets that as T is low-
ered the exponential decay constant of the envelope decreases. Our GL model
shows that the order parameter is a minimum halfway between the higher Tc
leads (along the line x = 0) and maximum at the leads (x = ±L/2). The field
at which a uniform superconductor transitions from the perfect Meissner state
with no flux in the superconductor to the first entry of flux is called Bc1. For a
superconducting strip governed by an edge or geometric barrier to vortex entry
Bc1 can be thought of as the point at which the Ic(B) transitions from the linear
to 1/B scaling characterized by a vortex dome. In the context of a weak-link
we can think loosely of Bc1 as the first minima of the oscillation pattern when
the total flux threading the weak link is a flux quantum (the first landmark
increment of flux in the structure).
As the order parameter is varying with distance from the leads the minimum
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Figure 7.32: Ic(B), L = 44µm, at T = 175, 174, 170, 167.7 mK showing
oscillations with an exponential decaying envelope at high temperatures and
edge barrier like behavior at lower temperatures. Darker colors positive bias,
lighter colors negative bias critical currents. The lower field Ic(B) for T = 167.7
mK has a slower exponential decaying envelope than that observed at T = 170,
174, and 175 mK. We label the field at which there is the first oscillation an
effective Bc1. For the T = 167.7 mK at B > 20µT the maximum Ic envelopes
exponential decay constant transitions to a decay that is to the value at higher
temperatures. We call the field at which this transition occurs Bc2 and interpret
it to mean the field at which strongly coupled superconductivity in the middle
x = 0 region of the TES is destroyed. When then think of the TES as a field
induced weak-link with a decay constant and oscillations similar to what is
observed at higher temperatures.
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Figure 7.33: Ic(B), L = 130µm, at T = 171.015, 170.5, 170, 169, and 161.1 mK
showing oscillations with an exponential decaying envelope at high temperatures
and edge barrier like behavior at lower temperatures. Positive bias Ic shown in
darker colors and negative bias |Ic| shown in lighter colors.
local critical current occurs along the line x = 0 where the order parameter
is weakest. Similarly where the order parameter is weakest we can imagine
applying a field Bc2 such that the superconducting order is suppressed by the
field. For sufficiently large applied fields we can then imagine a “field induced
weak-link”. Meaning at a temperature where the TES is strongly coupled (at
B ≈ 0) and not a weak-link, an applied field can drive the device from SS′S to
SN′S. In this limit the Josephson oscillations in the Ic(B) becomes more distinct
and the decay constant of the envelope returns to the value measured at higher
temperatures. This character is exhibited in the T = 167.7 mK data of figure
7.32.
This framework can also be applied to the δB(n) or δB(B) behavior. We
have seen in figure 7.4 the general trend of larger oscillation period δB for small
n or B. At sufficiently large B the δB reaches a constant value. The larger
applied field could be due to an initially smaller deff that is then increased
with applied field and reaches a constant value with deff = L.
In figure 7.33 |Ic(B)| is plotted for L = 130 µm devices, (positive bias
darker shading). We see for the larger L that the transition from weak-link
to edge-barrier critical current occurs over a very narrow temperature range of
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Figure 7.34: |Ic neg(B)|, L = 290µm, at T = 170.7, 170.5, 165, and 161.6 mK
showing oscillations with an exponential decaying envelope at high temperatures
and edge barrier like behavior at lower temperatures. The lower field decay
constant is larger at lower 165 and 161.6 mK as compared to 170.5 and 170.7
mK. We see in the 165 and 161.6 mK data that at higher fields the decay
constant transitions to a larger slope consistent with a field induce weak-link
behavior for these larger applied fields.
a couple mK. We also see at the highest temperatures that current inversion
symmetry is obeyed but not field inversion symmetry. The fact that the data
are reproducible and not hysteretic is consistent with field trapped in the higher
Tc superconducting leads.
Figure 7.34 shows |Ic(B)| for L = 290 µm at 4 different temperatures. We
again see oscillations at high temperatures and a transition to an edge barrier Ic
for lower temperatures. This transition occurs over a very narrow temperature
range of a fraction of a mK. The inset show |Ic(B)| taken at T = 165 and
161.6 mK. In inset shows behavior that may be intrepreted as two different
exponential decay constants at low and high fields consistent with the evidence
for a field induced weak-link we saw for the L = 44 µm device.
In figure 7.35 for L = 16 µm, T = 200 mK, the measured Ic(B) is shown in
red circles. This data is compared with a standard uniform Josephson junction
Fraunhofer pattern functional form sinc function by the thin black line. The data
clearly deviates from the 1/B envelope shown by the dashed line. A functional
form having the observed oscillating exponential decay is shown by the thick
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Figure 7.35: L = 16 µm, T = 200 mK measured Ic(B) red circles compared
with a standard uniform Josephson junction Fraunhofer pattern functional form
sinc function. The data clearly deviates from the 1/B envelope characteristic
of a Frauhhoffer pattern. The oscillating exponential data generally follows a
sin/sinh functional form in B shown by the solid black curve.
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Figure 7.36: Same data as in figure 7.36 but here we have no flux focusing
correction and therefore a larger δB period.
black curve. The period is chosen to correct for the flux focusing at the leads
and agrees with the oscillation period δB at larger B. If we assume no flux
focusing and assume the effective area is L2 we obtain the dark blue curve of
figure 7.36. This increased size of the oscillation period δB is reflected in the
solid blue and black curves.
As we have shown before δB is larger at smallerB and decreases to a constant
value as B increases. To improve the Ic(B) data’s agreement with the sin/sinh
fit over the entire range of B we would need to include a functional dependence
of the field spacing. Figure 7.37 provides a trend line that could be used for
δB(B).
We summarize the phase space addressed in the papers by Crouzy and Ivanov
[28] and Cuevas and Bergeret (2007)[47]. They considered SNS structures in the
limit dirty limit with Long and narrow diffusive junctions were considered (L
W ). Wide SNS junctions have shown Fraunhofer like osicllations of the Ic(B)
pattern. Theoretical treatments of Ic(B) for certain junction geometries and
SNS structures have also predicted δB increasing with n and our measurements
for all L and T clearly observe the opposite (δB decreases to a constant value
as n increases).
It has been shown that wide SNS structures exhibit Fraunhofer Ic(B) be-
havior with oscillations decaying as 1/B. It has also been recently found experi-
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Figure 7.37: δB(B) fits for L = 8, 16, 29, 44 µm. Such a field dependent
oscillation correction is required for a Ic(B) functional form to reproduce the
measurements over the entire B range.
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mentally that measurements of SNS DC SQUIDS showed a monotonic decrease
of the critical current that approximately followed a Gaussian decay. The also
report re-entrant behavior at low fields on one sample type of unknown origin.
Heida et. al. made measurements of critical current versus applied field for
a ballistic SNS ( a 2 dimension electron electron gas (2DEG) of InAs between
Nb electrons) of lengths L from 0.32 to 0.78 µm. They conclude that the Ic(B)
oscillation period is δΦ = 2Φ, twice the period of the usual Fraunhofer pattern.
For the geometry of their system flux focusing from the Nb electrodes is a signif-
icant contribution. They tried correcting for this by measuring four devices of
different L and assuming flux focusing amounts to a constant a constant extra
length LM such that 1/δB = W (L + LM )/δΦ. But we have shown previously
that this approximation is only good when the junction length is much larger
than the dimension of the leads which does not exist for their geometry. Because
they are in the short weak link flux focusing limit LM (L). Their extrapolated
fit gives that LM is larger than the half length of the leads at each lead. We
would actually expect the LM to be of order 20 % smaller than the lead length.
Assuming their applied magnetic field is well calibrated and their sample geom-
etry is defined correctly these corrections are not large enough to give δΦ = Φ0
oscillations but nevertheless would reduce the reported oscillation size. Cleaner
Ic(B) patterns with more than a couple oscillations would help confirm the pe-
riodicity is twice the magnetic flux quantum. A qualitative explanation was
given in terms of classical trajectories of Andreev states in a normal wire in the
ballistic limit. It has been shown experimentally that for wide SNS junctions a
Fraunhofer pattern is observed. But it has recently been shown for weak links
of length comparable to the cohrence link Ic(B) undergoes a monotonic decay
with no oscillations.
The geometry and physical space our system under study resides has not
been solved theoretically. We can express our limit as, a SN′S weak-link system,
edge geometry with transverse applied field in the diffusive (`mfp  L), high T
(ξN . ξB), square (L ∼W ), long (ξMo/Nb  L), high field (ξB minW ∼ L)
limit. We also operate a temperature Tc Mo/Nb  T & Tci. Theoretical efforts
to solve this limit are ongoing.
Figure 7.39 shows the Ic(B) phase diagram for SNS structure varying the
length Lx and width Ly of the N structure normalized with respect to the
characteristic field length ξB . Thin black lines are contours of constant flux
through the area LxLy with values of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 Φ0 with increasing
distance from the origin. The thick red lines are contours of constant aspect
ratio with Lx = 10, 4, 2, 1,1/2,1/4, 1/10 Ly respectively.
Strict application of the phase diagram implies for the red Ly = 4Lx line that
it is possible to have 4 Frauhoffer oscillations before transitioning to oscillating
exponential decay regime.
The largest applied field B is the largest ξB ∼ 2.6 µm for B = 300µT.
Therefore the above figure represents the entire phase space for a device with Lx
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Figure 7.38: Comparison of critical current oscillations field spacing period δB
calculated for an edge geometry versus a Fraunhofer sandwich geometry. Result
by Clem [51] given as the solid black curve and the asymptotic large c limit
given by the dashed black curve with L′ and W the full length and width of
the structure respectively. The Fraunhofer period spacing is a function of the
function width and effective junction length as given by the red curve. When
corrected for flux focusing our measure field period spacing δB is seen to follow
δB = 1.0Φ0/(W deff ) (where deff ≈ L for L ranging or the whole sample set
L = 8 to 290 µm). We plan to measure more devices with L 6= W breaking the
W = L degeneracy. Nevertheless we believe our calculation of flux focusing and
field calibration is sufficient to rule out a prefactor of & 2 and instead agrees
with a prefactor of ∼1, (and not δB & 2.0 Φ0/(W deff ) )
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Figure 7.39: Ic(B) phase diagram for SNS structure varying the length Lx and
width Ly of the N structure normalized with respect to the characteristic field
length ξB =
√
Φ0/B. Thin black lines are contours of constant flux through the
area LxLy with values of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 Φ0 with increasing distance from the
origin. The thick red lines are contours of constant aspect ratio with Lx = 10,
4, 2, 1,1/2,1/4, 1/10 Ly. The largest applied field B is the smallest ξB ∼ 2.6
µm. Therefore the above figure represents the entire phase space for a device
with Lx ≤ 26 µm and Ly ≤ 26 µm.
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Figure 7.40: Log-log plot of the measured exponential Ic(B) envelope decay
constant versus L. The decay constant 1/τ is defined as Ic(B) = Ic0 e−B/τ .
The 1/τ is largest at higher T and decreases at lower T for all sizes.
or Ly = 26 µm. Larger devices would extend beyond the Lx/ξB or Ly/ξB = 10
range.
Our measurement results represent the first observation of a structure ex-
hibiting an Ic(B) behavior that is oscillating and an exponential decay. The
oscillating exponential calculate by Crouzy and Ivanov has an exponential en-
velope of local Ic maxima ∼ exp(−
√
B/τ) and not the ∼ exp(−B/τ) we observe
experimentally. In the semilog plot of Ic vs B,
√
B scaling in the exponential
would produce an upward concavity of the envelope. We find the data’s envelope
decays exponential more like B1 than B0.5.
We have observed that the exponential decay constant is dependent upon T
and L. Our Ic envelope agrees with exp(−0.63LxLyB/Φ0) (and not the Crouzy
result of exp(−2.32Lx
√
B/Φ0)). The prefactor for the decaying exponential
regime is also plotted with the label ”Crouzy et. al.”.
In figure 7.41 Ic log scale is plotted againstB for the L = 29 µm device at four
different temperatures. A dashed line is drawn for the low field envelope. Liberty
is taken in drawing the line at two lower temperatures as the Ic is no longer
oscillating. It would be interesting to extend the range of B to study the possible
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Figure 7.41: Field offset Ic(B) for L = 29 µm showing temperature dependence
of the low field exponential decay constant. As the T is decreased the decay
constant also decreases for small applied B. At lower temperatures and larger
applied fields the exponential decay constant is seen to increase. This general
field and temperature dependence of the exponential decay constant of Ic(B) is
seen in all sizes of square devices.
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Figure 7.42: Field offset Ic(B) for L = 8 to 290 µm showing the exponential
decay constant increases for increasing L.
transition to the field induced weak-link state as suggested by measurements
made for other L values.
Figure 7.42 shows the Ic(B) at select temperatures for different L values as
labeled. From this plot you can see the L dependence of the decay constant. But
you can also see that the temperature dependence is sufficiently large such that
data sets at lower temperatures can have a faster decay than a larger device.
This effect is also seen in the range of inverse decay constants plotted in figure
7.40.
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7.9 Au Banks, Ic(B, T, L)
We extend our measurements to include square devices with normal metal Au
banks along edges(∼ 300 nm in thickness). Historically the NIST Boulder TES
group was the first to put Au banks along the edges. The original motivation for
adding these structures was to prevent superconducting shorts along the edges
that could arise from fabrication imperfections. There was concern that along
the edges, regions of exposed S not covered my normal metal would cause local
higher Tc shorts along the edges. It was latter reported that the normal metal
banks also contributed to reducing the excess electrical noise and improving
detector performance.
We find that Au banks have the following effects.
1. lower the normal state resistance RN .
2. modifies the strength of the order parameter in bare Mo/Au at distances
of many 10’s of microns via LaIPE.
3. reducing the edge barrier to vortex entry (and reduce Ic).
4. alters the TES current distribution making it concentrated in the middle
(y = 0).
5. suppresses the size of higher order Ic(B) oscillation maxima.
Figure 7.43 shows measured Ic(B) for L = 8, 16, 62, and 90 µm devices in
the high temperature regime. The B axis is scaled for each L so the shape of
the Ic(B) pattern can be compared. We see that the B width of the central
maximum increases as L decreases (as seen before when the weak link effective
area decreases). On the full linear scale we immediately see that the oscillations
are suppressed relative to the devices with no added Au structures (compare
with figure 7.3).
The magnified Ic range of figure 7.44 shows that the higher order oscillations
are in fact present but are greatly suppressed relative to the height of the central
peak Ic. You can also see in the L = 8 µm device that the first oscillation
maxima around B = 30 µT are suppressed relative to the 2nd and 3rd oscillation
heights. The oscillation minima in the plain devices have relatively sharp cusps.
In comparison, the devices with Au banks have more rounded minima though
a larger sized concavity/curvature than the neighboring local maxima.
Figure 7.45 shows the same data but with Ic plotted on a log scale. The Au
bank sample’s Ic(B) fall off faster with n and B than the plain Mo/Au devices
and have fewer resolvable oscillations.
In figure 7.46 we plot normalized Ic(B) for L = 8 µm devices with and
without Au banks for multiple temperatures as labeled. We clearly see for all
temperatures on the graph the rate of decay for the devices with Au banks
is much faster. For the devices with Au banks along the edges only a few
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Figure 7.43: High T Ic(B) curves for devices with added 8 µm wide (4 µm
overlapping Mo/Au bilayer) 300 nm thick Au banks along the edges showing
Fraunhofer-like oscillations with greatly suppressed higher index critical current
maxima for all device sizes.
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Figure 7.44: High T Ic(B) curves (magnified linear scale) for square devices
with Au banks along the edges showing Fraunhofer-like oscillations for L = 8,
16, 62, and 90 µm. At this scale we see that all size devices have higher index
oscillations greatly suppressed compared the the devices with no Au banks along
the edges.
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Figure 7.45: High T Ic(B) curves (log scale) for square devices with Au banks
along the edges showing Fraunhofer-like oscillations for L = 8, 16, 62, and 90
µm. We clearly see the higher order oscillations though suppressed are clearly
present.
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Figure 7.47: Direct comparison of normalized Ic versus applied field B for square
L = 16 µm devices at T = 200 mK with (red) and without (blue) Au banks along
the edges. Again we clearly see that the Au banks along the edges alters the
Ic(B) shape by increasing the width of the central maximum and suppressing
the height of the higher order local Ic maxima.
oscillations are resolvable. We also see that the oscillation period δB is smaller
for the device with Au banks and irregular in comparison with the plain ”no
banks” devices. The temperature evolution for the bank devices’ high T Ic(B)
shows a quickly increasing width of the central peak. The first order maxima
is quite small for the T = 310 µm and is only a small wobble at B ≈ 30
µT. The location of this wobble seems to fill-in as T is lowered, absorbing the
approximate B positions of the n = 1 and 2 oscillations. For the green T =
225 mK data increasing |B| from the central maxima follows a wobble then a
distinct oscillation followed by another wobble then a distinct oscillation. This
behavior could come about from the added Au structures changing the the order
parameter such that the effective aspect ratio of the TES is more rectangular.
Further investigation is planned to determine the origin of some of the subtleties
of this decidedly different Ic(B) pattern.
Normalized Ic(B) for the L = 16 µm device with and without added Au
banks along the edges for T = 200 mK are shown in figure 7.47. The upper
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Figure 7.48: Calculated sheet current distributions Kx(y) from the measured
Ic(B) data of figure 7.47for the L = 16 µm devices with and without Au banks
along the edges at T = 200 mK.
graph is the data on a linear scale showing clearly the suppressed size of the
Ic(B) oscillations for the device with Au banks (red circles) in comparison to the
plain “No Au banks” sample (blue crosses). On the top graph we also have lines
for the calculated Ic(B) using LoPE and LaiPE models. The lower plot shows
the same data on a log scale showing clearly that the Ic(B) for the device with
Au banks is not a simple Gaussian but does have distinct periodic oscillations.
Unlike what was seen in the L = 8 µm sample, the L =16 µm device’s δB with
Au banks is somewhat larger than the device with no banks and the same L. We
believe for L . 8 µm the leads longitudinally proximitize a sufficient fraction
of the Au bank increasing Ic, the effective Tc, and the effective weak link area.
For L & 16 µm a significant fraction of the Au bank is no longer longitudinally
proximitized by the higher Tc leads. The L = 16 µm data’s central maxima is
smooth and with no sign of the wobbles or irregularities as seen the L = 8 µm
sample. Another distinctive feature is the full width of the central maximum
relative to the oscillation period δB is ≈ 2 for the plain device (as expected
for a Fraunhofer pattern) and is ≈ 3.3 for the sample with Au banks. The
increased width of the central maximum is a general feature of adding banks.
For comparison the L = 90 µm banks at T = 173.66 mK has a full central
maximum width to δB ratio of ≈ 3.4.
We next approximate our weak-link structure as junction-like. By doing so
we can then use the phase retrieval method to determine the sheet Josephson
current distribution Kx(y) by Fourier transforming the measured Ic(B). The
result for the L = 16 µm devices with and without Au banks at T = 200 mK
is shown in figure 7.48. The integral under transformed data over all y is the
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maximum critical current at B = 0.
Ic(B = 0) =
∫ +∞
−∞
Kx(y) dy =
∫ +W/2
−W/2
Kx(y) dy (7.1)
The increased area of the integral of the device with no Au banks (blue markers)
is due to the larger Ic at 200 mK in comparison to the device with Au banks
(red markers) at the same temperature. The plain “no Au bank” device has a
resulting Kx(y) distribution that is very nearly a rectangular pulse as would be
expected for a perfect Fraunhofer pattern. The departure of a square pulse is
seen by a distribution that is slightly depressed at y = 0 and a maximum near
the edges. The current density of a superconducting strip becomes concentrated
at the edges when the width W is of order the Pearl length Λ. At |y| ≈ W/2
the current distribution abruptly (but with a finite slope) decays to zero.
A distinctly different Kx(y) obtains for the device with Au banks (red mark-
ers) consistent with the LaiPE model (figure 7.48). We expect the added Au
structure suppresses the strength of the order parameter and critical current
density at the edges with a maximum away from the Au banks at y = 0. Such a
current distribution peak in the center of the uniform superconducting strip is
energetically unfavorable. This unusual distribution is the result of the LaiPE
from the Au banks suppressing the order parameter in the Mo/Au bilayer. The
transformed data for |y| > W/2 shows that the transformed data is very nearly
zero within measurement error. We see that the deviations from the Kx(y) = 0
for |y| > 0 is a measure of the measurement error and is small relative to the
features we describe.
We mention that it is energetically unfavorable for a uniformly coupled weak
link or for that matter a uniform superconducting strip to have its current
density concentrated in the middle. In both cases when the width is narrow with
respect to λJ or Λ respectively the Kx(y) distribution is approximately uniform.
For widths larger than λJ or Λ the Kx(y) distribution becomes concentrated
at the edges. In either limit it is unfavorable to have the Kx(y) distribution
peaked in the middle.
Ic Width Dependence
At low temperatures the device’s critical current is determined by an edge barrier
to vortex entry. The current distribution is determined by the size of the strip
width W in comparison to the temperature dependent Pearl length Λ. For
W  Λ the current distribution is concentrated at the edges over a length of
order Λ at each edge. For W  Λ the current distribution is approximately
uniform over the full strip width.
The width for the standard plain square devices with no added Au structures
is simply W = L. At low T we define the width for devices with added Au
structures to be s the minimum Au structure separation distance. For devices
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with Au banks s is the inner bank edge to opposite inner bank edge separation
distance. For the devices with Au fingers s is the Au finger edges separation
distance or equivalently the distance separating the tip of a Au finger from the
opposite bank edge.
In figure 7.49 we have collected measured field maximized Ic at T = 54 mK
for a range of different devices. The Ic(T = 54mK) is plotted versus effective
width defined to be min(s, L). The blue circle markers are plain devices with no
added Au structures. For each data set the transition temperature of the leads
is given by TcL labeled in the legend. The green square markers are devices
with added Au banks along the edges. The gold plus markers are for devices
with three Au interdigitated fingers. Each marker has a label giving the length
L in microns followed by a “b” for devices with Au banks and a “z” for devices
having both Au banks and fingers.
In the limit of narrow superconducting strips (W  Λ) the Ic versus width
plot would be linear going through the origin. In the limit of very wide super-
conducting strips (W  Λ) Ic would become nearly independent of strip width,
a horizontal line. The behavior of the curves shows intermediate behavior, with
largest slope at small effective width and smallest at larger effective widths.
We also see for the full range of effective widths that the plain devices (blue)
have an larger Ic relative to the devices with Au banks along the edges (green).
We believe this is evidence for the edge barrier to vortex entry altered by ad-
dition of Au banks. The Au banks lower the strength of the order parameter
by the lateral inverse proximity effect and with it the lowers the energy barrier
vortices need to exceed to enter the system. We have not come across other ex-
amples of controlling the size of the geometric or edge barrier energies to vortex
entry by design features. This result is also promising for providing a means
to increase the rectification factor for the field tunable superconducting rectifier
concept discussed later.
In figure 7.49 we see that despite the crude simplifications of the effective
width made, a general trend emerges of the critical current scaling with the
specified geometry. For instance the devices with Au fingers having very differ-
ent L values still show a definite scaling and trend of values similar to the banks
of much smaller size. A full three dimension proximity effect model of the SN
heterostructure may be needed to provide further explanation.
The same same data of figure 7.49 are shown in figure 7.50 are plotted on
a log-log scale. The lines through the data suggests that Ic obeys a power law
relation with the effective width. Solid and dotted gray lines correspond to a
Ic versus width scaling with exponents of 0.18 and 0.238 respectively. Similarly
the dotted line passing through the green markers has an exponent of 0.364 and
the dotted line through the yellow (Au finger) markers an exponent of 0.77.
We use equations taken from the Elastratov et al 2002 [14] paper to show that
power law scaling with effective width derives for a uniform superconducting
strip with negligible pinning potential and Ic determined by an edge barrier to
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devices with three fingers. The linear relation indicates power law scaling as
explained in the text.
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Figure 7.51: One parameter model showing evolution of the sheet current den-
sity Kx(y) with constant I that evolves from a uniform current distribution
(black curve) more peaked at y = 0 relative the the edges (red curve).
vortex entry.
With the edge barrier sheet current density defined as Ks = jsd. For an
ideal edge js is the Ginzburg-Landau depairing current density jGL but for an
extremely defect edge js is considerably smaller.
We find that the zero field maximum critical current is Is0 ≈ piKs
√
WΛ,
with W the full width and Λ the Pearl length. Therefore we see how how power
law Is0 ∼W 0.5 scaling could arise. A W exponent scaling between 0.18 to 0.24
is found for the simple devices, 0.38 for the devices with Au banks along edges,
and 0.77 for the devices with Au fingers.
7.10 Uniform to Center Concentrated Kx(y) &
Corresponding Ic(B))
We next investigate how spatial variation of the coupling across the width of a
Josephson junction alters the Ic(B) pattern.
In figure 7.51 we plot a series of current distributions that evolve from a
rectangular pulse distribution (black curve) to a Kx(y) that is more and more
concentrated in the middle (y = 0) with the red curve being the most con-
centrated. This evolution occurs with the constraints that the total integrated
current is a constant and with the boundary conditions Kx(y = ±W/2) = 0.
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Figure 7.52: Corresponding Ic(B)’s for the one parameter central peaked current
distribution model of figure 7.52. The uniform Kx current distribution in the
strip Fraunhofer pattern is given by the black curve. The distribution evolves
to more and more centrally peaked with the red curve the Ic(B) for the most
centrally peaked Kx distribution. As Kx becomes more concentrated in the
center the Ic(B) central peak broadens and the height of the satellite local
maxima are suppressed.
The resulting Ic(B) is shown in figure 7.52.
We see in figure 7.52 that as the Kx(y) distribution evolves from uniform to
concentrated in the center the Ic(B) pattern evolves from a Fraunhofer pattern
(black curve) to the red curve. The impact is the higher order local Ic maxima
are suppressed while the central peak broadens. Both characteristics changes
seen in the Ic(B) with the addition of Au banks along the edges.
We next consider another current distribution that becomes more concen-
trated in the center. The top row of figure 7.53 is a rectangular pulse Kx(y) and
the corresponding Ic(B) pattern plots to the right for three different ranges. As
you move down the graphics array the current distribution becomes increasingly
concentrated in the middle (y = 0). Each row has its Kx(y) on the left and
three plots of the corresponding Ic(B) plotted on the right. The bottom row
is a triangular pulse Kx(y). We again find as the Kx(y) becomes increasingly
concentrated at y = 0 the corresponding Ic(B)s’ height of the higher order local
maxima are suppressed and the central peak broadens. We also find that the
height of the higher order local Ic maxima becomes non monotonic and the
period spacing become irregular. For the the traingular pulse Kx(y) the δB
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 Ic(B)Kx(y)
Figure 7.53: Evolution of sheet current density Kx(y) represented as a sum of a
centered rectangular pulse and a centered triangular pulse and the corresponding
Ic(B) patterns. The top row is for a wholly rectangular pulse and the resulting
Fraunhofer pattern. The mixture of triangular pulse increases until it is wholly
triangular at the very bottom. Again for this different uniform to centrally
peakedKx(y) evolution the corresponding Ic(B) pattern’s central peak broadens
and height of satellite maxima becomes suppressed.
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Figure 7.54: Plot Kx(y) from nearly rectangular pulse to increasingly concen-
trated at edges and a minimum at y = 0. Distribution normalized to a constant
value at the edges y = −W/2 and y = W/2.
period becomes regular again and the local minima are rounded and no longer
have sharp cusps.
7.11 Uniform to Edge Concentrated Kx(y) &
Corresponding Ic(B))
We next consider the opposite evolution of a Kx(y) distribution that evolves
from uniform to concentrated at the edges in figure 7.54. The red curve is
a rectangular pulse with a small depression in the center and maxima at the
edges. The curves with increasingly cooler colors have distributions that are
increasingly concentrated at the edges. The curves displayed in figure 7.54 are
vertically scaled such that Kx(y = ±W/2) are constant.
The distributions of figure 7.54 scaled such that that the total current is
constant are used to generate the curves in figure 7.55. We see that as the ap-
proximate red curve Fraunhofer Ic(B) evolves into the cooler colored curves as
the distribution becomes increasingly concentrated at the edges. As the current
becomes increasingly concentrated at the edges the corresponding Ic(B)’s cen-
tral maxima’s width decreases and the height of the local higher field oscillations
relative the the central maxima increases. In summary as the Kx(y) becomes
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Figure 7.55: Corresponding B = 0 normalized Ic(B) for current distributions
increasingly concentrated at the edges. The current distribution evolves as
shown in figure 7.54 from a nearly constant rectangular pulse distribution (red
curve) to the most edge concentrate distribution (purple curve). We see as
the current becomes more concentrated at the edges the higher index maximum
increase relative the the central maximum and the width of the central maximum
also decreases. The large field oscillation period δB is the same for each of the
current distributions.
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more concentrated at the center (edges) the corresponding Ic(B)’s central peak
broadens (narrows) and the relative height of the higher order local maxima
decreases (increases). In the limit of a Kx(y) highly concentrated at the edges
the resulting Ic(B) becomes ”SQUID-like”. If the Kx(y) distribution is peaked
in the center with slow decay to the edges like a Gaussian or Sech then the
corresponding Ic(B) will be Guassian or Sech respectively with no oscillations.
To finish the study we then compare a linearly varying model with increasing
current density at the edges as we earlier considered a linearly varying Kx(y)
with current density concentrated at the edges. The far left column of figure 7.56
with normalized such that Ic is a constant. As you go down the graphic array the
current densities minima at the center decreases further. The current density
increases linearly as the edge is approached and reaches its global maxima at
|y| = W/2 then drops abruptly to zero. The corresponding Ic(B) patterns
are plotted in the two rightmost columns. Again we see that as the current
distribution becomes more concentrated at the edges the corresponding Ic(B)
pattern has the higher field local maximum raised relative the the zero field
central maximum. Additionally the width of the central maximum is reduced.
The evolution continues in figure 7.57 as the triangular current distribution
at the edges becomes increasingly localized at the edges. Again we find that the
central maximum’s field width is further reduced and the higher order maxima
increase.
The Fourier transform of the convolution of two functions is the product
of the FFTs of the individual functions. Let’s define the Fourier transform of
g(y) and h(y) and to be G(b) and H(b) respectively and denote convolution
operation by ∗. Then the convolution theorem of Fourier transforms is written
g(y) ∗ h(y) =⇒ G(b)H(b) (7.2)
where the arrow means Fourier transform operation to convert the left hand
side into the right hand side.
Suppose we have a relatively wide rectangular pulse function g(y) and con-
volve it with relatively narrow secant hyperbolic function h(y). The result will
be a ”softened” rectangular pulse with rounded corners and finite slope at the
pulse edges. Now let’s call the sech softened rectangular pulse Kx(y) and take
the Fourier transform to find Ic(B). Using the convolution theorem we know
the Fourier transform will be the product of the Fourier transform of the sech
with the Fourier transform of the rectangular pulse. This means the Ic(B) will
be a product of a sech and a sinc function. Taking the absolute value we then
have
Ic(B) = Ic(0) sech(αk)
∣∣∣∣ sin(kW/2)kW/2
∣∣∣∣ (7.3)
with k = 2piBdeff/ Phi0. We find that this result gives regularly spaced
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Figure 7.56: Evolution of Kx(y) from rectangular pulse as the edge current den-
sity increases. Linear increase from center Kx(y) minimum to edge maximums.
First column is Kx(y) and the two left columns the corresponding Ic(B). The
center minima decreases going down the array.
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Figure 7.57: Triangular edge concentrated Kx(y) with increasing edge confine-
ment (first column as you go down the column) and the corresponding Ic(B)
(two rightmost columns).
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oscillations with an exponentially decaying envelope in agreement with the mea-
surements.
If Kc,x(B, y) = Jc,x(B, y)d then the above fourier transform method for a
junction or weak-link can no longer be applied. Theoretical calculations suggest
that an exponential Ic(B) can occur in principle in SNS structures if Kc,x(y,B)
depends explicitly on the applied field B. Suppose we model this by assuming
the following simple form for Kc,x(y,B) for |y| < W/2,
Kc,x(k, y) = K0 sech(αk) (7.4)
where α is a derivable phenomenological parameter from proximity effect theory
and k y = sin(2piΦz(y)/Φ0). Again we arrive at the functional form of equation
7.3,
Ic(B) = Ic(0) sech(αk)
∣∣∣∣ sin(kW/2)kW/2
∣∣∣∣ . (7.5)
In equation 7.3 and 7.5 the Ic envelope decays with k as (1/k) exp(−αk). For
small α the envelope decays as ∼ 1/k and for large α the envelope decays as
∼ exp(−αk).
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7.11.1 Planned improvements in Ic(B) analysis
We plan to improve our analysis of Josephson weak-link oscillations of the Ic
with applied magnetic field B. A more general method would mean relaxing
the assumption of a sinusoidal current phase relation, extend the nonlocal junc-
tion calculation to include nonlocal phase dependence of diffusive paths between
electrodes, and for higher current limits such that the field from the Josephson
current is not negligible in the weak link. Also incorporating temperature de-
pendence of the Ic(B) to eliminate degeneracy in the phase retrieval algorithm.
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Figure 7.58: Example of evidence for different trapped ambient fields (a small
fraction of Earth’s field ) for different cool downs. The approximately uniform
trapped field in the Nb box is typically no larger than a few µT. The crossing
point of the Ic(B) curves for the first cool down (gray curves) indicates a trapped
ambient field of a little over -1 µT. Whereas the blue and green sets taken after
raising the system temperature above 9 K (the Tc of Nb) and back down show a
larger size trapped field in the Nb box of around -2.4 µT. Typically this trapped
field is larger if a mu-metal can is not used or if electronics are kept plugged
in when cooling below 9 K. The effect of a small trapped field on the resulting
Ic(B) pattern is consistently seen as simply a horizontal shift of the measured
Ic neg(B) and Ic pos(B) patterns without any other distortions or artifacts.
7.12 Flux Trapping
Once a sample is cooled to the operating temperature (typically T . 500 mK)
the measured Ic(B) pattern is reproducible and nonhysteretic. This means that
subjecting the samples to coil fields . 250 µT and currents less than a few mA
does not change the Ic(B) pattern. But we do find that different cool downs
can produce an offset of the local ambient field a few µT or less. This is seen by
a shift of the field at which |Ic neg(B)| and Ic pos(B) intersect. This is typically
observed when the cryogenic system is cycled to temperatures above 9 K, the
approximate Tc of the Nb shielding box that contains our detectors. Such small
changes in the ambient field at the detectors is to be expected because the
amount of flux trapped in the Nb can differ from one cool down to the next. We
generally find that when the operating temperature is kept well below the Tc of
Nb, the flux trapped in the box is relatively unchanged and the Ic(B) crossing
field is constant.
An example of the ambient field conditions changing at the detectors for
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different cool downs is shown in figure 7.58. Here Ic(B) is measured for an L =
90 µm device with Au banks along the edges. The measurements for the first
cool down are shown by the gray curves |Ic neg(B)| and Ic pos(B). From the
crossing field we see that the size of the ambient field is ∼ 1.2 µT. The scatter
in the Ic(B) values is a measurement artifact and not intrinsic to the pattern
(the intrinsic pattern is smooth).
Sometime later the system was warmed above 9 K, then cooled back down
again and the measurement repeated. The new measurements of |Ic neg(B)| and
Ic pos(B) are shown by the blue and green sets of curves taken at two different
temperatures. We see that the size of the ambient field at the sample has
changed despite following identical protocols when cooling below 9 K. We see
that the crossing field and thus the trapped ambient field is the same at both
temperatures and is now about 2.3 µT. We have found that warming the system
above the leads Tc but maintaining T below Tc of the Nb box gave the same
ambient field consistent with the field being trapped in the box and not the
neighboring pixels. We find that the size of the trapped crossing field increases
if the µ-metal shield is not used when cooled below 9 K (higher by about an
order of magnitude). The µ-metal can reduces the size of Earth’s field but not
to zero. When the Nb can is cooled below 9 K it is exposed to some fraction of
Earth’s field. Some fraction of this field becomes trapped in Nb box. We also
find that disconnecting system electronics from the dewar when cooling below
9 K also reduces the size of the field trapped in the Nb can.
The pixel to pixel variation of the crossing field value is consistently of the
same sign and of similar size across the array. This suggests that over the detec-
tor array spanning a couple millimeters the ambient field is relatively uniform
normal to the detector’s film thickness direction.
At all operating temperatures we find that the variable magnetic field of the
ADR (which is used to control the temperature) has no measurable change in
the magnetic at the detector position. This is found by looking for changes in the
ambient field of the TESs and also from measurements with a field calibration
SQUID at the detector position. This means at operating temperatures the Nb
box is very effective at screening fields external to the box.
The measured Ic(B)’s of figures 7.14 and 7.15 have a larger than typical
trapped ambient field (nearly 5 µT) and we see that the Ic(B) pattern is un-
altered (no distortion) but for a field offset of constant value. Again we see
that all the Ic(B)’s taken at different temperatures have the same field crossing
value. The observation that a larger ambient field (a larger crossing field) only
offsets the pattern without distortion is consistently seen in our studies. Runs
when a magnetic contaminant was accidentally installed next to our detectors
(inside the Nb box) or when the field environment was larger cooling through 9
K can give much larger trapped ambient fields of over 10 µT and even in this
case the Ic(B) patterns are found to be unchanged but for a field offset.
During one run the temperature controlling software for the magnet malfunc-
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Figure 7.59: Unusual change and recovery of Ic(B) for L = 62 µm with Au
banks consistent with flux trapped in the higher Tc Mo/Nb leads. Intial mea-
sured Ic(B)’s (black and gray curves) consistent with a trapped ambient field of
about -1.7 µT labeled ”Pre-Quench”. Following this measured the ADR tem-
perature controller software crashed causing the ADR current to abruptly drop
to zero. This large abrupt change in field outside of the Nb box caused the
resulting patterns measured at different temperatures labeled ”Post-Quench”.
The original pattern was restored after going above the lead transition tempera-
ture and back down again. Other evidence suggests that the lead’s trapped flux
was not caused by any breakdown of the bulk Nb box’s shielding but more likely
the induced emf from the change in field outside the box was antennae coupled
into the box via the wiring. The lead trapped flux pattern approximately obeys
current inversion symmetry but clearly violates field inversion symmetry and
time reversal symmetry. This is consistent with trapped flux in the leads caus-
ing the violation of field inversion symmetry and time inversion symmetry is
violated because the trapped flux doesn’t change orientation when the field is
swept. It is also noteworthy that the complicated trapped flux patterns did not
show hysteresis.
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tioned and the ADR magnet current dropped abruptly to zero. After this the
Ic(B) pattern changed from the black and gray curves (labelded “Pre-Quench”)
in figure 7.59 to the measured purple, blue, and green curves (labeled “Post-
Quench”). The measured pattern is distinctively different after this event. The
Post-Quench Ic(B) pattern became highly irregular, a field displaced maximum
Ic of 8 to 14 µT, and a reduced maximum critical current for the same tempera-
ture. The pre-quench set of Ic pos and |Ic neg| obey time reversal symmetry and
shows an overall Ic(B) pattern consistent with the lead self-fielding model. The
post-quench Ic(B) pattern violates time reversal symmetry, violates field rever-
sal symmetry for any zero line, but the general pattern obeys current polarity
reversal symmetry. We believe that rapid change in ADR current caused an in-
duced emf antennae coupled into the Nb box causing vortices to be trapped in
the detectors higher Tc leads. The pre-quench pattern was restored by warming
the system above the leads Tc and back down to 172 mK; providing evidence
that the flux was trapped in the leads.
Another peculiar Ic(B) pattern is shown in figure 7.60. The interesting
features of this plot includes:
1. a curious ”bite” taken out of the linear Ic(B) maximum,
2. a ”bite” that is taken out of only one bias direction. (|Ic neg max| 6=
Ic pos max).
3. a time at which three different samples on the same chip have bites taken
out of the peak for the same bias direction in exactly the same way (light
blue, red, and yellow curves).
4. a change in the Ic(B) pattern that is not a simple change in the offset
field (i.e. Ic(B) for both polarities is not a simply offset in field as seen
for a different ambient field).
5. a change in the Ic(B) pattern that that causes only one bias direction to
shift.
Three different L = 44 µm samples labeled 44um reg, 44um vsL, and 44um
vwL vwOV with pictures showing differences in the leads width and overlap.
The blue curves are all for the same device. The positive bias Ic(B) all agree
for each pixel and for each cool down labeled “1st”, “2nd”, and “3rd”. All of
the blue curves are for the same device but for different cool downs as labeled.
We see that the darker blue “2nd” and “3rd” cool downs have the negative bias
Ic(B) changed relative to ”1st” but the positive bias direction is unchanged.
The positive bias “1st” lands right on top of the Ic(B) for the other 44 µm
device in the array of samples on the chip. The bite was swept band and forth
in field and retraced without hysteresis for each sample. We also point out that
the negative bias 2nd and 3rd curves can not have their linear regions fall on
top of the 1st negative bias by simply offsetting the curves in B. This is because
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Figure 7.60: Unusual Ic(B) patterns for 3 different L = 44µm devices on the
same chip at T=165mK showing a bite taken out of the maximum critical cur-
rent for only one bias polarity and also a change in state after cycling above 12
K and back down. The trapped field of around 4 µT is larger than usual but
not unprecedented. Larger trapped ambient fields have been observed showing
only a horizontal shift of the pattern and no distortions or bites taken out of the
maximum. For this reason it is my feeling the source is due to some combination
of edge barrier instability and trapped flux local to the TES. It is interesting
that the zig and zag bite region has slopes of similar size as the inner and outter
Ic slopes. This is consistent with instead of a single switch from vortex entry
at side 1 to vortex entry at side 2... a return to vortex entry at side 1 for larger
fields and a return back to vortex entry at side 2 for even larger fields.
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“2nd” and “3rd” curves, with their linear regions extrapolated to Ic = 0, span
a larger range in field.
The trapped field of around 4 µT is larger than normal but not unprece-
dented. Larger trapped ambient fields have been observed showing only a hori-
zontal shift of the pattern and no distortions or bites taken out of the maximum.
For this reason it is my feeling the source is due to some combination of edge
barrier instability and trapped flux local to the TES. It is interesting that the
zig and zag of the bite region has slopes of size very similar with the inner and
outter Ic slopes. This may mean instead of a single switch from vortex entry
at side 1 to vortex entry at side 2... a return to vortex entry at side 1 for
larger fields and a return back to vortex entry at side 2 for even larger fields.
In other words, vortex entry for increasing field that does not follow the simple
edge barrier Ic(B) model of: side 1 → maximum → side 2. Instead, for the
bite region, as the field increases vortex entry follows: side 1 → maximum →
side 2→ minimum→ side 1→ maximum→ side 2.
Suppressed irregular maximum were reported in Plourde et. al.[12] but the
features were rounded and not sharp as we observe here. Understanding the
cause of the Ic(B) bite may help in analyzing patterns for devices with added
Au fingers and or Au stems for which structure similar to the ”bites” exist in
the lower temperature regime but are routinely seen for both bias directions.
In figure 7.61 Ic(B) for both bias directions are measured for a L = 62 µm
device with Au banks along the edges. The set of gray curves are shown for
positive (lighter color) and negative (darker color) bias directions. We then bias
at +2.5 mA a neighboring pixel with a lead running near the sample L = 62
µm sample as shown by the set of blue curves for both bias directions. The field
environment is relatively nonuniform along the current carrying xˆ direction.
Then current in the neighboring pixel is reversed (biased at -2.5 mA) and the
measurement is repeated (red curves). We see that the additional field from
the neighboring pixel has the effect of a change in the approximately uniform
ambient field as seen by the shift of the zero crossing lines. Such measurements
also help estimate the electromagnetic cross talk between neighboring pixels in
a TES array.
We next try to assign some meaning to field sizes and possible interpreta-
tions. For instance Earth’s field is of order 0.5 G = 50 µT. So our shielding
consistently reduces the field to a small faction of Earth’s field. Suppose a single
vortex becomes trapped in the higher Tc leads, what is the resulting field? We
estimate this field using the axial solution for a vortex trapped in the center of
a thin superconducting disc at distances far away from the radius of the disc.
Bz = −Φ0β
pi2r3
. (7.6)
With β the disc radius and r the distance away from the vortex valid for
r >> β. We use this result for our geometry by approximating the lead width
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Figure 7.61: Device with neighboring pixel’s lead 30 µm away from the measured
L=62 µm device’s outer edge. See that the impact of the nonlocal field is to shift
the measured Ic(B) pattern as expected if the field is approximately uniform.
With the Iin = 2.5 mA, Rsh = 0.2 mΩ, RN = 10 mΩ giving I of the neighboring
lead of about 50 µA and at 80 µm away a B ≈ 0.25 µT.
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as 2β and r the distance from away from the vortex. Therefore the field from
a vortex trapped in the center of the higher Tc leads produced at the x = 0
meridian line of the TES is approximately 28 and 9 nT for the L = 62 and
90 µm devices respectively. Of course this defined field increases as the lead
width increases and also as L decreases. If during the course of a field sweep
flux becomes trapped and pinned in the leads such that it can not exit when
the field is then ramped in the opposite direction (and if we only care about the
the field at x ≈ 0) then the Ic(B) will not retrace by an amount of order 28 nT
for the L = 62 µm device or larger if assuming flux focusing from the strongly
coupled regions of the TES. We can easily resolve oscillations periods of order
10 µT which is then consistent with flux very rarely becoming trapped in the
leads.
If we care more about integrated flux over the TES area then we should
consider shifts in the Ic(B) pattern relative to the oscillation period δB. For
instance if the whole pattern is shifted to the side an amount Boffset due to
flux trapped in the leads this means the number of vortices in the leads is larger
or of order Boffset/(2 δB).
Remnant fields trapped in the Nb box are found to be of order ∼ µT. A 1 µT
field is equivalent to a two dimensional lattice of flux quanta with a characteristic
spacing of 46 µm.
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7.13 Au Fingers
The TES devices giving the best energy resolution have normal metal interdig-
itated fingers. This motivates our desire to extend our Ic(B) physics under-
standing of the previous sections to devices with Au fingers. The interpretation
becomes more challenging as we now have the potential of several effects going
on for an integrated measurement. We can then also have interactions between
effects such as a multiply connected weak link structures could exhibit phase-
locking which is not well understood. We proceed to show measurements and
analyze this measurements using the procedures developed earlier.
We provide a summary plot in figure 7.62 of the high T limit Ic(B) taken
for square TESs with Au banks along the edges and three Au interdigitated
fingers. From top to bottom we measure square devices with L = 130, 90, 62,
29 µm respectively. Again clear oscillatory structure is present and seen most
clearly for smaller L. In general we find for all size devices with three Au fingers
or for devices with absorbers consisting of narrow T-stems, wide T-stems, or
J-stems the Ic(B) pattern has a similar form. The patterns can be broken up
into an approximate Gaussian shape plus an oscillatitory pattern. At highest
temperatures the oscillatory pattern is largest relative to the Gaussian shape.
As the temperature is lowered the Gaussian shape causes a larger contribution
relative to the oscillations. The oscillations are also smaller relative the the
Gaussian as L increases. From figure 7.62 we see that the width of the Gaussian
in field decreases as L increases. We also see that the period of the oscillatory
pattern δB decreases with increasing L.
Devices from the same Mo/Au bilayer were measured in run ca82 and ca83.
The Ic(B) pattern for square samples consisting of plain devices with no added
Au structures (circles), samples with Au banks along edges (squares), and sam-
ples with Au banks and three Au fingers (plus symbols). In figure 7.63 we plot
Φ0/(W δB) versus the lead-to-lead separation distance L. The device with no
added Au structures (circles) had Ic(B) patterns with several oscillations and
their large field δB value is used. For devices with Au banks (squares: banks) we
have seen that the Ic(B) pattern have much fewer oscillations. For this reason
we plot the period of all oscillations. As B increases the δB tended to decrease.
The most similar comparison with the plain devices would then be to take the
largest Φ0/(W δB) value of the set of values. Similarly, all oscillation’s δB
beyond the central maximum or broad Gaussian are plotted as Φ0/(W δB) for
the devices with three Au fingers (plus markers). The devices with Au fingers
and banks follow the general scaling that was seen before for the plain devices
(plot of deff = Φ0/(W δB) versus L).
For the smaller L devices with three Au fingers the δB is comparable to in
size to devices with no added Au structures. We believe that at least for a range
of temperatures that the effective area of the weak link is the entire TES and
is not simply localized to regions away from the Au fingers or simply about the
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Figure 7.62: High temperature Ic(B) for square devices with 3 Au fingers rang-
ing is size from top to bottom of L = 130, 90, 62, and 29 µm. With the common
B range we see that the B width of the maximum Ic envelope increases as L
decreases. The size of the smaller period oscillations also decreases with L. The
oscillations are deeper and more pronounced for smaller L. In comparison with
the plain devices with no added Au structures the number of oscillations with
added Au structures is much fewer and less regular.
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Figure 7.63: Summary of oscillation period for all device types plotted as
Φ0/(W δB) versus L for square devices that are plain (no added Au structures,
circles), have Au banks (squares), and devices with 3 Au fingers (crosses). De-
vices with Au banks and devices with 3 Au fingers have much few oscillations
and their period less regular. For this reason we have put down all δB values
observed for a device. In keeping with our understanding of the oscillation pe-
riod it is reasonable to expect the largest deff = Φ0/(W δB) oscillation to be
taken as the relevant comparison with the plain devices.
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Figure 7.64: To scale schematic of the approximate implied area Φ0/δB from
the Ic(B) for devices with three Au fingers. The dimensions of the implied area
is arbitrarily represented as a square overlapping the TES. The implied area
uncertainty is larger for the larger L devices because of fewer oscillations.
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Figure 7.65: Measured |Ic(B)| for positive (lighter color) and negative bias
(darker color) for square 3 Au finger devices with L = 130 µm ranging in tem-
perature from 100 to 172.5 mK. Arrows indicate the positive side B values for
which the Ic(B) changes into a “ratty” state discussed in the text. At T =
100 mK it looks like the “ratty” structure has grown and now covers the whole
Ic(B).
central finger along the line x=0. In the next pages we investigate Ic(B) for
devices with three Au fingers.
Figure 7.65 shows measurements of |Ic(B)| for a device with three Au fingers
(z = 3) over a range of temperatures from 100 to 172.5 mK. At low temperature
T = 100 mK the pattern is becomes irregular or ”ratty” but generally follows
time reversal symmetry. We also see that the maximum Ic are offset consistent
with some sort of asymmetric current injection. The maximum is offset from
the crossing line by ∼ 12 µT for an Ic ∼ 1.8mA. This field size of displaced
maximum Ic is consistent with that calculated from the lead self-fielding model
for an L = 130 µm device with no added Au structures. For some tempera-
tures the current may meander around Au fingers which could lead to different
amount of self-fielding. This would be similar to the lead self-fielding model
but with a different size g. A transition from current tending to pass through
regions of added Au fingers to meandering around the region could occur as the
temperature is changed. Such a change would be accompanied by a change in
the size of the self fielding factor g in both size and possible in direction as the
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Figure 7.66: Measured |Ic(B)| for positive (lighter color) and negative bias
(darker color) for square 3 Au finger devices with L = 130 µm ranging in tem-
perature from 100 to 172.5 mK. Arrows indicate the positive side B values for
which the Ic(B) changes into a ”ratty” state discussed in the text. At interme-
diate temperatures 160 and 167 mK and low applied fields the pattern shows
clearly define linearly related regions, a telltale sign of the critical current de-
termined by an edge barrier to vortex entry. The data for positive and negative
bias also show evidence for self-fielding causing Ic rectification effect. At higher
temperatures the maximum becomes more rounded and takes on an overall
more Gaussian shape with small amplitude oscillations on top of the rounded
Guassian envelope.
orientation of the self field could change polarity with contributions from the
TES meander.
A smaller T range of the data is shown in figure 7.66. Here we see very
clearly the familiar linear Ic(B) dependence for small applied fields at lower
temperatures showing Ic and B linearly related. We also see that the lower
field slope is smaller in size relative to the larger field slope consistent with our
self-fielding model. This is important in that it indicates that even in devices
with added normal metal fingers at lower temperatures the critical current is
determined by an edge or geometric barrier to vortex entry. As the field is
increased further the the field value at which the linear region ends for positive
applied fields is marked with a vertical arrow. The theoretical model for a
uniform superconducting strip with negligible pinning is a transition to 1/B
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scaling upon entering the vortex dome state. As seen in our square plain (no
added Au structure devices) the observed change in field is faster than ∼ 1/B.
But an interesting difference seen here with the three Au fingers is the decay
is not smooth or made up of shallow regular oscillations as seen for the plain
devices. Instead we see here the Ic(B) becomes ratty. Much of the fine irregular
ratty structure is also seen to obey time reversal symmetry (as seen in the
opposite bias polarity) but not all the structure.
The Ic(B) temperature evolution follows:
• at high T a few relatively small oscillations superimposed on an a Gaus-
sian.
• as T is increased the Gaussian grows in height and width and the oscilla-
tions remain small.
• The general structure tends to two superimposed Gaussians and evidence
for lead self-fielding displacing the maximum. At higher field a ratty
irregular region emerges.
• Cooling further the rounded maximum evolves into a linear regions inter-
secting to a sharp maximum peak. The pattern transitions to the ratty
state at higher field.
• Then at 100 mK looks as if the ratty region has grown to occupy the
entire range. This ratty behavior is superimposed on a Gaussian with self
fielding linear regions.
The next series of |Ic(B)| plots shows the general structure for 3 Au fingers
seen in devices with different L.
From high to low temperature the Ic(B) patterns evolution goes from:
• oscillations (strong edge coupled) →
• small oscillations + Gaussian →
• lead-self fielding Ic(B) asymmetry →
• small oscillations + multiple growing Gaussians →
• edge barrier linear Ic(B) transitioning to ”ratty” structures at higher field
→
• ratty structure on top of general Ic(B) pattern that is linear at low B and
decaying at higher B.
Figure 7.67 shows |Ic(B)| for an L = 130 µm sample showing small oscil-
lations and a Guassian growing in size as the temperature is lowered. For all
temperatures in the graph all the subtle structures exactly follow time reversal
symmetry.
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Figure 7.67: Measured |Ic(B)| for positive (lighter color) and negative bias
(darker color) for square 3 Au finger devices with L = 90 µm ranging in tem-
perature from 165 to 170.65 mK. At all temperatures shown the curves obey time
reversal symmetry. The |Ic(B)|’s generally follow a Gaussian envelope increas-
ing in height and width as T is lowered superimposed with shallow oscillations
most clearly seen about zero B.
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Figure 7.68: Measured |Ic(B)| for positive and negative bias for square 3 Au
finger devices with L = 62 µm ranging in temperature from 162.9 to 166.25
mK. Again we see the general trend of a Gaussian envelope superimposed with
shallow oscillations near zero B. In comparison with the previous two figures
we observe that the depth of the small B oscillations increases as L decreases.
We also observe that the unconventional patterns are nonhysteretic and to high
accuracy obey time reversal symmetry.
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Figure 7.69: Measured |Ic(B)| for positive (darker colors) and negative (lighter
colors) bias for square 3 Au finger devices with L = 29 µm ranging in tempera-
ture from 125.5 to 134 mK. Now L is sufficiently small such that the oscillations
become a significant fraction of the maximum critical current at high T . Light
gray lines show leads self-fielding lines that the maxima only approximately fol-
low over this high T range. At lower T the pattern is such that we can not
reproduce positive bias by a simple current dependent self-field correction oper-
ation as was possible for the plain L = 29 µm device. At T = 125.5 and 127.5
mK the oscillation maxima and minima taken on an interesting dependence of
the height and depth of the oscillations.
We can already seen from the L = 130 and 90 µm devices |Ic(B)| that the
oscillations become more pronounced relative to the Gaussian as L decreases.
This trend continues as seen by the L = 62 µm device of figure 7.68. The
oscillations are large relative to the Gaussian at T = 166.25 mK, with negligible
self-fielding effects. As T is lowered the height and width of the Gaussian
contribution grows much faster relative the oscillatory region. All fine features
of the oscillatory pattern are found to exactly follow time reversal symmetry
within measurement error.
The smallest device device tested with three Au fingers is show in figure
7.69. High temperature regime |Ic(B)| for both bias polarities are shown in
figure 7.69 for L = 29 µm. At the highest temperature T = 134 mK we find
the oscillations dominate over the Gaussian and the pattern obeys field polarity
inversion, current polarity inversion, and then necessarily also obeys time rever-
sal symmetry. As the temperature is lowered the Ic(B) pattern shows evidence
of self-fielding as seen by the T = 133 mK curves. At 133 mK we begin to see
that the whole oscillation pattern for opposite polarities is offset in field and is
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not simply skewed to the side by an additional self-field contribution −g Ic. The
size of the shift of the oscillation are only somewhat smaller than the shift in
the maxima. This feature becomes more clear at the two lower temperatures.
As we saw for the self-fielding case plain L = 29 µm device were were able to
operate on Ic pos(B) data by a lead-self fielding model correction and the data
landed right on top of the measured |Ic neg(B)| curve. Canceling the self-fielding
effect was done by letting B → B − gIc pos, and comparing with the curve of
opposite polarity by B → B− 2gIc pos. It is very clear from figure 7.69 that the
opposite polarity Ic(B) is not recovered by such an operation. The height of
the first satellite peak for positive applied fields is very different than the first
satellite peak for negative applied fields.
We also see very interesting oscillation depth (∆Ic) dependence with index
number or increasing |B|, figure7.69. If we assign the global maximum Ic(B)
oscillation an index n = 0 then then higher order maxima for more negative B
follow n = −1,−2,−3, . . . and more positive B follows n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . Similarly
we can refer to the the first negative minima m = −1 the second m = −2 ect.
And similarly positive indices m for more positive applied B.
At the higher temperatures 134 and 133 mK the depth of the oscillations
are monotonically decreasing with increasing n. This is not the case at lower
temperatures as seen by the T = 127.5 and 125.5 mK data sets. Generally
we see that the 4th, 7th, and 10th (or 11th) minima are very deep followed
by suppressed maxima (deep m = ±4,±7,±10 or ±11 and suppressed deep
n = ±4,±7,±10 or ±11. We feel this structure in size of the oscillations occurs
at temperatures where the characteristic size of the vortex becomes of order
the size of the spatially varying order parameter (the LaIPE length scale of the
added Au fingers). These observed “magic” numbers of the Ic(B) oscillations
then arise when certain vortex number’s lowest energy packing arrangements
are commensurate with the Au finger’s geometry and scale.
Deep minima occur when the vortices are configured such that there is very
good cancelation. The next larger |B|maxima is suppressed because of difficulty
in adding another vortex to the very stable low energy configuration. Because
the Ic measurement is an integrated transport meaurement over the whole device
we are not able to determine unambiguously the vortex arrangement without
additional assumptions. For the plain devices dominated by the successful LoPE
model the vortices are believed to arrange along the center x = 0 line of the TES.
With Au banks the saddle shaped spatially dependent order parameter could
cause vortex ordering off of the x = 0 line. With Au fingers and application of
the LoPE and LaiPE models we expect a global minimum of the order parameter
to be found along the line x = 0. Therefore the ordering could once again
be along this center line. The magic numbers correspond to vortex packing
commensurate with the spatially varying order parameter along this line. In
general if the strength of the order parameter is changing along the line than
so too can the vortex sizes. Strong cancelation for vortex configurations along
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the line that have the Josephson current in the positive bias direction equal the
Josephson current in the opposite direction.
Alternatively, by LaiPE local minimum at the first and third Au finger can
occur causing vortices to nucleate at these locations. For example suppose we
call the finger along x = 0 finger 2 and the fingers near the leads 1 and 3 such
that the number of vortices at finger 1,2, and 3 is written (a,b,c) respectively.
Then the m = ±4 could correspond to a vortex configuration of (1,2,1), m = ±7
to (2,3,2), and m = ±10 to (3,4,3), or m = ±11 to (4,3,4). We are currently
designing structures to help illuminate the actual situation in our devices.
Returning to the observation that the positive and negative bias |Ic(B)| for
devices with Au fingers (for all L’s) is not related by a simple B → B− 2gIc pos
transformation, we plot the normalized Ic versus B for one bias polarity for the
three Au finger L = 29 µm in figure 7.70. Lines and arrows are added as guides
to the eye to see the shearing of the Ic(B). We see evidence for self fielding at the
lower temperatures by the shearing of individual oscillations. A B → B−gIc pos
transformation can correct the shearing of individual oscillations.
Figure 7.71 shows the same three Au finger L = 29 µm Ic(B) data on a semi-
log scale. The thicker and lighter color data are Ic pos(B) and the thinner darker
color data −Ic neg(−B) at the same temperature. We find for all temperatures
that the curves fall nearly exactly on top of one another within measurement
error (small exception for the T = 127.5 mK curve around B = 29 µT). On
the log scale we can see the high field small Ic behavior has irregular structure
with oscillations that do not have a regular period and a departure from well
formed rounded maximum with sharp cusped minima seen at lower fields. Even
the irregular fine structure found in the high field regime obeys time reversal
symmetry to a high degree. This nonhysteretic behavior requires a very weak
flux pinning environment. On this scale you can see that deep minima at m =
±10 or ±11 are ambiguous at the lower temperatures.
An interesting characteristic of the higher temperature (T = 133 and 134
mK) data is visible when shown on a log scale. We see that the local oscillation
minima are clearly non-monotonic with |B| or |m| for both T = 133 and 134 mK.
At T = 134 mK the deeper local minima occurs at m = ±2 and is increasing
for m = ±3 and ±4. Whereas for T = 133 mK the deeper local minima occurs
at m = ±4 and increasing for m = ±5 and ±6. We believe this feature arises
from the Josephson Kx(y) having odd symmetry across the width.
At very low temperature the Ic(B) manifests a different character. There are
wide and narrow Gaussian-like structures combined with oscillations of similar
size δB seen for the same device at high T . A remarkable amount of this fine
structure is nonhysteretic and obeys time reversal symmetry as seen by the plots
of Ic pos(B) and −Ic neg(−B) show in figure 7.72. The magnified inset of the plot
shows how well the data of opposite polarity obey time reversal symmetry for
even the finer oscillating features. Further investigation is needed to determine
if the large double maxima seen here has a similar origin as the anamolous plain
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Figure 7.70: Self-field shearing of the normalized positive bias Ic(B) for a square
3 Au finger device with L = 29 µm ranging in temperature from 125.5 to 134
mK. At highest T the pattern very nearly follows field and current inversion
symmetry consistent with no trapped flux near the weak link and negligible
self-fielding. As T is lowered the Ic(B) of opposite polarities are not related
via a simple lead self-fieding operation as was shown earlier for the plain L
= 29 µm structure with no added Au structures. Nevertheless, shearing of
the individual oscillations exists similar to what we have seen when lead self
fielding is significant. Meaning, the maxima B position is far from bisecting the
neighboring local minima. Instead the maxima of a given bias direction are all
skewed to on direction for the full range of B and increasingly so as T decreases.
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Figure 7.71: Log scale Ic pos(B) (thick light colored lines) and −Ic neg(−B)
(thin dark colored lines) time reversal symmetry check for L = 29 µm at T =
125.5, 127.5, 133, 134 mK. The curves are nonhysteretic and show remarkable
agreement with time reversal symmetry even down to very low currents despite
the irregular oscillaitons in this range. For T = 125.5 and 127.5 mK we also
recognize that the 4th, 7th, and 10th or 11th minima are very deep for both field
directions and the following local maximums’ height suppressed. We believe this
behavior is consistent with vortex packing commensurate with the characteristic
vortex sizes and shape of the potential due to the spatial form of the strength of
the order parameter. At T = 133 and 134 mK the oscillations are very regular
consistent with a sheet current density distribution that is largest at the edges
and a minimum in the middle. This is clear from the increase in the height of
the higher index peaks relative to the central maximum and a decrease in width
of the central maximum. On the log scale we can also see structure in the depth
of the minima characteristic of the odd component of Kx(y).
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Figure 7.72: Log scale Ic pos(B) and −Ic neg(−B) time reversal symmetry check
for L = 29 µm at T = 65 mK. At lower temperatures the Ic(B) becomes more
complicated and the oscillations less regular. Despite the irregular pattern it is
found to be nonhysteretic and obeys time reversal symmetry.
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Figure 7.73: Blue circles are normalized measured Ic(B) for L = 29µm
with three Au fingers T = 134 mK. Thin dashed curved absolute values
of sinc function with the same oscillations period at larger fields. Red is
the one parameter model with Ic0 = 1, a = 6.8, χ = 3.4 =, Ic/Ic0 =
χ2
χ2+pi2B2
∣∣∣piB sin(piB)χ tanhχ + cos(piB)∣∣∣, gain = 3.8 × 105, offset = −1.3 × 10−7.
Solid black curve is the three level current density distribution model with:
W = 1, J1=1, J2=0.19, J3=0.75, L1=0.18, L2 = 1 − 2L1, L3 = cL1, c=1.2,
gain = 2.5× 10−6, offset = −1.3× 10−7.
L = 44 µm devices with a bite taken out of the maximum.
We next analyze the Ic(B) pattern in a similar manner for the plain devices
and devices with Au banks along the edges. We have shown that the oscillatory
component of the Ic(B) for the three Au fingers samples is more dominant for
smaller L and higher T . The most dominant oscillating data sets with Au fingers
being the L = 29 µm device at T = 134 and 133 mK, are analyze in figures 7.73
and 7.74 respectively. Again we assume that the Josephson current produces a
negligible self field and that the coupling across the weak link is junction like
and therefore approximated by local electrodynamics.
In both figure 7.73 and7.74 that data is given by the blue markers, the thin
dashed line is a Fraunhofer sinc functional fit with δB chosen to match the data
at large B. The thick salmon curve is a fit using the one parameter model that
has current concentrated at the edges. The thick black curve is the fit using
an asymmetric in y sheet current distribution Kx(y) composed of three steps.
Qualitatively the even cos terms contribution to Kx(y) gives the maxima and
the relatively small odd sin contribution contributes to the imperfect cancelation
that raises the local minima above Ic = 0.
We see that the data of figures 7.73 and 7.74 both possess the general features
we found to be characteristic of Kx(y) distributions that were large at the edges
y = ±W/2 and a minimum in the middle. Such distributions Ic(B) depart from
the Fraunhofer pattern in that the higher order Ic oscillations are larger relative
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Figure 7.74: Blue circles are normalized measured Ic(B) for L = 29µm
with three Au fingers T = 133 mK. Thin dashed curved absolute values
of sinc function with the same oscillations period at larger fields. Red is
the one parameter model with Ic0 = 1, a = 9.6, χ = 4.8 =, Ic/Ic0 =
χ2
χ2+pi2B2
∣∣∣piB sin(piB)χ tanhχ + cos(piB)∣∣∣ . Solid black curve is the three level current
density distribution model with: W = 1, J1=1, J2=0.05, J3=0.7, L1=0.15,
L2 = 1 − 2L1, L3 = cL1., c=1.1, gain = 2.5 × 10−6, offset = −1.3 × 10−7.
With B in the equation replaced by (B − offset) · gain to correct for the uni-
form offset field in the measurement system and gain corrects by a product of a
constant times the permeability of free space. Lowering T from 134 mK to 133
mK has the effect of reducing the width of the larger current density regions at
the edges L1 and L3, and also reducing the current density across stripes thus
lowering the relative current density at J3 and a significant reduction in the
middle across J2.
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Figure 7.75: Shape of the current density distributions used to fit L=29µm
three Au finger TES’s Ic(B) pattern. The sheet current density distributions
Kx(y) are normalized such that the total current is equal to one. Dotted curves
for T=133 mK and solid curves for T=134mK. Black and gray curves using the
asymmetric three step current distribution and the red and pink curves using
the on parameter model. Kx(y) = a/2 ∗ cosh (ay)csch (aW/2) with χ = aW/2
for W = 1 we have a = 6.8 for the T=134 mK and a=9.6 for the T = 133 mK.
the central maximum and the width of the central maximum is reduced. The
oscillating component of the Ic(B) pattern for the three Au finger devices of
larger L also posses this character.
The normalized current distributions Kx(y) used to fit the Ic(B) of figures
7.73 and 7.74 are shown in figure 7.75. The solid curves are for T=134 mK and
dotted curves for T = 133 mK. For both the step function (gray and black) and
the one parameter model (red and pink) have best agreement with the data for
a distribution that is more peaked at the edges at lower temperatures.
Taking the Fourier transform of the measured Ic(B) gives us the following
dominant cos contributions making a symmetric Kx(y). Consistent with the
functional form fits the current density distribution is peaked a the edges and
a minima in the middle. As the temperature is lowered the current density
distribution becomes increasingly peaked at the edges relative to the center.
To illustrate the effect of an odd functional form Kx(y) in figure 7.77. Here
we show an array of plots with a triangular current distribution and the corre-
sponding Ic(B) as maximum Kx becomes increasingly shifted to the side. As
the Kx(y) becomes asymmetric the local minima are raised above the Ic = 0
line. For the highly asymmetric saw-tooth pulse of the bottom row (far right
Ic(B) plot) we see no minima reaching Ic = 0 for the entire range of B where
in the symmetric triangle case of the tope row there are 16.
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Figure 7.76: Derived symmetric critical current sheet density distribution from
the measured Ic(B) pattern for L = 29 µm three Au fingers at T=133 and 134
mK.
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 Ic(B)Kx(y)
Figure 7.77: Tilting a triangular pulse Kx(y) (left most column) and the corre-
sponding Ic(B) pattern (three columns on the right with plotted over different
ranges. The top row is a symmetric even function Kx(y) distribution. Lower
rows increase the offset of the maximum Kx(y) position. As the odd compo-
nent of Kx(y) increases and becomes more asymmetric the corresponding Ic(B)
has its minima near the central peak raised and the oscillations period becomes
irregular.
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Figure 7.78: Maximum Ic field value versus temperature for square devices
over a range of L vaules as labeled and designs consisting of: plain devices
(circle markers), devices with Au banks (“banks”), and devices with 3 Au fingers
(“z=3”).
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7.14 Ic(B) T-stem and J-stem devices
7.14.1 Self-Field
We had shown for the plain devices with no added Au structures that the
critical current asymmetry is well described by the lead self-fielding model. In
this model the leads produce a self field given by −gIc. We showed that in a
plot of maximum critical current Ic max versus corresponding magnetic field B
that the points will follow a line. The data showed a departure from the line
at lower temperature for the larger L devices. For the devices with Au banks
along the edges the Ic(B) is unchanged. In all cases the shearing increased as
the temperature was lowered and |Ic| increased. This means as |Ic| increased
from lowering the temperature the field separating Ic pos max and Ic neg max
continually increased.
We find very different behavior for the devices with Au fingers and Au stems.
As T decreases the |Ic| increases monotonically. But as |Ic| increases from zero
the field separation between maximum of opposite polarity increases, then at
some point for further increase in |Ic| the maximum of opposite polarity become
closer together and then fully crossover to the opposite field orientation. This
means at high temperature a negative bias field polarity maximizes the Ic pos
whereas at lower temperatures a positive bias field polarity maximized the Ic pos
(and opposite for Ic neg). We believe this can be due to a change in the TES
sheet current distribution ~K(x, y).
Figure 7.79 shows plots of Ic max(B) for devices with L = 130 µm and
Tci ≈ 90 mK. These devices have a Au finger near each of the higher Tc leads.
They differ by what structure is in the location along the line x = 0. The J-n
(J-narrow) has another Au-finger at this center position therefore making it like
a basic three Au finger device (”z=3” with standard Au finger 300 nm thick and
5 µm wide). For the narrow T-stem (T-n) the middle finger is much wider than
the typical finger (15 µm) and thicker (∼ 4 µm) and composed of electroplated
absorber Au instead of thermally evaporated Au. The wide T-stem (T-w) is
the same as the T-n but with width of 22.5 µm. We see in the figure that as
the Au structure along x = 0 width is increased (J-n to T-n to T-w) the field
and current at which self-fielding reverses direction increases. Interestingly the
initial slope of Ic max(B) all fall on approximately the same line (dashed line).
Also once the size of the displaced maximum reverses direction, for all larger
currents, the Ic max(B) are approximately constant for all device types.
To this plot we also add measurements made on devices with three Au
fingers, all having a much higher Tci, for L = 29, 62, 130 µm in figure 7.80. We
see that the blue triangles of the L = 130 µm z3 falls on top of the J-n data
(pink ”x” markers). The Au finger z3 data goes to larger Ic and B because
the Tci ≈ 170 mK is significantly higher meaning the lowest temperature of the
fridge can reach a much smaller T/Tci as compared to the J-n, T-n, and T-w
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Figure 7.79: Reversal of Ic max(B) for square L = 130 µm devices with 2 Au
fingers and either a central: 3rd Au finger (J-n), a ”narrow-T” absorber stem
(T-n), or a ”wide-T” absorber stem (T-w). The lines have the same slope for
high temperatures and then change direction at some lower temperature. As
the temperature is lowered the reversal first occurs for the narrowest added Au
structure (J-n), then the next wider Au structure (T-n), and lastly the widest
Au structure (T-w). For lowest temperatures all structures then seem to roughly
follow lines of equivalent slope consistent with the same self-fielding factor g.
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Figure 7.80: Ic max(B) curves for devices with added Au fingers or Au absorber
stem structures. Stem structures from ca87 are labeled and the ca83 devices
”z3” means 3 Au fingers. The devices from run ca87 have a lower Tci ≈ 100 mK
as compared to run ca83 with Tci ≈ 171 mK. This means our lowest operational
fridge temperature (≈ 40 mK) corresponds to a much smaller reduced temper-
ature T/Tci for the ca87 devices as compared to the ca83 devices and therefore
a much larger Ic max. The design of the TES for the J-n device (pink curve) is
identical to the 130 µ z3 device (blue curve) but with different Tci. We see that
these two curves agree quit well over the common range.
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Stem width Ic BFWHM δB
√
Φ0/δB
√
4.35 Φ0
√
3
piBFWHM
type [µm] [µA] [µT] [µT] [µm] [µm]
T-w 22.5 2 10 0.55 62 22.4
T-n 15 4 8.5 0.53 63 24.3
J-n 5 3 4.5 0.63 58 33.5
J-n 5 10 6 ” ” 29.0
Table 7.2: Table summarizing the width of the center Au structure for each stem
type along with properties of the measured Ic(B). Maximum critical current
of the Gaussian component at a specific temperature is given by Ic. The full
width half maximum of the Gaussian is given by BFWHM . The period of the
oscillating component is given by δB and is relatively temperature independent.
The characteristic length of the oscillations is given by
√
Φ0/δB. And the
characteristic length of the Gaussian’s width is the square root of the effective
area
√
Aeff =
√
Weffdeff ≈
√
4.35Φ0
√
3
pi BFWHM
.
devices that have a Tci ≈ 90 mK. It is encouraging to see good agreement with
the self-fielding model and the z3 and J-n devices despite very different Tci. The
L = 62 µm z3 device has a similar reversal of Ic max(B) but with smaller linear
slopes consistent with a larger g value as expected for a smaller L device.
To this plot we next added devices with no added Au structures (z0) in
figure 7.81. The L = 16 µm device showed the largest g of any of the plain
square devices and sets a scale for the lengths of possible additional self-fielding
contributions local to the TES on the line x = if the current density transitions
to a meander around Au fingers or Au stems. We also added the plain (z0)
L = 130 µm device data, blue open circle markers. We find good agreement
and therefore similar g for the L = 130 µm with and without three Au fingers
for large currents. This implies that any additional self-fielding contributions
internal to the TES existing in the three finger arrangement either cancel out
or are not significant.
We believe further analysis of Ic max(B) may help shed light on how ~K(x, y)
changes in a TES with added Au structures as the temperature is changed. To
do so greater care needs to be made to make sure the field and current bias
polarity directions are known relative to the sample geometry. In addition more
Ic(B) curves need to be taken at different temperatures to determine the physics
governing the measured critical current.
Table 7.2 summarizes the width of the center Au structure for each stem type
along with properties of the measured Ic(B). We find that as the width of the
center finger structure increases the Gaussian width BFWHM also increases and
the oscillation period δB tends to decrease. The impact on the corresponding
characteristic lengths is the oscillating region increases and the Gaussian region
decreases as the Au finger width increases.
In table 7.3 we find for the stem devices that as the center finger becomes
larger the Gaussian width BFWHM for an Ic = 2µA becomes larger (and con-
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Figure 7.81: Ic max(B) curves for devices with no added Au structures (ca82
z0), added Au fingers (ca83, z3), and Au absorber stem structures (ca87). We
see that the pink, solid blue, and dashed blue curves agree well with one another
suggestive that the dominant self-fielding mechanism is the same (e.g. the lead
self-field). The no added Au structure L = 16 µm device is shown because it
has the largest g slope of any of the measured simple structures showing that
this slope is of similar size to the largest slopes measured for the devices with
Au fingers and stems.
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Pixel L Tci Ic BFWHM
√
4.35 Φ0
√
3
piBFWHM
type [µm] [mK] [µA] [µT] [µm]
T-w 130 90 2 10 22
T-n 130 90 2 5.5 30
J-n 130 90 2 4.3 34
130z3 130 170 2 2.4 46
90z3 90 170 2 5.7 30
62z3 62 170 2 12 20
Table 7.3: Table summarizing the width the Ic(B) Gaussian for devices with
absorbers stems and or Au fingers. The bilayer intrinsic transition temperature
is Tci (in the absence of LoPE and LaIPE effects). The maximum critical
current of the Gaussian component at a specific temperature is given by Ic.
The full width half maximum of the Gaussian is given by BFWHM that is
found by linearly extrapolating to a value for Ic = 2µA. And the characteristic
length of the Gaussian’s width is the square root of the effective area
√
Aeff =√
Weffdeff ≈
√
4.35Φ0
√
3
pi BFWHM
.
sequently the characteristic length becomes smaller). As the overall scale L of
square devices with three Au fingers decreases BFWHM increases (consistent
with the characteristic length decreasing). More measurements are needed but
from comparison of the J-n and the 130z3 values suggest that the Gaussian
width may also be larger for smaller Tci. Instances where measurements were
not made at a maximum Ic = 2µA, linear interpolation between measurement
temperatures were used in making the comparison table.
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Figure 7.82: Table summarizing theoretical and measured Ic(B) symmetries
obeyed and violated.
7.14.2 Ic(B) symmetries
For Ic(B) obeying field inversion symmetry indicating uniform phase and no
trapped vortices in or in proximity to the weak-link region and negligible current
injection self-fielding. It turns out that a vortex trapped exactly in the middle
of the junction will also obey field and current inversion but have an Ic minima
at B = 0. For a complex order parameter superconducting corner junctions
also violate field inversion symmetry [3, 54]. This is because the complex order
parameter breaks time reversal symmetry and spontaneous currents (even in no
applied field) appear entering the superconducting state.
For T-stems at the highest temperatures the Ic(B) patterns obey current
inversion symmetry, violate field inversion symmetry, and thus violates time
reversal symmetry. This is similar behavior to what was observed in plain
devices at high T with flux trapped in the leads. As the temperature is cooled
further the oscillations become more distinct. The pattern then tends to violate
current, field, and time reversal symmetry as the oscillating pattern. In this
regime the pattern can more distinctly be broken up into a broad Gaussian
combined with an oscillating pattern. The oscillating pattern is similar to the
Ic(B) with coupling concentrated at the edges and small in the middle as seen
by the more pronounced higher order oscillations relative to the central peak
(as compared to a Fraunhofer pattern) and the central oscillating peak less than
twice the large field δB. Plots of Ic pos(B) versus −Ic neg(B) have the Gaussian
components aligned but the oscillating feature is displaced in field. For the L
= 29 µm device the positve and negative bias Ic(B) were exactly related by
the time reversal symmetry operation. Unlike the L = 29 µm z3 device, the
T-stem devices on several samples and temperatures show that a time reversal
operation of one bias direction about any defined to be zero field is unable
to recover the opposite bias pattern. The entire oscillating component of the
pattern seems offset by field value. Unlike the observation of lead self-fielding the
offset amount is nearly independent of the current Ic. Shifting the the entire
Ic(B) to the side can align the oscillation maxima and minima of opposite
polarity but the Gaussian forms at larger fields are then not aligned. For a
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T-stem the an 2B = 0.5µT at Ic ≈ 9.4µA, with B = gIc giving an approximate
g of 0.027 T/A. For comparison we can assume the form of Leff = µ0/(pig)
for the purposes of getting a characteristic scale which is then ∼ 15 µm, which
is certainly of order the size of the Au stem structure (the T-stem width is 15
µm).
The T-n and T-w devices are also different from the J-n and three finger
device of comparable size in that many more oscillations are visible. The T-n
and T-w have about 9 to 10 distinct oscillations in both field directions. In
comparison the J-n and three finger device of the same size has 2 or three
oscillations that are less distinct and regular.
We believe the Ic(B) pattern and even its more subtle eccentricities arises
from the particular design of the added Au structures, instead of simply reflec-
tive of sample imperfections or defects as different pixels of the same design are
found to exhibit the same pattern.
Another interesting feature is that near the central minima the oscillations
are repeatedly found to have deep minima. As the field is increased the local
minima actually increases. These minima are deeper than the sum of a Guassian
and positive definite sinc function type oscillatory function. As a consequence
the detector can not be modeled as say two disconnected lumped element weak
links connected in parallel. Interference effects are significant. We find that
with a local weak link model that similar depressions can arise for sheet current
distributions Kx(y) that are asymmetric in y.
In this context we mention that Anger emphet. al. studying small proximity
coupled SNS SQUIDS observed what they called a reentrant effect, whereby
increasing the magnetic field increased the critical current. This effect has only
been seen in certain samples they studied and has not been observed in single
junctions. The authors also note it is not seen in junctions (I think they mean to
say weak links instead of junctions) of length less than 1.2 µm or longer than 1.5
µm. It is also only seen when Al electrodes were used and not Nb electrodes.
This reentrant behavior has not been explained theoretically nor has it been
studied in single weak links (only seen in SQUID arrangements).
We have shown that a Gaussian or sech distribution Ic(B) can occur for long
diffusive SNS structures. This can be thought of quasi-classically as dephasing
caused by the magnetic field. Different diffusive trajectories or Andreev paths in
the weak-link acquire different phases and thus the coherence becomes washed
out. For a weak-link having a width that is narrow relative to its length we
have discussed that the Ic(B) assumes a monotonic decay of the form
Ic(B) = Ic(0)
pi√
3
Φ
Φ0
sinh
(
pi√
3
Φ
Φ0
) . (7.7)
If the weak link is wide then the phase also varies along the S/N′ interface.
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Chapter 8
Asymmetric Critical
Current Rectifier
A considerable body of research has been done in vortex physics to develop
structures that would act as vortex diodes, meaning that vortices can flow more
easily in one direction than the opposite direction. Much of this effort has
focused on developing complex vortex pinning potentials such that vortices can
move more readily in one direction over another, often referred to as ”vortex
rachets”. [29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45]
We have shown that when the critical current is governed by geometric
energy barriers at the film edges, then by changing the self fielding conditions
and/or edge barriers it is possible to have a critical current asymmetry (critical
current rectification). In this section we are going to apply our generalized
asymmetric critical current model to investigate the rectification properties of
this phenomena.
Rectifiers commonly used today consist of diodes in various circuit configura-
tions that have the effect of converting an AC signal to a DC signal. In practice
a smoothing capacitor is commonly added to the circuit to improve stasis of the
DC level. Depending upon the specific circuit configuration it is possible to rec-
tify one half cycle of the AC signal (a half wave rectifier) or rectify the full AC
cycle (a full wave rectifier, see figure 8.1 for examples). A semiconductor diode
simply consists of a hole doped semiconductor (p-type) in contact with an elec-
tron doped semiconductor (n-type) and current flows across the p-n junction.
Current flows in positive bias direction above a turn on voltage characteristic
of the p-n junction. When reverse biased relatively little current flows across
the junction. The small amount of current that does flow is referred to as leak-
age current. An ideal rectifier allows current to flow in the ”forward” direction
unimpeded but allows no current to flow in the reverse direction. Most generally
a ”rectifier” refers to any nonlinear circuit component that allows more current
to flow in one direction than the opposite direction.
An important figure of merit for a rectifier is the rectification factor. In
our context the rectification factor is the ratio of the magnitude of the criti-
cal currents in opposite directions |Ic pos/Ic neg| (and typically the ratio order
is defined such that the rectification factor ≥ 1). From studying the general
equations describing the critical current asymmetry we see that at zero ambient
field the Ic pos = −Ic neg and the rectification factor is one, i.e. no rectification.
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Figure 8.1: Examples of full wave rectifier diode circuits. The two top most
circuits are bridge rectifiers. The bottom circuit is a center tapped transformer
full wave rectifier with diagrams to the right showing both the positive and
negative portions of the oscillations are rectified.
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A superconductor obeying the equations 6.101 and 6.102 with an edge asym-
metry parameter c < 1 and/or a self fielding parameter g > 0 will have a
rectification factor > 1 for fields B 6= 0.
In figure 8.2 we plot Ic pos and |Ic neg| versus B for Bs1 and Is1 = 1 and
no edge barrier asymmetry (c = 1, Is1 = Is2) and the self-fielding parameter g
ranging from g = 0 (no self fielding, red curve) to g = 1 (significant self-fielding,
blue curves). For the same range of parameter values we plot the rectification
factor |Ic pos/Ic neg| for positive applied fields in figure 8.3 with the curve colors
corresponding to the same values of g in figure 8.2. We see that the for all
g > 0 the maximum rectification factor occurs at the field that maximizes the
critical current. As the field increases further the rectification factor decreases,
slowly decaying to a rectification factor of one, no rectification. As the self
fielding increases g increases so too does the maximum rectification factor to its
maximum value of nearly 5 for g = 1.
In our measured TES devices rectification factors between 3 and 4 have been
measured. We can easily change the design of the leads to increase the value
of g. For instance we can have the lead at r3 brought closer to the TES edge
(figure 7.23) or bring current into the TES with a spiral pattern lead pattern,
etc. Another significant property of our system is rectification factor is tunable
with applied field. It is even possible to switch between positive and negative
rectified DC levels by reversing the direction of the applied field.
For g = 1 we see that the larger field linear Ic(B) has the property that the
critical current is very sensitive to small changes in magnetic field. In figure
8.2 we see that the effect of self-fielding does not lower the maximum critical
current value, it simply displaces the maximum to larger field values. This
is adventageous because it is possible by using rectification by self-fielding to
increase the rectification factor without decreasing the maximum dissipationless
current level for positive (or “forward”) bias.
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Figure 8.2: |Ic neg(B)| and Ic pos(B) for symmetric edges (c=1) and a range of
self-fielding factors g from g = 0 (red curve) to g = 1 (blue curves).
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Figure 8.3: The corresponding positive B values of the rectification factor for
a device with symmetric edges (c=1) and self-fielding factors g ranging from
g = 0 (red curve) to g = 1 (blue curve).
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In the next two figures we plot the same quantities but now for no self-fielding
(g = 0) and the edge barrier asymmetry parameter c ranging from c = 1 (no
asymmetry, red curve) to c very small, c ∼ 0 (highly asymmetric edge barriers,
Is2  Is1, blue curves). In figure 8.4 we see as c decreases the field displace-
ment of maximum Ic pos and |Ic neg| increases. Unlike the self-fielding case, as
this asymmetry increases (c decreases) the maximum passable dissipationless
current for positive (or “forward”) bias decreases. Like the self-fielding case the
rectification factor increases with applied field, but unlike the self fielding case
the rectification factor increases to a constant sizable rectification factor value.
The cost of decreasing c reducing the forward bias Ic pos is tempered by the large
increase in the maximum attainable rectification factor. For large edge barrier
asymmetries the rectification factor actually diverges. This begs the question
how small can c be made in a real device?
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Figure 8.4: |Ic neg(B)| and Ic pos(B) for no lead self-fielding (g = 0) and asym-
metric edges with c ranging from c = 1 (red curve) to c = 0 (blue curves). The
red curve g = 0 and c = 1 is an even function in B and follows the maximum
envelope for all curves. Only the tip of peak peak centered at B = 0 is visible as
other curves with successively smaller c fall on top. As c decreases the maximum
of Ic pos(B) decreases with its location at successively larger positive B values
and the maximum of |Ic neg(B)| also decreases with its location at successively
more negative B values.
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Figure 8.5: The corresponding positive B values of the rectification factor for a
device with no lead self-fielding (g = 0) and asymmetric edges with c ranging
from c = 1 (red curve) to c = 0 (blue curve).
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From the plot of maximum critical current at low temperature (T=54mK)
versus effective width (figures 7.49 and 7.50) we observe that the addition of
the banks reduces the critical current. By the lateral inverse proximity effect
model this is understood as the added Au layer depressing the strength of the
order parameter at the edge and reducing the size of the edge barrier to vortex
entry. The addition of banks along the edges depresses Ic by about a factor of 2.
From this we can assume that a device with banks on only one side would have
a c ≈ 0.5. To have the combined effect of both lower edge barrier and lead self-
fielding acting constructively to increase the rectification factor requires that
the Au bank be added to the inner TES edge. In figure 8.6 we plot Ic(B) and
in figure 8.7 rectification factor versus B for such a device with c = 0.5 and g
ranging from g = 0 (no self fielding, red curve) to g = 1 (significant self-fielding,
blue curves). The red curves in figures 8.6 and 8.7 are for c = 0.5 and no self-
fielding g = 0 show that the difference in edge barrier alone gives a rectification
factors for applied fields larger than the peak field of 4. The additional effect of
self-fielding raises the maximum rectification factor to a value of over 12 for the
value g = 1, blue curve. All g values plotted in figure 8.7 show the rectification
factor decaying to 4 for large fields.
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Figure 8.6: |Ic neg(B)| and Ic pos(B) for asymmetric edges (c=0.5) and a range
of self-fielding factors g from g = 0 (red curves) to g = 1 (blue curves). Positive
(negative) bias maximum |Ic| occurs at positive (negative) applied field.
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Figure 8.7: The corresponding positive B values of the rectification factor for
a device with asymmetric edges (c=0.5) and self-fielding factors g ranging from
g = 0 (red curve) to g = 1 (blue curve).
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We could imagine lowering the value of c further by increasing the bank
thickness. It is also theoretically possible to lower the edge barrier by chang-
ing the local geometry of the edge. Some combination of the above mentioned
effects and additional self-fielding are a likely explanation for the depressed
Ic(T=54mK) for the L = 29 µm device with 3 Au-fingers in the Ic versus ef-
fective width plot. This data suggests c’s of order 0.1. In the next two sets of
plots we again plot Ic(B) and the positive field dependence of the rectification
factor for c = 0.1 figures 8.11 and 8.10 and c = 0.01 in figures 8.11 and 8.12.
These figures show again that even for these very small c values that self field-
ing is able to significantly increase the rectification factor without any further
suppression of the maximum critical current. For c = 0.1 and c = 0.01 the
rectification factors for g = 1 at the field that maximizes Ic is about 200 and
20,000 respectively.
In figure 8.8 we present an array of different designs for a TES that would
have increasing edge asymmetry as you move right in the array and increasing
self fielding as you move down in the array. Banks and fingers lower the edge
barrier and increased lead current injection asymmetry causes increases self-
fielding and Ic asymmetry.
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Figure 8.8: Rectifier device designs of increasing rectification factor by both self-
fielding and edge barrier height reduction. As the designs move horizontally c
decreases by lowering the inner edge barrier height relative to the outer edge by
the addition of Au structures to the inner edge. Moving vertically downward
in the device array g increases by increasing the lead self-fielding. The upper
left device has no lead-self fielding and no difference in edge barrier by design
therefore no rectification. The largest rectification effect is for the lower right
device with a large g and small c.
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We conclude that rectification factors even larger than the relatively large re-
ported measured values of ∼3 in this thesis seem very feasible by making design
changes outlined in this section. Designs combing the effects from Au banks
along one edge and lead self-fielding suggest rectification factors of about 10
are expected. Designs with lead self fielding and further edge barrier reduction
by order parameter suppression and changes in geometry suggest rectification
factors of 200 or more may be achievable. The proposed designs are under
development and results will be published elsewhere.
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Figure 8.9: |Ic neg(B)| and Ic pos(B) for asymmetric edges (c=0.1) and a range
of self-fielding factors g from g = 0 (red curves) to g = 1 (blue curves). Positive
(negative) bias maximum |Ic| occurs at positive (negative) applied field.
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Figure 8.10: The corresponding positive B values of the rectification factor for
a device with asymmetric edges (c=0.1) and self-fielding factors g ranging from
g = 0 (red curve) to g = 1 (blue curve).
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Figure 8.11: |Ic neg(B)| and Ic pos(B) for asymmetric edges (c=0.01) and a range
of self-fielding factors g from g = 0 (red curves) to g = 1 (blue curves). Positive
(negative) bias maximum |Ic| occurs at positive (negative) applied field.
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Figure 8.12: The corresponding positive B values of the rectification factor for a
device with asymmetric edges (c=0.01) and self-fielding factors g ranging from
g = 0 (red curve) to g = 1 (blue curve).
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A potentially desirable feature of the devices is that the rectification factor
is tunable with applied field. This means it is possible to switch between pos-
itive and negative rectified DC levels by reversing the direction of the applied
field. This may be of use to various switching applications which motivates
considering the switching time. Determining the upper AC frequency range
of signals that can be rectified and the potential for using the field tunabil-
ity as a switch motivates investigating the expected characteristic time scales.
We refrain from considering circuit inductances for the time being and instead
concentrate on intrinsic time scales coming about from the superconductivity
effects. In the treatment that follows we also neglect the thermal response times
in the device. A more general treatment could include the power dissipation in
the device raising the film’s temperature above the bath temperature along with
a characteristic C/G thermal response time (that can also be further modified
by electrothermal feedback effects).
The input AC signal will have zero impedance (assuming negligible kinetic
inductance) for regions of the cycle below the critical current. When a portion
of the cycle exceeds the critical current of the superconducting strip vortices
enter at one edge, travel across the strips width, and exit the opposite edge
resulting in measured dissipation and resistance. The characteristic response
time for this process is the vortex crossing time. For negligible vortex pinning
force (Fp ≈ 0) and no significant vortex-vortex interaction force (Fv ≈ 0) we
can determine the vortex velocity across the strip by equating the Lorentz force
~FL = ~J × ~Φ0 (8.1)
with the drag force on the vortices
~Fη = −η~v. (8.2)
With ~v the vortex velocity and the vortex viscosity term η = Φ0Bc2σn for
a type-II superconductor with Φ0 the magnetic flux quantum, Bc2 the second
critical field, and σn the normal state conductivity of the superconductor.
Following Tinkham we can then replace the velocity and current density J
as an average over the width such that
〈J〉 = 1
w
∫ w/2
−w/2
J(y)dy. (8.3)
The vortex crossing time using the average vortex velocity 〈v〉 is then written
as
t =
w
〈v〉 = w
Bc2σn
〈J〉 . (8.4)
We can estimate this time using a coherence length of 1 µm at low temper-
atures, an approximate Bc2 ≈ 3 µT, a normal state resistivity ρ ≈ 2 × 10−9,
and 〈J〉 ≈ 3 × 108 gives a vortex crossing time t ≈ 50 ns (a corresponding
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frequency of 20 MHz). From equation 8.4 we see that the vortex crossing time
can decrease by reducing the width. This reduction in width can also lower
the critical current for widths of order the Pearl length. At some point we
can imagine the width being sufficiently shortened such that the time scale is
determined by nonequilibrium superconductivity effects. Then the time scale
for current conversion from quasiparticle to supercurrent becomes the signifi-
cant limiting response time. From using the nonequilibrium superconductivity
model explaining the R(T ) data measured on H-stem devices we were able to
extract a time scale by fitting the low resistance tail, τQ(0) = 1.8 × 10−10 s,
corresponding to an absolute maximum frequency of 5.6 GHz.
Adding the discussed rectifying elements to a circuit for applications requires
that the correct polarity is maintained. We use a defined convention and shape
of the lumped element to help keep the polarities and the larger critical current
direction straight. If we assume the convention that positive field points in the
upward (up out of the page direction) the larger critical current direction is in
the direction of the arrow that makes the shape of a letter “P” (see figure 8.13).
Because of the diode like directionality of current flow we may then call the
elements “P-ode” or “pode”. When the asymmetry is coming from self fielding
the vertical line of the letter “P” follows along one of the leads. The pode lump
element is added to a circuit in the bottom of figure 8.13 as an example.
We assume the simplest possible circuit rules to illustrate the rectification of
an input signal. Other current-voltage models can be chosen and give quanta-
tively different rectification properties but the significant qualitative effects are
captured by this simple model. We assume that for any current less than the
critical current the pode has zero resistance and for any current larger than the
critical current the pode’s resistance is its normal state resistance RN . These
rules are illustrated in figure 8.14 with an input triangle wave as an example.
We see from this simple circuit for larger rectification we would like c small and
the normal state resistance large.
We have shown that the rectification factor is one (no rectification) at zero
applied field and the rectification factor reaches its maximum size at the field
that maximizes the critical current (Bmax). This tunability of the rectification
factor can also be used to invert the polarity of the rectified signal by inverting
the direction of the applied field, see figure 8.15. Switching the field from Bmax
to −Bmax switches the output signal from having its negative to positive wave
form chopped. In these examples a smoothing capacitor can be added to the
circuit to make the output signal a constant DC level.
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Figure 8.13: “P-ode” lumped circuit element convention. The definition is used
to make clear the relative handedness when drawn as a lump element within
a circuit. Also parallel half-wave rectifier (bottom left) and series half-wave
rectifier (bottom right) examles.
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Series SC Rectifier Circuit
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Figure 8.14: Series half-wave circuits diagram or rectified signal. Top left shows
the equivalent circuit when for portions of the cycle when I < Ic showing no
resistance. Bottom left shows equivalent circuit when I > Ic and instead of a
short the element is replaced by a resistor equal to the elements normal state
resistance RN . Top right shows a graphic of current versus time of in input
triangle wave input (blue) and the p-ode half-wave rectified output (red).
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“Field Tunable” SC Rectification
I vs time (red)
Vin vs time (blue)
B=+Bmax
I vs time (red)
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|Ic neg| vs B (solid lines)
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Figure 8.15: Example of field tunability of the rectified signal. Input signal
(blue) output signal (red) showing the input signal can have its positive half
(top graph) or negative half (bottom graph) of its input signal rectified by
simply changing the direction of the applied field B as labeled in the middle
graph showing |Ic(B)|. A smoothing capacitor can be added to the circuit to
produce a DC output if desired.
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I have shown that the critical current asymmetry (rectification) is a general
effect for a superconductor having its critical current determined by an edge
barrier to vortex entry provided the superconductor has different critical cur-
rents at opposite film edges (or opposite surfaces in the case of a bulk sample).
Different edge critical currents or critical fields to vortex entry can arise from:
(1) Geometric, defect, or compositional differences between opposite edges, (2)
differences in temperature between opposite edges, (3) differences in local field
conditions at opposite edges, (4) asymmetric self-fielding effects.
Various theoretical works have considered how the energy barrier to vortex
entry for uniform superconductors (in bulk and thin film) type-II superconduc-
tors is altered when structural defects are present at a superconductors surface
or edge. Such treatments have shown that defects at the surface or edge of
a superconductor can reduce the vortex entry conditions. These calculations
indicate that defects can lower the energy barrier such that vortex entry occurs
at lower field but also show the lowering can not reach the first critical field,
Hs > Hentry > Hc1. For a bulk superconductor with the edge/surface defect(s)
larger than λ the critical current and critical field can be reduced to a maximum
reduction factor of the square root of the Ginzburg-Landau parameter,
√
κ. For
film thicknesses d < λ, the bulk λ is replaced by the Pearl length and the max-
imum reduction factor becomes
√
κλ/d. The dimensions of the defect impact
the size of the reduction in the energy barrier. Rectangular defects were consid-
ered [55] finding the maximum reduction in the edge barrier occurs for defects
of length in the current flowing direction of order the coherence length ξ and
defect penetrations into the superconductor in the strips width direction much
greater than the coherence length. It is shown that such a defect should reduce
js as
√
ξ/defect depth. These predictions remain to be tested experimentally.
We have not come across a theoretical treatment that considesr lowering the
barrier by reducing the order parameter strength via the proximity effect as we
interpret our results via the added Au structures.
The theoretical model bringing about critical current asymmetry presents a
nice way to measure how different edge geometry can on one edge can change
the edge barrier relative to the opposite edge by simply measuring the critical
current asymmetry.
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Chapter 9
Conclusion
9.1 Summary of Findings
9.1.1 TESs are weak-links
The most important finding of this thesis is that TESs are weak links. This has
implications on the physics governing the resistive transition including magnetic
field sensitivities, current-voltage relationships, the R(I, T ) surface along with
associated intrinsic sources of noise. This finding is also of general condensed
matter physics interest as the length scale over which the proximity effects
were found to be orders of magnitude larger than reported before, (we measure
longitudinal proximity effects over lengths greater than one thousand times the
mean free path).
9.1.2 Longitudinal Proximity Effect and Lateral Inverse
Proximity Effect
The N/S TES bilayer superconducting order parameter is enhanced via a lon-
gitudinal proximity effect from the higher Tc leads and suppressed via a lateral
inverse proximity effect from added N structures (e.g. Au banks, Au fingers,
Au absorber stems).
9.1.3 Asymmetric Ic(B) Superconducting Strip,
Rectification
In the Ic(B) theory chapter we calculate a general Ic(B) relationship for a
superconducting strip with its critical current determined by an edge barrier
or geometric barrier. We find a result that had been overlooked is that when
the conditions for vortex nucleation at opposite edges of a strip are different
that unexpected properties exist. We calculate how a general solution for a
strip containing both self-fielding effects and asymmetric edge barriers. We find
that a measured Ic(B) can determine the size of the rectification from each
component. Measurements made showed general agreement with this model.
We also investigate ways in which this effect could be used as a rectifier.
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9.1.4 Ic(B,L, T ) Evolution
Ic(B) measurements were investigating connecting the evolution of Ic from a
Josephson critical current to an edge barrier to vortex entry. Detail studies of
the critical current Ic as a function of temperature T , applied magnetic field B,
square Mo/Au bilayer samples length L and theoretical descriptions given.
9.1.5 Ic(B) oscillating exponential
We report the first Ic(B) showing oscillations and an exponentially decaying
envelope.
9.1.6 Large Area weak links, δB = Φ0/A
We report Ic(B) measurements scaling with TES area following the field period
δB = Φ0/A with A the TES area. From calculations and calibration of the ap-
plied magnetic field along with calculations of flux focusing effects we conclude
that the active weak link area is virtually the entire TES area (L×L) from de-
vices measure with L = 8 to 290 µm. This finding indicates the Ic minima occur
at integral multiples of one flux quantum, different than reported or calculated
in edge junctions or extended weak links. In devices with added Au structures
make the analysis more complicated but the spacing δB is also consistent with
long length scales.
9.1.7 Non equilibrium SC around Added N-structures
Samples with the added Au structures spanning the full width showed a low
temperature resistance tail that was analyzed in terms of non equilibrium su-
perconductivity.
9.1.8 Ic(B) to Kx(y)
Josephson interferometry technique has used measurements of Ic(B) has been
used to determine intrinsic directional phase dependence of the superconducting
order parameter in uncoventional superconductors as first demonstrated in the
high temperature supconducting cuprate YBCO[2] showing high temperature
superconductors follow d-wave pairing symmetry and more recently in triplet
pairing strontium ruthenate.[3] Ic(B) has also been used to make determina-
tions of the geometry or non-uniformity of an insulator sandwiched between
superconducting electrodes.[5] Josephson interferometry has also been used to
determine the location of Abrikosov vortices trapped in or nearby Josephson
junctions based upon analysis of the distortion in the measured Ic(B) for the
junction. I have not seen an example of using the Ic(B) to learn about the
spatial variation of the magnitude of the order parameter in a superconductor.
We have shown preliminary results using this technique to study the spatially
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varying order parameter in N/S heterostructures arising from in plane effects
including enhancement from the higher Tc lead material via the proximity effect
and suppression from added N structures via the inverse proximity effect. The
initial results on more complicated geometries are encouraging and we are cur-
rently developing this technique further to measure the long range spatial order
parameter variation in S/N heterostructures more generally.
9.1.9 Percolation theory and local resistor networks
In the chapter on percolation theory we studied how random geometric connec-
tivity between independent regions impacts the conductivity. We also present
a resistor network model for the TES designs studied. In the end we find that
measurements of the resistive transition can not be explained within a local
percolation network model.
9.1.10 Tc and Thermal and intrinsic Stress in Mo thin
film couples
We studied the rolls stress and pressure can play in superconductors generally
and investigate Mo thins films specifically. We have quantified the stress versus
Tc relationship in Mo films and identified the correlations in Mo thin films as
a function of substrate temperature. We conclude that the physical mechanism
leading to Tc shifts in Mo is a mystery that is inconsistent with an isotropic film
assumption. We feel that detailed x-ray diffraction studies combined with Tc
measurements is the most promising course to solve how the film microstructure
impacts Tc.
9.1.11 Paraconductivity
Enhance conductivity above the sharp resistive transition was explained in terms
of a lead effect (the longitudinal proximity effect).
9.2 R(I,T) Surface
Identifying TESs as weak links presents a paradigm shift in thinking and an
important step towards a complete theoretical model. From our recent findings
follows a multitude of exciting implications requiring further investigation.
A full thermodynamic analysis of the non-linear non-equilibrium thermo-
electric TES circuit has not been completed. However, the linearized thermo-
electric TES model is well developed in terms of a variable resistor obeying a
specified current and temperature dependence R(I, T ). Our improvements in
TES understanding allows us for the first time to produce a TES R(I, T ) surface
derived from superconductivity theory. Adding to the longitudinal proximity
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effect model the resistance evolution assumption discussed in chapter 4 we are
able to produce the R(I, T ) surface presented in figure 9.1.
We show calculations of the important device parameter β that is defined as
the logarithmic derivative of the resistance with respect to current,
Through continued iterations of theoretical predictions, sample fabrication,
and measurement we hope to further improve upon our TES model leading
ultimately towards the correct general R(I, T ) surface along with excess noise
mechanisms.
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Figure 9.1: Weak-link TES model calculated R(I, T ) surface. Different colored
points are different trajectories on the R(I, T ) surface: constant temperature
contour (green), constant current contour (yellow), arbitrary linearly related
current and temperature contour (purple), and an approximate bias voltage
trajectory using IV data (blue).
We find that our weak link model of the TES calculated β(R/RN ) is very
similar to the measured dependences.[6, 7, 8] The measured values in the follow-
ing references are not taken at constant temperature but we can see the general
shape and trends are quite similar and the departures seem qualitatively con-
sistent with the temperature dependence. More measurements will be needed
to test the model predicted R(I, T ) surface.
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Longitudinal Proximity Effect Theory (assumes constant temperature).
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Figure 9.2: Weak-link TES model calculated β(R/RN ) at constant T for lead
separation length to coherence length ratios L/xi = 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12.
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Appendix A
Excess Current Effects in
TES weak links
Thuneberg applied time dependent Ginzburg-Landau equations to an SN interface.[1]
He found that when the transparency or conductance of the interface was high
an excess current is observed (here interface conductance is not to be confused
with the conductance or conductivity of the S or N materials in isolation). It
was later shown that for low transparency interfaces a current deficit is also
possible.[2] Both excess currents and current deficits can be thought of in terms
of a departure from the resistively shunted junction model (RSJ model). When
there is a current excess or current deficit at high biases the I and V may be
linearly related, but when this high bias linear region is extrapolated back it
does not pass through the origin as expected in the RSJ model. For positive
bias when the back extrapolated line intersects the current axis at I > 0 or
I < 0 it said to have a “current excess” or “current deficit” respectively.
When operating TESs in typical bias circuits a SQUID is used with known
couplings to a feedback circuit. When locked at a point in the SQUID’s V -
Φ curve the change in TES current is determined by the SQUID response.
Because a change in current (not an absolute current) is measured in the TES
the absolute current scale is not set. A procedure needs to be followed to set the
origin of a measured IV curve. A survey of the TES community found that two
different but similar procedures are used to measure the TES IV relationship.
One of the standard procedures is starting with the bias at zero, then sweeping
out in one bias direction and back to zero. Alternatively the IV starts at some
large bias and sweep to zero, but in both cases only one bias direction is swept,
and the IV is taken to sufficiently high biases such that the IV approaches a
line. This line is then extrapolated back to zero bias voltage. The current at
which the extrapolated line and the Vbias = 0 line intersect is then set to zero.
IV’s are then taken at different bath temperatures to determine the power
as a function of bath temperature and this determines the thermal conductance
connecting the TES to the heat bath G.
For the outline method to be correct their must be no current excess or deficit
otherwise their is an error in the actual TES current and thus the derived TES
power P and thermal conductance G.
A procedure can be followed that can correctly determine the TES bias
current. This procedure is able to correct for: non zero ambient fields, critical
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current asymmetry, parasitic bias voltages, excess currents, and current deficits.
In all instances following the proper procedure to look for an excess current
one has been found. The smallest excess current measured for standard L = 130
microns of 1.8 µA and excess currents of 4.3 µA and 6 µA for L = 29 and 16
µm respectively.
Excess current departures from the resistively shunted junction model has
been observed in all Josephson structures with only exception being SIS junc-
tions. There is one report of a current deficit but more common in double
barrier junctions (SIS′IS′′) and depends upon the ratio of interface resistances
and the value of the order parameter in the electrodes.[3, 4]
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Figure A.1: Current versus voltage (IV) curve for an L = 16 µm device. Purple
curve is a line passing through the origin with a slope equal to the slope of the
IV curve at a bias of 1.5 V Notice that the data lie above this purple line by
an amount that is the excess current. Only one bias direction of the IV was
taken standard techniques would have lowered the current to the purple line. If
a sample had a current deficit then the data for large positive biases would fall
below the purple line, and for large negative biases the data would fall above
the purple line for large negative bias.
Nulling the uniform ambient field normal to the TES plane. This field is of
order a couple µT.
1. At a temperature T1 such that |Ic| ≥ 0 (a finite Ic exists) measure the
applied field need to maximize the critical current for both positive and
negative bias current directions. The applied field that nulls the ambient
field is then B =
(
BIc neg max(T1) +BIc pos max(T1)
)
2. Another method is to use the crossing field point. The field value for which
the curves Ic pos(B) and |Ic neg(B)| intersect.
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Taking at IV curve at a high temperature T1 that has either a small but
finite Ic or a minigap of reduced resistance that is small but finite about the
true zero bias voltage. An IV taken with a Vbias range large enough such that
the true zero bias voltage lies in the sweep range. The field that maximizes the
size and range of 2Ic is the nulling field. If the IV is plotted as the derivative
dI/dV then the maximization in tuning the field is shown clearly. At a high
enough temperature such that the TES exhibits a minigap the applied field
that maximized dI/dV is the nulling field, and the bias voltage value with the
maximum dI/dVbias is the nulling bias voltage. Take an IV at this temperature
T1 in that sweeps to several volts in the positive and negative bias directions.
This IV will be the reference IV to determine the TES current for IV’s taken at
different bath temperatures.
Next go to a reference bias voltage of a few volts with the temperature at
T1. Start logging the
At sufficiently high temperature T (low Ic) the maximum Ic occurs when
the applied field nulls the size of the trapped ambient field normal to the film
plane. The nulling field can also be found by going to higher temperature such
that the induced minigap in the TES when maximized with respect to
We want to determine the correct value of the current flowing in the TES.
To do this we must determine the zero ambient magnetic field at the TES. We
also want to correct for any small parasitic voltages in the bias circuit that may
arise from thermal emf’s of amplifiers. We outline a procedure that is able to
determine the TES current when the problem is complicated by the presence:
nonzero ambient magnetic field at the detectors, current excesses or deficits that
can be magnetic field, current, or temperature dependent, parasitic bias voltage,
and critical current rectification resulting from lead-self fielding and nonuniform
edge barriers.
At sufficiently high temperatures the lead self fielding is negligible and the
maximum critical for positive and negative bias directions are the same size and
occur when the applied field cancels the trapped local ambient field normal to the
film plane. An IV with the ambient field nulled will satisfy Ic pos = |Ic neg|. The
correct zero TES current then satisfies Izero = (Ic pos + Ic neg) /2, or in terms of
the corresponding measured feedback voltage Vfb zero =
(
Vfb Ic pos + Vfb Ic neg
)
/2.
The parasitic bias voltage is nulled when Vbias zero =
(
Vbias Ic pos + Vbias Ic neg
)
/2.
At slightly higher temperatures with T greater than the effective transition
temperature Tc there exists no finite sized dissipationless current (no Ic). At
this higher temperature the IV shows a reduction about zero bias voltage and
the nulling field is the applied field that minimizes the resistance about zero
bias voltage.
At this point we have a continuous IV curve taken at a temperature T at zero
field and with no flux jumps in the SQUID. This curve if taken to sufficiently
larger positive and negative bias voltage will be used as a reference to determine
the TES current for the IV curves taken all lower temperatures T even if these
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IV curves have discontinuous jumps in current arising from thermal effects of
flux jumps in the SQUID.
This determination is made by setting the bias voltage to some large value
of a few volts. Then lowering the bath temperature and logging the change
in feedback voltage. The curve should be continuous if there are now flux
jumps. The IV curves taken at lower temperatures TES current is determined
by referencing the original IV and the change in feedback voltage
If we assume that at large bias voltage Vb = Vb large that the size of the
excess current is the same in both bias directions then by fitting a line to the
IV region for both polarities (around Vb = Vb large and Vb = −Vb large) and
extrapolating this line back to Vb = 0, the zero TES current is then defined as
the average of the y-intercepts of the lines.
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Figure A.2: Plot of excess current versus bias voltage for an L = 16 µm TES.
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